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ABSTRACT

Modem state system emerged in post w€stphalian Europe. overarching powers of the

pope eroded and nation-state rose as the most powerful structurc of new polity at national and

intemational level. The new political ar'rangcment had a triangular system of power disbibution

to provide legitimacy to the emergent polity. This power sfucture anchored around 'state', with

'civil society' and 'public sphere' as its inrperative elements. State enjoyed monopoly ofpower

over a certain territory while 'civil society' emerged as a realm of social life which mediated

betwcen 'individual' and the'state'. 'Public sphere' refers to the arena ofour social life in which

public opinion is formed. Public sphere is a space between civil society and state and with the

help of'public opinion' it brings 'state' and 'civil society' in touch with the wishes ofthe public.

It provides legitimacy to the existing political systems. Public sphere is an insfument that civil

soci€ty uses for mediating with the 'state' in order to win favors for public issues.

Jurgen Ilabermas aniculated thc rise and fall of public sphere in 18th Century. British

coffee houses, French saloon and emerging social clubs provided the physical space tbr the

generation of rational crit;cal debate. Principle of objective infomation was the basis of public

sphere. Habermas ideai type'public sphere' anchorcd around national press which carried the

'public opinion' from one part of the state to another. Access to all, universality, common

interests, and inclusivity were the distinctive characteristics of Habermas public sphere. It had

three struclural preconditions; 1) press 2) civil society 3) addressee (state) of public opinion.

Habermas argues that commercialization of lifc brought an end to 'public sphere'. Citizens

transformed into mere investors, consumers and workers marking a decline in civic engagement.

However, with the dawn of current wave of globalization stimulated by modern

information and communication technologies, the westphalian structure ofpower dist bution is
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undergoing change. A variety ofprocesses conveniently labeled as'globalization' has intensified

tle interconnections between 'states', 'civil soc;eties' and 'individual' starting a new era of

unmatched 'interdependence'- Thcse processes are transforming the triangular power structure

anchored arcund'state','civil society' and'public sphere'

l'his thesis explored this shift in polity in geneml and the transfomation (and revival) of

the public sphere in particular. The thesis is a mix ol nomative and empirical research. After

taking the theoretical jssue of polity transformation and the revival of the public sphere, the

research looks for empirical evidence by exploring the developments on the issue of climate

changc, to see the reflections of theoretical developments on ground. The thesis presents a

framework for the transformation ol polity from local to global and explicates the revival ol

public sphere within this framework; particularly the publ;c sphere on the issue of climate

change and presents a theorelical model for tran snational public spherc.

Information and communication technolog;es (ICTS) are supposed to have the potential

to rev;ve the public sphere. I his research evaluated this potential ofICTs and argues that a 'new

public sphere', anchored around modern communications networks has emerged. It fulfills the

structural conditions ofthe Habermasian mode] ofpub)ic sphere; i) global communication media

2) global civil society 3) addressee (govemance networks) ofglobal public opinion. However the

distinctive chamcteristics, problems and prospects of this 'new public sphere' are €ntirely

different from Habermas'ideal type'public sphere. The bourgeois public sphere existed in a

'nation-state', hav;ng an industrialist economic orientation and social syst€rn that reflected

valucs of that age. The post industrial society or put it in another way 'infomation society' is

drastically different from that of its predecessor. It is shaping its own political, economic and

social systems bas€d on thc principles of'knowledge' and 'networkinS'. As a result the public



sphere ofthis society is unprecedented. This marks a paradigm shift. For example, Habermasian

definitions of'public', 'press' and 'common interest' are delimited by the contours of'nation-

state'. today the intensified connectivity and diminishing signillcance ol territorial boundaries

demands revisiting of such concepts within a new framework.

The research envisages the rise ofa transnational public sphere which is shaping public

opinion about the mundane contemporary issues like climate change through a variety of ICTS

tools. The prominent features of ICTS include 'speed', 'affo.dability', 'interactivity' and power

to'integrate' lechnologies.

Intemet, cell phones and interactive radio have been the important tools of global civil

society lbr motivating public about climate change in various parts ofthe world. Though, 'access

to intemet' is nol universal, however it is argued that members ofglobal civil society acton like

Climate Action Network (CAN) are reaching billions of citizens through cell phones and

interactive radios, the fact which is often ignored in existing researches. The thesis documented

such evidence of lCTs potentials and actual uses of IC Is by INGOS to further the cause of

climate change issue,
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CH-{FTE,R 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The 21't century has globalized human activities ranging from economic transactions,

politics and culiure, to warfare. These activities flow across the traditionai barriers of state

creating a new world popularly labeled by Paul Fr;edman as a "flat world',. But as many critics

including Joseph Stiegl;tz have argued that a flat world does not mean an equal world. The

inequities characterized by the closed boarders oftrad;tional states have continued to exist, even

flourish. Thus we live in a mileu of"un-flat states" in a "flat world,,. Some states are immensely

richer than others, control disproportionate amounts of weapons and means of cultural

hegemony. The "globalized world" is flattening at a mte much faster than the traditional

intemational "un-flat state system". We need to research ways to bridge this gap.

A global commun;ty requircs a common set ofethics as the core on which it agrees. As

the world gets globalized, there ;s increasing urge to widen the scope ofa common ethical code.

But the platforms and the processes to deliberate on these matters are not sufficiently democratic

and inclusive. They date back to un-flat states and power relations which have since changed,

both within states and across global populations. From issues on human rights, democmtic

freedoms, environment, business ethics and warfare, therc is a need to deliberate on shared

global valu€s and their translation into rules about enforcement and ;nspection, most impo antly

the basis lor such values and their enforcement.



Politics has classically been defined as rhe activir) which deals with rhe creation and

sharing ofpower, and scarce resourc€s. All three are in the process ofchange; creation olpower,

sharing of poNer and scarce resources. My thes;s will study this phenomenon in general but

focus more specifically on the part which deels with 'sharinB ofpowet' among the constituents

ol a polity. I use the term 'polity' in a much wider perspective as an anangement of power

among the various actors. I will investigate whether democmtic debate on equitable sharing of

power is shifting from national to a global Ievel and whether public sphere at global level is more

likely to fit in with the Habermasian criteria of public sphere. Iurthemore t will place this

theoretical understanding in perspective of the issue of climate change. So this is primarily a

theoretical investigation of the mmifications of the communications technology led wave of

globalization, added with the case of climate change to visualize theoret;cal understandings on

ground.

Globalization and Nation-State

Globalization is such a powedul sociopolitical process that has wrought numerous

changes in all the walks ofhuman lives and their shaped sociopolitical and economic institutions.

The 'nation-state' itself remained matchlessly powerful entity in history, enjoyed absolute

authority intemally and accepted no suprapower above it. However, abundant litemture and

several manifestations on ground show that it is on the retreat owing to the same processes,

labeled as'globalization'. The decline in 'state' capacity to deal with various contemporary

issues is resulting in a power vacuum and various actors are coming lorth to fill that gap.

Increasingly, state borders are losing significance in the face of modem flows of information,

capital and human. This has tremendous implications for nation-state, state system and any effot

to comprehend this phenomcnon.
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State system in the last couple of centu es has accepted only'slate'as the legitimate

actor. Tntemational rclations have always been established €ither in times ofpeace or war among

states. There se€ms no room for a non-sovereign actor in the state system. However, a number of

non-sovereign actors have made their entry into politics at the intemational level in the last fifty

years or so. This rcquires proper contextualization and theorization.

Moreover the majority of sociopolitical concepts like nation, socieq,, citizenship, have

been defined in the context of 'nation-state'. So has been the case with most ofthe theo esof

political science and international relations. Tlese concepts and theories are becoming ever more

cootenlious when the hegemony and bounda es olthe 'state' have been challenged. One ofsuch

is the Habemas theory ofpublic spherc. Contextualized in nation-state perspective, with a lot of

democratic potentials have attracted attention of scholars and researchers tiom across the world

to evaluate its potentials in the post nation-state perspective-

With the advancement in communication technologies, especially the'Internet', new

channels of social interactions are coming to surface where people can talk to each other! share

their views, make discussions and pass comments in a vi(ual 'space' on the cyber n€tworks.

This 'space' is available to people across the world with access to the internet. The word 'global

civ;l society' is frequently used these days by politicians, academicjans, social activists, NGO

workerc, economists and people belonging to different walks of socio-economic and political

life. lntemational non govemmental organiTations are supposed to constitute a major part of

global civi] society. These global civil society organizations are using this new global public

sphere in pursuing their agenda. A huge number of such intemational non governmental

organ,zations (INGOS) emerged to deal with the climate change issue. Climate change is one of
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such issues on which people across the world share percept;ons and concemsr The

environmentalist NGOS & INGOS work on a elobal scale for their cause-

1.2 STATEMENT OF' THE PROBLEM

Information communication technologies (lCTs) due to their time and space compressing

impact have increased interconneciedness among individuals, civil societi€s and states across the

world. The Intemet with its interactive facilities has provided a new unprecedented space for

public discussions and deliberation which may be called as a new global public sphere. This new

public sphere has the potential to motivaie civic action and shape public opinion on issues like

climate change beyond the confines of state. This ne\l, public sphere has numerous implications

for civil society and state. It provides opportunities to civ;l society for pressu zing state by

mobilizing public opinion and civic action about various issues at planetary level.

I.3 OBJECTIVES OF THO STUDY

The basic objective of the research is to evaluate the lnternet enabled public sphere in

perspective of Habermas theory of public sphere. It is meant to compare and contrast the

emerging new public sphere with Habermasian idcal and to explore whether the new public

sphere can play the simitar democratizing role Iike Habemas ideal. Moreover, it is the objective

ofthe study to explore the relationship bet\\'e€n new public sphere and power structures. The role

ofICTS is paramount in the emergence of ne\', public sphere. Therefore, one of the objectives of

this study is to evaluate the character. expansion and ramifications of ICTS for public sphere.

Public sphere potentials for civic actions can only be comprehended in the proper context of the

' Various suneys of inlernational research organ;alions like Pew research
\l/\N-worldputrlicopinion.org show lhat people bel;eve thal climate change

cenler. Clobescane, Callup USA, and
is happening and they feel concemed



power system eilher nation-state based or beyond nation-state. Therefore the next objective of

this study is to provide a holistic perspective to evaluate the potentials of ICTS enabled public

sphere. The last objective ofthe study is to relate the theoretical understandings ofcivil society

and public sphere to the issue ofclimate change in order to reflect the real situation on ground.

For the sake ofclar;ty these objectives have been described below under certa;n heads.

. To explore the nature ofthe lntemet enabled civic inlcractions.

To evaluate the ICTS enabled public sphere against Flabemasia criteria.

To investigate the potentials ofthe ICTS for 'public sphere', pafiicularly with reference to

the issue ofclimate change.

To understand €ffects ofnew public sphere on civic action and public opinion formation

regarding climate change at global level.

. To explore the relationsh;p between new public sphere, civil society and state

1.4 ARGUMENT

The ICT led globalization is facilitating a robust public sphere and civil society beyond

the confines of nation-state. The emerging new public sphere has simila ties and differences

with the Habemasian 'ideal', however, despite challenges, it is lar more powerful, expansive,

and inclusive then the Habermas public sphere. The Habemas 'rcfeudalized' 'public' is

increasingly finding means for its 'emancipation'. A 'new public' is emerging which is no more

a mere spectator in llabermasian sense, but is finding means to be active and participative. Civil

society at global level is w€ll-€qujpp€d to steer the debate in the new public sphere and motivate

civic action.

1.5 JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
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There is no doubt abundant liierature exists in the shape ofcritique of Habemas theories

of public sphere and communicative action, however there are numerous derimitations with the

existing research on the subject. Similarly, many have ventured to recast the public sphere in

perspective of emerging technologies but there are a iot of gaps in this research which provide

grounds for thejustification ofrhis study

One of the major limitation of most of the accounts of public sphere is its improper

contextualization in pe$pective of the developments in concepts like ,civil society,, .stare,,

'globalization' and ofcourse the technological aspects. So this study is meant to fill that gap as it

provides a hoiistic picture by encompassing the historical development of these concepts,

theoretical discourse about them and their relevance in the newly emergent technological

perspective. Most of the studies of viftual public sphere have generally taken a single ,social

networking' website or a populous in a single localit) to comprehend the nature ofvirtual public

sphere, which by its very dcfinition is 'global' ;n nature. Some in tlc applied sciences have

thoroughly focused on monitoring the activities within certain .weblogs, through specjfically

designed software to through light on the virtual public sphere, but lacks hisrorical and normative

underpinnings ofthe totality in which 'public sphere' is but a pat. For these concems this study

adopted a global vanlage point and strived to substantiate the theoretical argument, not by

statistical data acquired through the moniloring of millions of blogs but by means of a caste

study ofclimate change which helps us express our theoretical und€rstandings on ground.

This is in a way a unique work that strives to merge normative theory with an empirical

issue. This approacb, assisted w;th proper contextualization leads the way to reach heart of the

issue, the translbrmation in the concept of'public', tvhich in most ofthe existing studies gets lost

in the desire ofrigorous methodology or due to incomplete p€mpective.
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The comprehension of the technolcgy enabled transfomation jn the ,public, lies at the

core of political and social structures either within state or beyond state. As a ,public, through

the instrument of eleclions provide legitimacy to the state, in the similar terrain a new .public,,

might be able to provide legitimacy to the emergent social and political structures at global level.

So the aray ofchanges brought about by modem communication technologies requires a Iot of

theoretical attention These changes have profound imprications for alr the sociar, politicar and

economic institutions, demanding new diction, and new categories ofconcepts. public sphere is

one ofsuch concepts that require r€definition, but a prop€r redefinition is only possible when the

other concepts or €ntities related with the public sphere are sufficiently and theoretically taken

into account in perspective ofrapidly occurring transformations. This research intends to fill this

gap and contribute to the development of pol;t;cal theory.

I.6 RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

I.6.I APPROACII AND STRATECY

Knowledge exists in both tangible and intangible forms. However, when it comes to

social sciences and particularly polit;cal sciences it becomes ever more intangible. Most ofthe

concepts of political science and international relations like'state', ,society,, .citjzenship, etc.

are mental constructs. Some can be substantiated with empirical reflections, most not. The

struggle to comprchcnd 'reality' has always remained contentious for this particular (several

others as well) reason. This has resulted in the emergenc€ ofvarious th€ories and approaches for

comprehending social phenomenologies. There are mnge of titles for various approaches

employed in th€ poiitical science research, however, these can b€ grouped under two heads i.e_

obj€ctivism and subjectivism.
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The objectivists' foundation lies on the assumplion thet ,reality, exists independent ol

'consciousnesses. lluman beings come into direct contact with reality by means of sensory

perc€ptions, which lead them to acquire knowledge through the process ofconcept consfuction

and inductive logic. But, whether human beings always make contact with ,reality, by using

senses ;s a complex question. Moreover, the very nafure and existence of €vely object relies

exclusively on som€onets subjective understanding of it. This is the perspective of subjectivists

who believe that the 'reality' is what an individual perceives ;t to be.

The political theoreticians have always remained contentious over the issues of

irltangible nature of knowledge, and the conflict over how to access .reality, to produce fresh

knowledge, the two larger schools in this perspective are normative and empiricist theoreticians.

Generally speaking the gulf between nonnative and empirical theoretician is vast. Both have

their merits and demerits. But probably an over emphasis on any olthe two is not good for the

generation of knowledge. Over-emphasis on the lomer results in the production of normative

theory that is not-infomed, contrary to the desires of the great theorists of this tradition who

wanted politicai theory to be informed, by the state ofempidcal knowledge ofpolitics. The same

division has also fostered the empirical political theory to tum out to be banal and method

driven; disconnected from the significant questions of the time and more focused on what

appears to be methodologically most tractable-2 Therefore, this thesis employed a merger of the

two, normative political theory with a case study (of climate change) that can help reflect the

situation on ground.

Knowledge always does not exist in tangible forms, so to b€ €asily acquired, analyzed

and prcsented. For a research on polit;cal theory, the task is even more difficult, to supply

I See lan Shapiro, Problems, methods, and theories in ihe stu{ty ofpolitics or \yhat: wrong rv;ih pohical science
and Nhal to do about il, Palirical Th.oty, Yal,rf.e 30,2002.



substantial evidence ofthe abs[act understanding. Therefore, this research utilizes.intelpretive.

approach to this theoretical inquiry. Interpretation entails an indirect or mediat€d comprehension

that can only be acquired by placing human expressions in their historical background.

Understanding refers, not simply to "a process of reconstructin g the state of mind ofthe author,

but one of articulating what is expressed in the uork .r 'State'. 'civil society'. ,public sphere,.

'market', etc. all are menlal constructs, some are comparativ€ly newer, mostly very old. The

transition if any, in any of such concepts, requires the researchen to revisit their origin, their

role, and structures. This task is done by interpretation of the available literature on relevant

concepts, ranging from Aristolle to-date. Through deduction, these concepts have been redefined

in the perspective of this research and woven in a theoretical framework. Induction has been

applied to generalize findings in perspective of civ;l society and rhe ICTS potentials for civic

action and public opinion formation.

T.6.2 DATA

Primarily this research is based on the interpretation ofthe secondary data in qualitative

form. This data ranges from books. andjoumals, to websites and blogs, and some videos as well.

However, keeping in view the need of the research and availability of data, some quantitative

data have also been analyzed in this research.

1.6.3 FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

r Se Ronnie Lesem and Alexa.dcr Schieffer
s@rer, England: GowerPublishing Lld.,2010.

Iktegnl tcs.dr.h @d innayatioh: TrantldninA enterytise tu:l



Following is the framework for this research. It is the outcome of a thoro'rgh review of

existing lit€ratur€ on the subject, supplemented by the findings of a thrce years long research

proj€ct in wh;ch I actively participated.a

Modem technologies have globaliTed human interaction that is shaping qualitatively and

quantitatively new association between society and state. This is resulting in the failure of

conventjonal political and social analysis to capture emerging realities ofour public Iife.

Though there has been a paradigmatic shift in 'reality', however the conventional

'lexicon' for political discourse is still prevalent and conventional 'conc€ptual categories'

constructed in perspective of 'nation-siate', continue to dominate academic writings, lor the lact

that a new theoretical paradigm is still in th€ process ofconstruction.

Conventionally, political discourse is woven around the concept of 'sovereignty',

commonly seen as 'state sovereignly'. Clobalization essentially, means the 'erosion of state

sovereignty'. But state sovereignty lay at the heart of how political elites accumulated and

exercised power during the last two centuries.'fhus as state sovereignty erodes power gets

relocated in many dilferent ways. It does not perish nor ceases to be mobilized for different

purposes. When seen through the lenses of baditional paradigm, we are quick to note the

emergence ofempires as the natural conseqlence oferoding state sovereignty, but this ma) nnt

necessarily be the case.

There is some evidence that a basic ofthe "eroded power of sove.eign states" is getting

relocated in various manilestations of 'civil society'. But civil society is a very amorphous

(alnost /esidual) concept; particularly so when social organization has dramaticaily l;bemted

itself to exist in cyberspace and not just physical space. It has also liberated itself from

a I worked as Research Asociate in an HEC funded research prcjed entitled, Business and Polit;cs in The Mustim
World conducted al Intemational lslamic Univets ity, Islamabad.
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historically defined relationships with various forms of authority. Thus, it becomes very

meaningful to observe new developments ii "civil societies of local dispensation and scope as

well as global civil societies."

To summarize in rather basic terms: The existing literature and emerging world events i.e.

political, social and economic, across the globe, in over 200 states, suggest the lollowing

t€ndencies:

I - Globalization is leading to the erosion ofbadit;onal state sovereignty across the world.

2- Power is getting relocated in new political and social units instead.

3- The relocation of power is crcating 'Mega-States,, not necessarily sovereign in the

trad;tional sense, but enormously poweful nonetheless.

4- The relocation ofpo,ver is also manil'est in the creation of 'Mega-Business' in the lom of

transnational conglomerates (Multi-Ndtion.tl Corporaliow) and othet related relationships.

5- Thc relocatjon olpower is rcndering many sovereign states to becomc 'Mini-states'; their

political authority is dramatically reduced.

6- Erosion of state sovereigntv and relocation of power is leading to a breakdown of the

traditional social contract between soc;ely and the wielders of state power (society dnd

.!/dt€r. Thus, societv and state sland much more alienated than in the heyday of the

sovereign state.

7- While some of the power eroded awav from states, especially weak states, flows to the

Mega-states and mega business, a part ofit flows to civil society. This phenomenon lies at

the heart ofa changing world order.
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I.7 THESIS STRUCTURE

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the rescarch problem, and objectives of the research. It then

proceeds to research methodoloey and frameNork for analys;s for this research.

CILA.PTER 2. STATtr, CI\IL SOCIETY & PUBLIC SPHERE

This chapter narrates the historical dev€lopment of the state, civil society and public

sphere. It also €ncompasses the theoretical debates on these issues. However, mor€ focus and

space is given to the Habermas theory ofpublic sphere, its critique and evaluation.

CHAPTER 3. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES LED GLOBALIZATION

This chapter introduces the process of'globaljzation' into the debate with focus on ICT

led contemporary wave of globalization- The concept of 'globalization' has been explored

historically and theoretically to produce a working definition. Then ICTS arc narrated at length,

their character, var;ous types and their impacts on social, political and economic institutions.

Towards the end the impacts ofICT-Ied globaliTation on sociopolit;cal and economic institutions

is elaborate.

CHAPTER 4. TRANSFORMATION OI' POLITY

This chapter b€gins with a c.it;que of existing theori€s of political science and

intemational relations and their incapacities to capture and explicate the process ofglobalization

and their impacts. It introduces the emerSence ofthe process of'polity formation' at global level

and in the succeeding section it elaborates each of the major constituent element of the new

polity i.e. global civil society, n€w public sphere and sing structures of global govemance.

12



Again the emphasis remains on the emergence of new public sphere and its comparison with

Habermas model and its evaluation. It also highlights the challenges that ICTS have to overcome

;n order to fomulate an active and democ.alic public sphere atthe global Ievel.

CHAPTER 5. NEW PUBLIC SPHERE AND CLIMATE CHANGE

This chapter begins with the introduction of climate change, history of the issue, its

nature and the way it became an issue;n the public sphere. Then it explores the emerg€nce of

global civil society actors regarding this issue and the opportunities that new public sphere has

provided to civil sociery actors to deal with this issue. Similarly it also refers to the emerging

global governance structures on the issue and relates the competing new scenario by analyzing

the politics ofclimate change.

CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents the theoretical findings of the research and rclates them with the

findings fiom work on climate change to see the manilestations of new public sphere, new

public, the global civil society actors and structures ofglobal governance.

tl



CHAPTER 2

STATE, CIVIL SOCIETY & PUBLIC SPHERE

INTRODUCTION

2.1 EMERGENCE OF NATION-STATE

A nation-state can be described as a political organization with a well defined teritory

and a govemance system, inhabited by a group of people having national identity. The nation-

state system originat€d in Westem Europe and later proliferated acmss the plan€t Earth. There

are around two hundred states in the world today. l'hese are considered as the major power

playeN in the global politics.

The Peace of Westphal;a ended the Thirty Year War in 1648 and laid the foundations of

modem state system. The institution of'state' came to surface primarilv because it provided the

best possible remcdies to the issues of that period like internal security problems, and extemal

attacks, support for evolving markets, and a consistent system of teNs, justice and govemance.s

Travelling back into the h;story, it seems that the solercign nation-state was a creation of

particular circumstances in a certain historical epoch-6 The nation-state performed significant

functions and provided an altematile "lol'.ally" to the existing ethnic and religious split in Europe

at that time.7

JBesides these,'statc'also has lhe capacity to esitblish common curcncy, standard wei8hts and measDres and build
infratructure, so a powedul institution like 'srarc' was immensely needed al that time in West Enrcpe- However
Manin Van Creveld (1999) in The Rise and Declihe afstare says that 'state' was nol conceived as an end but it was
only amean !o guaranlee life and property by imposing law. and ideas like acqu;ring citizens consent and providing
them rights wasonly ofsecondary importance.
6 

See Yale H. Ferguson. The Crisis o a lhe Stare in a Glob^tizinew add. Gtabalizatio,r, (2006, March) vol. 3, No. I .
pp. 5 E
7 Karen Mossberger., Carcline J. Tolbert, & Ramona S. M.Neal. Digital Cili.ehship: The |nten.l saciety an.l
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In the light of Westphalia treaty, sovereign nation-states became the primary constituents

of the intemal;onal system. The state provided substitute to the number of international actors

like the pope, the emperor, dynasties, and socio-political orders. Since the middle of lTth

century, intemat;onal relations have been prinlarily detcrmined by states.8

The European empires facilitated the proliferation of the concept of territorial state to

other parts ofthe world and a "peculiar Westcm pol;ty folm" was planted in other societies over

other types ofpolities, and systems which were centuries old and which could not be completely

erased.9

2.I.I MAJOR FACTORS RESPONSIBLE FOR TIIE EMERGENCE OF

NATION-STATE

D€cline of Ch urchlRena issa nce and Reformation

The nation-state and nation-state system emerged in medieval period in Western Europe

at a time when the political powers offeudal lords and the pope decl;ned.l0 The Renaissance and

the Reformation both weakened political power of the Church. Owing to the ideas of the

Renaissance ("the reb;fth") people started to look to the classical foms for "guidance in

learning". The Reformationists proposed that men can get to heaven even without the Church.

Each individual believcr was supposed to be a priest before God. Ultimately, the path to

knowledge as well as heaven no more needs to pass through Rome. The Protestant Reformation

would also st ve to materialize a state transformation across Europe.ll

3 Mykola Kapitonenko. Globalizaiion. nation-srare, and global security anangements. E rcPOLIS6/2009.
'qYale H. Ferguson,2006, Op Cir., noied European colonialhls cariedtheir poliricalideas to pansofAsi4 Africa&
Americas wh€re similar kinds ofpolities took birth.
r0 Nation-slale and Natio. state systems are ofcoursc lwo differenl concepts- however both oflhese are inseparable
from each orher and more imporrantly therime and causes for emergence ofthe both are nore or lessthe same-
tt JasoaF^t The lYenphalia kgdc! ahd The Modern Narr'on-S/are (2005) provide the narative ofsocial, political
a.d economic life under Roman Enrpire domi.ated by Church and Feudal I-ords. Mcdousal Holl Wa d Histary:
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The Protestant Reformation lacilitated religious d;sintegration of Europe. The same was

also associated Nith the rise of independent and sovereign nation_states. It was the period when

national consciousness began 1(] take shape. Roman law was losing its appeal and written

national law codes were replacing it. State became the fountain of law's authority, substituting

Roman or papal authoritv.r2

Declinirg Feudalism and llise ofthe Bou.geoisie Middle Class

The decline of Church was also accompanied by the decline offeudalism. A major blow

to feudalism surfaced from the rise of the bourgeoisie class in Europe. At the end of Crusades,

the crusaders brought with them the stories of ihe wealth that they saw in the East. They also

brought som€ ofthe same wealth with them. The motives to accumulate wealth paved ihe way

for the development of better trade routes between East and West. The increased trade

transformed towns as "cen@rs of commerce". With the passage of time, some ofthese towns

raised voice for independence from feudal Iords. At times they rcvolted against leudal lords, or

bought their freedom from lords who were always short ofwealth.ll

As the political powers of these towns enhanced and their rulers became wealthy,

feudalism's grasp as a political force became loosened- Sefs started fleeing to these towns to

find their freedom after a time. Ultimately, the lords had to persuade their serfs to continue living

at the manor and permitted them to cultivatc their lands as ienets. The cscape ofthe serfs, along

with increasing wealth ofthe rising merchant classes that part;cipated ;n thc commercial society

broke the foundatjons of feudal power in Westem llurope and gave impetus to centralized

"national powef'. During feudalism, wealth and status were attached with land. On the contrary,

Pauet6 oI ihEroclio6 (2007) detltils how people's Nay of lhinking about God and acquiring lnowledge was
chdgi.g.
D See Lynn Buud, "Stop l ln the Nanre of the Law". irl,/14 1 999.

'' rbid.
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trade and abilities to acquire weakh in the shape of molley were the basis for the emerging

commercial society. Gradually, the Ieudal manors lost their political powers at the hands offtade

and commerce. "Mobile capital" was a catalyst for a new kind ofrising state.la

The emergent power vacuum due to the fading ofthe feudal lord's power paved the way

for the rise of a single "national monarch". In western Europe, consolidation ofterritory stafted

because the merchant classcs wanted powerlul rulers who could safeguard them and their

merchandise as they moved from one place to another.l5 Moreover as merchants travelled across

Europe, they frequently had to pa.v the taxes and fees to pass through a lord's area. As there had

been so many of snch trivial fiefdoms, the merchants aspired for fewer ofthese domains this led

to the asp;rations for a more consolidated Europe with only fewer rulers, but better arrangement

for the protection for the merchants. With the passage oftime, people w€re no more attached to

their ruler by an oalh ofallegiance rather they tumed into citizens ofcities and new towns that

extended certain basic rights due to thc;r alfiliation with that city. Moreover as these towns were

fountains of wealth, these merchants were major targets for taxation by rulers in exchange for

protection.l6

It was undqr such circumstances: the dccline of feudalism and the Church's hegemony,

and the emergence of a bourgeoisie class that paved the \tay for the rise of"powerful monarchs"

and set the stage for birth of modem state systern- The nation-state system o ginated with

the Treaty of westphalia (l648), which ended the Thirty Years War (l6l8-1648) in Europe. This

was a horaible religious war amid the Catholics and Pro[estants. The Treaty authorized the

German princes to make decision about the offlcial religion of their domain; it mjght be

14 Friedrich Ensels (l957) in a papet 'the Decline of Feuddlisn ahd the Rise af the Brrrgeri$e, publhled after his
dealh, derAih rhe rran,fom^rion iiom li uddl,.m rd l'.u,ge^i.ie '^.ier).
'r Mcdougal Ho|t,2007. op Cl, p.595

'u op. cit.
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"Catholic, Calvinist", or "Lutheran".r? More imporlantly, Westphalia also sie]1aled the

commencement of state sovereignty, that each oflhese kings throughoui Europe has the right to

be the absolute sovereign in his domain. Sovereignty is lhe most superior power in a state After

I648, the national sovercignty, typilied by "autonomv" a.d "interstate" competition, turned to be

the basic goveming system across whole Europe.rl

LIBERALISM AND THE CTIANGING CONCEPT OF SOVEREIGNTY

In the medieval period generally God was considered the sovereign and the rulers

govemed on eatth as ministers ol God. The early liberal thinkers attempted to separate the

government from th€ sphere of heaven. English political philosopher'lhomas Hobbes (1588-

16?9) was one of such thinkers. In his magnum opus "Leviathan" (l651), Hobbes laid the basis

for a ruler who was not subservient to God. but was the absolute sovereign in his own domain.

Ilobbes is considered to b€ the first philosopher who explicitly held the view that govemment

might be based on an "anti-religious basis".re

Hobbes' idea ofabsolute state is based on fear ofchaos and disorder which condemns the

life to be "short nastv, and brutish." Therefore, the only way out fbr individual is to surrender

his natuml rights to an absolute monarch who would protect him from disorder, but it demands

an absolute obedience. Hobbes suggested an absolute monarchy where ruler would impose order

in his area from the top-dorm.ro

Other thinkers like John Locke modified Hobbes' theory of an absolute solereign

however; it remajns a fact that Hobbes helped lay the basis for the modem state by advancing the

r7 quincy wright. Inlemational Law and Ideolosies. Aheticat Jaurhal of tntemationat Z@, 48:4 (October

1954):619.

'3 Fan,2005, op.Ct.
le See Walter Bems, "The Need for Public Authority," in rreed.n and t/ntue: lhe Cansenattue/l.ibertaridh

'zo SeeJuddHamon. Polni.al thauglt: Frot Platatath. PrcvhL1964.
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concept of an absolute sovereign. Today, sovereignt), is a primary attribute that nation-states

claim for themselves. However, democratic states are inclinird not to say that the ruler is

sovereign- Sovereignty mjght be vested in the parliament as is the case in Creat Britain or jn the

people as is the case in United States.2r

These liberalist ideas of'sovereignty' got cuncncy within bourgeoisie middle class and

the events ofhistory unfolded in the eventual disintegralion ofpope's Roman Empirc along with

the downfall for the powers offeuds and with the rise of sovereign monarch as representative of

nation state.

POWER STRUCTURE OF NATION-STATE POLITY

Merriam w€bster defines polity as a "fom of politically organized unit".22 The telm

'polity' is interchangeably used for'statc'ar1d'golcnlmcnt'. Irlowever, 'polity' in Aristotelian

sense refe6 to a regime or a rule.23 Regime does no1 necessarily mean 'state', it refers to norms,

principles and procedures,2a which shape a socio-political whole, with its various elements, the

relationship among these elements and the basic noms goveming these relationships. The core

concern in this relationship remains the aspect of 'power'. The norms of a polity ensure

responsible exercise of power. So 'polity' does not necessary refer to 'state' alone, instead it

refers to a social fomation- a largcr whole in which statc' is also accompanied by other pillars

of pow€r in this formation.2s The 'state' denominates a political soci€[,/sphere,26 distinct from

':l Walter C. Opello & Srephen J. Rasow. The Nati.)n Srne ah.! Glahal Ol.Ler 1 Histarical Intrc.luction ta
C ontenporat! P al i t i cs, 2004.

" Seeonline venion ofMeriam Wehster.

'3 SeeArislotle's lre Prlilrcr, Brd /la Polily:The Best Praclical Reginle.

':{ Slephen D. Kmsner, Structural Causes and Regime Consequences: Regimes as Intenening Variables. In
lntemattunal Regines,edited by S- D. Krasner. Ithaca, NY: Comell I lniversity Press, 1983c.
1s K. Polany;, The Great TNfotruliak, | 9aal200t .
6 

See Anronio Gramsci. & lectiohs tan the Pnsd NoreDook, ed. and trasns. by Q- Hoare and
G. Nowell Smilh (London: Lastence and w;sha( 1971.
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markel and family-the realm ofprivate. Betwcen the two lies 'civil society, which has the power

to mediate between political sphere/society and the private sphere.27 yet another realm, .public

sphere'facilitates civil society to mediate with state arld market to attain favors for individual

and family,23 and completes the social whole. Markea, though part of the realm of the ,private,,

have the potential to exploit individual and family, so civil society steers this later pa{ of the

'private'along with its associations to form a'public sphere'to bring the state and market in

touch with needs of the 'individual and family' at large. So three overlapping spheres of power

i.e. slate, civil socief, and public sphere constitute the whole and forms what may be temed as

nation-state polity. Market serves as a powerful inteflr'ening variable in this relationship.

The emergence of 'state' has been attribuled with the Westphalia trealy however, the

polity of nation-state as we see today d€veloped giadually in rhe post Westphalian period. The

power shifted from the pope and feudal lords to monarchs and bourgeois class and eventually the

democmtic syst€ms emerged which involved the common citizens through the mechanism of

clections to provide legit;macy to emergent polity.2e Today, '1he relationships between

govemment and civil society and their intenction via the public sphere define the polity of

Between the state and civil society lies the public sphere - a network to communicate

information and different points of views.ll The public sphere is an inevitable element of

sociopolitical organization. Public sphere is an arena which provides the people the opportuni[,

to come together as "citizens" and express their indcpendent opinions which can have impact on

:ee Jurgen Habemas. r/rvctrrul lruBtotnau^n nt Pulr..\plcre vll P,ess. laSo.
:3 Ibid
':e Se€ Anhur J. Slavin, fte ,\l,1, Monarchies a d Representatiye Assenblies. l,ledievl Cahstitutia atism ot
]vttnierh A hs.hn i w2 I 964
ro Manuel Castelk. The new public sphere: Global civil society, communication networks, and global govemance.
ANNALS, AAPSS, March, 2008, p-78

'r See Jurgen Habema(, A.h\ eetlocts ah.l horns Contributiaht toadis.otse theatyofldt dh.ldcna.rdcy. t996,
p'360
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the political setup of the societv.r2 Civil society is the ordered manifestation of these opinions,

and the link between the state and civil society is pivotal for the success ofdemocracy. The state

may drift away lrom its subjects in the absence of a strong civil society that can shucture and

channelize ciiizens' debates on differcnt topics and conflicts.ll

If in a society either citizens or the institutions ofcivil society or the stat€ can not realize

the requirements ofthis interaction, or ifthe communications between two or more ofthe basic

elements ofthe process are obstructed, the entirc system of representation and decision making

reaches a deadlock. There emerges a legitimacy crisis, as citizens are unable to recognize

themselv€s in the institutions of society.sa This further result in the dilemma of authority which

asks for a redefinition olpower associations embodicd in the state.r5

So the power structure ofnation-state polity is tripaftite. Though. the state is th€ fountain

ofpower howeverj c;vil society and public sphere are indispensable components ofthis pol;ty.

2.3 STATE

How can one define nation-state? This is rcally a t cky question to respond in brief for

the fact that the words nation-state conjurcs numerous connotations and associations. It is

difficult to define th€ term 'nation-state' because in common practice it is used in a va ety of

ways. Sometimes, it is used as a synonym of terms like 'nation', 'government', or society. The

basic units of a federation are sometimes also called as states. So in order to comprehend the

nature ofthis lountain ofpower and the central element of contemporary polity, some definitions

may be considered.

rr Manuel crsrells. 2008 Op C/ p ?8

" Iurgen Habemas. l€silinalioh ctlsis,1976-
r5 Manuel Castells,2008, Op Cr. p-80
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During the course of history, the meaning and title of the word, .,state,,, have bee.

changing. Greeks used this term. 'state' in the sense of ,polrr or city-state,- .Cryitas, was the

world used by Ancient Romans for'state'. The ancient Greek and Romans ,city-states' were very

simple, small, and limited. According to Aristotle, "The state is a union ol families and villages

and having for its ends a perficr and selr'-suffic;ng life by which we mean a happy and

honoumble Iife".36

In the sixteenth century, Machiavelli, a distinguished statesma. and political thinker of

Italy, used the word Zd Stalo lor 'srate' lbr rhe first time in history. Accord,ng to him, state is a

'power system'.17

Accord;ng to Sidgwick, "state is a combination or association ofp€rsons in the form of

govemment and govemed and united together into a politically organized people of a definite

territory."l8

Professor Hollande defines state as a huge collection of people, who generally occupy a

certain territory, where the will of the majorily of a class of persons prevails aga;nst any

opposition.re

Modem sociologist Max Weber defines thc state as an entity which ,,upholds the claim to

the monopoly ofthe legitimate use ofphysical lbrcc in the enlorcement of its order.,, Weber,s

concept of state resonated in the political philosophy of lhe 20th century. Weber identifies state

as the only entiq/ which can exercise authority or physical force within a cetain territory. Thus

36 See Aistolle's The Palilics Boak lll
r? ltachiaveltit The Prince intaduc.s its subject matter. Tle opening senrence uses the lem ,,stare,,

(ltalia. srar, which also refers io 'hialuJ'), with the purpose lo neurrally cover ,'atl the types of organization of
"uprerepnlni..rlpo*er.uhcrac.npubl.Jr,, p, hel! .

' see Henn S,dswi.k. ( i 8ql I I he I 1.h, ht, d r.l ti.,I' 
See T.E.Hol1ande, (1896) Elements of Jnrisydehce
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Weber believed tenitory to be an impemtive condition for statehood. Howcver, Weber holds that

such a monopoly must be realized through a process oflegitimation.40

For Creveld, the state took its biflh as a resuk of the numerous problems related with

political organizations that preceded it.al The vital innovat;on that paved the way lbr the rise of

state was the conc€pt of the corporation as a "legal person", and ultimately the state as a legal

personality. It fhcilitated the rise of a political body whose existence was not attachcd with the

existence of certain class of persons like kings, lords, chiefs and or certain class of groups like

dynasties, tribes and clans. The state Nas a durable entity. Whelher one agrees or not that this

advantage led to the emergence of state, however, ;t seems quite clear that such a type of entity

emerged on the scene. The modem nation-state signifies a different type ofgovernance than was

existent under European feudal setup, or in the Creat Roman Empire, or in the cit),-states of

Greece.42

The definitions mentioned above are by no means compreh€nsive in coverage of the

scholarlv litcrature on the subject.al The only purpose of recounting some ofthese definitions is

to highlight the distinguishing features ofnation-state for fudher analvsis.

2.3.1 DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS OF STATE

A deep insight highlights the following tindamental characteristics ofnarion-stale in the

contemporary era. The nation-state is a kind of "politico'military" rule that has a distinctively

deflned geographical tcritory as its first feature. lt exercises complete jurisdict;on over it.

'0 Max Weber expressed his vicws in a lecture, Politics at a l/ocation to rhe Fre€ Sludenls Union of Munich
Unive.siry in l9l9. This was lalerpubl;shed as aD essay.
rr 

See Martin Van Creveld, 1999, ,p Cl,

a3 ttoUles, t-octe, Hune. Rousseau,8odin, Ilegel, Spinoza, Mo.tequieu, Madison, Kant, Benthan, Mill,
'locqueville, and Marx Nere sone oftie mo$ influential thinkeB who oficrcd theories ofthe state during rhe course
ofils emergence, though he process oftheoriz;n8 continued wellinto the 20th cenrun in the thoughl ofSoc;ologist
Max Neber,lhe EnSlish pluralists, Michael Oakeshott and various American democmfic theorists.
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Second, it enjoys sovereignty over its defined territory, where its jurisdiction is technically

immune from any interference by any other nation-state. fhird, it has a govemance setup

consisting of various public otlces to manage the territory under its jurisdiction and the peoplc

subject to its jurisdiction. Iourth, it also has permanent borders which are marked by entry and

exit points on ground. Sometimes these borders are fenced and patrolled by border guards and

armies. Fifth, its government also lays claim over monopoly on the lawful use ofphysical force

over its population. Sixth, a sense ofnational identity is expressed by its population. Seventh, it

expects and rcl;es upon the submission and faithfulness of its residents.aa

Most of these characteristics were a:so evident in mcdieval kingdoms and empires.

Though the governance structurcs got highly developed under nation-state, how€ver empires and

kingdoms existent before nation-state also had some kind of these structEes. Similarly,

administrative setups also existed before nation-state. In the similal terrain leatures like,

population and national identities could also be traced;n Creek city-statcs or Roman Empires.

National identity based on, ethnic, communal or tribal identities \!ere known in the older

political organizations. The odgin of the concept of 'citizenship' can also be traced back ;n

Greek'city-state'. Citizenship lor Creek was a very valuable thin8, for it cnabled a male Greek

to be part ofthe politics and administration olthe city-state. Citizenship was the attribute ofonly

male Greek, even Greek women were excluded from this category. The concept of citizenship

justified the institution of slavery so that citizens could enjoy leisure to perform the state

activities.4s Romans also had the institution of hierarchical citizenship which showed various

levels of citizenship. Women in Roman Empire were also granted the right of citizenship

however they acquired only limited benefits out ol their low rank of citizenship. The modem

a 
Se€ WalterC. Opello & Slephen J. RosoN.2004. Op Cn p',

a5 
See ludd Ilamon,0pai.
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conc€pt of 'citizenship' took its bjrth during renaissance when peoplc b€gan to identify

themselves with their towns and c;ties rather than ith their ruler. They because olthe structural

changes in society began to share power w;th the rulingjunta.a6

It is the concept of 'sovereignty', and those features of nation-state that are woven around

this conc€pt that really distinguish 'nation-state' from its predecessor political entities.

'sovereignty' as supreme authority though existed du ng Greek or Roman city-states however

the attributes of conlemporary sovereign autho ty are distinguishable from its predecessors.

Morcover two other major features of nation-state i.e. 'territory' and 'legitimacy' are also

interwoven with the modem concept of sovereignty.aT

SOWREIGNTY

Merriam websler defines sovereignty as "supreme power especially over a body

politic".as Sovereignty is considered to be the most cherished attribute of state.4e It refers to

supreme poNer of the state. The notion of sovereignty has been under the considemtion of

political thinkers ever since the ideas about govemance took their birth. It kept on changing in its

definition, nature, concepl, and application throughout these ages. During the Age of

Enlightenment it attracted immense interest of the thinkers, and scholars. 'l_he contemporary

und€rstanding of the notion of stale sovereignty is generally attributed with the Westphalia

Treaty (16,{8). It established the principles ofterdtorial integrity, supremacy ofrhe state than th€

16 
See Derek Benjamin Heal q. A Brief Histaty a.f Citizenship, 2004

r? See Richard H^rlshom., I.t ctional ,1pploach ta Palitical Ceagtuphy, 1950. and Ri.hard L- Dixon,
Challenge &Canplerities ofNation-State Soterciqrt| i lhe Era oj2lstCenlur! lntenalionalisn, 2O1 1.
{3 Meriam websle. online Edilion,20l2.
a' 

See Dorolhy v- Jones, Id a aJ6t Warld20A2.
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Church, and supremacy ofthe sovereign in lawmaking and implernenting it within the territory

of its state).50

The point to remember is that sovereignty does not refer to supreme power of a person

rather such a supreme po\ver is only bestowed upon'state', the highest political association of

the day.sl This makcs a clear departure liom the kind of authoriry that existed during the

medieval p€riod where sovereignty was an attribute ofthe ruler.

A profound look suggests that the idea of sovereignty points to the three_fo1d capacity of

a state; the absolut€ supremacy ofthe state over intemal issues \uithin its territorial boundades,

absolute right of the state to rule over ;ts people, and independence from any interference from

outside in the above issues.sz Thus a state can be temed as sovereign if it is capable enough to

formulate and execute laws in its territory, and function without any assistance from outside, and

it does not acknowlcdge any superio authority or power above itself in the community of

sovereign states. The conciusion dmwn from this definition is that sovereignty is indispensable

for the existence of a state, without sovereignty a state can not be imagined.

F I XE D BOUNDART ESNERRITO R Y

Like sovereignty, 'territory' has been the second most emphasized attribute of the state.

The state requires a lixcd t€rritory, with clearly demarcatcd boundaries over which it exercises

undisputed authority. Territory provides the material bas:s for the existence of state. There have

heen debates among scholars regarding the limits ofthe teffitory which are not the focus ofthis

j0 
Andreas Osiander. Soverei8nty, Inlemational Relations, and ihe weslphalian M-\rh- lhtettutiahal Oryanizatian

Vol. 55 No.2. Spring 2001:251-287
5r Thomas Hobbes was rhe fi6rb make a cleardislinciion in ihis reg&d and attributed the'supreme powel not with
the'person' of the ruler.ater rhe political institution.
5: cuigo wan8. The impact ofGlobaliation on State So\ercllnly. Chinev Jaurndl af lnternatiahal LN.3l2:2004:
p-473.
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research. The most important aspect of territory is its conncction with thc soveteiqnr).\r This

reminds ofterritorial sovereignty which refers to limits ofthe sovereign regarding itsjurisdiction

over a certain landmass, sea or air space.

ln order to be recognized as a sovercign statc, effective control ovcr territoial space is

essential. Article I ofthe l9J3 Montevideo Convention on Rights and Duties of States identifies

a defined ten;tory, along w;th a permanent population, government and a capacity to enter into

relations with other states as minimal criteria for statehood under international law.sa

Arm;es are stat;oned to guard the territorial boundaries of states which show the

significance ofteritory for a state. In history many wars had been actually the wars ofe\pansion

or defense ofterritory against n€ighboring power. Crossing of a state territory by aliens or goods

require pemissions in the shape of visas or taxes which are the symbols of respect for a state's

tel.ritory and acl-nowledgment ofthe existence ofan author;ty over it.

As stated above, both the notions of state and sovereignty have lerdtor;at connotations as

well. The distinct boundaries and their inviolab;lity is a cherishcd fealure of the Wcstphalian

statc.55 Tte distinguishing feature ofthe 'tedtory' ol nation-state is that ;t has been fixed now in

the sense that once a 'state' is rccognized as a sovereign state its boundaries are respected by all

under the existing intemational laws and can not be altered. This was not the case in history

except for times ofpeace and friendship.

LEGITIMACY

Jr See Richard Haitshome, 1950, oAC,
5r M. N- Shaw- /rrararmral ld, fourth Edilion. Cambridge: Cambddge Uiiversily Press. 1997, p-140
5r See Tlomas J- Bie6teker , State, Sarercignt! dnd'lbnita,!, 2002.
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Max Weber (19,17) states, that a power which is believed to b€ legitimate by its subjects

creates authority.s6 Legitimacy is a value that generatcs poNer which is based on, not coercion

but consent.sT The modem concept of legitimacy ofstate through public consent is tmced back to

Locke during the Enlightenment Em. IIis argument is that govemment is legitimate only when it

is run by implicit or explicit consent of the governed. ln actuality 'legitimacy' is the cloak of

sovereignty.s3

In the case of nation-state, through the mechan;sms like representative democracy and

elections, a state acquires the attrjbute of'legitimacy'. The oth€r side of the matter is the

development of the notion of popular sovereignty. People of a state are considered the rcal

sovereign today and they delegate lheir powers to a certain govemment to mle over them.

Through the tool of €lections the), express the;r consent which enables a political party to

exercise the supreme power in a ceflain tcnitory on behalf of that public. This b.ings us to the

notion of public opinion. 'lhe public opinion formally expressed through €lections provides

legitimacy to a government and the public opinion expressed in the shape ofplebiscite can create

a legitimate state in the eyes ol intemational law.io So the issure ot legitimacy ofthe state

authoriry is actually the issue of gefting the supreme power respected within the tenitorial

boundaries olthe state and providing the state a right to get status of sovereign state within the

commr.rnity of'states' on basis ofequality.

To conclude,'sovereignt"v' is the most distinSuishcd attribule ofthe natjon-state. It is

through the prism of sovereignty lhat other features of nation-state become meaningful and

statehood of a state gets recognized at home and abroad. Sovereignty being the 'absolute

:6 See Md weber, fie fteary afsacidl a d laanonic Otsdi.atians, 1917.
r7 see Patrick H. o'Neil, Ess enlials of Conpuruttue I'oliticr,20l 0, p. 35.

'rsce RichardL.Dixon,20ll, op c,
i'See J- Habemas, 197.1, (OpC, says that public op;nion provides leg;timacy to a sovemment. See also Malcolm
N. Shaw. 2003.Op. Ci,
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suprcmacy!, so a slate is eilher a sovereign or not, there is no space for a partiallv supreme

2,4 CIVIL SOCIETY

Civil Society is the second pillar of nation-state power structure today. Civil soci€ry

generally relers to a realm of social belief and action. It is distinct lrom both, the politics and

economics. It is an arena comprising of individuals, families, groups, movements and

organizations, free liom the authority of the state and the market's selfishness.6o It is a sort of

medium, an intenncdiary enabling ittdividuals to negotiate and strive lor a social conh"i wirh

the pillars ofpol;tical and economic authority in a societ"v.6r

The medium to negotiate such a social contract has changed during the course ofhistory

and this expl;cates thc varying definitions of civil society. After a period, independent public

spaces become institutionalized and public debates and negotiations shift to rew spaces. During

the lTth and l8th centuries, discussions on public issues took place in coffee houses,62 and the

suhjects of these debates also echoed in parliamentary debates. That is the teason civil society

during this epoch was defined as "a nrle governed society based on a social contracf'. Ilowever,

in the l9th century, the proliferation of capitalism fostered the groMh of free spaces in the

economy and thus debates involved the rising bourgeoisie class therefore for Hegel and in the

similar terrain for Marx, civil sociery was associated w;th "bourgeois society". The rise ol

workers movements and emergencc ol the mass political parties in the 20th centurJ, fufiher

@SeeR.Lipschutz&J.K.Row..Glabalizati.,(;otennentaliryatulClob.lPalitica,2005,pp.5l-52
6r 

See Mary Kaldor Replyto David Chandle.. Cl.r6d1zario,r. Vol.4,No.2. Ju.e 2007.
6':J. Habemas, 1989. op Cir
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"narrowcd" the defin;t;on of 'civil society', at least ;n the eyes of the main ideologjst of civil

society Antonio Gramsci. "to the realm ofculture and ideology".63

In every state around the world, there exist local civil society acto$ who guard local and

sectoml interests, along with part;cular values in opposition to or beyond the fomal political

proccss. [or cxample these civil sociery actors include community and re]igious groups,

organizations, Iabor unions, civic and grassroots associations, and interest groups.61

2.4.1 ORIGIN & IIISTORY

The notion of civil society has a long history in the field of political thought. Generally

speaking, civil soc;ety has been defined as a political association that govems social conflicts by

imposing rules tbat check citizens from doing any harm to one another.ln the classical era the

concept of civil society was interchangeably us€d lor the good societ-v and in the common

parlance was identical with the state. Socrates, for instance, thought that disagreements

prevailing in society should be settled through public argumentation using "dialeciic", a method

ofrational dialogue to discover truth. Socrates held that public argument by means of"dialectic"

was essenlial to guarantee 'civility' in the poit and a 'good life' for the people-65 The Platonic

the "ideal state" was actually a just 'society' where people were devoted to the common good.

lhey practiced a variety of civic vitues like wisdom, courage, self-control and justice, and

performed the professional functions which they had been asked for. The role of the

"Philosopher king" was to look after p€ople in th€se viftues. Aristoile considered the polrs to be

an "association of associations" that facilitated citizens to contribute in the righteous task of

'luling and being ruled". Cicero introduced the Roman concept of.rocretds ciril.r The

6r May Kalor,2007, Op C, pp.299-300
e Manuel Castelk,2008, OACi.
"' See Bri O'Connell, Crvil S@ieU: me ltktutpihnin4s al.,taetbah Denuqacy, 1999.
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philosophers in the classical era emphasized on the concept of a 'good society' to ensure peace

and order among the p€ople. !-or them there Nas no distinction between the state and society.

They held the v;ew that the state was the manifestation ofthe civil lbrm ofsociety and 'civility'

symbolized theprerequisite of good citizenship.66

However the modem concept of civil society can be haced back to Renaissance and

Reformation Age. It o ginated in the period when town life got established under the

bourgeoisie influence and the trade and commerce societies began to flourish.

The history of England helps comprehend this development. On the eve of Henry VIII

detachment liom Rom€ and establishment of the Anglican Church in 1529, a consjderable

English middle class already existed. *hose properties and lives were under perpetual threat of

seizure by both King and feudal lords. Amid persistent polver rivalries between sovereign and

aristocracy, disputes over the throne, and recurring wars with the neighboring France and the rest

of Catholic states on the European continent, the emerging bourgeoisie supported those who

were inclined to provide the maximum security to l;ves and propefties ofbourgeoisie. Due to the

well-known crypto-Catholic propensities of the monarchy and several aristocrats, and the

Church's historical policies of sporadic royal apprcp alion of land and wealth, thc emergine

bourgeoisie class had an ever increasing interest in th€ upholding of segregation ofthe Anglican

Church from Rome.67

Puritanism appeared as a movement of the middle class whose believers intended to

"purify" the Anglican Church of its Catholic predispositions and to make sure that no Catholic

sov€reign would ever get to the English tlrrone again. Sociel conflicts, with a significant class

component, destroyed the country all the way through the lTth century, with the assassination of

66 See Michael Edwards, Civi! Sociely,2004.
67 Ronnie D- Lipschutz, The Ilistorical and Struclural Origins ofGlobal Cilil Society. Glabalizatiahs,\ol.4,No.2,
June 2007. p.305.
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Charles-I and emergence ofthe "Puritan Commonwealth" in 1649, the reinstatement ofCharles-

II in i660, and the influential "Glorious Revolution" in 1688. The bourgeoisie eventually

achieved the degree of protectjon it desired when the "William of Orange, a Dutch Calvinist",

got the English throne and consented 1(] share political power and sovereignty wjth Parliament. It

was this society which John Locke articulated and glorified (1690) in his famous trcatises on

-c rvr I government .

Some called it commercial society69, some termed it as capitalist society, and otheis

called it civil socieqi. Tle concept and achievement of this society proliferated to the rest of

Euope and civil society institutions spread across Europ€.

2.4.2 CIVI SOCIETY AND TIIE THEORETICAL DISCOURSE

Civil society is a "fuzy" concept that has been used by scholars and policy_makerc

across the world in different contexts.?o lt has becorne a "buzzword" with innocent connotations.

Moreover it has become an indispensible part of the development theories and practices, and

socio-political movcments. As a critical realm of global norms like human rights, at the local,

national, and global levels, civil society has become a site of "slruggle" and "emancipation".

Perpetual endeavors have been made lbr the revival of civil society in persp€ctive of

strengthening democracy, combating authorita an regimes and safeguarding human rights in the

last three decades.Tl Moreover, a series of developments in various pads ofthe world along with

the rise of neoliberalism and globalization, the ideas of civil society has been forcefully

4lbid. pp.3o5-106.
s 

See Adam Ferguson,,lr rsrq akThe Hislory al Citil Societt,1767.

'o Lot of works points ro this lr'end. See for example J. Cohen & A. Arato, CrLil S.ciey and Palitical Theory, MtT
Press, 1992;Neera Chandoke, 1995. Op Cr.: Peter J. Taylor, Thc New Gcosraphy ofGlobal Civil Sociely:NGOS in
the World City Network. Globdli2atia6, vol. 1,No.2. December,2004, p_266.
r' SeeB. Cemmill. & A. Bamiele-lzu.'The Role ofNGos and Civil Sociery in Clobal EnvircnmeDtal Govemance',
in Esty, D.C. and Ivanova M.H. (eds.), Glabal l:nvir. nental Gavndnce, OfuioN atul Oppaltunilies,New HNen:
Yale Center for Environmenlal Law and Policy,2002.
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reiterated. Similarly one can easily obse e the uncritical glorjfication ofthe idea ofcivil society

so prevalent that there seems to be a kind ofconsensus as NGOS, politicians, trade unions. media

groups, intellectuals, intelligentsia even religjous organizations ar€ bent upon projecting the

innocent and all 'good' vjew of civil society.T2 This demands a theoretical examination of the

notion ofcivil society and its soc;opolitical implications.

LIBERAL TRADITIONS

A carefirl examination ofthis concept in perspective ofph;losophical traditions usher a

spectrum of socio-political concerns. Early efforts in European political thought wer€ made by

social contractualists who strived to prove that how rational human beings submit their insecure

"natural rights" for civil rights guaranteed by a state.Tl According to Thomas Hobbes, people

generally incline to be faliible; ther€fore a state must b€ eslablished with the consent ofthe

people to preserve peace. For the purpose of securing the rights ofall citizens, impartial;ty of the

state is inevitable, so that state must not unjustly support any particular person or group in the

society.Ta Contrary to Hobbes who emphasizes the "indispensability,, of the state, John I-ocke

warns that in the absence of a mechanism to check the powers of such sov€reign state, this

accomplishment may threaten liberty.'s The right to interpret and enforce the natural law in

defense of property interests is bestowed upon every individual but, Locke advocates that in

order to form a civil society, all individuals should on their own fiee will give up this right to the

community at large. [Ie argues that a lawfu] political power can only emcrge fiom the ,.consent,.

of the ruled, who surrender their rights to the community as a whole! as manifested in the

majoriry of its legislative body. Locke says that a revolution may occur only if the govemment

" See M. Xaldo., G/o6al C itil Saciety. ,4h Annkt t() W$ CambridSe: Ioliry, 2003.
?r 

See Michael oakeshott, /tobbes an Ctuit,4sscidtiah, Oxford: Blackwell.1975.
?a 

See TlomasHobbes, /-el,'a*rr, ed. Richard Tuk- Cambridge Univereity Press. 1991.
75 

See John Locke, rya r/., tises afCownwnL ed. Peter Laslett. Camb.idse University Pr.ss, I 988.
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abuses the power. When the interference of sociery increascs in the mate al iiterests of its

citizens, they withdraw their consent to safeguard themselves. Malfunctions of the govemment

of a commonwealth can only lead to rebellion $,ith optimism to restor€ the basic rights. Locke is

quite clear that a civil order can only be realized by means ofthe ,conse.t., Therefore, the

likel;hood ofa revolution is an enduring characteristic ofany inst;tutionalized civil society.T6

The 'Scottish Enlightenmcnt" philosophy presents a modern intellectual perspective of

the notion ofcivil society. Adam Ferguson uses the telm 'civil society! interchangeably with the

'commercial society'. He expiicat€s civil society as a separute domain typified by moul and

cultural deeds, the submission ofthe ruler to the rule of law, attachment of a spirited public, and

an intrjcate division of labour.77 According to Ferguson, the idea of civil society is closely

associated with the rise ofthe msrket economy. He believes that a civil soc;ety takes its birth

when production enhances to the level beyond the famiiy c;rcles and people get dependent upon

cach olher.'3 David Ilume and Adam Smith cxplained civil society in a larger perspective of

economic and social intercourse. Immanuel Kant's rendezvous with the idea ofcivil society was

not very elegant, but, he realized ihe significance of the accomplishment of a civil society to

administerjustice universally. Kant's major concern about civil socieqr centered on the issue that

individuals should consider each other as an end in themselves rather than as means to achieve

each others ends. Though, it appeared that Kant has been in accord with Ilume regarding his

analysis of ethics and morality, but he was suppoftive of a sustained public space of rational,

?6 
See A. John Simmons, T?" Lackd Theoly aJ Rights.Princ€ton Universily Press. 1992-

t1 Adnn Feryren, 1767, Op-Cit.
?3 Marvin B. Becker. An Esay on the V;cksitudes of C;vil Societ] wiih Special Referen.e 10 Scotland
Eighteenth Century. ./rdae l.@ Jourul, Yal. ?2,lsste 2. 1997 .
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critical debate conceming the "ends" set bv the state. He also ad\,ocated that a functional civil

society should be regarded as separate from the state.Te

While Locke's notion of civil society stressed on its independence from the state and its

role in the defense ol individuals' liberties and material interests, Hegel emphasized on the

imperlections ofliberal civil society and u,as suppotive ofa political role for the state.30

Howev€r, it should b€ noted that Hegel was not at case with the idea that members of

civil society are autonomous agents. He argued, instead in favor of a collective ..freedom,,, by

connecting welfare ofthe individual with the welf'are and rights ofthe collective. He defines civil

society as a set ofsocial customs and practiccs shaped by the bourgeois cconomy that manifests

the conditions ofthe market.si Hegel's theorization ofthe concept of civil society can be seen in

the light ofthe classical economists' model ofthe lree market.32

Civil society refers to a mechanism, which not onlv sat;sfies the talt needs but through

which new demands can be also generated intentionally by the produccrs. Hegel believes that

civil society generates a "uni\rersai dependence of man on man". Attainment of selfish ends

makes men interdepe.dent. None of the individual is independenl by itself and each individual

gets himselfinvolved in the bourgeoisie processes ofproduction, exchange and consumption and

in tbis way fulfills each other's selfish ends.sr Hegel argues that thc rclationship betlvecn civil

society and its members is based on a reciprocal framework of rights and duties. lt is the

obligation ofcivil society to provide work to all ofits members and conversely members 'owe an

obligation to the riShts ofthe civil society'.il

'q See fania Oz-salzberger. 'Civil Society i. ihe Scoltish Enlightenment Tradition.' in Sudipta Kavimj & Sunit
(hilnani (eds.). C;,,/ Soc,er: Ilistor! ah!1 Passihilities. Cambridse Univeuity Press,200l, p.81.
'0\ee \eerachandhole. \rrt? )nJaitit taLieD L\/, r- b\, in Prltltrdt Ih"o' tq]o)
3'SeeG.W.F.llegel. /r€Ph 6oph)' al Risht ed. andtmns.T-M. Xnox. Oxford: The Clarendon Press. 1952.u Neera Chandoke, op Cr.
3r G. w. F.lteSel, opcl
3a Garcth Stcdm Jones. 'He8el and rhe econom ics of civil society,' in Kaviraj & Khilnani(eds.), Op Cr, p 123.
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French sociologist. De Tocqueville,s conception ofcivil society leads to another thread of

Iiberal tradilion in Western political thought on this subjecr. For him, civil society refers ro an

"int€mediate sphere of voluntary association" fostered b), an informal culture of self_

organ;zation and cooperation. His findings that Americans are particularly inclined to bracket

together in order to guard their local interests lie at the heart of the endeavor to accommodate

liberty with equaliq, lor sometime.85 De Tocqueville believed civil society 1() be the.,rhird

sphere" of society. The state comprises the first sphere, economy belongs to the second and the

c;vil society shapes the 'third sphere', in this sphere parties, lit€rary societies, professional

organizations, churches, etc. have substantial amount o f ,strength, . W ith the he Ip of these civic

groups and associations the abuses of power by the authoritarian state can be checked.s6 lhe

liberal tladitions ofcivil society and state experienced lufther transformations in the 20th century

when capitalism touched a certain level of developmcnt,8T and socialism came to surface as a

substitute to capitaljsm. This can only be understood in perspective ofMarxian and neo-Marxian

tmditions ofstate and civil society.ss

MA RXIAN AND NEO-MA RXIAN TKADITTONS

Marxian and neo-Marxian pempectives on civil society arc rich and varied. The influencc

of Hegel, here, cannot be underrated. Karl Marx used the notion ofcivil society as a "critique of

llegel and Cerman idealism" in his earlier academic writings. Although Marx later works, did

'r Alexis de Tocqueville, Dehaclacy in Ane'lcaYalI and ll, trans. H. Keene. New York: The Cotonjal press,
r990.

'u l,tatra tr,t. ,tla"tot-un. Civil Society Exposed: The Polilics of NGOS in E$/pt. London: Tauris Academ;c
S1udies.2004
3' In the 20th century n€w ;mperialism emerged as a force on the one hand and forces of narionaljsm and anti,
colonialism also gol malured paving fie way for a ir slomation jn the cl:$icalcapitalism.
33 K.M. Seethi. Civil Sociery-State Discouues: From Liberalisn and Manhm to Neo-Manism and Neoliberalish.
W IB e-Mohagtuph Seties,2OO'//2
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nct refer to the idea of civil society, however, the ramifications of his earlier considerations on

succeedingtheor€tical discussions has been extensive.se

Commenting on rhe decline of the fcudal sociely, Malx argued that this political

tmnsformation was mater;alized by the struggles ofcivil society.eo According to hirn, the feudal

society broke up into its fundamental components, into .,an cgoistic man.,. He elaborated that the

egoistic man as a member of civil socicly was the founding component ofthe political state. The

poljtical state identifies him as such in the rights ofman as member ofcivil socjety_ His freedom

and its recognition, is actually the recognition ofthe unr€strained movement ofthe .,spiritual and

mate al" constituents which fom the substance of his life. ll€nce man was not actually lieed

from religion or propertv, mther he acquircd religious f'reedom and fieedom of property.

Similarly, he was freed fiom the egoism oftrade, rather hc received freedom to trade.el

Marx noted that the political revolution broke civil life into its fundamental components

without revolutionizing the components and subjecting them to criticism. It treated civil sociel,

as the domain ofneeds, private interests, labor, and private right which tbrmed the natural basis

of its subsistence.e2 Marx observed somewhere else that the form of the state and its legal

relations had the;r basis in the material condit;ons of life, Hegel summed these under the tjtle oI

'civil society'.er For hjm, the structure of civil societv can be found in the political cconomy.

According to Marx the idea ofcivil society appeared in the eighteenth century after rhe property

relationships had disentangled themselves tiom the ancient and medieval social setups. lle terms

civil society as the real fountain and "theatre of all history". Ia entwines thc whole material

3" NeeE Chandhole, loq5, Op.Cil.* K l Mm, on rhe Jeu,sh Question,' in L.D. Easton and K.H. Gudda(eds.), hitih+s af the yans Mas ak
Philosoph, and Sociery, Daubleday, 1967, pp- 238-39.

'qr lb;d. pp.238-39.

er lttitctrett Colen, Nicole Femon. P/ihcetan ReadihEs ik Paliticat Thausht: lisential Tdts Sin e Plata. N!:
Princeton University Press, 1996, p-416
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;nteractions of individuals within a specific phase of the development of productive forces. For

him it encompasses the whole commercial and industrial life in a ceftain stage and in th;s way it

goes beyond the State and the nation. However, on the other side again, it has to affirm ,Lself in

its foreign relations as nationality, and inwardly must organize itself as State.94 Marx has been

fervendy criticized for over emphasizing the analltical dominance of rnaterial lile into a

"univcrsal" historical trutlr. Morcover some criticize that this .reductionist, 
approach, protected

him from comprehending the moral basis ofmodern capitalism.95

Whereas classical Marxism strived to identily civil society with material life i.e.

commercial and industrial, Italian sociologist, Antonio Gramsci developed this concept in a very

insightfirl and distinctive manner. Gramsci expounds civil society in cultural and ideolog;cal

perspeclives! and highlights the significance of ideological and cultural values as apparatus for

"directing, disrupting, and even redistributing power".e6 Gramscian analysis ofhegemony should

be comprehended along with the other conceptions that he developed for example state and cjvil

soc;ety. For Gramsci, hcgemony was a type oi conrol applied p marily through a society,s

superstructure! contrary to its base of prcduct;on of a primar;ly economic nature. Gramsci

believes this superstructure to be div;ded into two major levels: the one i.€. c;v;l society is th€

collection of organisms generally called 'private,' and the second level consists of a 'political

society,'or the State.' Civil society comprises ofprivate or non polit;cal organizations like trade

unions, professional associations, churches, and schools etc.eTThe foremost characteristic of

Gramsci's task is to illustrate that civil society's ways of instituting and organizing human

q 
Karl Man, "The cerman Ideolo8y." in L.D. Easton ad K.H. cudda(eds.), rtiirar r/*e Yauna lttaB ah

Phtlu! phy ard Sa, ie^ \e$ Yo,k' Doubleday. lat7. p.46q.qi 
seethi 2007 o, a,

s cramsci.loTl. Op Cir p-12
' Leana,do Srlamini, Cram(i and Msr\i\t S^ciology of Knowledge: An Analysis of lle8emonyJdeologj,,
Knowledee. 7)he Socrbl,si.a/ O,arrerr, Vol- 15, No.3 (SLrn1frer, 1974), pp.159,180
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associations and consciousness are extremely political, and should in thct be supposed essential

to class domination. This is padicularly reflective in Westem Europe.'Civil society, ;n Gramsci

tradition corresponds to hegemony, while 'State' or 'political society, colresponds to ,direct

domination'.'e8

After undertaking the analytical s€gregation ofcjvil society from the state, and economy,

Cramsci focused on the socio-cultural mechanisms wherebv societal consensus develops. While

he could see that the organizations of civil society obstructed the stete,s encroachment on

individual autonomy, Gramsci believed civil harmony to be an expression of the conceptual

compatibility between the state and civil society.ee IIe saw civil society as an inevitable

component of bourgeois govemance system in liberal states. Civil society enabled the go\,eming

class to establish its political and ideological dominance ov€r society. Cramsci explicates civil

society as the realm for fostering ideology, for generating consensus and legitimate power, that

is, for shaping and sustaining the cultural and social hegemony of the powerful group not

through coercion but consent. It is the arena where struggle for contradictory class interests is

contesled and, being deficient ofdirect supremacv and coercion, the state and the market depend

on civil society for acquiring its consent to legitimize their actions. Gramsci doubt that material

forces and cr;ses are themselves sufficient to defeat capitalist forces of production and bestow

power upon the prcletariat. A significant task here is to oppose capital;st hegemony, and that is

why Cramsci argues for class struggles in civil society.roo He believes that a political struggle.

inevitably, is a struggle for dominance. lt is a struggle ofa class to schieve statehood and assume

the irnction of state as educator.

' See jj,2007, Op Ci
'o! Gramsci. 1971, @.C'i, pp. 215-238.
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The works of Cramsci and I_uk6cs offered opportunities to revive classical Marxian

position regarding state, civil society, and rights.r0l The scholars in the German Franklurt School

had dram a great deal from the standpoints of Lukdcs, this particularly true of his vvritings on

Hegel, and Gmmsci with respect to the significance of civil society and culture. For example,

Friedrich Pollock. Max Horkheimer, Erich Fromm, Theodor Adorno, Jurgen Habermas and

Herbert Marcuse were critics ofboth the capitalism and Soviet socialism.ro2 They have focused

on the ways in which social relations arc arliculated and fomed in thought and how in sysbms

of domination, these relations are produccd and rcproduced. Many of them tried to analyze the

increasing role ofthe state, the sing inter,ocking of the base and superstructure, the growth of

authoritarianism, the spread of cultural industrv, human ghts violations, social movements

Analyzing th€ fundamental gap between the Hegelian and Fascist conception ofthe state,

Ilerbert Marcus€ observed that Hegel's political thought was based on the argument that civil

society could remain functional without relinquishing the fundamental rights and libel1ies ofthe

individual.loa Marcuse stated that in a Fascist state, the groMh of productive forces required a

totalitarian command o\rer all social and individual relations, the annihilation of social and

individual liber'ties, and the integrat;on of the masses by coercion. Thus, society turns into an

armed camp to serve those interests that have sustained the economic struggle.lo5 Marcuse later

applied this critique to analyze the authoritarian nature ofthe Soviet state and it's "bureaucracy",

and obseflr'ed that this distinct class represented the social interest in "hypostatized" shape, in

r01 c. I-ukdcs. Hrrlo,r, ad C/ass C,,scro6ners, Rupa, I993.
!0? Perer M.R. Srirk. a/,7r.a I Theary, Palitics on.t Sacietr: ln lntra.tuctio .Pinre\ 2A00-
tr3 tteilnz Dnthel, l:rantflrth Scrool. Creale Spac€, 20 I 0.
i& See Ilerbet Marcuse, ne6on Md Rewtutiok: He4el dn.l the Rke af S.tial 7l?rr.y. Oxford Universiry Press,
l9:11, p 409

" rbid, p-4lo
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which interests of the individual were "separated from the individuals and anogated by the

state."rc Herbed Marcuse was considered as the foremost omtor and theo st of the'New left"

in the decades of 1960s and 1970s. Many temed him as th€ advocate of the rising social

stmggles, civil rights, ecological and feminist movements.l0T

Another significant theoretical contribution from the "Critical Theory tradition" was the

idea of'public sphere' presented by li.irgen Habermas for whom the coffe€ houses, salons and

small discussion groups were examples ofopen literary public spaces characterized by critique,

access;biliry and reflexiviry. The public sphere, positioned in civjl sociery, is a sphere u,here

people can debate ovcr issucs ofcommon concem, and discover facts, and the opinions, interests,

and viewpoints ofothers in an coerc€d environment, According to llabermas, these debates can

take place within various compon€nts of civil society. But he also visualizes a larger public

spherc that mediates among the various smaller 'publics' that appear within and across civil

associations, clubs, movements, relig;ous organizations, local organizations of like- inded

citizens, and infomal social nerw-orks in the formulation ofpublic opinion.r03 In this perspective,

civil society would be seen as a realm of interplay between state and economy, comprised

particularly of an intimate sphere that includes family, voluntary associations, ciric groups.

social clubs, and the various types ofpublic communication.l0e

According to Habemas, the civil socicty comprised of those comparatively

spontan€ously sprouting associations, organizations, and movements that are accustomed to how

societal issues echo in the private lit'e sphcre. These associations refine these issues and convey

such reactions in the augmented shape to the public sphere. The core ofcivil society consists ofa

r06 Herbe.t Ma.cuse, sari.r Maadn, Beacon, 1958, pp. 99-100.
r07 Todd cirlin,'lhe Sixties:Yeau ofHope, Days ofRaBe, Banram Books, 1987-
r03 J. Habe.mas, 1989, opc'r'r
rlql. cohen & A. Arato, 1992, op cit., p.\x.
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broad based network of associations and o€anizat;ons that holds rational critical discourses on

matters of common interest withirr the framework of formal public spheres.llo Habemas

elsewhere observed that besidc or in lieu of class conflicts i.e. "institutionalized conflicts over

mater;al interests", other conflicts encouraged by novel social movements, centered around the

;ssues Iike standard of life, gender equality, human rights, ecological issues and need to

participate in decision making at societal level had appeared.rlr These new social configurations

and cultural players could be Iocated within the civil society against the infringement by the state

and its bureaucracy.rr2 Thus, Critical Theorists stimulated a series of studies and contexts that

went beyond the predominant model ofstate and civil society. The concem for, and commitment

to the values ofhuman rights, was at the heart ofCritical School scholarly endeavor.

R E. MS ITI NG LIB EK4 L TRA D] TI ONS

John Rawls significant work on justice, helped resonate several long-neglected issues in political

theory thus revived the great traditions ol ethical and poliiical philosophy within liberal

tradition.llr Rawls's major contr;bulion to the idea of civil soci€ty could be analyz€d from his

theory ofjustice. ln order to set a universal standard penpective to judge the various ways of

assigning what Rawls calls 'primary goods" such as powers, ghts, oppofiunities, wealth,

income, and the foundalions fb. selt'-esteem, he suggests a "veil of ignorance" that presupposes

that an individual's position and situation in life is unknown.rra This makes it probable that

decisions concem;ng distribution of"primary goods" will be made on the grounds ofproviding a

respectable lif€ for those in the worst possible conditions, since the rulers may discover that, on

lifting th€ veil, that is the position they lhemselles are in. Besides a principle of equal Iiberly, ;.e-

rro 
J. Habemas. 1996. op Ci., p.167.

'" J. 1 Iabernas, New Social Movemenls- &lrs, 
^_o. 

49, I 98 I , pp.ll-l8.
t1l.tlabn16. The rheory of Cannuni.alite Actioh:val.II The Critique ofFu.clionalist Reason, 1989. p-82.

I'r John Rawls,,4 7}le,rl,/Jadi.e, oxfordUnive6ity Press. 1971.
rr4Ibid, pp.r36-37.
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the right ofall people to cast vote and hold public o{frce, freedom ofspeech, thought, conscience

and association, the righl to own privale property, and right to trial before law, RaNIs adjoin a

second principle, emphasizing equal oppoftunity to struggle for any position in soc;ety. These

t,,r'o principles h;ghlight Rawls' notion of"political liberalism". He notes a distinction between a

political realm represented in public institutions and social structures, and a non-public cultural

realm, in which people interact with each other in various associations according to common

moral principles. None of the single morality sing from a non-public background should be

pemitted to become the foundation ofjustice, lest the state become an oppressive regime. In

order to guarantee the standards of a constitutional democracy, which Rawls supports for it

facilitates pluralism as well as stability. He emphasizes that a constitutional consensus must be

realized through equa) rights, a public debate on political issues, and motivation to

conciliation.rr5

Rawls's notion of justice and his defense of neo-welfarism were rejected by the

libenarians who advocated for a 'minimal state'. They objected that Rawls's theory encourages

redistribution encroachments of property rights. For example, Robert Nozick disputed that

nothing else can be.iustified more than the preservation of peace and th€ securiry of individuals

and their property by the state.rr6 Libertarians emphasize that there is no justification for public

standard of morality, nor any collective code of right that would necessitate the least

redistribution of social resources on the basis ol redistributive justice. In opposition to Rawls's.

Noz;ck prcsented an "entitlement" theory ofjustice wbich justifies 'minjmal stale'. However, it

is noted that Nozick does not posses an idea of univeNal right which operates as a principle of

r15Ibid, pp. 221-24.
r 16 Robert Nozick, ,{ndr.b, State otul t-ltopia, Bnsic Baoks, 1974, p- I 49
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community, of dislribution among ind;viduals. In Nozick's notion, nature or right do not allow

absolutely autonomous individuals to share anything.l)7

On the other hand, Modem communitarians like Charles Taylor, Michael Sandel, and

Michael Walzer, objected Rawls' on the grcunds that the primary duty of govemment is to

protect and distribute on fair bases, the liberties and economic resources that individuals require

to lead their lives according to their wishes. Although Rawls slr;ved to propose hisjustice theory

as universally applicable, communitarians disputed that the norms ofjustice must be established

in forms of life and customs of particular societies and, therefore, can differ fiom one context io

another. Taylor rejected the liberal stance that men are self-reliant outside ofsociety.lr3 In the

Aristotelian terrain he holds that man is a social, and more impoftantly, a "political animal",

because he is not self-sufficicnt alone. and more importantly, his inability ofbeing self-sufficient

makes him live within a polis. This "atomistic vieN" ofthe self can dete orate l;beral society,

because it falls shot of grasp;ng the degree to which liberalism presumes a pempective where

individuals are committed member of a society that upholds certain ideals such as freedom and

d r ver<'tv 6t rn.hvrdrrl

H" nb."ru". thnt thi. n"w idea of freedom over one's individuality provides basis to what

he terms as the 'politics of un;versalism" in wh;ch all the individuals are worthy of the same

rights a.d opportunilies. However, Taylor contends that the "politics of universalism" is often

accomplished a11he expense ofa "politics ofdifference". Liberalism's stress on the uniformity of

all c;tizens, desp;le class, ethnicity, gender, etc., often conflicts with their necessitv to be

identified in their uniqueness. IIe observ€s that in liberal tradition, equal rcspect;s restr;cted to

rr7 See Chandmn Kukathas & Philip
1990. pp.90-91.
"' Charles Taylor, Philosoph! an.l
1985_
rD K.M. Seethi,200?. (rarr

Pefiit, narkr ,,1 lheory of.Itstice ahd its Ctilr'.r, Stanford tlniversity Press.

the Hrndh t;.iehces: Philasaphicol I'apen 2, Cambridge University Press,
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the equal inbuilt capacity in all human beings, but it does not demand equal appreciation ofthe

achievements of human beings, as ;ndividuals or as groups.l20 Taylor at this juncture forwards

his model of liberalism that includes the conception of "group rights" in equilibrium with

individual righls and thus, vigorously strives to endorse the communal identity-related ends of

cultural and social groups. He also suggcsts a cross-cultural discourse between advocates of

different traditions. Although he contends for the universality of their viewpoints, however, he

argues that participants should be flexible enough to acknowledge that there is possibility oftheir

own viewpoints be erroneous. This facilitates participants leaming liom each others moral

contexts. However, after a certain level, these differences would not be reconciled anymore.

'l'aylor unequivocally observes that different countr;es, religjous communities, civilizations, and

groups k€ep incompatible primary visions of rcligion, metaphysics, and human nature. Taylor

contends that a real, natural consensus on human rights norms can be achieved if disagreement

on the eventual justiflcations ofthose norms is permissible. In place olprotecting disputed basic

valu€s when one encounters confiontation, the best way is to dissociate oneself from those

values for the sake of shaping an overlapping consensus ofhuman ghts valu€s. Taylor argues

that th;s creates a situation in which one would consent to the norms despite differences on their

underlying foundations and would be satisfied to Iive in such consensus.r2l

For decades, thc debate regarding 'universalism' versus 'particularism' has declined to a

reasonable extent, and the contestations have become more focused around the theory and

practice of universal human rights. This is primarily due to the augmented political significance

ofhuman rights since ihe collapse ofthe socialist states in the early 1990s. Among liberal, most

[o Cha.]es Taylor, "The Polilics of Recognition. " in Mr hic hualism: []onihi g the Palitics af Recagnitian. edite<l

by Amy Guhann, Princeton University Press. 1994- pp.,ll-43[r Chades Taylor, 'CoDditions of an Unlorced Consensus on Human Riglils,' in The t:z$ nsian Challensc far
Hunan Riglxs, eds.l.R.Bauer and D. Bell. Cambridge tlniversit Press, 1999, p.124.
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of the political concems for "liberal universalism" have been expressed by scholars who

contended that liberal democmcy's conquest over its opponents connoted the "end ofhistory" lD

BETWEEN POST'MODERNISM A ND NEOLIBER"4 LISM

The extensively debated notions ofcivil soc;ety, state, human rights and the like, got new

connotations and terninolog;cs in the postmodern and poststructural diction, mainly since the

1970s. The works of Foucauit, Derrida, Deleuze, Lyotard, Baudrillard, Fredric Jameson and

others have explic;tly questioned the very basis of modemily, liberalism and social;sm.l'l

Postmodemists hold that the assedions and guarantees of both liberalism and socialism,

regarding "ema.cipation", "developmenf', human rights etc. are no more justifiable. The

importance of postmodemism ;n comprehending the various aspects ofcivil society and human

rights lies in its critique of "modemity" and all "gmnd narratives" of the past.r']! Within the

postmodernism, notions like'stete','nation','development','rights','globaVuniversal'and the

like, have been challenged from various angles. Reconsidering the 'state' from a micro-

perspective and redescribing power as a 'discursive stralegy', Foucault discussed the intricacy of

social reality as well as the fragmentary, plural, dispersed and localized character of power. lle

asscrts that state powcr has eventually been substituted by 'biopowlJr' and disciplinary power.r2s

lldvrard Said observed that Foucault moved his fbcus away from the resistant forces in rnodem

society and argued that as power was everywhere, therefore, it might be bctter to focus on the

local "micro-physics" of power that suround the individual-126

r':: 
See for erample Francis Fukryan4 The Ehd of Histoty dhd the Ldst Man, FrcePrcss.1992.

Dr 
Sec David HaNey, il,r€ a, ndition af Pastnademity,Basil Blackwell, 1989.

Da 
See Michel Foucault, 'Crirical lheory/ intellectual h istorf, in Lawresce D Kritm led.:J, Llichel Fa ca t:

politics, philosoph!, cuhrre: inte ietsa d olher witira! Routledge, 1988.pp.l6-:16.
r15 MichelFoucaul! Drs.iplrre ahd Puhish: the Bi,1h ofl,e Prisor, Allen lane, 1975.
r'.6Edward Said, Cuhure and lmpe.ialism,I-ondon: Vinlase, 1994, p-29
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Ilowever, this episrcmological break of pr,'stmodernism, ioday' coexists with the

experiments in progress across the capitalist world under the popular idea of "neoliberal

refoms." Sarcastically, while 'late capilalism' olfers the anatomical and ideological contexts for

'glocalisation',r2? and revival of civil society,r?8 the postmodem enunciation of 'rights'

'struggles' and 'resistance' and the like is supposed to be comprehended in the domain of civil

society wher€ "macropolitics" and "metanarralives" are replaced by "micropolitics" and

''mrnrnarrahves.'_

Fredric Jameson acknowledges the impotency of the "metanaratives" like 'class

struggle' or the'proletariat'to comprise a global alliance against capitalism. For the fact that

'late capitalism'has tumed to be such an impersonal system with several centers of power,

Jameson strives to investigate the possibility of a 'rainbotv coalition' bringing local groups and

social mov€ments together against the corporate capitalism. He argues that the new smaller

groups emerge in the negated left by the vanishing of social classes and in the ruins of the

political movements organized around those.lr0 Jameson characterizes the new social movements

as an unusual historical experience, and contends that these social movements and the newly

sprouting global p.ol€tariat are the product of the phenomenal development of capitalism in its

third or "multinational" phase. He believes that thcsc small groups are in fact, the surrogate for a

Tadrng worKtng class,

The postmodem cultural d;scontent has stimulated a series ofmovements. Some ofthem

include feminism, anti-racism, religious movements, the struggle for ethnic identity, cultural

r'?7 Glocaliztion refers to th e idea of thihk glahall! and act lacalu.

''13 Emest Mandel, tate Capitalism (London: Verso, 1975)-

'" C. Patton, 'Tremble, hetero swinel' In M. waher (Ed.), Fear of a queer planct: Quecr polilics aDd social theory.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993.
rr0lameson, Fredric. Posrn a.lenisn ar fie altual Logic o.f Late Capitolisn,ye$q 1992, p.319.
rI lbid. pp.319-20.
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decolonization, and ecological movements. These are observed as efforts organized against

centralized authority and power, and linked with a voice for dcmocratizalion within cultural

mass.r:2 Rajni Kothari argues that these grassroots social molements symbolize new "micro-

macro dialectic", where it is indispensable to think locally and change globally.r3r He believes

these social movements to be the renewed affirmation ofthe political. It concentrates on the

"politics of collective action." In the grassroots modcl of mass politics, the pivotal idea is that

people are more significant than the state.l34 llpendra Baxi argues that these movements are not

just meant for the reinforcement of human rights but they are also creating human rights. The

developments of new human rights are simply unimaginable outside th€ perspective of new

social movements.ll5 However, Ba-\i stance is that "human rights perfomances" take place in a

range of instants of history and future. He cautions that any effoft to construct 'Slocalization'

hegemonically, would lead to the rise of 'local' only as ghetto of the global. Baxi observes, that

"the glocal is the ncsted space markcling the struggle for the innovation of the global by the

local."r36 However, th€ gala of civil society and 'localism' hes provided a calm space for the

experiments of neoliberal's across the capitalist world. Kothari, like his companions advocates

for self-gov€mment and a decenhalized system to empou,er the masses. In this case, the

ftansformation of civil society helps achieve, the transfomation of the state- PoscMa ist

theoreticians Iike Laclau and Mouffe believe that society is at the "end ofemancipation". At this

.iunctue the thought moves fiom the class-based statist politics and action to the huge number of

local and culturally shaped identities that cannot be symbolize by 'old' class movements such as

'" Kurnerh Thompson, 'social pluralism and Posl-Moderniry,' in Stuard Hall dd Da\;d tleld (eds.), Maderni\: An
hltodttian 10 ivadeln Socielier, Blaclovell, I 997, pp- 564-94.
rr3 Rajni Kothari, On Hxmane Cavqnance, Alternatbes, Vol. xl l, I 98 7, pp. 277-90.
rr! RajniKolhari, 'Masscs, Classes and lhe State,' in Ghmshyam Shah (ed.). Soaial Mo,em#ls
ard lle SLrle, Saga Publications, 2002.
rr5 upendra Ba\i, 'Human Righls: suffering Belween Movemenc and Markets.'in Robin cohe, and shirin
M- Rai(eds.), Global Social Movmenrq The Athlone Press,2000, p-36

'16Ibid. p-:t5
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trade unions. Laclau and Mouffe for'ward the idea of "pluralist democracy", rvhich emphasizes

the pluraliry of social movements and struggles, a.d they contend that the field of social conflict

has expanded rather than being condensed in a "pri\,ileged agent of social change." Laclau and

Mouffe appear to be redesigning the Cramscian notion ofhegemony which poftrays the political

process ol getting political rule through interaction of 'coercion' and 'consent' into a

postindustrial scenario.rl'Clearly, these postmodem substitutes have background similarities

with the n€oliberal debates on decentralization, civic parlicipation and social capital.rl8 The

postmodem and neoliberal ideas ofpolitics and development have thus essentially similar tasks

in the growing global perspective. However, the conversion to neoliberalism has been a complex

socialprocess.

Hall argues that this transition has been an intricate socio-pol;t;cal process, associated

w;th the recomposition and breakup of the associal;ons of representation between classes and

parties; the varying boundaries between state and civii society, public and private, the rise ofnew

spaces of rivalries, new sites of social competitions, new social movements, and new social

subjecs and political identities in modem society-rl'

A contemporary neol;beral;st, Francis lukuyama, envisages civil sociery generally as an

jntricate muddle ofintermediary institutions, including voluntary associations, businesses, clubs,

educational institutions, media, unions, churches, and charities. A flourishing civil society is

based on customs, people's habits, and €thics. These traits can be produced only indirectly

through political action or might be nu(ured otherwise through an augmented consciousness and

r3r Eamesr I-aclau and C. Mouffe, Post-Manism wilhout Apo log;cs, ,\'a, a€l 
^er,ev, 

No. I 66, I 987,
p.106.
r33 SeeK.M. Seethi, Postmodemism. Neoliberalism and C;vilSocieqrr A Criiique ofthe
Developftefi Strategies in rhe Em of Globalisalion, /rd,an ./a mdl of Political Scieh.., vol.62, No.l,
September 2001, pp. 307'320.
rre Sluart Hall, The Hard Road io Renewal: Tlatcherhm a.d rhe Crkk oflhe Left (London: Ve.so, 1988). p.2.
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reverence for culture.llo Acco(ling to Fukuyama, civil society refers to "the whole Private

sectoi', outside govemment. However, he includes businesses in the domain ofcivil society. He

argues that the capitalist economy has bcen developing toward a moral order. In his view, civ;l

society and private economy belong to the same realm and the capitalist system promotes civil

society. Therefore, for lukuyama the l]ee market enterprise ameliorates and fosters civil

society. '''

The ever increasing significance ofthe non-govemmental organizations in the v;ews of

neoliberal inst;tutions like World Bank or IMF can be comprehended in the ljght ofweakening

state institutions.ra2 Consequently, the retreat of the slate from the social security and social

services sectors provides suitable conditions for corporations to infiltrate deep into the soc;o-

economic fabrics ofvarious societies. This generates intricale contradictions and social conflicts

that influence human rights conditions. These social conflicts can lead to religious, communal,

ethnic, or racial conflicts which would distu* the prot€ctive regime of human rights. This may

allow the state to reenter at thisjuncture with the objective to restore 'la\\,and order'. Therefore

the "social security state" is being substituted by the'police state', and a'secure'c;v;l society.

Under such circumslances, civil society would be under stress from both the state and the forces

involved in the social conflicts.

Analyzing the dynamics of'class consciousness', giving way to 'self-idcnt;fication' by

rac€, ethnic groups or religion, Samir Amin notes that the crjsis ofthe state is at the heart ofthis

situation which is actually the product of the rising contradiction between the

ra0 Francis rukuyama, Irast, The Free P.ess.l995.
ra'Franck Fukuyama, SocialCapila|, CivilSociely and D evetopnent, Thi Wa dQua erly,vot.
XXII, No.1,2001.
rl See for example Mark Beeson. Sovereignty under siege: Globalhaiion and the state in Southeast Asia. Thid
llrorld Qluk y.yol.24.No.2, Govemingthe Asia Pacific:Beyond thc Ncw Regionalism'.2003, pp.357-374
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transnationalization (or global;zation) of capital on the one hand and on the other hand,

prevalence ofthe idea that state is probably the only political system, existing on earth.la3

Amin raises doubts about the fundamental premises of the postmodemism concept of

civil society and contends that it is only a shallow discourse; postmodernism is "an ideology of

crisis", of the surrender of reason, and of reactionarv lorsaking of the crucial context of

emancipation.raa Am;n identified that th€re arc conceptual threats implicated in the prevailing

thought due to its f'ragmented apprehensions and iis meek escape from "confrontation with the

holistic functioning of the real system". IIe is lairly cor'rect in saving that it strengthens ,.the

neoliberal utopianism" holding influence over the political economy of the current phase of the

crisis.l45 Hence, the new "micropolitics"lah seems ro facilitare the goals of neoliberal rcgimes at

all levels.

There is no doubt that globaliTation and its adjacent economic modifications have

drastically influenced the public life across the world. If one broadens its conception of human

rights to include economic and cultural rights then the repercussions of the neoliberal

globaljzation for human rights become highly evident today. The developments in the last two

decades have expos€d that global;zation and neoliberal reforrns pose a direct challenge to human

rights in various countries. Neoliberal policies have destabilized social welfare systems,

augmentcd povety and barred the majority of the people ofthe world lrom the;r fundamental

economic right to a respectable living. The neoliberal organizations and th€ states that uphold

such po)icies have prioritized 'rights' ofglobal capital above people's rights to subsistence.

ru Samir Am in, Catrali.rh in the Ase af Clobdti,aliah, Madhyam Books, I 997, pp.5s 92.
ru Sanir Anin, Species afcapfta1,sD, Rainbow, 1999, p-99

'" rbid, p-99
ra6 'Microspolnics' in his view refers 1o t}c cndcavorofemancipation dd ]ibe.alion at the domain ofcivil society.
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The current pace ofthe groMh ofcivil society associations and groups is assoc;ated with

the increasing inabilities of the welfarc state that results in the compromise of lirndamental

human rights protected in the intemational laNs. The contradictory constructs ofcivil society and

state, resulted from certain philosophical studies, and were made pertinent in the design of

projects of 'democratizatiol]' , 'human rights' and 'development', but in reality these constructs,

cloak the political economy of underdev€lopment and the obvious triviality, and absurdity ofthe

neoliberal solutions designed by the global aid industry and increasingly administered by

NGOs.'o' The conclusion ;s that civil society today refers to a variety of intricate fomations,

associations, voluntary groups and movements that serve as intermediaries between the state and

citizen, but to clarify, civil society does not provide a substitute for the social responsibilities of

the stat€.

2.4.3 TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF CIVIL SOCIf,TY

Keeping in view the survey of existing litemture on civil societ_v, a definition can be

forwarded of this concept.

Civil society is a paradox, a social space, ,nitiated by state and market, but in the course

segregated itself from politics and economics, acquiring a mediating role between the two

spaces. It is a realm consisting of individuals, families, movements, groups, and organiTations

fiee from the clutches of die authoriq, of the state and the self-centeredness of the market.ra3

Market is civil society but civil sociery is not market.

IL4R]QNG DISTINCTION BETWEEN CIWL SOCIETY & STATE

tal 
See Nongovemenral Organirdtiahs ih U/otld Bahk SuppaieLl Proje.ts: ,1 Rqierr, World Bank, I999.

ra3 Ronnie D- Lipschutz,2007, op (-r.
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Civil societl, generally con.cms those institutions and associations that organize social life

between the state and the family. Tlre modem distinctive character of .civil 
society, in

comparison to state! took shape in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. IIegel is considered

as ihe first scholar to make a distinction between civil society and state.l49 Before this

scgregation, polilical and social domains were not clearly distinguished.l5o For example, the

Greeks used po1,J for socieb, and state almost interchangeably, however whencver a distinction

was needed they clearly inclined towards state-

Roman law on the other sid€ provided the concept of ciuTdr and a strong afl]nity among

people that were neither specifically ancestml nor exclusively about shaping the political society

by means of a state. This idea evolved in the medieval political and legal theory pafiicularly in

connection with ihe lreedoms argued by medieval cities but equally in rclations to the Church.

'l'he early modem discourses regarding the foundations of social order paved the way for the

conceptual maturiry ofthe term civil society and its distinctive character.r5l

EMPHAS|ZING ON SAFEGAARD FROM STATE

A major leap in the evolution of the distinctivc character of civil sociew was the

affirmation of private life. In Creek philosophy, the domain ol the pr;vate, including economic

activities was inferior to the public realm related with affairs ol state, but several modem

thinkers attached a new positive value to famiiy and economic endeavors. They contended that

both privacy and civil society required to be guarded against infringemcnts by the state.r52 In this

pe$pective, there was the possibility ofconceiving a public sphere that was not adjacent with the

slate but rather positioned in civil society and founded on its voluntary relationships. lt is a

r'" 
See Neera Chandhoke. 1995.OrCn p llh

| 
! se H. r.rdhnsiJ. ./,// roceD P|bln Sphete Hi@t).lth, t.n.et.'AOt.

15: 
See Neera Chandhoke, 1995, 0pCr7
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communicative space in [,hich cit;zens could freely share and discuss various issues to form

common notions for public good at large and also to influence decisions ofthe state.l5r

The most significanl rcle in mater;alizing this shift was played by the theo es of social

contract and natural law that theoretically explained the rise of society before the emergence of

govemments. From this juncture onward it was easy to suggest that the govemment acquired

legitimacy by serr'ing the ends of civil society or th€ people at large. Thomas Paine and other

supporters offreedom from unwarranted rule, prcscnted an icon ofthe freedoms ofEnglishmen

which was inspiring not only in England and America, but in Fmnce, pa icularly in

Montesqueiu's narrative ofthe spirit'oflaws which merged an adm;ration ofEnglish division of

powers with an older convention of republican vjrtue. From the days of Rousseau through

Comte, Tocqueville, and D rkheim, this Frcnch tmdition evolved a very strong nanativ€ ofthe

freedom of the social.r5a

A SELF ORGANIZING SOCIETY

,^nolher sign;ficant alteration of the notion was to comprehend society at least

theoretically as self-organizing. not dependent upon rulers.'fhe single essential intellectual basis

for this trend was provided by the Scottish moralists. In Adam Sm;th's (1776) idea of the

invisible hand, the market illustrated this self-organizing competence but did not exhaust it. In

his "Essay on the History of Civil Society" (1767), For Adam Ferguson human history is marked

by progressions ofsocial transformation from antiquity to modem society.rs5

This incited Hegel to describe civil society as an arena in which the univ€$al and

particular competed; their compromise was dependent upon the state. The concept of civil

ri FL Islamoglu.200l. (rpCn p-189?

'r5 tbid. pp. 1897-8
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society also fashioned classical political economy and notions ofsocial evolution, and afiiculated

Marx's description of the phases of historical development as amalgamalion of productive

capac;ty and social relations. Marx also defied the idea that markets were impartially self-

organizing. He stressed on the role ofhistorical accretions ofpower.ls6

Akhough the competing analysis differed in various details, however the notion of

society \ras recognized as a separate object ofanalysis, d;fferent from both state and individual.

People shaped society both distantly as actors in markets, and in person as pa(ies to various

contracls. The concept ofcivil society resembled th€ sort ofsocial ljfe that app€ared among the

free citizens ofmedieval cities for the fact that this was by and large self-regulated separate from

direct rule by Church or military authorities- It also advocated "civility" in human interactions-

This did not mean just polite manners; rather it referred to a norrnative order that facilitated

friendly and reliable relations with all those who did not share private rclations like kinship.r5T

CU]L SOCIETYAS SEPARATE SPHERE FROM STATE AND MARXET

Civil society is normally considered as a domain of social beliefand action distinct fro

politics and economics. It is a realm comprised ofindividuals, families, movements, groups! and

associations, $,hich are free from the clutches of the stat€'s authority and the greed's of the

market.ls3 with the help of inst;tutions of civil society, individual negotiates a social contract

with political and economic authorities.rse

MARKET IS CIVIL SOCIETY BUT CIWL SOCIETY IS NOT MARKET

56 rbid. p-r898

'i'rbid. p-r 898

'53 Ronnie D. Lipschutz,2007, op Cit. p-305

'r'! Mary Kaldor, 2007, p-299
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As described earlier, civil society emerged from the woinb of bourgeoisie society. It is

considered the child of market. Bourgeoisie social forces have the capacjty to mobilize the

public. It is due to this fact that civil sociely emerged with the rise ofthis class. However, it is

also a fact that once the bourgeoisie has acquired reliable guarantees from the state, it inclines to

renounce its confrontation and sfuggle against the state, throw in its lot with elites, and exploits

the same poor who has been mobilized by it. This practice was very common in the nineteenth

century, and frequently recufied in the Nvcntieth century as well.160

In response, the same, newly rnobilized middle class became the guardian ofthis society.

People organize themselv€s and operate as social forces and movements, and try to find ways to

regain these rights by stabilizing and intensifying the fictionaliTed public-private divide. Civil

society which initially was meant to safeguard 'private' interest from 'state' now tums agains!

market as well. Though, 'market' itself is the realm of'private', however civil society secu.es

'individual' and 'family' from the oppressions ofthe market as well.l6l

This shows that 'market' plays the role of an intervening variable in th€ relationship

among civil society, public sphere and state. AII the three have existed in some rudimentary

lblms even befbre the advent ol capitaljst market that facilitated their transtomat;on. So tte

development ofcivil society owes a lot 1(r 'nurked. but still market is not part ofthe civil society

in the strict sense.

DISTINCTION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE

The lormal and informai associations constituted civil society as an economic sphere, lor

mediating between public (State) and private (individual/family/market). Civil society is "both

6" Ronnie D. Lipschutz, 2007 , Op.Cit. p-306
16r 

J. Habemas, 1989, or, Ct
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constitutive of and constituted by public and private"; in fact, it is that part of a distinct social

construction that authorizes a legal djfference between public and private and, in so doing,

enables the reproduction ofcapitalism and the social construction ofwhich itself is a pat.r62

To sum up, civil society today is linked with ideas ol"culture",r63 and "community , 
oa

the -public spherc,' 'social capital'."" 'ciriliS'.' and -popular panicipation and ci\ic

mindedness".r63 The various conceptualiTations and approaches emphasize different features or

essentials of civil society: norns and values like tolerance and civility; the role of the

intellectuals and civic organizations like media; the associations among citizens and the trust

they posses in €ach other; the moral aspects of communities: and the extent to which people

shape a common public realm for civic engagement and debating issues ofcommon concems.l69

2.4.5 ANALYTIC PERSPECTIVE OF CIVIL SOCIETY

From an analytical perspective, civil society is highly intrjcate, abstract and quite

ambiguous concept. It encompasses the values, activities, and other key features of;nstiiut;ons,

organiTations and individuals positioned amongst the family, the stat€ and th€ market.rTo This

does not compiehensjvely represent the civil society or even all of its characteristics. It

concentrates on individual units or pa s that constitute civil sociery like instirurions,

organizations and individuals.

16'1Ronnie D.I-ipsclurz, 2007, op cit. p-305
r6r 

See Antonio Gramsci, 1971,OpCil.p.12r Amitai Etzioni,,{crire,Socre{y, Free Press, 1971.
r'5 Ju.gen Habermas, 1989, opali
r66lames Coleman. aoa,.lrtiohs ofSuialTheory. H^nard UniveBity Pres, 1990, p.302
16r Norbcft Elias, me clLrizina l'ncess 'the Htla,t af Mahhe$ dhd State Fatnatiok dh.l Civili.atiah Blac]gell.
1994.
163 S. Verba., K. Schlozman., and H. Brady. vaice ahd equalitr: Ciric wl hlairh ih Aheticdk palitics. Ha1a-d
University Press, I995.
'6' Anheier,Ilelmut K., Cpit S@iety: tiedsureh.hl, baludtioh, Palicy.Eaflhs.an,2004

'r! Anheier, oZ Cir p.24. This analytic definition has been used as an opemtional definition for yeaB by CIVICUS
and aenrer lor( i\ilsocierr.lond^n S.hcol of fconomics
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Inst;tutions here refer to rules, and sruclural models that regulale particuiar areas or

tasks. A polit;cal decision making institution, for instance, would be democracy. Though there

are varieties of ways in which democratic decis;on making can be materialized, like

parliamentary or presidential democracies. Legal system and rule of law would serue as

institution in the case ofjustice. Citizenship would serve the role of;nstitution in the case of

soc;al integration; the family and media would serve ihe purpose ofinstitutions for reproduction,

and information and communication demands respectively.rTl

Organizations r€fer to voluntary rcalm, i.e. voluntary assoc;ations, non-profit

organizations (NGOs), social movements, informal groups, networks, and a range of similar

organizations. These constitute the bones and flesh of civil society. Th€y serve the role of

carriers and sites for social pafticipation, and civic engagement, the articulation of norms and

values, and centers ofsocial service provision.l'2

The category of individuals', point towards citizens and their participation in civil

society general. This would encompass citizen's activities in civil soc;ety such as volunteering,

membership, organizing events, or supporting cedain causes; people's attitud€s, values,

prcferences! priorities and expectations; and citizen's talents and in terms govemance,

management and lead€rship. r7l

CLASSIFICATION OF CIWL SOCIETY ACTORS

Keeping these structural aspects in mind, one can identify a wide range of civil society

actorc working at various levels across the \vorld. Based on the organiTational characteristic,

Costoya offers a comprehensive classification of civil society actors which is employed in this

,,r tbid.
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research for analysis.lz He argues that contemporary globalization is characterized by a new

'socjal form i.e. 'network'. This new social structure is stimulating the rapid growth ofnon_state

actors. Moreovcr, the civil society actors are incrcasingly acquiring influence. Consequently, the

sphere ofcivil society is increasingly becoming autonomous and at times tuming to be the center

of social contention.lT5

In the above socio-political perspective he suggests his typology ofactors included in the

realm ol civil society. Th;s typology comprises of four major categories: (i) the first category

refers to the properly structured, rank-based and rationalized non-govemmental organizations

(NGOS) (;i) the amorphous and impulsive, horizontal, captivaring, cathectic and progressively

complex social movements (iii) the subdivided, flexible, polycentric, collaborative.

"information-generating networks of civil sociery actors', (iv) .,the geographically fixed and

temporally discrete. iterative. rhizomatic plateaus ofcivil society actors...l76

NON-G O VERNMENTA L O R GA N IZA TIONS

NGOs are considered to be the most institutionalized and hierarchical actors of civil

sociery. The architectural aspects ofNGOS are typical ofthe bureaucratic rationalization that

supporls contemporarv hierarchical institutions.r?7 NGOS have a formal division of labour.

organized financial infrasfucture and an incessant financial flow based on ihe principles of

donor assistances, grants, investments and membership dues.r73 The fonnal financial aspect

attaches NCOS to the economic and jurid;cal framework of a state. These relations with the

r7a Manuel Mejido Costoya, Toward a Typology of Civ;l Sociery ActoE: The Case of th€ Movement ro Change
Inlemational Tmde Rules and Bariers. L,i,i/e,1,\ariors nesearch In titale fot Saciol Delelotnert, Civil Socjet and
SocialMovemenrs Programm€ Paper Number 30. October 2007, p.iii.
,,. rbid.

'77 Max Weber, Eonomy and Society. Volume IL Unilersiry ofCalifomia Press, 1978, pp.956-958.

'?3 Peggy Antrobus. Funding forNGOsrIssues and oplians- ta d Dewtopnent \\/olum; 15, Supplement t, Autumn
1987, pp.95 102.



institutional framework ofa state become evernore significent when NGOS tryj for instance, to

promise a cefiain tax status, be eligible fbr particular financial aid or make ceftain

investments.rTe Thes€ institut;onal relations are now turning increasingly to be transnational:

besides their juridical status at the national level, NGOs are increasingly striving to get

consultative status with international govemmental organizations (lGOs) Iike the UN, the WTO

and other intemational bodies.r30

NGOS through the process of legitimation validate these institutional ties. Like several

other coniemporary institutions, NGOS strive for this legitimization by demonstrating their

operational coherence and transparency by means of fomal accountability instruments, for

example electionsr monitor;ng, a board of directors, standards and codes ol conduct,

certifications, reporting and ratings.lsl But, bcsides their operational coherence, NGOs also

require to show their capability and soc;al ut;litv- 'lhis becomes parlicularly clear when NGO try

to come into a fomal relationship with IGOS like Lll.,l, World Bank or IMF.

Simjlar to other civ;l society actors, NGOS generally appear in response to social

problems. ln a certain perspective, it could be contended that the existence of social problems

like socio-economic injustices, gendcr problems, health and ecological issues explain the

existence ofall civil society actors.r32 However, contrasting the other civil society groups, NGOS

consbue social issues and produce solutions through the intellectual rat;onalization of

interpretations of the world that is characteristic of formal organizations. This is what typifies

NGO objectives and modus operandi. For ;nstance, by utilizing the folmal language, instruments

r7q Manuel Melido Cosrcya,2007, Op Cil
r30 B. Gemmill. & A. Bmiele-lzu.2Ou, op Cit
r3r Brian Pratt, Legitimacy and lransparency for NCOS. Intemational NGO Tmining and Research Centre
(INTRAC), Ausust2009.
r3r Michael M. Cemea, & Aysc Kudar, Social Asscssmcnts for Beller Developnlenti Case Studies in Russia and
Cennal Asia. The Internatiohal Bakk fat Recohslrwtioh ah.l Detelaptuant/Ttu Watld Rank, Dn\ijonmenl^lly
Sustainable Developme.t Studies and Monograph Series No. i6. 1997.
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and methods of recognized disciplines, NGOs generate svstemat;c and specialized analyses of

the issues they intend to tackle.r3r

But NGOS do not simply analyze and critique problems, they also suggest, for example

the idea of green taxes or the ideas and campaigns to change trade rules and balaiers. These

rcmedies are developed through the pragmatic rationalization typical of hierarchical,

bureaucratic institutions. NGOs genemlly work through four basic interconnected strategies like

monitoring, campaigning, lobbying and projectdevelopment.l84

In conclusion, it is asserted NGOs serve the significant role ofa carrier ofcivil society - a

third sector located between private and public sectors. It is an institutionalized realm that olfers

the normative perspective of representative democmcy. Furthermore, this third sector, visualizes

the utiliTation ofthe steering media ofthe system to promote their projects as legitimate, i.€. they

advocate the employment ofmo.ey and power asjustifiable.r3s

SOCIAL MOWMENTS

Keeping in view the characteristics of social movements, th€y should be seen in

opposition to NCOS in many ways. Contmry to fomal;zed NCOS, social movements are shaped

by the pre-institutional and amorphous soc;al associations of the Iife-world. Social movements

constitute social problems through the compassionate language of intuition and shared-lived

experience and the cathectic capacity of symbols. This is compared with the technical and

specific language ofthe system.l36

r3i Manuel Mejido Costoya, 2007,,p an
"4 tbid. pp. l5-16.
r35 A lot a reserch h leing conducted these days regardin8 the 'third seclor'. Some ofthe notable research centeB
are the Yale Program on Nonprofit Organizalions (PONPO), Irtemalional Socicty for T}ird Sector Resqrch, the
Johns Hopkins Comparative Nonprofit Sector Project,1he Intemational Society fo. Ttnd Sector Research at Johns

Hopk;ns, ARNTOVA (The Association ofResearch on Nonprofit Organizaiions and Voluntary Aclion).
i36 Manuel Mejido Cosloya. 04 Cn
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In this perspective, social movements €valuate the intellectual approach ol sDecialized

explanations of social problems for being disconnected from the meaning structures of the life-

world. Furthemore, social molements, opemtionalize their solutions to various issues through

direct action.r8T This direct action has a beneficent aspcct, that is, a certain direct action or

mobilization is already a success in itself. Social movements wrcstle w;th operational

inconsistencies and tensions that are completely opposed to the ;nconsistencies and tensions

conf.onted by NGOS. for example, they wrestle with the problems related with fragmentation,

discontinuity and poor efficacy. Using the Weberian context, it is contended that social

movements produce an alluring rupture with the system lacking institutionalization. Social

movements are vehicles ofa notion ofcivil society as an abstract construction grounded in life-

world projects andjustified by means olparticipatory democracy.'33

Social movements, contrary to NCOS are far less instilutionalized and ultimately are

more horizontal then NGOs.lse They do not display th€ stmctural features repres€ntative of

rat;onalized, formal bureaucratic organiTations. Social movetnents are shaped by pre-institutional

networks ofsocial relations. They are more similar to clientelistic groups, Iarge family structures

and religious organizations than today's hicrarchical institutions. In this particular sense, they are

also illustrated as grassroots organizations. It has become obvious that social movements

contextualize their activities based on everyday collective identity than formal social action,

likewise more on the life-world than the system-world perspective-r'0

r3? Moira ONeil, Movheht Buil.ling Not Mdrk ti s: Framing Lessak .tah the Sacial )\lawwnlt Literuture.
Wash;ngton. DC: Frameworks ]Dstitute, 2007.
r13 ManDel Meiido Cosloya,Opcit-, p-17
3e Alberlo Melncci, Th€ symholic challenge of contemporary movem€nts, .!b.rizl Rerearc,, vol. 52,19S5, pp.789-

816
rs 

J. Habernas, 1989, @.4,,
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Social movements in comparison ltl NGOs are also short of fonnal division of Iabor. For

instance, most of the social movements do not posses paid, professional staff. The members of

social movements generally work on a voluntary basis during their fr€e time. Similarly, in

contrast to NGOS, the membership in social movements is quite informal and vidually free or

with nominal fee in the case ofsome oflhe social movements,lql

Similarly, social movements due to their structural characteristics are only loosely bound

to the economic and juridical framework of a societ"v as compared to NGOS. Social movements

do not strive for consultative status with the IGOS, and even at the national scene, only few aims

for special tax status. Tlis institLrtional scparation facilitates social movem€nts to be more

spontaneous and amorphous. 
192

Furthermore, Social movemenls do not strive lbr legitimization by means of any

structured accountability mechanisms. Though some of the social movements organize formal

elections, however, majority ofthem do not posscs a board ofdirectors, monito ng meshanisms,

or ratings and annual reports. Social movements hold general congresses and other types of

direct and pafticipatory accountability.rel

NETI4.OR]$

Networks of civil society actors fbrm the third category olthe typology. These networks

refer to the phenomenon of connectinS social movements and NGOs in a flexible organization.

Networks can be termed as correlale ofNCos in thc information civilization.r9i

r" Manuel Mej;do Costoya, op. Cr7 , p. I 7
")rbid, p.r 8

'" tbid, p.l8
rq Ibid. The author clarifies distinction among'network foon', 'nehrorks ofsocial relations' and'network ofcivil
sociery adors'. The'network forn' refeu to new social space that enrerged due to informatio. techroloSy
revolulion and inlensified imerconnections. Nenlorks of social relationt refer to pre-institxtional relations ;. a
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Networks comprehend social issues in the same perspective as NGOS but put more

emphasize on pluralism. Similarly, like NGOs, networks operationalize their solutions to social

problems through campaigns and lobbying, but they generally do not utilize the NGOS strategy

olprcject dcvelopment. The abandonment ofthis strategy from modus operandi ofnetworks can

be compreh€nded as a sh;ft to the scheme of resolving social problems ihrough the flow of

information and opinion management, contrary to material and financial projects.le5

Additionally, networks, must westle with the apprehension of isolating the individual

through th€ networks they set up. This is actually the cost they pay for flexibilizing the inflexible

rationalization and decentralizing the hierarchical configurations ofNGOS. This is the negative

aspect of information complexity and connect;vity today. Individual is no more at the centre, but.

has become a simple node in the network. Ifindividuals are at the helm ofaffairs in NGOS, then

it is organizations that play the same role in networks. Towards the end, it could be noted that

networks are vehicles of "the model of civil society as a pluralistic commun,cative structure of

idenlity politics". However, this communicative formation can only be comprehended within the

context ofthe NCO as an "institutional space" located between "the public and private spheres,

and it is still the normative horizon ofrepresentative democracy".le6

PLAT'EA US

Plateaus utilize the characteristjcs like'rvebs of connectivity' and'devolut;on', ofthe network

soc;al form to hook up civil society actors. Networks and plateaus cmploy this information

technology on the assumption that the whole is actuatly greater than the sum total ofthe parts.

soc;ety shaped by face 1o face interactions. The 'networks of civil sociery' are lhe result of connecting the civil
.o(ieD afloh inro .etsmenled. fle{ible anJ p"l}cenric orgdnia,ion'.

'"'Ibid. p.20
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Plateaus are "movements ol movements or networks of net['orks" These new organiTational

shrctures refer to the rising intricacy ofcivil society.reT

Plateaus manifest the radicalization ofthe enhancing interwoven and perplex character of

social movements. The poststructuralist thought of lhe rhizome offers the oppofunity to

comprehend 'lhis radicalization of the horizontality ol social movements". Regarding strtlcture,

plateaus can be thought to be geographically fixed and temporally detached, repetitive.

rhizomatic events. Plateaus of civil society organizations (CSOs) merge specialized pluralist

discourse with the compassionat€ language ofthe life-world. They put their solutions for social

issues into action through a soft ofproject creation and restructuring that is a kind oftaking stock

and reflexivity that is characteristic ofpostmodern social action. Like social movements, plateaus

must wrestle with the issue of fragmentation and decentralization; they must come to grips with

the poor eflcacy oftheir mobilizations. Sim;lar to social movements, plateaus comprehend civil

society as an imaginary stnrcture that assesses critically the entirety of the prevailing system.

Plateaus present the utopian model of civil society and therapeutic p€rspective of the other

probable wor1d.re8

2.4.6 FUNCTIONS OF CIVIL SOCIETY

The functions or roles ofcivil society can now be extracted from the above discussions.

Efforts on synthesizing the ex;sting litcrature to derive functions of civ;l society have already

been made. Thania Paffenholz and Ch stoph Spurk have synthesized the functions of civil

society in perspective of democracy and development theory which is noteworthy and relevant

'o'1bid. p.20

'!s Ibid- pp.2o-2r
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for this research.ree Tlris research has further added to this svnthesis and renovated it to make it

further comprehe.dible.

PROTECTION OF CITIZENS

This fundamental function of civil society is to protect the lives of individuals, their

freedom and property from the encroachments ofthe political authorities. It can be traced back to

Locke.

MO NITO RING FO R ACCO UNTAB ILITY

This function primarily refers to scrutinizing the acliv;ties ofthe political and economic

powers; state apparatus, govemment and market. This is also a mechanism to control central

authorities and hold them accountable. Monitoring can encompass variety of issues like publ;c

spending, public accounts, human rights, corruption, and health facilities etc. This function rests

on Montesquieu's separation of powe6, but has been fudher developed in the development

coopemtion contexts.

ADVOCACY AND PUBLIC COMMUNICATION

Civil sociery plays a significant function of articulating the interests of the public in

gencml and of marginalized groups in particular. Civil society provide the public, channels of

communication and enable them to raise voice for their concems and in this way it mises public

awareness. This Habermasian function is primarily refered to as advocacy.

SOCIALIZATION

" Thania Paffenholz and Christoph Spurk. Civil Soc;ely, Civic Engaeement, and Peacebuilding- s..ial
Dewlopnent Pape,s, Canfricl Prevenlion and Dcvelopmenl. PaperNo.36, October,2006.
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One ofthe major f'unctions ofcivil sociely is the socialiTation of its members. Through ;ts

varied associational life civil soci€fy facilitatcs the consbuction and observance of democratic

values and attitudes among citiTens. It indoctrinates citizens to build uli lolemnce. mutual trust

and the capability to seek compromise by democratic means. Thus, it helps ensure democracy

not only by legal means but by generating civic habits in the citizens.

BAILDING COMMUNITY

Civil sociefy also fosteN the commun;ty building process. By raising civic engagement

and participation, civil society can fortify relationships among citizens, ie., generating social

capital. Civic associations with diversity in the composition of their membership, can bridge

societal gaps, add to social cohesion and in a way f'acilitate the community building process.

INTERMEDIATION BETWEEN CITIZENS AND SI'ATE

Civil society associations play the role of an ;ntermediary betw€en citizens and state. lts

organizations perform the function of hamon;zing the power ol the state and through various

civic groups and independent institutions it negotiates with the state. l_h;s role can be traced back

from the works ofto Montesquieu.

SERVICE DELIVERY

Civil society organizations also provide services directly 1o the citizens in various areas.

This function of civil society becomes particularly paramount where the capacity ofthe state is

low, and it becomes a basic function ofcivit society to provide shelter, health, education or other
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services. NGOS in the rea'm of international relief and development are now providing more aid

and sewices than the LIN system today.200

2.5. PUBLIC SPHERE

Publ;c sphere refe^ to a collection of "communicatjve spaces" within society that

facilitate the flow of "information, ideas, debates", and shape public opinion in an independent

manner. Mass media and now the rising social media plays significant role in this rea]m, which

also perlorms an intemediary role by facilitating communicativ€ links between citizens and

cent€rc ofpower in a society. Habermas's (1989) provides the major text in this case. However,

many scholars have pointed out various problems and indistinctness in his work, yet, for a

democratic society, the idea of public sphere itself remains very convincing, both empirically

and normatively.20l

2.5.1 Few Words on 'PUBLIC', 'PRMTE' and 'HISTORY'

T\e tem1. public, generally means what is common to a given social organization that

surpasses the privat€. The p,'ivdle is the sphere ol "self-defined interests and values", while the

public is the realm ofthe "shared interests and values '.20?

However, the Enlightenment era concept ol'public' is equally different both from its

classical Grc€k ancestor, and its transformed culrent successor. Greeks had a clear division

between public and private realms. However, in the private domain ofthe olkor, the Greek head

of a family, contested only "necessiry". Freedom was to be r€alized in the realm of public;

':o Rupert Taylor, Inierprclins Glohal Civil Societ-v- Volunlas: Intenational Jaulnal af Valuntaty and Nonprcit
O/Aartarro6, vol. 13,No.4, December,2002, p 140

'o' Paer oahleren. The Int€met. P\rblic Spheres, and Political CommDnication: Dispenion and Deliberation.
P oli ti al C onnunicdt i oh, 22, 2005, p. I 48-
20':John Dewey.Ire P,61,. Md its Proble s Swallow Press, 1954[]9271.p.l26
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nevcrtheless the public domain of free citizens d€Dended on the P vate self-sufficiency ofeach

as master of a houschold. The public sphere that Habermas investigates shares some

characteristics with this scenario, but it "rcvcrses" a central element. It is described as the "public

of pivate individuals" who connect in deliberation of matters bearing on the authority of state.

Contrary to the Greek idea, individuals in this case are understood to be fashioned principally in

the private realm, which includes family as well. Besides, the realm of pivate is comprehended

as one of fteedom that has to be protected from the encroachments ofthe state.203

The modern state, like the Gre€k polis, reconstjtuted the 'public' as a specific realm. In

the medieval era, 'publicness' had been considered more of a "status attribute".2e It was a

'personal' trait of the monarch- In a world dominated by kings, who cotdld say "L'etat, c'est

/ror, " the public of a country had no existence separate from a king and his court. This was the

zenith of "represenlalive publicity," and rulership was represented "not for but 'before' the

peoplc"2o5 Steadily, however, coud socjery evolved into the new kind of sociabilitv of 18th

century salons and coflee houses. Aristocrats had the most significant role to play in the early

"bourgeois" public sphere. Habermas does not suggest that it was the class structure of its

memben that tumed the public sphere to be bourgeois, mther, it was a bourgeois society, and

bourgeois society shaped a particulartype ofpublic sphere. The new "sociability", along with the

rational debate that nurtured in the colfee houses ofLondon and salons oflaris, depended on the

emergence ofnational and tenito al states in the context ofcommercial economy. This process

pavcd the way for the rise ofan idea of a socicry distinct from state and a private sphere distinct

from the pubJic.2o6

'1or Craig Calhoun. Hareln.'\ dtl lhe Ptblic Sphte, !''tlT Press, I992. pp. 6-?

':@ J. Habermd, 1989, op C/, p-7

"6 See C Calhoun, 1992, Op.C;1., p'7
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2.6 HABtr]RMAS THEORY OF PUBLIC SPHERE

In his magnum opus "The Structural 'l'ransformation of The P blic Sphere: An lnquiry

Inb A C ate gory Qf Bourgeois socrerl, ", Jurgen flabennas articulates in great detail the I 8th

Century bourgeoisie life, and recounts at length the salient features of his 'ideal type' public

sphere.2oT

Habermas defines the 'public sphere' "as a realm of our social life in which something

approaching public opinion can be fomed". The right to access is guaranteed to all citizens.

Citizens act as a 'public body' when they interact with each other in an unhindered manner-that

is they have freedom to assemble and associate and the liberry to articulate and circulate their

opinions about issues of common interest. This type of communication in a large public body

involves precise ways for conveying infomation and swaying its recipients. The term'public

opinion' explains "thc tasks ofcriticism and control which a public body ofcitizens informally-

and, in periodic elections, foamally as well-pmctices vis-a-vis the ruling structure organized in

the lorm ofa state".zo3

'fhe public sphere is a realm which mediates between society and state. In this realm

public presents ilselfas the vehicle ofpublic opinion.'l'he public sphere is based on the principle

of public right to information which once had to be struggled for against the cryptic policies of

monarchies and which since then has iacilitated the democratic or in other words public control

ofstate authorities. Public opinion emerges only in the context ofa reason;ng public. Critical and

lawfully guarant€ed public debates about the use of political power, have not always existed.

107 The book *as originally puhlished in Geman in 1962 and remained somewhar cove.t till ;t was tmnslated into
English iD 1989 and stirnulated numeroDs debales aboDl the concepr ofpublic sphere. ils relevance to civil society
and democracy especially in the posl'Soviel Uiion world. Hosever, Habemasian theory ofpublic sphere evolved
through od his life and ther€fore ii becomes imperative 10 pul to8cther the theoretical pieces of Habemas vhion of
pxblic sphere in hisvarious works along eith this masterpiece ofthe aulhor.

'103 J- Habemas. The Public sphere: An encycloped;a article. r-ev Gemm Ctilique. No.3, []96411974, p.49
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They emerged out ofa pa(icular epoch of bourgeois society and entered into the constitutional

system ofthe bourgeois state only due 1() a particular assemb]age ofinterests.20e

To be precise, Ilabermas work is based on his research into I8th century bourgious class

in Creat Britain, france and Germany. He saw that in this period normal people, rather than

expefts, entered into rational critical debatc about issue of publics common concerns. There was

a nascent public sphere, with such environment that raised the possibility of ideal speech for

public. This public sphere first appeared in Great Britain towards the end of the lTth century

with the Licensing Act of 1695, which permitted newspapers to publish without the Queen's

censorship. Th;s is envisioned as significant enabler.2l0

2.6.1 TIIE RISE OF BOURGEOISTE PUBLIC SPHERX

Habermas articulates in great detail how the concept of 'public' undenvent a

transtbmation rvith the rise of bourgeoisie society. Representation in the context of bourgeois

public sphere, for example the representation of the nation or of specific mandates, has no

relation with the representativc public spherc ofmiddle ages which was directly associated with

the physical being of a ruler- Given that the prince and the estates ofthe realm still "are" the land,

in place ol simply working as depulies for it, they arc competcnt to "re-presentr'; they symbolizc

their poNer "beforc" the people, "instead offor the people".2rl

The feudal political authorities of medieval era, around which the representative pubiic

spherc was fiIst constituted, collapsed during a long process of schism. Towards the end of l8th

century these authorities had disintegrated into private and public components. The position of

church as representative ofdivine authority changed with the 'reformation' as religion became a

'' 1bid. p-50
ltr Jake Goldon, Daes the i terut proride the basis fol a public sphele that apprdinotes 1o Habernds' rision? (his
web essay),2004.
?rrJ. Habem6, 1974, op.C,'r, p-51
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private subject. However, church succeeded in majntaining its existence as a public body. Thc

related pola zation in princely authority resulred in the segregation of public budget from the

private family expenses of a prince. The various ;nstitutions of public authority, together with

bureaucracy, military, and legal institutions, emphasized their autonomy from the privatized

realm ofthe princely court.2r2

I-astly, the feudal estates underwent transformation as well. The nobility tumed into the

apparatus of"public authority- parliament and the legal institut;ons,,. Whereas those involved in

commerce and various professions, had already formed urban corporations and territorial

organizations, that evolved into a sphere ofbourgeois society distinct from state and representing

a realm of private autonomy.2ll

The representative public sphere of medieval era, transfbrmed ;nto that new sphere of

"public authority" which surf'aced with national and territorial states. public authority united into

a solid opposition forthose upon whom it was to be exercised and who at first, lelt them to be on

the negative side in tbis context. These werc the "private individuals', who had been debarred

from public author;ty since they occupied no office. "Public" no more refefled to the

"representative" court of a rnonarch gifted with authority, but rather it signaled to an institution

organized according to capab;lity, it simpl), rclerred to a gadget bestowed with a monopoly on

the legal application of author;ty- Private individuals who merged in the state, form the public

body, public authority was directed upon them.2la

Society on the one hand tumed to be a realm of the private and occupied a position

opposit€ to the state. That sociery, on the other side, had develop€d into an area of public

interest to the extent that the reproduction of l;fe in the context ofthe market economy had

''' Ibid. p-51
)r'lhid. p-5 r
:r! lbid. pp.5 t-52
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developed bevond the limits of private domestic authority. The ..boutg.ois public sphere,,

could be comprehended as the sphere of private individuals brought together into a public

body. That publ;c body almost instantlv claimed the right to use the publicly regulated

"intellectual newspapersr', in opposirion to the public authority ilself. These private individuals,

in such newspapers, and.journals. debated the public authoriry on the geneml policies ofsocial

interaction in their essentially privatized but still publically related sphere of labor and

commodity exchange.2r5

2.6.2 DECLINE OF BOURGEOISIE PUBLIC SPHERE & ITS CAUSES

Habermas argu€d tbat certain developments in the European soc;ety brought decline to

the bourgeoisie public sph€r€. He contended that the commercialization ofthe public sphere,

and emergence ofcultural industries including commercial advertising and public rclations, have

refeudalized the public sphere, and the status of the public has once again demoted to be mere

spectatorj and a new phenomenon "expert opinion" has began to replace the.true, public

oprnr0n,_'-

The shift lrom an ob.jective joumalism to that of commercial instigated around 1830s ar

about the same time in England, Irrance. andthe US. The literary joumalism olp vate citizens

converted into the public services messages addressed to masses at large during this

transformation. Consequently, the public sphere Nas distorted by the incursion of p vate

interests, which got particular significance in the mass media.2r?

The expansion of press and propaganda, led to the expansion ofthe public body beyond

the confines ofthe bourgeoisie. This resulted in the loss of social exclusivity, and coherence of

the public body, which was shaped by the social institutions ofrhe bourgeois class, along with a

2 6 Kasun Uba)sh.lnremer and rhe pL,blic lphere: A Slimpse ofYoutube. e/orlelr.tl, Vol.6 No 2,2006.
' Hahemas. lr)71 Op Cr. p-53
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comparativ€ly high standard of education. Social conllicts *'hich were previously limiied to the

private sphere now encroached into the public sphere as well. Selfish group needs which could

not be satisfied in a free market now looked towards state for regulation. The public sphere,

meant to mediate these demands, turns into an arena for the struggle of interests, which at times

become violent.2ls

The extension ofthe public sphere led to the decline of critical public debate, the basic

'principle' of the public sphere. This happened because ofthe fact that its very basis in the

p vate realm was damaged.2r9 Habermas adovated that the undermining ofthe footings ofthe

public sphere occurred because ofthe "refeudalization" of society. The bourgeois public sphere

assumed film distinction of the public realm from the private. Thc public sphere, which was

comprised of private citizens who camc together as a public, to express the demands ofsociety to

a state, was itself believed to be a component of the private realm.220 However, the structural

transformation took place when private associations and organizations increasingly started to

take for granted the publ;c power on the one side, and the state began to infiltrate into th€ r€alm

ofthe private on the other. The distinct spheres oftbe slate and society hecame interlocked. The

public sphere was unavoidably transfomed because the line of distinction between the realms of

public and private got blurred. Moreover. the sch;sm of family and economic society facilitated

the collapse of relation between intimate sphere and private life, in a similar terrain rational

critical debate was substituted by the consumption of culture. The bluning of the line of

distinction between private and public Iife resulted in the loss ofthe idea that private life fostered

" C. Calhou.,1992, op clr, p-]8
rlo 

J. Habermas, 1989, opCl, ,p.l?5-l?6
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relatively independent and equal citizens who contributed in the process ofpublic debate on

issues of common interest. 221

Second, the idea ofan unbiased general interest was chalienged and rather substituted by

a negotiated concil;ation among interests. Thus thc focus of fte public sphere moved from

rational-critical debate to negotiation.2" Th. p.n.... ol mediation and taming of power now

occurs directly between the public authorities and special interest groups, parties, and private

bureaucracies. The 'prilatc' public is allowed to participate in this system of power, only

occasionally and it is mostly intended to add its acclamation.22l

As a rcsult of these transformations, the public sphere has tumed into a theater for

advertising than realm for ralio al crirical debatc. Thc public sphere has become a field for states

and market actors to get legitimacy not by taking action to appease a free and critical public, but

by trying to sway public opinion by regulating ahe society and its mediums ofcommunication to

maintain dominance of state and market,224

The pr;mary idea of liberal democracy appears to have lost its relevance to popular

sovereignty parlicularly in media-intensive societies. Special interest groups financing of

political advertising to manipulate voters behavior, has Ieft no space for the classical liberal idea

ofcritical debate on public issues and policies.22s

Mark Poster contends that social relations in contemporary era seem to be short ofa basic

level of interactive practice which, in the past, was the basic characteristic of democratizing

politics. Places such as the Creek agora, the town hall, the coffee house, the saloon, the tavern,

the community Church, the public square, a public park, a barn, a factory lunchroom, a union

"r Calholun.1992, Op Cit .p-21
"'tbid. p-22
r:r J. Habe.mas, 1989, opc-r, p-]76
1'a car|l,alff,1992, op.Cil , p-26

"r J. Habemas, 1989, opcr.
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ha1l, and even a street comer served as the valuable centers ofdemocratic debates. Many ofsuch

spaces do exist today but no more play the role ola centcr to organize political debate and civ;c

action. He feels that the media like television and other types of electronic cornmunication try

serve as altemate lor those older spaces of politics but actually they separaie citiTens from one

another.226

2.6.3 STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS OF HABERMAS MODEL OF PUBLIC

SPIIERE

Generally speaking, the notion of public sphere could only b€ envisioned in an

operational fom, once the state was formed as an imper)^onal spherc ofauthorit),. Contrary to the

old concept of the public, thereforc, the modem concept relied on the likelihood of counter-

posing spheres of state and society.227

The state facilitated institutional basis for national public spheres tbr thrce good reasons.

First, the media like newspapers and joumals with primarily national flow facilitated the public

debate. Second, state being a sovereign body, presented itselfas a pol;tical authority to which the

public deliberation was addressed. Third, the common citizenship of discussanls supplied a

motivation for all to sustain the basic standards ofpublicity in debate, so the public comprised of

civil society institutions that med;ated with state to secure the interest ofthe body ofpeople.2'?3

MEDIA

According to Habermas, the public depended on media institutions. Public discourse was

mediated by means of local public spaces or instruments that enabled national circulation of

"6 Mark Poster, CybsDemocracy: Intemel and the Public Sphere. University ofCalifomia, 1Nine, 1995.::' See Calhoun, 1o92. OpC, p.8
"' See An8ela M. Crack, Trms"ending B.rdeR: neassessing Public Spheres in a Netuorked Wodd. G/oral:arr'orr-
Vol. 4, No. 3, September. 2007, pp.34l 35,1
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information and opinion such as ccl'feehouses and newspapers. To put;t diffetrntly, the public

sphere depended on both the physical space ofthe cofTee houses and salons as well as the vifiual

space of print media. Nat;onal discoursc between geographically dispersed actors could not be

materialized without tbe latter. However, the press was ;ndependent from the influence ofthe

state; it had a varied ownership, and mirored a varietv of perspectives. Therefore, the

communication was occurring in a comparatively objective environment.22g

Around the middle of eighteenth centurv, daily political newspapers took a significant

role. The advent of l;terary journalism posed serious challenge to the earlier .ews sheets which

were nothing but mere compilations of notices. Habermas quotes Karl Bucher who capsules

these important developments. Newspaperc transformed lrom the institutions, meant for the

publication of news into vehicles and Ieaden in public opinion. This changed rhe whole

business ofthe newspaper. A neu, factor, the editorial stafJ'. appeared between the collection

and the publication ofnews. The ncwspaper publisher transtbrmed from a dealer offiesh news

to a trader;n public opinion. The publishers brought the newspapers into the commercial arena

but, this really did not commercialize the newspapers as such. The press continued as an

institution of the public itself, successful as a mediator and stimulant of public discussion. It

was no more a simple organ for dispersing the news and till then it was not the vehicle of

culturalindustry.2io

This sort ofjoumalism sprouted in Europe especially during the times of revolutions

when almost every single political organ;zation had its own newspaper. Paris of I789 is a good

example. The Pa s of 1848 was not dift'erent either; every p.ominent politician had his own

'?:' Ansela M. Crack.2007. O, C-n.

':ro Habennas, 197,1. Opar, p-51
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club, orjournal. 'l hese neNspapers supported and Iacilitated the public movement for libertv and

public opinion, and in principle for the public sphere.2rl

The literary public sph€re conrributed greatly to polirical sphere by developing irs

institutional bases i-e. meeting places like coffee houses or saloons, joumals, networks of social

associafions. Early English businessmen used 10 meet in coffee houses where they discussed and

shared issues ofbusinesses and news. Around the slart of l8th c€ntury, London had around 3,000

coffee houses, €ach of them had a core of regular visitors. The discussions at these places

expanded to include issues regarding state policies and practices. Joumals of opinion €merged

that connected hundreds of such smaller circles. Many of these journals were based at certain

coft'ee houses and their contents rcflected prevailing values of these centers. In France, private

salons, played the similar role ofLondon coffee houses to enabl€ a critical publjc. Table societies

in Cermany, brought people especially acad€mics together to raise such a vibrant publjc

sphere.212

A D DRES SE E (PO L I T I CA L A A THORITY )

Second, the critical public depended on state institut;ons. The debates in the public sphere

regarding issues of common concerns wcre addressed to the sovereign stale.2l3 Citizens

emphasized on the receptiven€ss and accountability of political autho ties to public opinion.

This association pemeated public delibemlion Nith real political ramifications. Public sphere

had the potential to provide legitimacv to state institutions.2ra

'?r':c. calhoun, 1992, ozcl p-12
?r3 J. Habermas. 1989, Op Cr. pp.26-27
2! An8ela M. Crack,2007, O/.Cil
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In fact, the association between the public sphere and the state seerns quite natuml.2ls

State in a sense stimulated the se ol public sphere by providing an addressee to redress the

public opinion as it b€came a bridge between the famiiy and slate. However this brings us to a

third precondition, the existence ofa vibrant civil society to facilitate the public discourse.236

CIVIL SOCIETY

Third, precondition for Habermasian public sphere was civil society. The .public,

comprised ofcivil society institutions. The idea ofcivil society is fundamental to Habermas,s

theory of the publ;c sphere. The state was composed of a de6n;te political community where

leelings of mutual similarity prevailed. In contrast, civil societl, was imperative to safeguard

public interests and to regulate public debates. A common conviction prevailed among the

citizens that all those who get affected by the decisions of the govennncnt, enjoyed a

"democratic right to participate in deliberation". This shared bclieve facilitated the basis for a

new type ofcivic engagement, which lblloNed the particular codcs ofpublicity.'zrT

2.6.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF HABERMAS MODEL OF PUBLIC SPIIERE

'Public', 'publicity', 'rational critical debate', &'public opinion' are the major

conceptual constituents of Habermas public sphere. 'Public'refers to a body of people, while

'publicity' here refers to such environment in which state is exposed before the 'public'. Once

the state policies are exposed before people only then they can enter ;nto 'rational critical debate'

which leads to the fomation ol'publ;c opinion'.

'1r6 Manuel Caaelk,2008, opCl
'111 Angel^M. Ctek,2OO7, Op Cit
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Structural Transformation of Public Slhere (STPS) crnphasizes the first two while Habermas

Comm nicatfue Aclion Theory sbesses on the later two. Running through these concepts are

cetain characteristics ofHabermas ideal type public sphere which need to be highlighted.

ACCESS TO INFORMAT-ION

Access to information is the basic principle olllabemas theory ofpublic sphere. lt is the

principle and in actuality a right which was achieved through struggle against the arcane policies

of monarchs. It also imposes the responsibility upon press to provide objective infomation.

'fhus, access to information is part ofthe enabling conditions i.e. 'publicity' which exposes state

before public for scrutiny.233

Every one in the bourgeoisie society is bestowed with the right to have access to such

information. As mentioned above, with the advent of mass media this basic enabling

environment underwent transformation. ultimately changing the 'publicity'.

DISREGARD FOR STATAS (INCLUS]VITY)

The bourgeoisie public sphere was inclusive in nature. "A kind of social intercourse that,

far from presupposing th€ equality of status, disregarded status altogether".2le This facilitated

inclusivity within the public sphere. Everyone with access ro infomation had the right to speak

about public concems. Ofcourse, this was difficult to be lully realized on ground, however the

idea itselfwas very significant.zao

COMMO N A G EN DA/INTEREST

'?r3 J. Haheod, 1964/197:1, Op Cir, p.50

'?3e J. Habe6d, 1989, o], Cir, p.36

':10 C. Calhoun, 1992, op cir. p.l2
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The common concems oI the 'public' proviCed rhe required bond to form the ,body of

citizens' in the bourgeoisie society. The idea of common interest was powerful to eliminate

status differcnces in the public sphere.'?ar Discussions within such a.public, covered sltch issues

that till that time had not been bothercd.2i2 All such topics over which the ght to interpretation

has been monopolized bv the church and state became open to discussion by the pfvate citizens,

in so far as public found a common concem related with such issues.2al

KATIONA L CRlTl CA L D EBA TE

Ilabermas believed that members ofthe bou(geoisie 'public' due to their somewhat high

educational backgrounds. professional experiences and availability of literary journalism

engaged in mtional c tical debate which manilested ;tself in public opinion. So the speaker itself

due to his status was not significant rather the rationality ofhis idea was paramount.

Though, the norm was often breachcd, however, the idea that the best logical contention

was supe or, and not the identity ofthe presenter, was institutionalized as a generalprinciple.2aa

Rational cr;tical debate fostered public opinion which brought ihe concerned political authority

in touch with the needs ofthe citizens.

UNIVERSALITY

The emerging bourgeoisie 'public' shaped itself as inclusive in its standards. Th;s led to

the rise of a universalistic public sphere. Anyone with access to information through books,

plays, joumals, or any other source had at least the right to be part of such debating societies.

Habermas believed that members of bourgeoisie class being propertied and educated had the

)'r tbi.l., p. rl
:r'7J. H.bem6, I989, r rp r 

-n, p.16

'1ar C. Calhoun, 1992, Op.Cir, p.l3
'* lbid., p.r3
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required prerequisites to be part ofthis public spherc as readers, listeners or speakers and as a

result the emergent public sphere was universal in naturc.2dS

2.6.s CRITICISM OF HABERMAS THEORY OF PUBLIC SPHERE

Habermas theon ofpublic sphere attracted acute and widened c t;cism from all corners

including liberal, critical and feminist schools on various grounds. Most of the criticism is

centered on multipl€ exclusions from public sphere, essential nation-state context and the nature

ofcritical debatc rcquired for the development ofconsensus and puhJic opinion.

Generally, the term "public sphere" is often used as a singular, however sociological

realism refers to the plural as well. Many argue that in today's large distinct modern socieries,

public sphere might be comprehended as constituting several distinct spaces.2a6

The Habermasian emphasis on single unitary public sphere, with universal values, is

generally discarded on the basis ofpluralism and difference. Such spaces must exist, in which

citizens who beiong to distinct cultures, or posses' diflerent inlerests will find their panicipation

as meaningful.2lT The notion of a public spherc. stjmulated b1, a single medium, that fosters a

single D,pe ofcivic culture, seems evidently obsolete in the context of increasing fragmentation

among media audiences. Even within one medium audience get fragmented due to the difference

in content. or needs etc.2a8

Keeping in view the exclusion ofwomen and nonproperlied classes, Nancy Fraser (1992)

remarked that Habermas' notion of the public sph€re served sirnply as a domain for fortunate

men to show their govemance skills. She argued that public spheres of 'counterpublics' get

"'Ibid., p.37

'.{6 See Peter Dahlgren, 2005. op Cit., p. 1 48t" tbid. p. t52

"3 Minna Anarna, lhrelle.tusl ScaroldinS: On PeterDahlgren\ Theorization ofTelevision and the Public Sphere.
Dahald tlccd noh Cahhunication Research Ce ter, Swed;sh School of Social Science, Unive6iry ofHelsinki,
Finland,2006.
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shaped in US as a result of their exclusion from the mainstream sphere of deliberation. Hence,

numerous public spheres, unequal in power and adiculation co-exist and mise voice for those

citizens who shape them.zle Frankly, it is quite sarcastic that this notion of d€mocracy from its

very or;gin was rather undemocratic in i1s composition by excluding women or peop]e belonging

to lower social strata. An over-idealised depiction of the public sphere was conceded by

Ilabermas himself.z50 He was not adequately thoughtful to the multiple eliminations that framed

the public sphere, for example class, race, gendcr, and sexual orienlation ctc.251

Ilowever, Habemas and several olhis commentator have a common assumption All

accounts of public sphere have been based in the conlext of the nation-state liamework. An

unsaid equivalence is refered between the viftual space of the public sphere and the physical

space of th€ nation-state.252 It is only logical to comprehend that the physical locales of

Ilabermas theory i.e. Saloons or coflee houses only served the purpose of the centers of

information and ideological exchanges and the citizens who visitcd these places carried away

these ideas with them and the actual debate took place most of thc time far away from these

centers in a virtual atmospheres which have nothing to do with any kind of physical space. In

sum, the debate has been conducted at a distance.2jl

The notion ofcritical deliberation referc to the codes ofopen discussion meant to achieve

"rationally motivated consensus". Definitely good dialogue is preferable in all respects, but in

the case olllabermasian ideal, challenging standards have been placed on the nature ofpolitical

discourse. High criteria are conshuct;ve and essential to identify directions, even if one

:a'N. Fraser. 'Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Co.tribution io the Crilique ofActxally Existjng Democracy', in C
Calhoun (ed-) ]Iaberna! and the Public Sthere, Cambridse. MA: M1T Press, 1992- pp. I09 42
:" J. Habennas. F nher Reflections on the Public Sphere, in C. Calhoun (ed.) ,qabema: atut the Public Sph2re-

Cambridge, MA:MIT Prcss, 1992b, pp. 121-430
1s'Angela M. Crack,200?- op.Cn.

']i Bridgette Wessels, Exploring the Notion ofihe Europeanization of Public Spheres and Civil Sociery in Foslering
a Culture ofDialogue Thrcugh thc Concept of 'Proper D\strncc" Socialasia Mintis it @ik\nar 2OO8/3123)
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recognizes that reality most ofthe time lags behind the ideals.2sa Besides, critics like Lyotard

(1984), pointed out that "anarchy, individuaiity, and disagreement, mther than mtional accord,

Iead to true democratic emancipation".zss

It has been observed that the prccess of public opinion formation is d;fferent from

collective decision making.zs6 Hence, public opinion creation is not described by either discourse

or persuasion that strives to acquire a consensus, or the belief that the minority in a soc;ety

should submit to th€ will ofthe majority. Instead, in the formation of public opinion, individuals'

opinions only mirror their wills prima.ily because it is not practicable for m;llions of people

scattered in a vast area to physically come together to discuss particular matters of common

interest-2s? Therefore it becomes impemtive to pay some heed to the public opinion formation

process.

2.7 The FormatioD ofPublic Opinion

Ilabermas suggests that th€ most impoftanl function ofpublic sphere is the fomation of

public opinion. Civil society brings the state in touch with the needs of the people through the

instrument ofpublic opinion. Formal public opinion in the shape ofelections provides legitimacy

to any governance setup.2s8

zra There is a growing lileralure, largely nomaive and theoretic, addressing the conce ofdeliberalive democracy
(se€, for example, Chamben & Costain, 2000; Elster. 1998: SandcB. 1997; Benhabib, S, 1996; Bohrnan, 1996i

Fishkin. I991; Dryzek, 1990)
1"!.F.Lycn:Jd.ThePashaderhCondilio.Minneapo)is:l.lniversiryofMinnesolaPress,I984.

"o See for example S. Moscovici & W. Doise. Dissensions & consensus. Par.u Pa,4 1992-

"'Shuguang Suo & Yu Chen, Tte Dynamics of Public Opinion ir Complex Nerwotks- hwndl of Attifcial
Sacietiat ond S@ial Sihulalil vol. I I , no. 4 2, 2008.
1r3 

J. Habemas, l9?4, op air, p..19
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However public cpinion formation is a very complex p.ocess.25e Public sphere, the

environment that encoumges public debate on common concems is just one aspect ofthe whole

process- A d€ep insight sugSests that public opinion formation is a two phase Cognitive-Social

Cognitio,t of infomation i to rfieanifig-Personal opinion:

The first phase is the cognition of information into ceftain meanings.26r This stage

specifics meaning to information and builds personal opinion. At this stage citizen's interaction

with the media is very significant, how they conce;ve given informadon, and how they explicate

it and how they use their own constructed output.?62

Social InteruLtion ot revnonc? ofcc ai mcuni gs:

Social interaction plays cillcial role in tuming personal opinions ofindividuals into public

opinion.26r By means of social interaction, the particular meaning given to specific information,

echoes among lamily members, friends or public al large and become public opinion.26a Only

those meaning resonates well within a certain community which are commonly owned.

Communication plays significanl role at both ofthese stages.

These social interactioas occnr at various sites and spaces. For Habermas the coffee

houses, saloons etc. provided thes€ spaces for discussion and more generally these d;scussions

?5e Michael Buizer & Liolel l,Iarquis.'Public opi.ion fomation in Swiss Federal referendums'in David M. Farell.
Riidiger Schmitt'Beck, Do Palili.al Canpaig$ Ilauer?: Catupaiqk Ellects ih Flectiaht and Refercnd hs-N.\|
York & London: Roudedge,2002, p.l6l
:e See Carrcll J- clynn, Susan llerbst, Garelt J- o'Keefe, Robert Y. Shapiro, & MaI]i Linde'r,an. Public Opinion.
westview Pressr Second Edilion ednion,200.1

'16' Ray Jackendoff, &zartics and Calnilia . Calr,b'idge, MA: MITPress, I981
16: Peter Dahl8rcn, 2005, op Cil
zor Elihu Katz., & Paul I-aTarsfeld, Pe$ahdl Inlhence: me Palt Plated by Peaple in the Flaw af tlats
C annuni. ati oB. T ransaction PublisheB, 2005.

'?a Perer Dahlgren, 2005, Op.c-,',
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take place at homes. academic institutions, infomal triendly gatherings in some kind ofphysical

locations $hich helped generat( public opinion.

Knowledge about human behavior supplements our comprehension ofthe public opinion

formation process. Sociologists consider the formation of public opinion as a consequence of

"social intcractions and communication".265 Public opinion formation process is affected by two

types offaclors:

1. Personal Factorc. Personal factors include 'value' of certain issue for an individual,

background knowledge, risk p€rception, personal abilities (to use availabl€ r€sources),

Personality & needs.

2. Environmental Factors. Environmental lactors include access to infomation, technology,

economy, demography (population), institutions, social network or social circles and culture.

PERSONAL FACTORS

Human being is a very subjective entity, therefore it seems almost impossible to refer to

all possibly relevant factom aflecting public opinion fomation process. However scholars have

pointed out a cetain significant thctors in this respect which demands attention.']66

Value o ehtalion

The 'value orientation' refers to preference for a certain disp€rsion of outcomes aor

oneself and for others. It is a significant predictor of human behavior in social systems.267 For

example, culture infuses certa;n idiosyncratic preferences in each person that lead a person to be

16i Shuguang Suo & Yu Chen,2oo8, Op.CiL
r$ Shugudg Suo & Yu Chen,2OAA, Op.Cit

'o' C. c- Mcclinlock, Social values: Their definidon, measDremenl

Detlapheht in tiucalion. 12. 1918, 121-137
and de\elopnen| Joumdl af ltesearch and
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pe$onally tending to opt, for tnstance, fo. a positive rather than a nesative approach.263 Value

orientation aflects public op;nion formation process at both the stages. At the cognitive stage it

can provide certain approaches to specify meanings to set of given information. At the social

interactive stage it can make or stop people from talking about a certain issue keeping in view its

expected outcome for oneselfand others.

Cenerally, people make various decisions to fulfill their diverse needs. These needs

commonly include the ne€d for; existence, safety, understanding, affection, leisure, Iiberty,

participation, identity and creation.26e The mixtur€ of needs and the ava;lable opportunities for

meeling these needs shape a level of ne€d satisfaction. which stimulates individuals to pursue

certain opportuniiics.zTo These needs also affect public opinion fomation both ways i.e. in

specil-.ring meaning to information and then talking about such issues. Mostly those issues which

are the needs of two or more friends, family members, or members of anv social group are

discuq.cd mo\r oR(n and shape rhe public opinion.

Ahili4,

People have variety of r€sources like physical, financial, and social wh;ch are utilized to

me€t their needs. People's capabilities to utilize these resources identify their behavioral

command over various available opportunities. Individuals obviously think about their available

resources minutely and make formal or informal benefi!and-loss analysis with cefiain

limitations.2?r So persons w;th different intellectual or financial capab;lities will look at the same

'1631 Amaro de Matos, lnfomation Flow. Social Interactions and the Flucluations ofPrices
rcaton?tnc S.,cE^ - Ldrin American \'{eerins..2001.
"'\4. \4dy-\eel Development and human need,. ln: l. lk'n, and \.1. Va\-\err (lds.):

Underetakdihqyealth crcdl,ar. London, New York: RoDtledge, 1992.
:'o Shucuan! Suo & Yu Chen,2008. Ap C:'' tbid.

in Financial Markels.

Real life ecahatuics:
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situation differently. They will deduct difltrent meanings lrom the same information and

ultimately theirtopics ofdeliberation and discussion will be varied.

Emolion

Peoples' choices are not always based on evaluation of the consequences and their

likelihood of occuning, but also and in some cases primarily on ernotional grounds.272 High

emotional intensity, rcsults in discontinuous'Jumps" in the behavior.2rr Emotions ultimately

have impact on the public opinion formation at the individual lcvel. Each individual read textual

material, listen audios or watch videos in accordance with his/her emotional background and

his,fter part,cipation in public discussion also reflect his emotions one way or the other.

Personalil,

Personality traits like extraversion or introversion hav€ significant impacts on the

individual decision making.2'a Introve( people generally are very reluctant in debates and are

more prone to be agreeable as compared to cxtra\,erts, who are more participativ€ and arc likely

to get others agree with them. Both ofthem exhibit. comparatively different sotts ofattitude at

conceiving information and then sharing it with people in social interactions.

Risk Percepliohs

Level ofperceived risk attached with an issue is also very important in shaping the public

opinion.2?s This motivates people to collect information through various sources and d;scuss the

issue in public. High and low sk Ievels will influence the opinion fomation process

"1 e. nechara. The role of enotion in decisio,r'nraking: Evidence liom nelrological Datients with orbirofrcntal
damaqe.Rrain andCoenirion. 55. 200l. 10-,10

"'n nosman, g. He;nig-schmid! & rrans \an W;ndcn. Explorine Group Decision Making in a Powerro,Take
Expet;men| E\petin htdl Fronanics, 9. 2006, 35-51

'?ra S.L. Koole, W. Jaser, A.E. Van den Bers, C.A.J. vlek, & w.K.B. Hofslee, On the Social Nature ofPenonaliBr:
The Influence ofSelf' and Peer-raled Extraversion and Agreeableness in a SocialDilemrl.a. Persarulilr anrt Sacial
Pqcholog B lletin, 2001 -

:r5 Anthony Leiserowitz, Intemational Publ;c Opinion. Perception, and Undetstandi.g ofGlobal Clinate Change,
tiN Hrtuan DeNelopnent Repod 2AO7 /2408
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accordingly. SimiJarly, a risk-taking individual may be adventurous in the process of making

choices, while a risk-averse one is cautious when taking actions,lT6 so from both dimensions

perception ofrisk and human attributes to respond to risk situation affect public opinion.

E vironmenlaI Faclors

Ilurnan existence cannot be separated from the physical as well as the soc;o-economi(

environment where they live. Socio-economic environment has a profound impact on public

opinion formation.2?7 These factors may be grouped under macro and micro level environmental

factoIS.

Environmental facrors that influence individual behaviors at the macro-level comprise of

economy. demography, technology, institutions and culture.273 These factors are so powerful that

even in a conlext of no direct contact between individuals. thete is a l;kelihood that the

individuals still meet significant and probably even compelling social strain to obey-27e A

fascinating leader, a social majority or other hidden factors, can sway the attitude of the

individual. For instance, indiv;duals rnay prefer a cold drink over others only because a certain

movie or sports, which they like very much, uses this particular brand.230

Among tbe macro-level environmental factors access to information and the information

itsell is very important. Habermas suggested that objective information is conditional for tlre

effective functions of public sphere. It was with the transformation from press somewhat

conventional media to mass media that brought retuedalization of public sphere for the fact lhat

'.76 shuguang Suo & Yu Chen,2ao8. op Cit.
,r7Ibid.

':7r C.A.J. Vlek, Teclnical versus socio-behavioral soluiions lo €nvhonmenlal problems: psycholoSyt unexploited
parential. hte deA *rsian oJ ah iwiled lecture far the lltui/an ehtal Pslchalag Dirisiab al the A erictu
Pstchalogical Assaciatian, presentell ib NN Yatk,1995.
2?'J. Amaro de Matos,2004, op.Cir
?30 Shuguang Suo & Yx Chen,2008. Op. Cn.
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the availability ol obiecrive information rras problematized. This has been discussed at length

under the structural conditions ofHabermas public sphere theory.

Environmental factors at microlevel encompass the social iuteractions between friends,

lamily, ne;ghbors or acquaintances at a local Ievel.23r These social interactions have the potential

to influence several behavioral outcomes, for example, schooling, church attendance, criminal or

on the obverse any positive activity, drug and alcohol use.232 Local association models in

economic studies emphasize "how agents' prefercnces, information, choices or outcomes'! get

influence by the behavior of other ag€nts' and are not, as generally contended, mediated chi€fly

by the market.283 Illdividual's expectations and their background knowledge, leaming end

adaptations influence these rnicro-level social interactions which play significant role in the

fomation ofindividual behavior as well as public opinion formation.28a

Towards the end it is contended that the notion of public sphere emerged as a condition

du ng the evolution of modem democratic system. Thc story of public sphere begins with the

rise of commercial citi€s and bourgeoisie life, the same forces which played significant role in

the rise of the modem state. The rcvolutionary changes du ng the lTth and l8th century

drastically influenced the econom;c and socio-political structures ofthe medieval society.

Underthe impetus ofthese factual changes, supported by liberal ;deologies the concept of

the 'public' underwent transformation. The role ofthe 'public changed from a mere spectator to

a padicipant in the affairs ofthe socjety concenring the citizens. Ilabermas notion depicts the

transfomation in which private citizens facilitated by press and othcr social institutions come

,,'Ibid.

"' A.C. CASE., & L.F -Katz, TIE Ca pany yo Ke.p: lhe F.llects af Fmib) ed Neiahborhood an Disa.bantaeed
/orr,s National Burcau ofEconomic Research Cambridge, Mass., USA, 1991.

']8r T.G. Conley., & c. Topa Identincation of I-ocal lnleradion Modek with Impefectl,a.ation Oata. Joumal af
ADplie.l Ecoho etri.s. 18(5). 2003. 605-6I8

':3! Sbuguang Suo & Yu Chen,2008, OpCn
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together as a public body \uhich through its mechanisms ol independent and inclusive

deliberation and debates fbrm thc public opinion. Civil society plays significant role in

channelizing the free discourse and in bringing the state in touch w;th the demands ofthe

'private' public expressed by the instrument of public opinion. The market plays, of course

dominant role in ihe formation ofpublic opinion, however other factors particularly those related

with the individDals behavior and social environment in which they interact n€eds also to b€

cons;dered in the process ofpublic opinion formation.
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INFORMATION

CHAPTER3

TECHNOLOGIES LED GLOBALIZATIONS

"Knowledge is like light. Weightless and intangible,
the lives ofpeople everywhere. Yet billions still live
(World Development Repod 1999)

INTRODUCTION

it can easily h-avel the world, enlightening
in the darkness of polerly- unnecessadly.'l

Globalization and civilization commonly r€ttr to the material and cultural

accomplishments of humankind by means of exchanges in knowledge, technology and culture

across nations. Technological and cultural interactions across nations have played significant role

in the evoiution of human civilization through successive experiments during peace time or

In the common parlance, globalization refers to a number of increasingly swaying

processes that are by design hurting the very bases of national sovereignty and casting doubts

about thc capability ofnational policy makers to act independently or effrcienlly w;thin national

Globalization is generally considered an old phenomenon which got impctus liom

indust alization in the last two centuries, further augmentcd by the advent of information

revolution in the last three decades ofthe twentieth century. Information technologics since their

dawn on the scene ofthe earth in 1970s have already achieved several milestones.

In a matter of just three decades. ICTS changed the nature of information and its

communication across the world. This quick transformation is followed by many trickle down

eflects. This change, facilitated the convenient, and rapid flow ofknowledge, human and capital.

':r'Majid Tehranian. Civilizlion: A Palhway 10 Peace? G/,Dalzari,,s, Vol. I, No. l, Seplember 2004,

'36 Mark Beeson.2003, O4Clr
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These flows brought drastic changes in social ;nstitutions across the world. The major

characteristic ofthese technologies have been their d;srespect lor teritory. Various flows across

the boundaries of states undermined the sovereignty ofthe state, and transformed existing power

strucfures.

Businesses are one of the main benefic;ar;es of TCTS. These new technologies changed

the existing economies into a knowledge based entetprises. Hirarechical structures of industrial

economy underwent changes. and new type of currency-digital curency got introduced.

Similarly, the world witnessed an abrupt growth in the number of business organizations that

have cross horderq rerch

ICTs also provided a lot of opportunities to individual and civil society. the socializing

technologies that facilitated interaction among citizens without any concems for boundaries

ushered in a new era of civic awareness and action. Public got more access to bulks of

information available over the Internet and also find lorums to discuss public issues. These

trends hint to$,ards the establishment of a space for social interaction and activities beyond the

confines ofstate.

The new opportunities provided by ICTS re;nforced the processes initiated by

globalization. The current wave of globalization is primari]y led by ICTS. The impacts of the

contemporary wave ofglobalization can be felt in every comer ofthe world and in every aspect

ofindividual, state and business lives.

GLOBALIZATION

Tt is extremely difllcult to define globalization. It is not a solitary idea that a set time

frame would be sutlce to define and encompass its all aspects. nor js it such a process that can

be adiculated with specific origin and an ending. Globalization involves variety of social,

3.1
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political and economic process i-e. integration of economies; cross border transfer of public

policies; communication ofknoNledge; cultural exchanges; the transnational social. potitical and

economic relations; a process to found market independent of sociopol;tical control, and debates

about power. Thc concept of globalization covers all of these things. This concept has been

defined vigorously and variously over the years, with ramifications pertaining to advancement,

groMh strengthening, integration of and cooperation arnong nations for some scholars, and for

others, it refers to degeneration, colonialism, and destabilization. .Globalization, is a loaded

concept. ,\n individual's political orientation; his/her religious, cultural and racial background;

g€ographic location, academic maturity, and status in society, supply the context that shapes

his,4rer interpretation of globalization.l3T

'l herefore it becomes imperative to look at the various definitions offered by prominent

scholars of globalization.

Clobalization expresses the accomplishment of a cap;talist world economy connected

with a global division of labor.233

ClobaliTation generally relates to the process which positions the power in global social

formations and articulates through global networks instead ofterritorially-based states.2se

Giddens believes that globalization is not simply related with econom;c ;nterdependence,

but it refers to 'lhe ffansformation oftime and space in our lives".2eo

For Fr;edman, globalization relers to the process of inescapable integration of markels,

nation-statcs, and technologies to an unprecedented level in a manner that is facilitat;ng citizens,

']sr D..Nayef R.F. Al-Jtodhan & C€rard Stoudmann, Definiiions ofclobalizalion: A Comprehensive OveN;ew and
a-fropo'ed Dcfinirion. Cenevd Cenrer f.r \ecuril) Poiic) (ua\P,. 2006.
'^" lmmanuel warlelltein, me lbdprn lyorld Systen: Capitalist ,lqricullure ond the (]trigihs ol the Europeon
Wotld Ecahohy in the Siieerl, Cenlrry, New York: Academic Press, 1974, as cited inR. t. Halron, Globalizatian
a .l t he Natbn-utate (London: Macmillan Press, 1 998). p'l l
':3'C. Ihomas, "Globalization flnd the Sotrth". i. C. Thoma! und P. wilkin (eds.). Gtabalization dni the SouLh
(llou dmills, Basing(oke: Ma(mi lsn. locT), p-6

':ra qnthon) Giddeis. I/,! IlitLl Way, lhe Rehe\ol of Deho.ra.l, Cambridee: Pol;r.v Pre$, I998, pp- 30,31
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pr;vate corporations and nation-states to get to any patt ofthe worid in a matchlcss cost and time

eff€ctive way, moreover it ;s encouraging the proliferation of free-market capitalism to almost

every comer ofthe world.2er

Cilpin defines globalization as "1he integralion ofthe world economy".292

For Larsson, globalization refers to the prccess ofworld shr;nkage ;n tems ofdistances.

It relates to the growing ease which enables somebody on one part of the world to int€ract for

shar€d interests, with people on the other part ofthc world.2er

Scholte believes globalization to be set of processes which delink many social relations

from teritorial geography in a manner that the Norld begins to feel like a single unit. For him

globalization is "de-territo alization" or the rise of "supraleritor;al" associations between

For Keohane, globalization portrays a tendency ofrising transnational flows and growing

dense networks of interdependence.2e5

Tehranian defines globalization as amplification of human interplays across territorial

boundaries of states.l96

Rodhan and Stoudmann synth€size a number of definitions of globalization and sugg€st

that Clobalization is a process that circumnavigates the agencies, course, and ramifications of

transnational and trans-cultural inteSration ofhuman and non-human actions.2eT

"L Thomas Friedman, ll,e retus an.l the Oliw 1ree,New York: Frnar, Stfltus and Giroux, 1999, pp.7-8.

"2 Robert Gilpin, G/oldl Po lilical lia ony. Pnnceton: Princelon univemity Press. 200l , p. 364
r'r t. Lanson. the nace to thc Top: The Real Slory olClobalization (U.S.: Cato Inslitute, 2001), p. 9.

"a JaD Aarl Scholle, The Globalization of world Politics', in l. Baylis md S. Smith (.ds.). The Globaliution of
World Politics, An Introduction to lnlemaional Relations, N€w York: Oxford Universily Press,200l, pp. 14'15.
Also see Jan Aart Scholte, Globaliztion A Crilical Introduction, London: Macmillan Press,2000, p.16

':e5 Robert O. Xeohane, Polr? / ahd c atman.e in a Paniall! a labaliad tr alld, Landon: Routledge, 2002, p. I 5

':$Majid Tehranian, 2004, Op Cirp'84
2q Dr. Nayef R.F. Al-Rodhan & Gdrard Sloudnann.2ao6, op (:it
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One finds a varietv of terms in these defin;tions capturing diverse dimensions of

globalization. An object;vc synthcsis seems a difficult task for the constraints of;deology,

backgrounds, and motivations. Highly abstract or figumtive definitions exhibit their own

limitation. Therefore it becomes imperative to look at the history of globalization and the

existing theories ol globalization belbre reaching a conclusive definition of globalization.

However, for this research an opemtional definition is presented.

Globalization is a set ofongoing processes, without a beginning or an end, motivated by

human instinct for improved stvle and standard of living, forcing connections among all types of

institutions and organizations, resulting in destabiliTation and integration simultaneously and

chronically.

3.1.1 ORIGIN & HISTORY

The history of globalization stads from the dawn of human history.2t8 Sloterdijk

contended that the keystone ot'Blobalization was laid during antiqu;ty.2ee

)a a ktngue durie historical context, globalization has been evolving ever since human

beings established sedentarv cultures in river valleys. Connections that primarilv started as

efforts for the purpose oftrade, exploration, or religious and jmperial expansions have gathered

speed over centuries. These traders. religious preachers, valiant adventuren. and war;ors have

consistently associated isolated human communilies and civilizations, and consequently helped

shape the interconnected soc;ety that is now labeled as globalized.roo

It is easy to discem at least five main types of globalization in recordcd history. These

include; first, nomadic occupations of sedenkry inhabitants illusbated by the Aryans, Arabs,

"3 Nayan Chand., Runaway Globalization without Go\ema^ce. Glabal Gavmance 14,2A08,119 125

"'! Peter Sloterdijk. Geomehf, in the Colossal: lhe Project o, Metaphysical Globaliztion. Enyiroment ahlt
Pldhnins D: Saciel! atul Space 27 (t)2009. p-33
rooNayan Chandr,2008, op.C/ pl l9
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Mongols, Teutonic's and Turks; second, agrarian empires like the Sumerian, Egyptian. Indian,

Persian, Chjnese, Roman and Greek, th;rd, commercial trade routes, e.g. the Incense, Silk and

Spice Routes, fourth, industrial empires of European, American, Russian, and Japanese, fifth,

the contemporary wave ol a growing informat;c empire, that is encompassing almost every

single comer of the world by means of its transnational market and dense communication

networks.lor

The nomadic phase in the evolution of human civilization shaped around 99o% of the

history of human beings. The transition from nomadic to agricukural layer was initiated by the

inhabitants of the key river basins only some 10000 years ago. Superabundance of agricultural

products initiated the need for commerce. However! the development of commerce led to the

ne€d for political security. With the rise ol"multinational agrarian empires", there emerged laws,

codes of conduct for commerce, corlrmon currencies for economic exchange and ultimately

commerce flourished. The trade across borders thrived, when the Eurasian continent was

govemed by three adiacent imperial systems in the East, West and the Cent€r. Th€ Europeans

discovery of the New World in the 15th cenlury facjlitated the establishment of a new era of

production in the Europe that would be termed as industrial. With the invention of steam engine.

th€ trade routes changed liom land to ocean. Establishment of the gold or silver as the legai

tender of Europ€an economies under the stimulus ftom the iches imported lrom the New Wodd

fostered the emergence of manufacturing and consumer inarkets. The scientific inventions made

during I7th and Isth centuries werc harbingers of Industrial Revolution in Europe in general and

in England in pafiicular. Asian countries like China, which were almost equal in power to

European countries, lost in competition to Europeans, simply for the fact that trade routes had

changed, and these Asian countries were also short ofaccess to the resources ofthe New World.

r'r Majid Tehranian.2004. oAcr. p-83
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Tlie Industrial Revolution proliferated across Eurcpe and also reached North America. European

policy of colonialism proved to be a double edge sword in the course of history. Colonial

policies by enabling the Europeans access to cheap human and natural resources amplified the

growth of European industries however, by diffilsing the European ideals of freedom and

equality, coloniatism also led the way for ils own dccline. In the 20rh century, under various

impetuses, the industrial societies underwent transfblmation to posFindustrial-informatic

societies and a new epoch ofhistory started.302

The history shows that stimulanls for humans to leav€ their homes and get connected

with fellow humans in other pa.ts of thc world have not changed, however the means of

transactions have hansformed. Similarly the repercussions of large scale exchanges have also

changed. The prominent dynamics for human inleraction across waters, deserts and mountains

have been the desires for a secure and prosperous life- Similar inspirations are motivating the

modem equivalents of those actors' which have grown very huge in number. Over sixty

thousands multinational corporations have joined the mce with individual traders to acquire

goods and services and trade them globally. Those preachers are now accompanied by a varietv

of missionaries that strive for human rights and ecolog;cal goals. 'l'hough, the ever expanded

Empires of Europe and Asia had long disintegrated, yct a large number ofsoldier, are engaged in

combating terrorists, away from their lands. Thousands ofthem are busy eradicating civil wars or

defending their national ideology. The adventurers have been replaced by millions of tourists,

along with refugees and emigrants with the goals to find novel homes or adventures. A new and

powerlul actor i.e. the consumer has emerged in the realm of trade who st ves for better quality

products at the lowest possible rates. The trade and travel across borders have expanded to

hitherlo, unmatched lcvel due to the ever accelerating actions and engagements of these actors,
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resulting in ecological and health hazards. They have urged hurnans for relocation in other pafis

ofthe world, strengthened terrorists, temptcd criminals, and augmented apprehensions ofnuclear

prolifcrat;on. These are the consequences oI intcnsified connectivity that demands considerations

of the entire human community,lol However, in order 10 comprehend these issues we must

understand the va ous p€rspectives ofglobalization.

3.2 THEORIES OF GLOBALIZATION

GlobaliTation is restructuring our approach to the study of "the social world and human

culture", resulting in the emergence ofihe subject of 'global iTation studies' across almost all the

disciplines.soa These studies emerged around variety ofprocess and observable facts that tempted

the researchers' since the 1970s. The rise of a globalized economy was the first of such

phenomenon that introduced an anay ol new systems conceming production, finance and

consumption, and the global trend olcconomic integration. Second, phenomenon included the

rise of pattems of new transnational culture, practices and various flows. Third. trend that

attracted rcsearchen was the appearaflce of global political processes that involved the birth of

new transnational political and economic institutions, paving the way for the proliferation of

global govemance. fourth bend hinted towards matchless movement ofcitizens from around the

world in various directions that concemed new models of"transnational migration, identities and

communities" and the fifth was the rise of new social files and mnks, types of inequality, and

new modes ol supremacy across the world and in the entire emergent transnational system as a

whole,305

rm Nayan Chanda,2008, Op.a/, !.120re R. Appelbaum, & W.L Robinson, Oiticol Glabalizdrio, Sladier. New York: Rou1ledge,2005.

'o' w. l- Robinson, 'lheones af Globali2atioh, ih The Bldck\ell Co panian ta Glabali2atiah, (ed c.
Blackwell Publishing Ltd, UK: Oxford,2008, p-125

Ritzer),
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The available rcsearch on globalization dcscribes the intelleclual difficulties in the task of

comprehending the multivar;ate nafure and pace oftransfbnnations in progress in human society

in the 2lst century. These changes are associated with globalization and this raises the

significance oftheories of globalization. There is no agreement on what has been happening in

the world marked by 'globalization'. Scholars have offered competing perspective which lead to

dist;nct interprctations of the same 'social reality'. Therefore the very idea of globalization is

problematic in the light of massive amount of limited, different and often contradictory

assertions regarding this concept.106

It is difl'icult to find a single theory of globalization that can explain all of its aspects;

however a huge theoretical discourse is available. fhese incline to be contextualized in general

theoretical traditions,so? among whom the realism, neoliberalism, and neomarxism seem to offer

better insights.

Redlists

The realist perspective proposes globalization as manifestation of competition for

supremacy among great powers. Globalization facilitates great powers, maximize their

advantages, and those powers which rcalize more advantages than others, function as its

promoters. Consequently, globalization is viewcd as sirnplv a new arena for endless shrggle for

hegemony.lo8

306 rbid, p i26
"' Ibid, p-128
r03 See Robert Gilpin, 7}E Crallenge ilGtohal Cdpitalis- Princelon. NJ: Princcton Universiiy Press, 2000. Also,
see John Mearshejmer, fte Tasedy afGrcat Powr Palircr. New York:W.W.Nonon, 2003.
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Neoliberals envision globalization as the ongoing realization of a "liberal world order",

conceming intensified global int€rdependence. Globalization gratifies accommodative policies

and fetches absolute benefits to the top of world politics, and in this way it facilitates more

peaceful and less ag$essive social interactions.loe

Neo-Marxists

Neo-Marxists ascribe globalization to thc capilalist perspective of expansion and

development. This perspective envisions globalization in the shape of a unique and novel

rmpeflaIsm.

Most theories of globalization draw upon the distinctive intellectual achievements and

perspectives of a wide range of disciplines. In fact, interdiscipiinary or more correctly trans-

disciplinary character ofglobaliTation stud;es is one ofthe most significant contribution as well

as its peculiarity, a fresh holistic approach for studying social structures and tansfomation

process. The conventional boundari€s among a range of disciplines have turned bluned in both

theoretical as well as empirical studies on globalization.rrr

WORLD SYSTEM THEORY

World systems theory and its pioneer, Immanuel Wallerstein inclines to describe

globalization not as an entirely new phenomenon but almost identical with the initiation and

proliferalion ofworld capitalism in 16th century.lr2

World-systems theory like many other theories ofglobalization is based on an estimate of

capitalism as an expansionary system that has circumnavigated the whole world irr the course of

r@ See R. Keohane, 2002, Op arl A lso se Bany E;chengt.cn, Glabalizi g Capilal: A t listory af the Intemati.hal
Manet y Slsleh. Pircelon, NJ:Princeton Unive6iry Pres, 1996.r'' Alex Callinicos, -.rAa,ror &e mid Wdy. C^nbtidge:Polit] Press, 2001.
rrr w- L Robinson. 2008, op ci., p-128

"'lbid. p-128
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past five centuries. According to Wallerstein, it is based on the premise that instead of class.

society or state, the overarching historical system, in which these categories are positioned

provide the most suitable unit of analysis for macrosocial investigatjon in the contemporary

Capitalist world-system is based on the division of rhe world into three distinct

geographic tiers. The most powerful and developed centers of the syslem form the core or the

first tier. The co.e initially consisted of Westem Europe but later it expanded to include Noth

America and Japan. The second tier mav be called as the per;phery. It includes thosc parts ofthe

world that have been coercively controlled by the core through either colonialism or other

means. These included Asia, the Middle East, Afiica, Laain Ame ca. and Eastem Europe. Third

tier is called as the semi-periphery that consisted olthose regions and states that have been part

ofthe core lormerly and are shifting down in this order, or those that have been previously in the

periphery and are shifting upward in rank. Values flow from thc second tier-periphery to the

third tier-semi-periphery, and then io the core, because each region has a functionally specific

role to play within worldwide division of labor that reproduces this fundamental sructure of

inequality and exploitation.lra

The inter-stat€ system and interstate srruggle hold pi\,otal significance in this world-

system that helps maintain and reproduce the world-system. Thc world-system model does not

visualize any centric status of nation-states as the major constitucnt units of a largcr global

system.ll5

World systems theory offers a chronicle of the global skeleton of interstate political

economic associations, by deductively forecasting not only the network but also the

"' Ibid, p 128

"o lbid, p-129

"'1bid, p-r29
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"directionality" of flows that detemine differcntial positions of power.3l6 A world systems

theory approach, along with depcndency theory, presents expl;cations lor cross-nat;onal

disparities ;n political and economic competencies and the continuity of internal and regional

inequalities.3rT Though, still handy, these theorct;cal contexts are not powerful enough to explain

the rise ofsigrificant non-state actors' transitional networks, and the causes ofglobal sfuctural

transformation.rrs

In ihe context of world systems theory, a comparadvely fresh approach to comprehend

globalization concentrates on the commodity chain, particularly industrial manufacturing.rlo This

approach explains how commodity chains expand and shrink around the world and how chains

can be somewhat ve ically coalesce in reaction to global economic cycles_ These scholars have

paid much heed to the governance ofthe chain, major agencies that control information and

technology, the associations between agents beside the chain, and not simply trade, but also

fi nance and investment relations.320

THEORIES OF GLOBAL CAPITALISM

'l'heories grouped under the title of global capitalism school, holds sim;lar position like

the world-systcms paradigm regarding the critique of capitalism, significance of the long+erm

and sweeping character of the processes resulting in globalization, and ihe pivotal position of

global economic struclures. Yet theories ofthis school diverge in several vital respects from the

world-system theor;es. These theories have the tendency to visualize globaliTation as a ncw

rr'lmmaruel wallersrein, la74.rraL,
I I Scc Robinson, Richard, & Deborah Holtman. Comparative Dependence and Eco.omic Devetopnrent.
lnternatianal Jaurhal afCahpdattue Saciolop 22,1981, pp. 86-101.

3 sa.a R. aumn. lhe Globai Comple\iq Fftre$atl, tJlabatirotian'. \ol. 5. \o.2. tune 2008. p- 107
' ' lennifer Bair, Clobal CapitalEm ard Commodity Chains: Looking Back, coing loryard. Cohpetitioh &
Crdrse, Vol.9, No.2,lune 2005 Dp. 153 180
r:o Sam R. Curmn. 2008, Op C/r p-107
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phase ;n the growing system of world capitalism, therefore proponents of this school p.oposes

the idea of capitalist globalizarion, typified by qualitarively distinguishing characteristics as

compared to its earlier epochs. They concentrate on a new global economic svstem that takes

over lrom prior national forms of capitalism, and accentuates the emergence of processes that

cannot be structured within the nation-state/inter-s1ate systeln that enlightens world-system

theory and in fact most ofthe traditional macrosocial theories.r?r

Sklair presented a theory of the global system which is centered upon transnational

practices (TNPS) as the operational unit to make analysis of the transnational processes.322 The

model is based on three levels of TNPs represented by their agents: the economic, political and

cultural-ideological level whose agents are transnational capital, transnational capitalist class

(TCC), and cultural elites respectively. Sklair with ihe help ofthis model explicates the dynamics

ofcapital;st globalization beyond the context ofthe nation-state system and appm;ses the state-

centric approach of most theorization. He argues that the TCC is a new social class that can

organizc different social groups who attach their interests with the expanding global capitalist

system, for example the high-ups of transnational corporations, globalizing civil se ants,

globally knoun politicians, and professionals, and consumerist elites in various sectors.l2l

Robinson has offered an associated theory of global capitalism based on three pillarc

including "transnational productjon, tmnsnational capitalists and a transnational state". In his

view with the transfomation ofa world economy to a global economy, a broader Ievel historical

shift has occured.32a He analyses the situation mostly on sirnilar terain as Skiair. However, in

contrast to Sklair, who could not see the role of state structures in the global system, Robinson

r: Tbid, p-l30
" See I. Sklair. rre ftrlbnatianrt Cap al^t alass. London: aldckseil, 2000.

" th',1.
r1'W.l. noU;nson, A Theary of Gtohal Capitatish: Ptuttlttian, Cl6s dnd Sldte ik d Ttdhthati.nal Wartd.
Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins Univ€rsity Press, 2004.
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visualizes the rise of transnational state (TNS) structures. Several other globalization theories

also observe the emergence of supranatjonal political, economic and planning agcncies Iike the

World Economic Forum, the World Trade Organization, and the Trilateral Commission as

indicative of preliminary structures of global govemance.l25

However, Robinson slrives to get beyond the 'national-global dual;ty' prevailing in these

theories. This TNS is a lax network consisting of supranational political and economic

institutions along with national state structures that hansnational forces have infiltrated and

transfomed. As elements of a larger TNS apparatus, naiional states now incline to strive more

for the realization of global rather than national interest. The character of state engagements in

the rising global system depends on its capacity to use transnational political and economic

authority by means of TNS structures to rcproduce the class associations rooted in the global

valorization and accrction of capital.126

llardl and Negri in perspective ol global capitalism, visualize an empire of global

capitalism, essentially d;st;nct from both the European imperialism and capitalist proliferation of

the past.327 This is a standardized and ''Llecentred empire". It refers to a new universal order with

utmost disregard for tetrilorial boundaries and restrictions, not only in telms of geography,

economy and politics but also in terms of its infiltration into th€ most reserved areas of social

and cultural Iife, even the psl,chology and biology of individual is on h;t. Whereas Robinson and

Sklair believed the TCC to be essential driving force behind capitalist globalization, but Hardt

and Negri disagree on the existence ofany such particular agent. ln more Foucaultian manner, a

formless empire appears to be omnipr€sent but nameless power structure that is prevalent

r':5 See for example D. Held., A. Mccrerv., D. Coldbtatt., & J. Penaton. (;labal T,ansfomati.)ns: potitics,
Econanics atulC hurc.Statford: Slanford universily Press, 1999.
i:6 W. t. Robrnson,2008, rrr C/r, p-ll I
rrr See M. Hsrdr, & A. N€gri. fupl/.. Cambridge, MA:Haward UniveEity Press,2000. And M. Hard!, & A. Negri,
ltultilude: War atu1 D.hdtuL! i the lee o.f E pte.New York: Penguin, 2004.
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universally yet centered noNhere in particular and settles conclusively against collecti.re

agencies from below.l23

A substa.tial amount of theorctical literature on globalization is available \\,ith the

scholars of intemational relations. The discipline of international relations has been especially

challenged by globaiization because by virtue ot;ts d€finition, it is primarily ibcused on the state

system and the ;nterstate system. Ilere the tension between two difler€nt schools within the

discipline becomes obvious. Some theo sts keep hold ofa nat;onal/intemational approach and

see the system of nation-states as an invariable structural attribute of the larger world or int€r,

state system. While others, take transnational apprcaches that concentrate on how transnational

soc;al forces and institxtions are transcending the nation-states system and national economics,

and that these transnationai forces are based in a global svstem rather than the interstate or

nation-state system.l29

THE NETWORK SOCIETY

Manuel Castells' revolutionary trilagy, "'lhe Rise oaf the Nen or..Socrer", strives to

comprehend globalizalion in a "technologistic" manner.rro Though this approach also shares with

other approaches a cr;tique ofthe capitalist system and its various aspects, however, it is not the

logjc of capitalist de\,elopment that explajns the dynamics of the various processes subsumed

under'globalization', rather, it is the technological transformation tha( is playing the underlying

causal role. Castells' approach seems to be intimately contextualized in perspective of

globalization as manilesting a new 'epoch of information'. He contends that two empirically

different processes merged together in the latter palt of the 20th century to give rise to the

r'?3 w. L Robinson,2008, ozcr., p l3l
;?'gtbid, pp. r3 r-32
rro Manuel Casrelh, 7)he xrte oflhe Neroo/k Societ!- Yot- I (t996)- Ibi.l. i he pNe/ ol /.J"rr,ry. Voi- n (1997). Ibid,
Ehd oJ Mi .hniun.yar.111 of lhe I farnatiok ABe: Ecohony, Society, Cal\ te. Oxford: Blaclvell.
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network society. One was the advent of ;nfonnation technology (IT), particularly personal

computers and the Intemet that represented a ncw lechnological €poch, paling the way for an

innovative 'mode of development' temed as 'informationalism' by Cast€lls. The second was

capitalist adaptations in utilization of the power of this new technology that ted to the rise ol a

new system of infomation capitalism', temed as 'new economy' by Castells and several

others.lll

"The 'new economy' is 'infomational', 'global' and 'networked"'.132 'Networked

enterprise' is a fundamental institution ofthe new economy, the precursor ofthe n€twork society.

This entails a new organ;zational sense founded on the network conshuction in association with

the new technological model. The network structure of social organization is minored in

different shapes in various cultural and institulional backgrounds. Castells builds his argument

on political cconomy scholarship ofthe latc twentieth century particularly concerning the gradual

collapse ofthe old inflexible, vertical commercial structures and the emergence ofnew flat and

flexible structures.lr3

Castells contends that the networked enterprise consh.ucts material into the culture ofthe

informational, global economy: through knowledge processing, signals are transformed into

commodities.rla Castells vjsualizes an intimate association between culture and productjve forces

in the contemporary informational approach ol development because of the pivotal position of

the figurative order, of sign production, and of utilization to IT.rr5 Castells' approach, in fact

seems equally cultural as wcll as economic in its treatment of globalization. I Iuman society has

3rr w.I. Robinson, 2008, Op.C,i., p-ll2rI Manuel Caslells, Materiah for an explo.alory theory ofrhe .etNork soci€ry. ar'tirh Jau at af Saciotogyol.
No. sl lssueNo. I (January,March 2000) p'10
rrr w. l. Robinson.200E, op.a?., pp. 132-ll
IaMaDuel Castells, 1996, Op Ct, p-]88Ir tbid- pp. l6-17
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gradually shifted from an oral order in pre-literate societies to a wriften order and later an

audiovisual system ofsymbols and sensitivities. In the age of globalization, this surrenders to the

merger of various melhods of communication into an interactive network concerning the

construction of hype{ext and a m€ta-language incotporating into a sole system the written,

verbal and audiovisual methods of indivjduals' communication. This interplay occurs along

multiple points in I global network, vitaliy transforming the nature of communications. On its

tum, "communication decisively shapes culiure because we do not see . . . reality as it..is,. but as

our languages are". He lurther says that pcople are not residing in a global village, but in

"customized cottages", which are globally generated but "locally distributed,,.136

In this perspective, the Intemet shapes a new emblematic environment that is global in ;ts

reach and that tums virtuality into a reality. Castells' concept of"the space offlows and timeless

time" explains this perspective approp atelv. As a space of flows replac€s the space of places,

time becomes meaningless in the new communications systems, "when past present and future

can be programm€d to interact with each other in the same message". 'The space of flows' and

'timeless time' tum out 1<l be "th€ material tbundations ofa new culture".337

Whereas world-systcm and global capitalism theorists seem to be unequivocally critical

of what they envisage as globalization, ho\\,ever, Castells is more optimistic about the avenues

inaugurated by the global network society. Nevertheless, an essential theme of his work is the

partition ofthe world into those regions and sectors ofpopulation that are users or none users of

the new information technologies.rri

WORLD POLITY THEORY

Ir W.l. Robinson,2008. OZCir, p 133
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For theorists of this school globalization is the expansion and endowment of wortd

culture. Since the middle oflhe l9th century, a modemized world institutional and cultural order

has taken shape that comprises ofuniversally relevant models that form states, organizations! and

identities of individuals.rle

Poljry may be defined as a svstem ofgenerating value by means ofthe shared bestowal of

authority.rao The system is shaped by a particular set ofrules or frames. pervasive liames create

and motivate actors in the system.r4r Thc world polity does not have a centrally vital actor or

institution to determine what is useful for the world as a whole. In place of a pivotal actor, the

culture of world society bestows actor-hood upon nation-states! with allocated responsibilities

and authorities 342

Proponents of this theory believe that rhe aurhority is ulrimately embedded in a world

culture: a set ofuniversally valid models that determinc legitimate acto6 in world society, their

goals and methods to achievc those goals. Though \\,orld polity models describe sovereign states

as fundamental actors, however, state representatives are not the only ones involved in such

authoritative generation of value.ral World-society theory dircctiy authorizes a diversity of

organized interests and functions within nation-states.3aa For instance, environmental

organizations may make states answerable, or nationalist factions may assert legitimacy in

concurrence with the Norld-cultural principJes. Global models can also uphold several domestic

r3e See John W. Meyer, lohn Boli, ceor8e M. Thomas and Francisco O- Ramnez. Wortd Sociely and the
Nation-St^te- AneticanJoutMl afS@ialas,Yal. l0l, No. I (July 1997), pp. 144-l8l
rao John W. Meyer, 'T}e World Polity an.l the Aulhoriry ofthe Nadon-Siare.' ;n A Dergesen (ed.), Slrdi$ o/r,4e
l odetk Wotld-Systen.New York:Acade icPress- 1980, pp. III-12r'l John Boli, & ceorge M. Thomas, world Culiure in ihe World Poliry.,JDe,rca n Sociolosicat Reypi',62\2).
1997, pp. I7l-190
'n' Me!e( et at., t9g7 , op Cit.
3ar John w. Meyer, 1980, oza)r, p-il2
rar Meyer et al., I99?, opcn. p-160
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actors. INGOS embody, act upon, and elabomre global world-cultural principles. They are

constructed upon "world"cultural principles ofuniversalism, individualism, rational voluntaristic

authoritv, progress! and world citizenship".3a5

Thc enactment of global rnodels produces reasonable inslitutional rcsemblanc€ among

distinctly located states. World society models through worldwide cultural and associational

practices form nation-state identities, their compositions, and conduct. As creatures of extemal

world culture, states are ceremonialized actors distinguished by thorough dissociation and a

reasonable structuration than would have occurled if they had been respons;ve only to local

cultural and functional processes.l46

World polity theorists argue that medieval Christian world supplied models of lucid

organization and shaped thc idea ofthe person as an individual. The second halfofthe lgth

century was an era of strong world polity advancement, with many organizations detailing

transnational rcgulations thal increasingly restricted individual states. After Second World War,

the wo*s of several intemational organizations futher dev€loped world culture. The massive

destruction brought about by World War II might have supplied the required dynamics fbr the

emergence ofglobal models of.ationally anchored progress andjustice, and the Cold War might

have been the stimulant for driving human development to the high€st global level.raT

Structurally, the world cultural order comprises of models describing actors, pnrposes,

and princ;ples. Four major components ofcoll€ctive world society construct and put into practice

the codes ofthis ordcr, these include (l) intemational govemmental organizations, pafticularly

those under the umbrella of the Lll.,l system, (2) nation-states, "which engage in copying that

r'5 John Boli& Georee M. Thonas 19.)7.Op.Cit, p-187

"o veyer et at., teez. opc;r p tz:
rr7 John Boli& George M. Thonas,1997, op Cit. p 1'71
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leads to Jiffusion", (l) voluntary associations and soc;al movements belonging to different

fields, and (4) scientists and professionals who drive authority fiom world-cultural values.3a3

World-cultural values generate strong prospects about global integration and decency,

and hence, have the potential to incite world-societal rcactions when individuals, colporations, or

states abuse those standards.sae By highlighting such violations as 'social problems,, world-

cultural actors can pave the way for reform. Moreover, these theorists see NGOs as a driving

force for transformation. These organizations can mobilize around and elaborate world-cultural

principles, by means ollobbying, cr;ticizing, and convincing states to abide by those values.350

GLOBAL CULTURE THEONES

Some ofthe theories are more locused on the subjcctive aspect of globalization. These

theorists lay more stress on the globalizing cultures, beliefs, and idcologies than on the economic

or the political lactors. The focus ofthese approaches remains on problem itz ing the presence ofa

single 'global culture' and 'turning the world into a s;ngle unit' eiihcr as a reality or a possibility.

They accentuate the swift augmentation ol the mass media and the resulting flows and images of

global culture in rec€nt decades, provoking the celebmted image presented by Marshall

Mcl,uhan of "the global village". The focus of this set ol theories oa globalization has been on

religion, nations, ethnicjty, consumerism, tourism and communication in perspective of

globalization.l5r

One ofthe significant contribut;ons ofthese theorists is the idea of global consciousness.

For Robertson, global consciousness means that the point of reference for individual

phenomenologies wiJl be the whole world rather than national communities, in other words, the

t"Meyeretal,, 
1991. Op-Ot Dp-162 66

""Ibi.l, p.r75.
r50lohn Boli& ceorge M. Thomas, 1997. Op.Cl. p- 187
35r w. T. Robinson,2008, op.(n p-139
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world as a whole tum out to be the domain of reflexivity. Therefore the world has shifted from

being simply "in itself'to being "for iiself',.rj2 According to Robertson, the continuing rise ofa

global consciousness, an increasing awa:eness of the world as a single space, indicates a

Durkheimian shared conscience that develops now into a global consciousness.3sl

Cultural theories of globalization incline to move along one of the three positions i.e.

homogenization, heterogen;zation and hybridization. Ilomogenization theorists €nvision a global

cultuml convergence and incline to emphasize the emergence of world music, world cookery,

world travels, homogeneous consumption models and cosmopolitanism. Heterogeneity theories

visualize sustained cultural d;ssimilarity and emphasize local cultural ind€pendence, cultural

shuggle against homogenization, cultural conflicts and schism, and discrete subjective

experienc€s of globalization. Onc cxn also reftr to the contributions of post-colonial theories.

Hybridization emphasizes novel and continualJy developing culturalforms and identities shaped

by multiple transnational processes and the synth€sis of different cultural processes. These three

obviously represents the distinct aspects of cultural globalization however, there are very

different approaches within each to intepret these processes.3s4

Appadura; believes that the stress "between cultural homogenization and cultural

heterogenization" is the fundamental issue of global interactions today.3s5 To show this tension

he points out 'global cultural flows' that travel in similar courses. These flows produce dist;nct

images or what he terms as 'scapes', Nhich are groups ofsigns and symbols, connotations!

representations and standards- So. 'scapes', are globalized psychological images ofthe social

world, recognized from the flows of cuhural matter. According to Appadurai these 'scapcs'

"' See Roherr m n, R Cbbulialun SuLtol I heary ard Glabat Ctttarc - That)sand Oaks, CA: Sa8e, I 992, p.55.
'" W. L Robinson,2008, OpCr. pp. l19- 1.10

r55 A. appadurai, 'Disjuncture and difference in rhe global cultural cconomy'. In M. Fealhertan (ed.), ctabat
C tule: Ndliohalistu, G l.halizatia" and ModemiO,,295 310. Thousand Oaks. CA: Sage, 1990, p-296
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exemplify disjunctive order, in other words a disconncction between politics, econoni)/ and

culhrre in the era of globalization. Ethnoscapes are shaped by the flows of individuals like

immigrants, trav€lers, asylum seekerc or foreign workers.r56 Technoscapes emerge from the

flows oltechnologies, and machinery along with plant flows under the impetus from TNCs and

govemment agencies.lsT The swift flows of capital and money in currency mark€ts and stock

exchanges generate financescapes.rss Mediascapes rcsult from the flow of information in various

lorms through print and electronic media.159In the end, ideoscapes implicate the distribution of

political ideas and values associated with the flows of images relating to state or counter-state

movements, and various socio-political ideologies.r6o Appadurai believes that these diverse

flows, produce truly hansnational cultural spaces and pract;ces dissociated from any national

society and new in character; henc€, a disjuncture between cultur€ and politics on the one hand,

and culture and the economy on the other.r6'

A rcview of the existing theories suggests that thcre are numerous meanings and

definitions of 'globalization'. Each theory explains the various aspecls of globalizatjoir either as

cause or impact ofchanges brought about. For some, globalization is a project, for others it is a

process. Despite differences on the origin of globaliration, there seems to be a near consensus

that globalization is not something entirely new. Howevcr, the rapid, in-depth, and widespread

changes in social, political and economic lives of all institutions, organiTations and humans,

mark a distinctive line between contemporary globalization and any of its historical counterparts.

This situation asks for minute analysis ofthe contemporary wave of globalization.

"n Ibjd. p-297

t" tb;d. p-:08

r"o rbid. p-299
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CONTEMPORARY WAVE OF GLOBALIZATION

ICTS are rhe c.ealor and booster ofcontemporary globalization which is the process that

shapes a social system with ihe capacity io work as a unit on a planetary scale in real or chosen

time.162 Capacity here refers to technological, institutional, and organizational capacity.l6r These

processes have shifted th€ debate from the national to the global realm, and prompted the rise of

a global civil society (GCS) and of informal sffucrures of global govemance. Consequently, rhe

public sphere as an ar€na of debate on public issues has also moved from the national to the

global level.l

What is being witnessed in this global age is not the end of politics but rather its

relocation elsewher€.165 The national/intemational dualism no more determines the structure ol

prospects for political action insread it is now positioncd in the,,global,, arena. Global politics

have transfbrmed into global domeslic politjcs, which deprive national politics of their

boundaries and basis.ltu The rising inability ofnation-states to face and control the processes of

globalizat;on of the issues that are the puryose of their govemance leads to ad hoc shapes of

global govemance and, eventuallv, to a new form of state. However nation states, despite their

multidimensional crisis, do not vanish, instead they transform themselves to adjust to the new

context. Their bansformation is what really lransforms the curent character of politics and

policy making.r6'

rt':M. Caslells, 1096, op C,
16r lnsliturional capacit) r<fe6 ro dereCrl.r,on, I heBlizalion ard privalizarion policies while organizationat capacitv
refers !o networkiDs as a fom ofslructurisation ofactivity. For deiaik see Held et a1-,1999 Apcit_
' M. Caslells, 2008. Op an. p-7s
'6r Ahin Tolfler. P@e/ S)h//- Kkn\l.Jee, euhh undiolence dt tle edge afthe 2lsl.errrlr. Banram Books,
London. 1991.
166Ukich Beck, Po,?r l, rlc Slobal age. Cmhidge. UK: Polity, 2006, p-249
16r M. Castells,2008, @. Cn. p-87
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Moreover, a number of contemporary issues are global in their nature and solution.

Among these problems, the most pmminent is global warming \\,hich is characterized by the

harm inflicted by unsustainable development. Such issues require g)obal policies to be observed

across the globe-r63 This again reiterates the nat;on state inabilit;es. It is however obvious that not

evcrything or everyone is getting globalized, but the lact is that the global networks that shape

the planet affects everything and everyone. The obvious reason for this phenornenon is that all

the pivotal economic, communicative. and cultural activities have been slobalize.l.l6e

3.3.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTEMPORARY GLOBALIZATION

The primary characteristics of globalisation, are its social foundations, its economic and

political aspects, and the truth that it is merging a range ofnationally demarcated activities across

state borders.rTo Network analysis depicts a 'looseness and diversit),, which to some extent

explicate the inchoate nature ofcontemporary globalization. This,,looseness and inchoateness,,

of the current world, itself expedites the break down of bordered and independent nation-states,

regional geopolitics and the identities related to them. Distinctions between the domestic and the

;nternational vanish, to expose compositions ofindividual, space and culture, which lose all ofits

similarities.r?r

INTENS I F I ED CONNECTIVITY

Global;zation has enhanced the connectivity at both rnacro and micro levels. lt is not only

the state and other fomal organizations that have become more interconnected. rather

contemporary wave of globalization have facilitated unprecedented levels of connectivity.

163 Reiner Grundmdn, Iu h\haliatul enionme tol palic!: Recakstttucting aza e. London: Roulledge, 2001 .

'@ tr.t. casetts,2oos, opcir., p,8t
"i Mark Beeson, 2001, Op C/r
"r Banie A\ford, Global Civil Socier) or 'Nen\orked clobalily': Beyond the Te.rirorial;st and Societalkr pamdis
GlabalEdtio8, Yol- 1, No- 2, Decenber 2004, p-261
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Today, iocal level social, political and economic organizations can also establish connections

with iheir counterparts in olher countries. Moreover. an ordinary individual with a limited

knowledge and skills to use modem technologies can also establish links far away in other

continents. This intensified connectivity is the cause as well as the result of.networks, which

have been prevailing across all levels either horizontally or vertically.lT2 The swift transfers of

commodities, capital, information, and even viruses. through thes€ networks have tumed the

world virtually borderless.3Tl

Mccrew, by way of example, articulates globaliTation as nothing but the escalation of

global interconnectedness and emphasizes thc d;versity of associations it involves.3,a Swiftly

growing and increasingly thickening network of interconnect;ons and interdependences that

typily modem social lile are the hallmark of contemporary globalization. The idea of

connectivity is present in one shape or another ilt most of the modern elaborations of

globalization.sT5

Ul ch Beck contends that the crit;cal issues shaping everyday lile for individuals and

their governments across the globe are basically constructed by globally interdependent

processes that transcend the realm of seeminglv sovereign state territories.3T6 This leads to

enhanced interconn€ctions and interdependence,

FLOWS OF KNOWLEDGE, CAPITAL & HUMAN

As mentioned earlier, the motives lor exchangcs among human sociedes have been

similar for centuries, however the means of exchanges and their consequences have changed

'7: M. casrelts, 1946, opan.!r Na!an Chdda.2008. Or Crr o-123

"o a. l,I"c."*. 'A Global Sociery?', in S. Hall, D. Held A. Mccrew (e dsl. Mo.lelnity akd its Ittu.e pp.6t - I 02,
Cambridge, Polity Press, I 992, 0.65 -
37r John Tomlimon, G/rral,zatio andCthule.Uni\e$iq ofChicago Press: I999.
316 U-Be.k,2006. Op Cit.
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over the samc per;od,r77 The world has seen a tremendous development in the means of

transpofiation and communication over the last century. From the invent;on of aeroplane and

radio to internet and cell phones, each has augmented the phenolnenon of exchanges across

borders, making them evermore convenient! faster, and affordable. This has facililaled matchless

increase in the magnitud€ ofexchanges in tenrs ofknowledge, capital and humans over the last

several decades. These scientific advancements are the benchmarks of contemporary

globalization, facilitating quick, affordable and securc flows of capital, knowledge and humans

across continents.l?8 These cross-borders exchange arc more extensive across space, more

intensive in volume, and more accelerated in time than earlier pattems of cross-border

exchange.r?9

l'he mushroom growth of tnnsnational businesses and flows of digital currencies and

information over cyber wir€s 2,1/7 have no precedents in history. The Internet and news networks

for example CNN, BBC, Sky TV and Aljazeera that provide information on almost ever) issue,

have no counlerpar'ts of their level in entire human history. Better transpol.tation services have

fostered greater intemational migrations.'Diasporic and cosmopolitan identities'are emerging

among global nomads, that include immigrants along with personnel's ofTNC, NGO and ICO.

The priesthoods and ideologues of agrarian and industrial ages rcspectively, have their

counterpart in the shape of 'techno logies' in the informatic era.380

rr7 Nayan Chanda,2008, oz Cr., p.120

"'M. Castetls. I 996, opcr.
3re F. Tonkiss, Economic Global;zarion. WileyBlackeell Ehcyck)p!.ria ofGlLtbali,ation,z1t2-
r3o Tehranian,2004, opCr. p-95
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These flows are a peculiar feature of globalization in the twenty first century wh;ch has

profound ;mplicat;ons particularly for the territorially distinct;ve organizations likc states. This is

obvious for the fact that these flows have a built in disrespect lor the territorial confincmenls.r3l

N OT I NT ERNA T]ONALIZA TION

There is emerging consensus among scholars that the process of 'globalization' is

distingu;shable from intemationalization, which simply refers to quantitative enhancement in

interactions and flows across nation-state territories. It;s an extemal-orientalion ofthe nation-

state and its acceptance of and reference to intemational rules and values in national mattels.

However, globalization pertains to a new way of social constructions and interactions beyond

tcrritorial states, it naturally means something rnore than.iust intemationalization.332

Intemat;onalization process refers to extension of socio-political and economic activities

across nation-states where as globalization functionally integrat€s these activities and territorial

borders become meaningless. Globalization is not internationalization, but the efficacious

removal ofnelional boundaries, raising oppottunities nol only for fre€ mobilizalion ofcapital and

commodities but also, in fact for free movement of knowledge, technologies and humans. As

mentioned earlier, for Anthony Giddens 'globalization' is not confined to economic

interd€pendence alone, but it refers to transiormation of "time and space" in our lives.l8l 'Ihe

emergence olthis new space is a un;que characteristic of contemporary globalization in its own

right.

GLOBALIT-Y.A NEII/ SOCIAL SPACE

rr Hetd et at.. toaq, oP cir
''r M.rhr.s Albed. 'Globaliation Thcor)" Yesterday3 Fad or More Lively rban E efl tntematiatul Patitical
Sacialog Volune I ,2407 ,2007 , p-167
rrr Anlhonl Giddens, 1998, opCr,
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Planetary flows of individuals, commodities, information and capital across state borders

have materialized a qualitative bansformation liom nat;on'slate s),stem to a new world in which

there is no division between national and international realms.33a The steady dissolution of

borders realized by increased exchange and intensified interconnectedness between teritorially

confined and divergent societies has constructed a global space.r35

For Ruggie, a new global public realm has emerged rhat is no more co-teminus with the

state-system, but which subsists "in transnational non-territorial spatia! formations, and is

anchored in norms and expectations as well as institutional networks and circuits within, across,

and beyond states."l36 This new global realnr is referred to as'globality'. This concept is

generally used to portray a condition typified by the subsistencc ofa unitary sociopolitical space

on a terrestial level.r37

This distinct global space can not be defined bv means of geographical or spatial

limitations but by assistance oi ideologies, by attachment to global principles rath€r than local

;nterests. New genres, increasingly believc the \vhole planet to be their home, and do not feel as

residents of the renitorial bounded society alone. 'tather, territorial spaces now coexist and

interconnect with global spaces''.33s

This process was expedited with the advent of modem infomation technologies which

faciiitated the exchange of information in an unprecedented manner and opened fresh

opportunities for social. political and economic lives.

r3a See Saskia Sassen, /-osing Canial? Savreignty ih dn AEe af Clobalitulion. New York: Columbia Unive6iry
Press, 1996. Aho, Yale Il. Ferguson. & Richard W. Mansbach. Renla?pirAGlabdl Politi.s. HistotyS Retenge
and Fulwe Sh@k- Ca1btidee: Cambridge University P.ess,200,l.
rlr Jens Bartelson, k There a Global Society? /n/e/rarDra I P.li!ical Satialog,yol-3,2009, p-|12
''" John Gerard Ruggie. Reconstiluting the Clobal Public Domain Issues, Aclors andPacrices- FtrcpeanJoh al
nl lhtenat i.aul Re lat in\ 10(.1)' 200.1, p-5 I a
r3r 

Jens Banelson, Tne Sorisl Conlrruciion ofClobal;ry . Inlematiohal Palitical Sociola8c),4.2010,pp.219
r33 J. A. Schohe, Civilsociety anddemocracy in slobal g a\emance, Glabal caNemahcr. t. zOOZ, p-rSr
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3.4 INFORMATION & COMMUNICATION TECHNOI,OCIRS

Information and communication technologies (ICTS) refer to the entire range of

technologies devised to retrieve, process and communicate infbnnation in the shape of text,

sound, data and images. ICT cover the full range from conventional widely used appliances such

as radio, telephone or television to more stylish devices like computers, the lnternet, networks,

hardware and software, satellite systems, and podcasting Internet. The blend of t€chnologies

used might be determined chiefly by the pafticular local perspective and demand.l8e

It is better to comprehend ICT in perspective of shaping a new set of associations and

spaces, rather than as a high-tech tool. It is one more global field in which competitions over the

distribution ol power, resources and information will take place.l9o The Intemet is a unique

matrix ofnetworks which is established on a "many-to-many" model ofinformation distribution.

contrary to the "one-to-many" structure ofmass media.i9l

The invention ofpless (1450) is a rypical illustration ofhow novelty can set offcascades

of r€volutions within societies. ICTS are expected to pla), similar role. Due to their service

potentials and prevailing nature ICTS have social, political and economic implications.le2 They

offer a variety oftools to businesses, slates, civil society and individuals to achieve their goals.

The interactions among individuals are increasingl], getting multimodal. Individuals cary

out their dealings with others face-Io,lace, thlough the phone, and also online through modes as

varied as e-mail, pe$onal messages! social netlr'ork relations, instant messaging, comments,

collective participation in discussion forums and onl;ne games, and by sharing digital images,

r3' Gerolfweigel, & Dariele waldburger, ICTID . Ca nectins People rot A Reter r,r/a Swiss Asency for
Development and Coopcrarion rSDC) and clobalKnowledge Patnership (GKP), Bene, Swieerland, 2004, p-19
- J. Vdn Dijk. t he \-ern.i A 5.), i?r t. 2nd ed. I ord,,n: sage.'000.

rer Angela M. Crack,2007, Op(7
r'!zR. Mcchesney, The Intemet and US Communication Policy,Makjng in Hktori.aland Crirical peApeclive.
.Iauttul afCanputer-l4eiioted Catun hication 1( 4).1995.
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music, and video clips. Research shows that the closer the association, the more modes

individual utilizes to communicate w;th one another.lgl

NETWORKING

A digital network consists oftwo or more computen that are connected in order to share

resources (like scanners, printers and CDs), exchange data, or facilitate electronic

communications. The computers on a network are connected by means ofwires, telephone lines,

radio waves, satellites, or infrared light rays.rea The Intemet is the world's largest, most powcrful

computer network. Nehvorked computers have the potential to expand the scale of the worlds

beyond our imagination.le5

There is substantial evidence that virtual networks t'acilitate diasporic public spheres;

support ethnicit-v by e-mail and uphold the functions ofTNGOS and social movements. They also

offer infomation, support and facilitate possibiliti€s for companionship for a multitude ofpeople

poorly served by the availablc facilities in the civic spaces where they actually live. In sum, most

suitable to the global contcxl, networks can construct social associations without Iimitations of

physical space or presence.re6

INTERNET

The Intemet is "an interconnected system of networks that connects computers around

the world via the TCP,{P proiocol".reT It is a network ofnetworks which enable users at any one

}r Nancy X. Baym, A call for erounding in rhe face of bluned boundaries- Jrrrral o.f Ca pulet Mediaterl
C aklh un icatkln. y olnne I 4, 2049, p- 1 2 I
}a Roy Winkelman, ,\'e/yor,h,s tnhdah.htal. Online vatkshop based on infomation from Florida Cenler fo.
ln\rrucri.nal 'l e.1nolog)..o1'<e. ol l'ducarion. I nn eFiD oiS.urh I lorida 'l ampa. I'1.. laq8.
''MarkW.Beli. Io{ d a Definn'on of _Vrmal Wodds". Joumal of vi.tual worlds R.se&ch. Vol. l.No. l.

2008.It Badie A\fod, 2004, Op ar. p 261.
'' Defi nnion liom on'inc \meric.n HeriraSe Drcr, naD. \.celeo \4ay 20. 20 I 2.
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computer! if they have authorizat;on, to obtain information from any other computer and

sometimes talk directly to users at other end.398

The Internet is a public, accommodating, and self-sustaining service accessible to

hundreds of thousands of people across the world. However, the Intemet actually uses, only a

segment ofthe totalresources ofthe modern public telecommunication n€tworks.i99

Electronic mail, commonlv called as e-mail, has provided a substitute, to almost all th€

Internet users, for the conventional postal service ;n order to send short u,Titten messages. e-Mail

;s probably the most ftequently used service on the Net. World W;de Web (WWW) is the mosr

extensively used elem€nt of the Internet. Thrcugh the Web, one can get access to millions of

websites containing bulk of in lormation.a00

Another significant feature of the lnternet is that it integrates various stages of the

communicalion process, for examplc slorage and sharing of information, inieraction, and

transfomation ofthe communication channels in an unprecedented manner. Intemet is a catalog

ofunlimited information and a medium for its communication, and is pafticularly significant for

its capacity to link different agents efficiently, swiftly and reciprocally.a0r

r'3 Jake cordon, 200,1, Op Cr7

'" Guide to the Intemet and World \Uide Web for Archivists and Records ManageE, London: lssaciatio of
Cahmakweallh A t.hirists dd n..r/dr t/arasels (ACARM), 2005.
a00 Margarer Rouse, Definir i6t lmeme.- l e.h'thrpel 2A0a.
aor Tanja Oblak. Dialogue and Representalion:Communication in theElectronic Public sphere. 7?.IrDlic, vo1.9,2,
2002,p.12-
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Table 3.1

Internet Usxge Statistics
The Internct Big Picture

World Internet Users and PoDulati Stats

Source: lntemetWorld Stats http://www.intemehrorldstats.com/stats.htm

NOTE| (l) Intemet Usage and $orld Population figures are for December I r, 201l. (2) poputarion figures have
be€n taken from the US Census Bureau and local census agencies. (l) rntemet usage informarion has heen raken
liom reports published by Nielsen Online. by the Int€malional Tetecommu.icarions Uf,ion, by GfK, Iocal
Regulators and olher reiiable sources. {4) For definitions, disclaimen, and navi8alion help, please refer ro the Site
Surfing Guide.

SOCIAL SOFTWARES

Social-software' is that specie of soliware which facilitates social activities and

socializ;ng process bevond the confines of time and space. This results in the establishment of a

'new cnvironment' of global intcraction, which has both pros and cons for the communiry xr

global Ievel.a@

The tem'social solirrarc' relers to a wide range ofdiverse technologjes, along with the

soc;al dimension of these technologies that often rises from an integrated use of various

technologies. Cenerally used social soltware includes social networking sites (SNS), weblogs.

I Pop,r,tinn

L.,l'"", I

Dec. J1,2000 (% Growth
2000-2011

+,st+,qoo 
I

139,875.2:12 2,988.1% 6.2 a/a

3,819,140-871 11,1.i0,1.000 1,016,799,076 26.2 % 789.6 a/r 44.8 o/o

llurop. 816.:126-316 105,096.091 500,723,686 6t _i, % )761r.
Middle East 216,258,811 77,021J,995 15.6 % 2.211.8 a/. 3.10/r

| :4l,:q+,sro 108.096,800 273,067,5t6 78-6vo 152_6 r/a 12_00/o

carib. 
l

597,28:,r65 18,068,9r9 235,8r9.710 39.5 % 1,205.1 % t0.,1%

35.126.1195 7_620.480 2.3,927,457 61_5 r/" 214.0 ala

WORI-t' TOTAL 6,910,055,r5,1 360,985,{92 2,26',1 ,233,712 32.7 % 528.1 yt 100.0 %
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wikis, RSS feeds and social bookmarking.a.r The difterent types of social media are similar in

that they all posses' dense fundamental nclwork structures that supply meladata and environment

that can be useiul while retrieving infomation from their content.4e

The Intemet-bascd social media systcms including blogs, wikis, message forums and

m€dia-sharjng sites, have tumed out to be significant modern wavs to pass on information, hold

discussions, and shape social communities on the Internet. Their coverage and ramifications are

important, with hundreds of millions of people suppll,ing content consistently from around the

world. Recent researchers suggest that social media systcms are shaping about one third of new

web content,4os

a) Social Neth)otking Sites (SNS)

Social networking s;tes may be defined as \\eb-based facilities through which individuals

can (l) create a profile, public or semi,public, within a circumscribed system, (2) generate a list

ofother users with whom they share a link, and (3) observe and navigate their list ofassociations

and those made by others withi. s;ngle system. The character and arrangement of these links

differ from site to site. Though, their basic tcch ological characteristics are fairly similar, the

cultures that rise around SNSs are diverse. Majority of sites help maintain earlier-existing social

networks, but others facilitate strangcrs establish new relations based on common interests. or

socro-polrhcal vrews.--'

403 Chrktian Dalsgaard, Social software: E-leaming beyond leaming managemenr systens. Iturape@ Jothat af
Open, Dislahce ahd F.J.earnins. 2006.
aB Tim Finin. et a1., The Informalion Ecology of Social Media and Online Communilies. AAAL, Map@ire.Falt.
2008{: rbid.
{6 Danah M. Boyd, & N.B. Ellison, Social Nctwork Sires: Definition, Ilkiory. and ScholaNhip. Jorlral o/
CahputerMedioled Cohhtnr.arrox, vol. I 3(l ). 2008, pp. 2l 0-21 l
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Social netNork sites are unique, not because they help individuals connect with strangers,

but because they facilitate users to articulate and make obsefl,/able their social networks. This

result in links between individuals that would not otherwise be possible, but that is seldom the

objective and these interactions are often betwcen..latent ties,, who share some offline

associatiorl,40?

Besides similarities, SNSs differ immensely in their se ices and user pool. Some

faciljlate photo-sharing or video-sharing; while others have integrated blogging and instant

messaging technology. Some SNSs are mobile-specific only i.e. Dodgeball, but others are web-

based SNSs that also facilitate mobile interactions i.e. Facebook, MySpace, and Cyworld.a08

Thc emergence of SNSS refers to a translormation in the organizadon of cyber

communities. Though community based websites still exist and floudsh, SNSs are essentiallv

woven around individuals, not interests. Initial public online communities like lJsenet and public

interaction forums were arranged by topics, however, SNSs are designed as personal networks,

with the people at the core of their own community. This more precisely reflects unmediated

social formations, where the world is comprised ol networks, not groups.aoe The SNS

characleristics hav€ launched a fresh organizational fram€work for rising online communities.al0

'SixDeg.ees.com' was the tlrst of a social networking facility launched in 1997. Since

early twenty first centurv, there has been tremendous gro\\,th in number and innovative features

olSNS. ljacebook, Twitter. Linkedln, MySpace, Googte PIus*, DeviantArt, l-iveJoumal, Tagged,

a0' C. Hayrhornihwaite, Social networks and Intemer connectivily effects. /4&//atia Cadnunication, & S@ieq,
8(2),2005. r25-r17.
"03 Darah V. Bolo. & \ B. L|i.or.2008. Of ( n p."la.
"'8. Wellman, B. Slrurluml analyrs From melhod and nrekphor to rheorv and subsrance_ In B. We maD & S_ D.
Berkowirz (Eds.), Jbcral srtctures: A Ne^latk ,,tpproaci (pp. 19 {l). Cambridse. UK: Cambridge UniveBiqr
Pre$, 1o88, p.17.

' o Danah \'1. Bo)d. & \.8 l-llison, 2008, Op, 'ir p._ lo.
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Orkut and CafeMom

monthly visitors.

some of the top SNS today which attract huge number of unique

Table 3.2
ToD l0 Social Networkine Sites (SNS)

SNS Est. Unjque Vkilor P.r Nlonth

Facebook 750,000,000

T\\itrer I 250.000.000

Linkedtn I l]0.000,u0
Myspace | 70.s00.000

Google Plus+ | 65-000,000

DeviantA( | 25,500,000

LiveJoumal I 20,500,000

TaCged 1'r.500,000

Orlut 17.500.00u

CafeMom I 12

Source: ebizMBA
http://ww1{.ebizmba.com/aft icles/social -networking-websites

b) Blogs

The blogs are a group of social software frequently used in organizations for social

networkjng. For example, weblogs facilitate ;ndependent and individual presentation. r I I The

term 'blog' is a short lorm of'weblog' and can be most appropriately illustrated as an online

joumal. The act of'blogging' is the creation ofsuch logs. For somc businesses, the 'real'news is

notjust a ticker-tape'like news feed from CNN or Reuters. In business, the most important news

is what you and those you care about, did yesterday, are doing today, and intend to do tomorrow.

Likewise, the'comment' facility of blogs offers the chance for feedback from anyone in the

world fostering unlimited collaborative opportunities. The use olblogging lor political purposes

arr Chnstian Dals8ard,2006, op Cr.
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is one of the outstand;ng indicators of the impact that the e-communication is having on the

political realm. In sum. they are potcntially powerful collaborative tools.al2

The blogosphere is based on a rich network slucture, containing various types of nodes

that have more kinds of associations between them. For instance, the people who create blogs

and write blog posts shape a social network with their peers, which can b€ encouraged by the

connections between blogs. The blogs themselves shape a graph, with direct connections to other

blogs and by means ofblog rolls, and indirect connections through their posts.arr

Generally a blog post posses a thread ofcomments that connect back to people and blogs

related with them. Moreover, the "blogosphere trackback protocol,, produces hidden connecrions

between blog posts. Even more detail can be supplied by analyzing post tags and categories, RSS

feeds, and semi-structured metadata and resource description framework (RDjr) content. The

blogosphere offers a un;que opportunity to examine online social connections including

exchange of information, opinion formation, and their impacts. Througb unique content and

sometimes by the help of commentaries on issues of commorl interest, bloggers influence each

other as well as their audience.ala

c) tYikis

Wikis also shape a catcgory of social software tools. A wiki is a web page that can be

edited djrectly from the web page itself. In th€ory, everybody with access to a wiki can amend it.

Besides edit;ng, it is also possible to produce new pages through new hyperlinks. A wiki

maintains track of changes so one can examine pr€\rious content of each page on a wiki. The

most celebruted example of a wiki is wikipedia (http:/ 'vww.wikipedia.org0, an online

!r: Drexler et zl., Collabomtive Blogging as a Means 10 Develop Elementary F-xpository Writing Skilh. E/e.foric
JoMdllor the thtegtalion ofTe.hnalas i Etucatiah- Yol- 6,2007.
air l.inin, eral.,20o8, op (it.
n,,lbid.
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encyclopaedia which everyone ca. edit. Wikis fac;litate collaborative creation. development and

production.!r5

Weblogs can b€ subscribed using'rich sile summary'(RSS) feeds. RSS feed is a system

which notifies the users once the new contents are posted on a blog, or a wiki page or on a

particular thread.al6 Software tools such as "Bloglines", "BlogBridge" and "Feedbumer"

facilitate subscription ofa number olweblogs so that one does not have to revisit each weblog

lor updates. The idea of social bookmarking is meant to bookmark concemed web-pages on the

web, rath€r than doing the same in personal browser. 'Del.icio.us' and 'Furl.net' are instances of

various types of social bookmarking sites. Social here ref€rs to the fact that bookmarks can be

watched by others. One can also vjew who else has bookmarked these same pages.4r7

DTSC USS]ON FORUMS4BULLETIN BOARDS

A bulletin board is nothing but an online conversation space. It is also called as "board"

or "forum". It may contain several categories, consisting of sub-forums, threads and individual

posh.4l3

An online discussion site facilitates people to conduct conversations in the shape of

posted text messages. They vary from chat roomsin thc sense that messages are at least

momcntarily archived. Moreover, depending on the access privileges or the stt'ucture ofa forum,

an uploaded message might require the approval ofmoderator b€fore it is displayed.are

rr5 Christian Dalsgaard, 2006, opOl
on U. Velius, Teach;ns Social Software rvilh Social Software. Innatule Jaurnal of Onliw L rcaion,z(5),
luneru1y,2006.
4rr Christian Dalsgaard,2006, op. Ci,
a 3 "vBulletin Community Forurn - FAQ: What is a bull erin baatd2" rB tletik.can.
're Luman Vong et at. Oeveloping a Measure ofVinual ComnlDnity Cilize.!hi! Beha\ior. Kba||ledge Managehehl
& L-LeannE: Ah lhlenatiohal Jaunal, vol-3, No-4,20I I, pp.682-696
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'Forums' may also be considered an advance form of 'dial-up bulletin board

systems' and 'tjsenet networks', first produced in the late 1970s. Premature web-based forums

can be traced as far back as 1994, relating to "WIT project from W3 Consoft;um".420 A feeling

ofvirtual commu.ity frequently grows around forums with regular users. Some of the well-

known areas for forum themes include music, fashion, technology, sports, video games, religion,

and politics however there are numerous forums on a variety of topics.azr To summarize, there

are endless discussion forums engaged in a variety of topics reflecting several online

communities,422

VO]CE OVER INTERNET PROTOCOLS

"Vo;ce-over-internet-protocol" (VoIP) ;s an Internet facility which is a substitute 1(.)

telephone calls over "Public Switched Telephone Networks" (PSTNs). The "Electronic P vacy

Infomation Centre" (EPIC) is trying to get it established to facilitate rhe foundation for a public

sphere. VolP facilitates free or inexpensive phone calls to any part of the world, and also

supports conlerence calls Nith many people chatting simultaneously on the same 'line,.

Moreover, as the voice is sent out as digital packets ol data, these packages can be encrypted

conlrary to traditional analogue phones, eventually decreasing the possibilities to sneak on calls.

"Video-over-internet-protocol" is also expected to be prevalent, in near future, facilitating video

calls. These technologies are separate from video and sound streaming, which facilitates users to

broadcast without the need to get permissions lrom state authorities or purchasing expensive

wavelengths.a2l

r':o "WIT - WWW I nlemctive Talk". W3 Conson;uh.
"' Aldwin G. Lauron, Fostering collaboraiion to enhance Online iNhaction, Tokith Online Jawful a.f Distahce
Mucation (TOJDE), yalnne: 9 Numbcr: 2 Article 5,2008.
a1'1"Forum SoftwarcTimeline 1991-2OtA". t altm Saftra,? R.,i.yr,20I I
r':r Jake Gordon, 2004, op alr.
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VOIP- the Intemet enabled audio conversations is us.d by 14% ofthe Intemel users

around the globe. This comparatively neu, technology has been in use by three in ten Intemet

users from Russia (369/0), (32%) Turkey and (25olo) India. Only a lew from countries like Brazil

(4%), Irance (5%), the United States (6%) and Belgium (6%) are also using this facility.a'?a

VTRTUAL WORLDS

Virtual environments refer to a computer constructed display that facilitates or forces

user/s to have a feeling of being there with otheA in an environment scparate from where they

are actually in at that moment, and to interact within thet environment.azs

'fhe prcminent characteristic ofopen vil1ual worlds is their facilily ofsocial inreraction

among people and their respective avatars that takes place in a 3D immersive shared

environment w;th user-chosen goals, user-designed cont€nts! and social networking facilities.

These virtual worlds help people establish associations as friends, v;ftual family members,

business partn€rs. group members! and generally, online community members. People can also

des;gn things, and present, or sell what they designed to other people. Possibly, the objects that

are designcd might be preferred by others, so they might g€t price in the real-world economy as

well-126 l hese different facilities make virtual worlds as attractive virtual spaces lbr mutual play,

Iearning, and even work. Som€ scholar suggests that from their initial slow start, virtual worlds

hav€ grown to be important centers of entertainment, education, and community- Though, game

"' these are some olthe findinss ofan ]psos clobal@.lyisor poll conducted on behalfofReurers News in February
2012 publkhed in Ma.cl same year. TIe survey insnumcnt is conducted monthly in 24 countries via rhe Ipsos
Online Panel sr'.stem. An intemal;onal sample of 19,216 aduhs was used. A su ey *ilh an unweighted probabilitv
sample oflhis size and a 100% response rate Nould hale an esl;rraled nrargin of emr of+13.1 percentage points
for a sample of 1,000 and an esliinaled margin of enor of+/.:1.5 percenrage poin$ Ior a sample of500 l9 times our
of20 per country ofwhat rhe resulls would have been had the entire populalion ollhe specifically aged adults in rhat
country been polled.
"' Ralph Schroeder, Defining virtual worlds or vitual enyircnmen| .la*hal af t'irtul Warld R6e ch (J\/WR).
Vol. l- No. i,2008.
"o L. taeman, "St/ahget Than Fi.tioh": Tdins t,ntuul llutds. Ne\t yo.k Universiq, Law Review 32(6). 2007,
t62A-1672.
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industry primarily pushed the development ofthese virtual worlds. however, today, they are no

morc simply about'play', and soon they are expected to provide space for €ducation, wo*,

politics, and research.a2'

Besides entertainment, activities regardi.g business, education and culture are growing at

a high pace. Regarding advertising and promotions, 126 significant real life brands ex;sted in

Second Life (SL) as ofAugust 31,2007, that inciudcd names likc IBM, Mercedes, and Nissan

etc. Relating to retailing and service businesses, there were 25,365 business owners in SL by

I-ebruary 2007. Regarding education, about I50 universit;es have existence in SL, and many of

them utilize SL for classes and to achieve other cducational objectives.a'?s Coryorations, public

sector organizations, and cultural groups are utilizing this environment for a range of

purposes.

CELL PHONES

Amobile pho.e, sometimes also called as a cellular phone, or cell phone, is a

commun;cation device that can make and receive telephone calls over a wireless link within a

wide geographic area. It operates by linking to a cellular network off'ered by a mobile phone

operato., permitting access to the public telephone.etwork. I1 may not be confused with

a cordless telephone which operates only Tvithin the limited range of a single, private base

station.4lo

Contemporary developments in the mobile phones technologies include the improved

features of phones to generate and pass on content other than SMS. High standard image and

r':1 Paul R. Messinger et al., A Typology ofvirtual worlds: Historical Ovewiew and Future DirectioDs. Joumal of
Vinual Worlds Research (JVWR), vol. l. No. l, July 2008.
a:3 Graves,l-. A Second Life for Higher Ed. Ll,l rvans & Warltl Repatt 114(2J,2OOa. pp. 49-50

"?'PaulR. Messin8er et a1.,2008, OpC,'l
aro Andrew S- Tanenbaum, 'The Physical La)er' in Crrprr./ r\Lrralkt, Iourth Edition. NeN Jeuey: Prenlice Hall,
2002_
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vidco facilities in the latest generation of mobile phones has paved the way lc) several new

software that enable individuals to publish images, audio, and videos from mobile phones

directly to related websites. Bulk SMS can now be easily sent through mobiles.arr

By the end of 201 l. tbere were around 6 billion mobile subscriptions around the world.ll2

This translates into 87 pcrcent ofthe entire world populat;on. [t is an enormous rise from 5.4

billion in 2010 and 4.7 billion mobile ownership in 2009. Mobile owners in the developed world

have touched saturation level with minimum one mobile subscription per person. This shows that

market expa sion is being driven by demand in the developing wor1d, spearheaded by China and

India. These two states jointly increased 300 million new mobile subscriptions in 2010 that is

more than the entire mobile users in the US. By the end of 201 I there were around 4.5 billion

mobile subscriplions in the developing world that is 76 percent of worldwide subscriptions.

Nfobile penetration stands at 79 percent in the developing world. Africa ;s the least penetrated in

thrs regard at 5J percent.

4rr Dr. Y.P. Yadav, & R.J. Rani. Role ofCommunicaiion in Climate Chanse and Sustainable Development. (;lobal
MediaJounal- Indian li1ilir, Winterlssue, Vol. 2,No.2. 201l.
''' clobal mobile stalistics 2012. Repot ofthe /rrelraliahdl lalaahnrnication U ;or. MobiThinking, February

.,,lb;d.
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Table l.l
Key Global Telecom Indica,.ors

lor the World Telecommunication Senice S€ctor in 2011
(all fi8ures are estimalcs)
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Mobile proiects offer befter oppotunities with drastic social impact than other ICT

proiects. For instance, access to cell phones;s clcarly much greater in comparison to computers

and other Iess easily available technologies. With swiftly growing cell phone pcnetration in many

parts of the world and rising mobile network coverage in area, acc€ss is bound to increase

further. Similarly, mobile projects can be more inexpensive with only limited skills and training

required to employ them-{la

Therc is substantial evidence that cell phones can motivate individuals to action more

succcssfully than other media. Researchers report that a number of mobile campaigns got a

"' Sheila K inkade, & Katin Verclas, wireless Technoloey for SocialChanse:Trends in Mobile Use by NGOS. UI
Fathddtiah-Vadafohe Graup |-an latiah PattEtship, W ashington, DC & Berkshire. tJK,2008, p.9.
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response rate (20% to 45%) i]l iext appeal, reasonably higher than that measured for email

alerls.als

The above review of ICTS has been focused on t€chnologies which are facilitating social

communications and advancing the cause of globalizat;on. By no means, it comprehensively

manifests the entire potentials oflCTs today.

3.5 DISTINGUISHINGFEATURESOF'ICTS

Inteructirit!

Interactivity is the essential character of modem ICT as this foster discourse. It is very

convenient and swilt to place infonration for criticism on the Intemet, as compared to publishing

a book or drafting a letter and requcst;ng for textual response from the reader. Tools such as cell

phones and facilities to chat over the internet also bolster this nature of ICTS. Even ICT can

make local radios far more interactive and economical as well than a decade ago. Owing to the

Intemet, the radio has lumed out to be far more of a two-*ay communication service over the

last decade, padicularly at the local communiq/ level.a36

Integt atiye cap a bil i I ies

ICT also f'aciliiates the integration of various kinds of media.!37 Convergence ofva ous

ICTS is essential for raising inclusivity and interactivity. For example, community radio takes a

more paflicipatory form when people through mobile phones raise their opinions.ars This reflects

"' rbid p-43.
66 Gerclf Weigel, & Daniele Waldbur8er, 2004, Op Cil. p.2l
"'Ibid. p.21.

'r' Patnck P. Kalas, & Alan rinlay, PlantinS ihe Knowledge
Bu i I d i ng camnu nicat ian appafilni ti e s I B(:O) all ianc e. 2009.

Seed: Adapting to Climare Change Using ICTS
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the major character ofmodem communication technologies. ofcasily merging into each other to

enhance connectivity and raise accessibility.a3e

Integration oftechnologies is becoming evident in innovative designs ofnew services and

tools.Ior example; the blend of a community radio with the Intemet raises access not only to a

wider range of infbrmation sources but also the effective exchanSe of broadcasting modules,

making e.g. censorship much more dilficult.14o Computers and cell phones today are both

increasingly getting enabled to access each other through wireless systems, rerrieving

infomation from web via compute$ or c€ll phone have become commonplace.

anmatched speed

ICTS are character;zed by a sense of immediacy-high speed. Infomation can be accessed from

around any part ofthe world us;ng search eng;nes wiihin fiactions of a second. Similarly it can

be processed with immediate effect. Messages can be dmfted and exchanged wilh individuals

Iiving in anywhere in the world.

Infomation in the shape of aud;o, image and video can be exchanged in viftually no

time. Furthermore, the Internet also supports realtime "many-to-many" communications.aar

Co elfed e

Generally, the cost factor is still considered as a challenge for many in the developing world,

however the comparative cost of ICT has significantly declined over the past few years and it

conlinues this trend. Consequently, novel uses of!CT can allow information flows and exchange

cosGeffectively as in compa son to conventional ways Iike books or newspapers.l42

Evolving compacltlats

'r'M.Z. Khan. Dr. LS. Gilani, & AIIah Nawaz, Frcm Habernas Model to New Publ;c Sphere: A Paradigm Shift.
G lobal .lorltul al Htnan Sa.jal .S.ierce USA, Volurne I 2 Issue 5 Version I .0.. March, 20 I 2. pp.43 '52.
aaocerolfweigel.&DanielewaldburSer, 2004,OpCi, p.21.

1'z Ibid-
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Compactness has become a distinctive feature of modern communication technologies.

Though originally most of these technological devices were large in size, with high energy

consumption and cost, however due to market demands, further research transformed them into

handy even pocket sizes. "DynaTAC, 8000x" of "Motorola lnc.' was the first commercial cell

phone introduced in 1983. The cost and weight ofthis phone was very high, $3,995 and 2 pounds

respectively.ral Similar is the story of'compuier' regarding the size" weight and cost, however,

in a pe od ofaround two decades cell phones and computers have conve(ed into very compact

sizes. l_hese communication devices today are easily movable, Iighter in w€ight, smad in size

and enerl) eTlrcrent.

3.6 SOCIO-POLITICAL & ECONOMIC POWERS OF ICTS

ICT influences the lives of a rising numbc. of individuals in diffcrcnt ways all over the

globe. ICTS have not only been an essential elcrnent at the macro-lcvel as in process of

globalization, but equally at the micro-level where the enhanced use of mobile phones, for

cxample, transformed daily communication methods universalJy.aa5

The new technologies in every age raised discussions about their mobilizing power. The

ISth century bourgeoisie were facilitated by printing press, along with orher gradual

dcvclopments that reduced the cost ot'production. Thc invention ofelectric telegraph by Samuel

F. B. Morse in I 837 and the telephone by A.C. Bell in 1876 facilirated people to communicare at

long distance, again supported by additional developments like automatic switch boards to

reduce costs and ameliorate quality. The radio- the invention of Marconi in 1895, probably

ar hhp://ww.retrobrick.com/moro8000-btml
'rr Mediha Tezcan. The Rore ofEducation and ICT in E.onony. lntenatiahal (.anlerence at lluhak and Ecohonic
Resources,1zni,2006
lar Gerolfweis€I, &Daniele Waldburger, 200,1, Op a,/., p- l6
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carried with it high expcctations of its dcmocratiziig power folloNed by the Baird,s invention of

television in I923.446

Obtaining and dil'fusing political communication through the Intemet is swift,

convenient, and cost-effective.G7 New technologies supply informatiolr and apparatus that may

raise the position ofthe public in rhe socio-political domain.aa8 Certainly, the swift diffusion of

the ICTS into various aspecrs of public life was chiefly raised b), ;ts historically matchless

capabiliti€s for "interacti\re. unmediated and synchronous communication,'.49 Moreover, ICTs

supply strategic devices that serve as stimulant for transformation by raising efficiency and

effectiveness.aso

Mcchesney believcs that the intemet will lead to a cultural and political resurgence,

regardless of the lact that businesses will capture a l;ttle palt of it to instigate their

cyberventures.a5l Since thc public advent ofthe lntemet in the I990s, the strength ofnetizens has

raised liom the low millions to billions today. Similarly, social media have tumed into reality for

civil societJ, globally, that involves various actors like citizens, NGOS, activists, telecom firms.

software suppliers, and er,en govemments."'

One might contend that the net-based virtual sphere has a great potential as a political

medium, particularly in redesigning political processes and revitalizing political practices.

Moreover, the internet and associated technologies encourage political discussion and provide

spaces lbr it.a53 However, tbr the cyber cynics, the Intemet is a dig;tal reproduction ofthe actual

4"6lake Cordon,2004, Op C,
"'ebramson e1 al-, rhe FkrtaniL Cnnatuealth: The tmpad of N.w Vedia tbctnotogies an De ocralic
Por'rr'cs. New York: Basi. Books, 1988.!'r Zizi Papachari!si, The r irtual sphere, The inrcmel as a public sphere.I,4 r,c1id & saciery, Vol 4 (1) 2002, p-tl{r'Tania Oblak, 2002. O, Cr/.
r50 Patrick P. Kalas, & Alan Finta,\ , 2A09, Op.Cit.
"' R. Mcchetne). 1995. (]p Li?-" Cla) ShirLy. The Polilical Poser ofSociil Media. Foreign Affairs, Vol. 90 ksue l, Jan/Feb,2011, pp.28-41.
' 'Zizi Papachiris(i, Or C, p-18
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world where one views politics as usual.cia New technolog;es, ofcourse supply innovative tools,

but they cannot all alone change, centuries old political and economic systemsa55

POLITICALPOWER

ICTs capabilities to produce networks of knowledgcabie citizens reflect their political

powers. Cyber enthusiasts contend that the Intemet can strengthen democracy by connecting

people, lvith utter disregard to teritory, and by fostering public spheres and fiesh social

movements.456 As Luther used the newly invented printing press to drive protestant movement

against the Catholic Church. or the American revolutionaries utilized Benjamin Franklin

designed postal servic€, today's nonconlomists' movements have libel1y to choose from many

of the ICTS devices to shape their viewpoint and synchroniTe their actions. As the

communjcations composition globally is getting dense, corrplex, and increasingly participatory,

the netizens are gaining enhanced access to infomation, augmented options for public speech,

and a rajsed ability to carry out collective action.a5T

The rapid sprouting of politica! groups and act;visrn over the Internet surely mirrors

political uses of this medium.as3 The Internet is facilitating public polilical action globally.a5e

Several recent socio-political mobilizations primarily organized through the lnternet and mobile

interactions in Philipp;nes, Spain, South Korea, Ukmine, Nepal, Ecuador, Thailand and several

other countries, manifest the strengths of social media and the new poNer ofsocial movem€nts to

rsa Seong-JaeMin, From the digitaldjvide to the defrocratic divjde: Intemet skilk, polit;cal interest. and 1ie second-
level di8ilal divide in poliiicali,nretner $e- .toumal of tntenatianal Techholag & Polrics, Vol. 7.2010, p.25

'J5 M.z. Khan er a1.,20r2, op Ln.
'16 SmnsJaeMin,20l0, op CrL
43? clay shirky,20l l, opc,
r53 Zizi Papacharissi, Op C;r pl0
!5e Rupert Taylor,2002, opCl p-145
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call for solidariry to the world at large lor their local cause. Thc movement against ihe military

rule in Myanmar in 2007 is another case in this regard.a60

Social media can facilitate disorderly groups by decreasing the costs of coordination.

Consequently, larger, Iooser groups get enabled to take on some synchronized action like

launching protest movements or public media initiatives that in past \vere only possible for

fomal organizations. Tn the case oipolitical movements, one ofthe major typcs ofcoordination

is 'shared awareness', i.e. the capability ofeach activist in a group to not only comprehend the

situation in sight but also to comprehend that everyone else does, as well. Social media augment

shared awareness by spr€ading messages through cyber social networks.a6l

People PowerJI movement in Philippines that forced Estrada to leave the ofnce on

January 20, 2001 was the llrst case in history that demonstrated that with the mobile

communicat;ons thousands of people could be congregated in few hours, who eventually

achieved their goal. Likewise the election of South Korean President Roh Moo-Hyun in 2002 is

another evidence ofthe polenlials of ICTs. His €lection has been extensively credited to Nosamo,

an online group ofyoung supporters of Roh. Triumph of both i.e. the Roh and Nosarno has now

tumed out to be a textbook example reflecting the potentials of infonnation technology.a62

Similarly the massive demonstrations against Iraq war;n 2003 were also primarily convened by

using cyber technologies and refer to the same phenomenon.46l

'60 M Can(|]s,2008. {rp Li/
+rCta\ 

S h irk\,. 20I t. O, C,r
"'N. H.chrgran. & L. wu. ?e tryunrtun ttcrolution in Arid- SantaMonica, CA: RAND Corporation. 2003.
'6'N Hara . & P Shachal 'Online peace molement orsaniations: A comparative ana\rsjs' In: L Chen & T- Kidd
lEds-)- Sacial ihlarmtion lechnalag: Cannectiotl society and culturdl bsues. Hetshey , PA: Idea Croup, 2008.
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It is also significant 1() ncte that.ICTS by facilitating interaction arncng people, eradicate

misperception and condense the discrepancv of information in world politics, thus help ensure

more security and less violence.a6a

ECONOMIC POWER

ICTS potentials to exchange information in run time and facilitate networks reflect the

economic powers as well. Like technological changes ofthe past, information technology is also

likely to boost productivity, mise the standard of life, decrease prices, and generate new

economjc activities leading to new employment openings and generation ofwealth. The world is

expe encing a transformation not due to the fact that computer opemton have substituted the

secretaries and the typists across th€ world, Ieading to reasonable hike in efficiency, rather the

informat;on technologies have restructured th€ economv on essentially different basis,

commonly called as informat;on based economy.a6s

lnformation and innovation are the most;mpoftant factors for businesses. Businesses

have always tried to acquire hold of the inlormation flo\vs 1br variety of purposes like

advertising, innovation in productivity and intemal eilciency. However, ICTS have enabled

structural changes in economies across the world. These changes have affected the production on

the one hand and consumption behaviors on the olher as well. New modes oftransactions have

been invented equ;pped with the digital currencies. ICTS have facilitaled turbocapitalism.a66

Some argue that the institutions that have beneflted most at the jnfrasbuctural level owing to

ICTS are none but MNCS, now also called as transnational corporations (TNCS). TNCS have

a Mykola Kapitonenko, 2009, Op.C/
""'Mediha Tezcan. Tlre RoleofEducalion and ICT in E.anony.Inte, atianat Cohlerence an ltun@a Ecohanic
Resaurces, tzmlr.2006.
466 I-uttwak, Edward N. Ttrbo-Cdpitet\n: WinreB akd Lose$ ih Lh. Ctobal E arduy New York: Harper
Pcrcnnial.2000.
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evolved global networks of production and marketing ihat have transformed the economic

geography.'67

ICTS themselv€s have proved to be a capital like ,human or social, capital. Their impacts

on productivity, organizational shuctures, efficiency, can not be undermined.a6s Globalization of

technology connotes that economic gains and powerbase structures of 20th century are being

swiftly removed. The IC'fs are impressive knowledge leveler. Businesses whether big or small,

old or new, are all identical in the cyber world ofe-mail, e-commerce, o. 
"-"u.r"n"y.r.n

SOCIAL POIIER

Modem communication technologies have built in socializing impacts. Making

information available, facilitaling its sharing, creating networks ofpeople either already familiar

to one an other or sbangers, all of thcse features entajl social powers to encourage civic

engagements.!'0 Moreover, as ICTS operates be),ond teritorial boundaries so these facilitat€

civic interactions beyond nation-state territorial confines. Drache tems the transnational

activism stimulated by the ;ntemel use as the'digital publics'. Drache optimist;cally contends

that contemporary era through the ICTS and infonration flows provide the common citizen

limitless social opportuniries to innovate and shape discursive communities on a range of

issues.'71

16'PererJ. Taylor, 2004, Op Cil. p-2o?
!6sProfJohnvanReenen.Fcononri!lmpactsoftCT,EuropeanCommissionFinalprojeclRepon,20t0.
a!" Mani Mani!annan, Clobaliarioir.lrechnolog) - lmasine rhe possibilities Socio,e;onomic, potiticaland culturat
implications and thought leade$hip Prcceedinss a{The 2AA3 h.tc t.|l.tE Intettuliandt Ca fercrce,papet 112,17
102,2008.
r70 L;ncoln Dahlherg, The intem€t and democralic Discourse. lntomation, Communication & Soci€ry Vot.4:q,
200r_ 6r5lrl
a1t DAniel Deche. Deldht P bli.!: Thc LinpreceAemed Redh olthc Gtabal Cili2eh. Cambridge, LrK: polity, 2008.
pp.89-90
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Many researchers have highlighted how citizens ulilize computers and the Intemet for

various political and democratic purposes.472 So is the case wilh education. The use of ICTS in

general helps eliminate several educational issues in both developing and the developed worJd,

this is especially true for higher education.a?:

Similarly besides MNCS, ICTS have also suppoded NGOS to become as transnational as

Exxon-a?a Moreover, survey reveals that NGOs are finding ICTs like cell phone to be beneficial

for saving time (95 percent); for raising their abiliry to mobilize individuals (91 percent);

extending NCOS reach to a w;der audienc€sj especially those that were prcviously inaccessible

(74 percent); similarly it has enhanced their ability to pass on (6? percent) and acquire (59

pc.ccnr I dara more su ifLlv and precisel).a'

To sum up, lCTs offer a variety oftools and services which can not only augment civic

life, but also resolve several social problems. The year 2011 was marked with dissent, wherein

rpathy became outmoded, and apparently i,'refutable dictators and systems were challenged.

Around 88 states saw various qTpes of mass citizen action. The genesis and stimulus of diss€nt

are intricate, but the caus€s of 2011's protests were interrelated. These protests were motivated

by the incapacity of states to deal with the impacts of the economic crisis! resulting in gra\e

income disparities and severe corruptionj and aggra\,ated by dcmographic movements that raised

more urbanized, jobless, annoyed young people. The intemet, cell phone and social media played

a'1 Seons-.lae Min. 2010, Or.Cr7
'rr .lllah Nawaz, t-teaming experi€nces ofAdvanced Statcs, Developing countries and pakirlan, Uhirosat Jaurnal
ol Edtuti.rn d .1 General S|lder Vol. l (:l). 20 12.
a'r lrerer J. Ta] lor. 2001, OpCr. p.267.

'" Behleen December 10.2007 and lanuarl 13,2008.560 non-govemmenlal orsanization (NGO) eorkers
parlicipaled in a survey dcsigned ro demonstrate how r"GOs are using wireles technology to help reach various
social, civil, econom;c, and political goak. The suney was developed by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research, and
dislributed via the email nelworks ofeight pa.tner Smups reachine a geogriphically and thematically diverse group
of NGOS: Idealist.orS, InterActiob, Intehational Youth Foundation. MobileActive.org, New Tacl;cs in Human
Righls, Oneworld, SANGONeT. and Shareldeas. The suney w6 also shared wilh the contacls of tie two
sponsoring organizations: lhe Vodafone Group Foundation and the United Nations founda6on. Responses were
collected fiom NGO rcpresentatives i. all parts ofthe $orld. Quored by Sheila Kinkade, & Katin Verclas, 2008,
(D Cit , p.1
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the centm! role in stimulating civic dction, both as a planner oI phvsical dissent and as a civic

realm in its own right. Ihe state's approach to economic crisis might be viewed as an

encroachment in the essential social contract between state and its citizcns, and protest could be

comprehended as a mode ofcitizens reaffirming the power to mediate a new social conhact.4?6

3.7 IMPACTS OF ICT LED GLOBALIZATION ON POLITY

lCTs led globalization has a prclbund impact on therlation-state based polity.

Globalization due to its macro and micro processcs ;s acting as a catal),st for a societal change.

No section of society, economy and politics is saved lrom th€ iransformatory impacts of

globalization.aTT These impacts are both inter-state and intm-state in nature. Tte structurcs and

mechanisms of econorny and political power are getting redefined. S;milar is the magnitude of

impacts on social life. These impacts are summariTed below to manifest their political, economic

and social nature.478

LOSS OF SOVEREIGNTY

The state is increasingly encountered and attenuated these days.aTe By swaying intemal

political and more broadly social processes. globalization damages state's domination in

intemational relations. It generates circumstances fbr the decay of state sovereignty as the basis

for the world order. Erosion of state sovereignry is motivated by intemal social deveiopments,

sprouting ol new philosophies and the emergence of non-state actors, both national and

a76 See Slate of Civil Society 2011, CIytCIjS: Wotll Alliahce lar Citizeh pafticipation, Johannesburs, South
Africa, April 2012, p.l2
!7r Mari Msnivsnnan, 2008, OpCr'l.
!r3 Naym Chanda- 2008. O, C/'/
a?'qYale H. Ferguson,2006, Op Cil
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planetary. Globalization supnlies a new perspective for these developments, tumins state-

center€d apprcach to world affairs less successful.as0

According to Ulrich Beck, the "meta-power" of TNCS has impaired the power of the

nation-state in the contemporary era, and therefore, the state can no more be visualized as a.,pre-

given political unit'.a8r State power is also diluted by the counter-power tactics ofth€ civil

society actors that strive for a restructuring olthe global systerr.a32

One ofthe grcat sarcasm ofglobalization is that those states that posses well-established

economies and hav€ the utmost competence to manipulate the intemational system are actually

facilitating the creation ofan intemational order that may eventually be detrimental to their own

state sovereignty.l3l So the issue of loss of sovereignty is not only applicable to weak states!

rather it ;s a universal ;ssue and powerful states are also not exempt€d_

Castelis highlights a number ofcrises that the state is facing and as a result ofthese thc

state sovereignty is being eroded.

Crisis oJ efiiciency: State can not properly manage the modern problems like

environmental hazards, regulation offinancial flows, or counter-terrorism surveillance.rs4

Crisis oJ legitimacy: This crisis emerges because political r€prescntalion founded on

democracy in the nation-state turns out 1() be merely a vote of confid€nce on the capability ofthe

nation-state to safeguard the interests ofthe nation in the global network ofpolicy making.a35

Crisis of identily: As public view their nation and their culture growingly incoherent from the

systems of political decisio. making in a planetary, multinational network, their assertion of

r3o M)knla Kapitonenlo, 2U09, rlr C,
{3rUlrich Beck. 2006, p-51
'"'M. can.lts, 2oo8- ar arl
!'r Mark Reeson,2003, OZCn. p-158

"'M. Casllk,2008, Op C,l, p-82
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aulonomy gets the shape ofresistance idcnt;ty and cultural identity politics as opposcd to their

political identity as citizens.as6

Crisis ofequity: The globalization proccss, spearhead by market lorces in the framework

of deregulation frequently raises disparity between count es and among social classes within

countries. Without a global regulatory svstefl that compensales for increasing disparity, the

tensions of economic stt'uggle \,reaken existing welfare states. The contraction of wellhre states

makes it ever more difficult for national govemments to accommodate for sftucturally provoked

disparity because of the rcduced competence of national institutions to se e as remedial

mechanisms.43T

Owing to these crises and the reduced capacity ol govemments to alleviate them,

nongovernmental actors emerge to be the campaigners ofthe requirements, interests, and ideals

ofpeople in general, hence furthe. attenuating the position ofgovemrnents in reaction to threats

generated by globalization and structural changes.a3s

RISE OF TNCi

The developments in information technologv along with the policies of deregulation and

market liberalization across the globe have led to intense economic interdependence,{8'and the

consequent extemalities resuhed in the sprouting of non-state actors of global character like

TNCS. TNCS have steadily tumed out to be the ;cons of new power structures in the global

economy. These corporations work across state borders to pursue their own interests' and not of

rFr Ibid-, pp. 82-83

"'cstells, or (? p,8l
'3'qJohn Slopford, Mulfinalional corporal;ons. /.oreia, Polq, Winter 1998 ii 13. P-12(l)
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the stete they officially belong to.aeo Some see them as hardnosed exploiters, but others view

th€m as torchbearers of prosperity.4ql

MNCS are seen as both a cause and a consequence of the prccesses of globalization. At

the end of World War II. the iolal number ofMNCs was around 7,000; however, by the tum of

millennium, they mounted to over 63,000. Some among them are extremely wealthy. Exxon

Mobile is the numb€r one among them. Its market worth is more than the cumulative GDp ofthe

lowest 70 or so states. One indication of thc maturity of infomation revolution, is that the

'Apple' an lT icon is the next \\,ealthiest and hiking sw;ftIy, rather, by February 2012, ,Apple,

was the number one.a92

Besides economic power, Exxon Mobile, for an instance, exerts astonishing polit;cal

weight, particularly in the Middle East. This sway is probably as immense or may be more than

the competence ofthe U.S- Congress in framing policy. It obviously is not merely richer than 70

o. so states! but also more influential. They spend huge funds for political campaigns and

Iobby;ng. Anyhow, it is certain that Exxon Mobile has a strong role in delem;ning foreign

policy as well as searching significant petroleum resources.'1e:l

The emergence of TNCS poses a challenge to the convent;onal understanding that

intemational politics is determined by states in the fomal Westphalian state system.aea They bJur

the distinction between lhe domcstic and the intemational, challenge the notion of'state' as the

r$ Mykola Kapilonenko, 2009. OpCn
a'qr Bruce Marlish, Three factoN of globalizalion: Mullinalional corpoEtions, hon,govemhental organizalions, and
global consciousness. c/.6alil! Stttlies.lornal v;ew, March 01, 2012.

aq Ronald J. Dejbei, l"a/ch e t, yintin+- and bpemedia: cohnunication ik wo d a/d./ bansfornation. Nes
York: Columbia U.iversity Pess, I997.
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final authoriry at home, and reduce the signillcance of access to terrltory.aes TNCs are prime

cause and effect ofglobalization4e6and as a resuit major stimulant for translonnation of polity.

RISE OF GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

The erosion of state sovereignty and increasing incapacity of state to deal w;th the

mundane issues of the new era has ushered in the need for global rules and eventual rise of the

global governance structures. The rising world order is expected to entail a range ofdiverse units

in manifold, interlinked and imbricate layers ofgovemance. Successful economic and political

govemance might engage governments, the private sector, a variety ol civil soc;etv groups and

;ntemational organizations. The significance of sovereignry mav transform to acquire nothing

but an important position for state in jntemal;onal negotiations.{e7

There is nothing like 'global govemmenrstate' howcver there are hundreds ofthousands

of control apparatus for the supervision of transnational policies.ae3 These mechanism ranges

from the primary to the implanted, from informal modes of consultation to solemn decision

making arrangements. The planet is ordered according to ceftain conlentions, r€gimes, and

norms that enjoy extensive legitimacy.aee They encompass a range of current problems like

climate chanSe, fighting tenorism and organizing intemational economy. This rising

institutionalism indicates a change from governance at national level to global.500

"e5 Stephen J. Kobrin, Soverci8nry@bay: Slobalizadon, Mulrinational enterp.ise, and the Intemational polilical
synem In Alan Rugman and Thomas Brewer. The Oxford liandbook oflntemat;onal Business. Oxford Universiry

a'6 Bruce Mazlish,20l2, Op C/r.r'r Srephen J. Kobrin, 2001, Op Lrl
1!rl.R..endu.Co!cmdncernrhesenr)-fihlcenruD.G/abrlGdtn"a,t.l(lr. l4t'.p-q
"" Aneel3 M C,ack, 2007. Op.C,'r.
5!o M. Castells, 2008, arp.Ct
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The emergence ofglobal governance lnatches the organizational transformal;on from the

mass society to a network society.5ol State governments carr],the usual structuml features ofa

mass society where aulhority is consolidated "in a hierarchical and vertically integrated

burcaucracy". On the contrary, networks ofglobal govemance are also hierarch but horizontally

integrated. Some centers in the network arc considerably more powerful than others owing to

their intemationat lawful status, legitimacy and resources.502 Globalization is not something

entirely new, however the elfotts to govem interlinks generated by it, is a relatively new

phenomenonso3 and this is the reason for the immaturity ofglobal govemance institutions.

STRENGTHENED & EXTENDED C|VIL SOCIETY

Civil society is generally cons;dered as a domain olsocial beliefand action distinct from

politics and economics, comprising of individuals, families, movements, groups, and

organizations beyond the grasp of the state-author;ty and self-centeredness of the market-se

Owing to ICTs, realm ofcivic associations along with the public sphere ofdiscourse are mpidly

switching fiom the mass-media to interactive ICTs.5os Networks of communication are

structuring social associations without the constraints oftime and space.

The contemporary civil soc;ety is lhe arena where individual enters into a social contract

not only with the state hut also with lay€rs of institutions at the local, national, regional and

g)obal levels. Furthemorc, it is not just an arena made of progressive cosmopolitan ideas but it

also includes national and religious radicals, commercial lobby groups and a multiplicity of

'o' tb;d., 1996, op cir.
50'?Angela M. Crack,2007, Op.Cil
sorNayan Chanda,2008, Op. a'n p-l l9
rG Ronnie D. L;pschutz, 20 a7, Op Cit.p3O5

'o' M. caslells, 2oo8. op.ci.
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opinicns.s06 The rapid proliferution of ICTs is enabling better access to infofl'nation, supplying

new spaces for public deliberations and paving the way for enhanced civic action beyond

territorial confi nes.so'

Moreover, a number of contemporary issues t'aced by mankind are transnational in their

character and in treatment, while the state seems helpless in dealing with such issues owing to

earlier mentioned crisis that it is confronting.50s One ofthe most prcssing among these issues is

the problem of climate change, characterized by the harm inflicted by unsustainable g.owth and

the need to deal with this crisis with a global, long-term conservation policy.5oe The history of

Iast three decades efforts to deal with this issue show that it is civil society organizations that

have played more active role ii combating with this issue.slo 'fhis is also reflective of the

strengthened civil society ou'ing to the new socio-political and economic environment.

E MPO WERED/INFORLTE D IND IVID AA L

ICTS hale the potent;al to empower ;ndividual by providing him/her access to signitlcant

information, mising awaren€ss and by generating networks of connected citizens across the

world. lCTs can transmit the voice ofthe unfortunate and marginalized to decision maker in

order to insist action from their policy makers to generate permanent lundamental change in

poltctes.

506 Mary Kaldor, 2007, 0p Cl,
5ir Clay Shirll,,20l I, Op Cr.
"'M- c.slelts,2oo8, op air, p-81.
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Impofiantly, today the ccmmon citizcns arc more aware and are expecting morc of the

state, at ajuncture when most ofthe stales are less competent to provide.srz The ordinary citizens

due to lCTs have become 'global citizens'. Drache observes that th€ 'global citizen' can be seen

anywhere in coffee shops, restaurants, the mall, paying through credit cards or voting online.sll

He further obse es that global citizens s;gn petit;ons, create artworks, launch boycotts, break

copy ght laws, share files, create blog, and €ngage in clite challenging activities. They are no

more living in their self-confined cellars; rather they are interacting w;th one another, and are not

afiaid to raise their opinions.sra He highlights that global citizenship can be observed during the

employment of hypertext, access to new communal identities and new ways of comprehending

the associations between the local and the global.5lJ

The nation-stat€ based polity is dmslically influenced by the ICTS led globalization

amounting to a transformation. This transfurmation on the one hand has relocated the centers of

power from national to global level, and on the other, has been comp€lling to redefine the

conditions of inte$lay among the conslilucnt clements of the new polity. The argument in the

above section refers to the fact thxt 'state' capacity to deal with the contemporary issues has

decreased and that the new actors have come forth to fi1| the gap.5l6 Civil society and public

sphere, comparatively weaker elements of nation-state bas€d polity, have now become powerful

and have extended beyond the nation-state boundaries.

5r2 Yale H. Ferguson,2006.
5[ Dan;el Drache, 2008, oACil., p.62.

"nrbid.,p.6i.
5'5 rbid., p.62.
516 Stephen J. Kobrin,200l, oA c)1.
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CHAPTER 4

TRANSFORMATION OF POLITY

INTRODUCTION

Historical-constructivist approach demonstrates that the features ol the modem state

elabomtcd in chapter 2 developed gradually over centuries. Hence, what shapes a state varies

over time. f)ifferent shapes of the state have emerged and vanished. The account ofthe state and

the contemporary global system of nation-states is a story of deviation, modification, and

metamorphosis iiom one pr€dominant reality to another noticeable by a deep variation ;n the

essential units that shap€ global society and the means through which they associate with one

anothcr. Tmnslbmation from one predominant reality to another characte zes d;fferent ages of

the evolution of global society.srT

Evolution of human civilization is the result of multiple exchanges across borders

facilitated by ever-expanding cross-border communication. "Technologies, mythologies and

communications' are the everlasting stimulants that have fbrmed human history previously and

are expected to shape ;t in future as well.sls

The contemporary wave of globalization led by ICTs has ;ntensified exchanges across

borders with profound social, political and economic consequences. It has drastically influenced

the nation-state based power sbuctures- The debate and decision making on public issues is

increasingly shifting lrom the national domain to the global, fost€ring the rise of a GCS and of

informal str'uctures of global governance. Consequently, the public sphere as a site of

r" Walter C., Jr. opello & siephen J. Rosos, op. air.
5rB Majid Tehranian, 200,1, opcn p-84
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deliberation on public matters has also reallocated lrom the national realm to the global and is

anchored around networks of global communication.5le

Concurrently, there has been equally in-dcpth metamotphosis in the monetary sector,

making it evermore refined, enomous and networked across state borders.52o Actors besides

states arc increasingly gaining authority and po\ler over certain issues, but they are still sholt of

the Iegitimacy that states enioyed once.52r

4.I. GLOBAL POLITICS & PROBLEMS OF NATION-STATE BASED

THEORIES

Most of the theories of intemational relations normally suppose the;r field of

investigation to be bordered to the relations between delimitcd political societies in a perspective

marked by the nonexistence of a centralized authority.s22

For about two hundred years nation-state provided thc context lor defining socio-political

concepts. This may be called as the nationalization of the sociopolitical concepts. In this

perspective, nationalization signifies that the variety o[ relerence of sociopolitical notions

steadily was brought to conespond wilh ihe ten;torial boundaries of the nation-state, and that

their consequential usage rvas similarly constrained by the ant;cipated inevitability of such

boundaries.s2r

However. the processes of globaljzalions have profound impact on these

conceptualizations. Similarly the advent ofinformation tcchnologies has further compounded the

challenges to the state and theorists as well. These technologies have facilitated flows of

'" cxtettt. dp cir. p-zr
r/! 
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information. capital and human across state boundaries without much concem for the territorial

confines ofstate.524 Geography has tumed out to be an issue ofrelationship and connectivity. and

not space as such. This new geography fairly bames conventional insight about territories and

the concepts related to it.525

There have been eflorts to explicate the concepts like global or transnational with lhe

help of theories based in nation-state contexts. Eventually, these theories suffer from various

shotcomings. So is the destiny oflhe concepts like .global civil society, (GCS) or ,rransnational

public sphere'.

Urry presents an assessment ofthe soc;al science ofglobalization and its implication for

the idea of GCS on three maior lines. First, it could not get rid of.,the national. the societal and

the territorial" as the foundation for social investigation. This disability has profound

significance lor any analysis ofGCS. Second, there is a propensity to lake the global ,level, for

granted and globalizat;on is described as the force by means ofwhich sub-global actors come to

identi6/ with the global. Third, since it is assumed as an €xogenous restriction, globalization

tums out to be a kind of concertized 'structurc', and numerous actors like local communities,

regions, territorial states and c;v;l society actors are seen as !agents'! who either accommodate or

It is inevitable fbr any globalization theory, which avers to offer inclusive explanations of

planetary social and political variations, to focus not only on both conventional issues of social

theory regarding "social integration, differentiation, and rationalization" and more modem issues

about character of intricacy in social Iife but also queries like whether primary concepts ofsocial

'a r. Vitclett, tnnsnarional Discourse: Bringin8 ccoer^phy Back ln, Anlipod429, t997, pp. l0t tt4i5 Banie Axford,2004. Op (17 p'261
5'16 J.Utry. Global Cahpl*io,, Cambridge: Polity, 2001, pp. 98,121
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theory, shaDed in perspective of national societies. like social 'integration' or largely shared

identity, can be appropriatcly used on a global scalc.s2?

Phenomma indicated by titles like "'local'-'global', 'lechnologv' and 'identity"' requires

reconsideration as a galaxy ofintricate, impulsive svstems and self-organizing intemctions and

deal;ngs associated to "wider systems of power and influence".523 Put it differently, a language

and an assemblage ofimages are rcquired that mirror the current situation, and for some analysts

this potential is existing in a cosmopolitan future, which modifies the meaning and relrame the

limits of political community.s2e

For the sake ofcomprehending the affairs in this new world, one will have to abandon the

state-centered theories ofIR in accord w;th accounts that focus on global phenomena as a whole

without striving to reduce ;t to take state as its unit ofanalysis.5r0

4.2 TRANSFORMATION OF POLITY

We are living in a globalized world-53r GlobaliTation comprehended as a diverse process,

involves all-inclusive "transformations in the social world".sl2 Though, not exclusively a

political process, globalization nevertheless sw;ftly and drasticalll,changes the polit;cal bas;s of

the rvorld order.srl

Political process€s get exped;tcd by globalization that lums almost everyon€ susceptible

to their effects. By speeding-up communicationj infonration sbeams, technology development

5:7 Mathias Albert.2007, ()4 Cit. pp.165-166.
5'.3 M. tland. & B. Sandywell. E-topia as cosmopolis or ciiadel on ihe denocralising and de-democradsing logics of
the Inlemel, or, towards a crilique ofthe new technological te,tishism, Theory, Culture & Socie$,, l9(l 2),2002, pp.
176 94.r" Banie Axford,2004, Op.C,7 p-259
5ro lens Banelson,2009, opcl p-221
5rr Held et at., 1999, op.c,l
53'z Mathias Albet.2007, op Ci, p-168
53i Mlkola Kapilonenko, 2009, Oz Cil
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and its proliferation, globalization gencrates new c;rcumstances for intemational actors to

function within. Devoid of being a direct cause. globeliTalion fosters conditions that change the

role ofthe state in global affairs.5ra

The world is being increasingly reshaped by an intricate network of soc;al associations

and the penetration of communication networks in our daily lives. Van Dijk explains this

development as a shift from "a mass to a netwo* societv". ln thc new world social and media

networks constitute the prime mode of organization and significant constructions at all levels.535

Industrial revolution fostered the mass society. which was fashioned by large collectivities that

physically co-existed. The dominant mode of organization was bureaucratic, vertically

integrated, and centralized. This gave boost to a power system with comparatively few focal

centers i.e. govemments, businesses and mass media.536

On the other hand, the network sociely has the tendency towards individualization, social

fragmentation and novel types of medialed community. The peculiarity of networked

organization is that it is horizontally differentiatcd and polycentric in natur€. The former

interrelated hierarch;es are substituted by a host of sbategjcally significant 'nodes' in the

network. These nodes have the potential to come into conflict, and cooperation with one another.

The network structur€s pcnetrate through all walks of society, ranging from pol;tics and

govemment to the economy, and the communitv as a whole,5r7 These processes have shaken the

basis of traditional understandings of concepts likc space- borders, and territory, and have

directly influenced the existing power structures.5r3

5r5 
J- Van Dtk,2006, Op Crl, p-20.
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One ofthe features of contemporary globalization mentioned earlier is 'g,obality' which

generally ret'ers to a condition typified by the prcscnce of a unitary sociopolitical space on

ea(hly level. It is believed that this realm emerged from the consistent dissolution of state

bounda es materialized by;ncreased exchange and interconnectedness between previouslv

bordered and separate societies,5l9

It js quite certa;n that the rise of impodant cross-nation actors and a transnational 'civil'

soc;ety have changed the inter-state system and have profound impact on sovereignty.sao The

world is w;tnessing not the end ofpolitics but its relocation somewhere else. Political action is

no more detemined by the dualism of national/intemational mther it is now getting situated ;n

the 'global' space. Global politics is increasingly becoming global domestic politics, which

deprives national politics ofits territorial confines.s4l The rationale b€hind ih;s shilt is the gulf

between the spaces where the mundane issues emerge (global) and the spheres of po\,ver where

these issues are dealt with (nation-state). This gap leads to four distinct, but interconnected,

polilical c{ises that have profound impact on govemancc as mentioned in the previous chapter.sa2

The novel power system in the globalized world rises from the complex processes ofthe

development ofa transnational civil society and a transnational network state that supplants and

integrates the existing "nation-states without dissolving them into a gtobal govemment". These

processes are giving boast to effective global governance devoid of a global govemment.

However, the shift from these practical shap€s of sociopolitical entities and decision making

5re Jens Badelson,2009, opcr, p-ll2
sro Sreph€n J. Kobri.,200l, op. Cr.
5"r ulrich Beck,2006, p-2,19
5" Manuel Castells, 2008. OaC,r p-82
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4.3

system to a more intricate institutional system at global level demands the growth and diffusion

ofcertain connotations and values between globel civil society and the global network state.543

But without a thriving planetary 'public sphere', the global sociopolitical order tums out

to be deflned by the power struggle of nation-statcs that st;ck to the mirage ofsovereignty inspite

ofthe changes brought about by globalization.5aa

So the emergent political structure at global level rcflects three major components. A new

public sphere (NPS) which ;s transnational in nature and is anchored around global

communication networks. The second component of this political structure is 'global' civil

society which is an organized expression ofthe nolms, values and interests ofglobal society. A

network state is the third component of the global polity wh;ch is reflected in the emerging

global govemance structures.ia5

NEW PUBLIC SPHERE

The contemporary information society and knowledgc industries are characterized with

the removal ofall th€ temporal and spatial challenges to distanccd communication with the help

of ICTs. The pcculiarity of the technologies of the net*ork societv is that they do notjust extend

conventional communication media, rather these are entirely differcnt in terms oftheir structurc,

speed, and scope.546 The NPS is rising out of the information technologies initiating from a

'computer'then linking them into 'NetNork', which in;t;ated Nithin a building, then extended to

cities, states and eventually 'global-networks' emerged with d1e gadget of'lnternet'. a global

5'r ManuelCaslells,.2008, Op ar. p-88
5aa Dalid Held, Clobal co\enant: The sociol .lenaudtic ahmaliv to lhe lyashinlta canse66- Malden, MA:
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ptattorm that provide opportunity to every cjlizen ro become a global-citizen .\47 This platform

offers global discussion and dialogue opportunities on non-stop basis.s43

The public sphere that was once, woven around the national institutions oftenitorially

bounded socielies has moved to a public sphere anchored arcund the modem inedia system-549

This modem media system is based on networks of communication that enable many-to-many

two-way exchange ol messages in a multimodal shape of communication that can even bypass

mass media and avoid state control as well.5s0 These ICTs have enhanced dialogic prospects

between geogmphically scattered and distinct actors, thus have provided the oppotunities to

extend public spheres beyond the realm ofnation-state.55

one can obsefle a huge "number of libe(al ind;vidualist online initiatives" that promote

the usage ofthe Intemet to enable th€ individuals to access a variety ofpolitical information and

articulate their views dircctly to their elected representatives.552 Anonymity online enables an

individual to ger free of identity limitations and communicate more independently and openly,

this encouragcs well-informed exchange of ideas.s5r The potentials ofthe Internet for the public

sphere cannot be overlooked. There are hundrcds of thousands of political web sites with local,

national, and global scope; some of them are partisan, but most are not. It is easy to find chat

rooms, discussion forums, new types ofjoumalism, civic associations, NGOS. advocacy sit€s,

sites for promoting citizens' awarencss, and online games websites.55a

5ar Chan, Anthony & Mark J. w. Lee (2007). We wa.l lo be Teachers, Not Progmmmen: In Pu6uil ofRelevance
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It is contended that the public and its opinion is no more simply a sienificanl component

of the power structure of a territorial society alone but has bccome more or less autonomous

global public sphere which may not simply be considered a space between the,public,and the

nation-state but it mediates today betw'een an extra-societal global corrmunity and state, and its

emerging global counterpart-networked state.lt is a novel transnational dialectic not in Hegelian

sense between private and public spheres, which shaped conccpts ofdemocracy in the emerging

European industr;al society in the l9th century, but bctween the societal and extra-societal

communication sphere, fostering the notion "of'being in the world, ofa world citiTenship or - in

its totality ofa'giobal civil society"'.5ss

The NPS is a multi-discursive political space, a mediatory sphere. It has neither any

center, nor any periphery. In the NPS, the agenda setting lor debates and contexts are fashioned

and mediated by modem med;a systems. It docs not mean that big news giants like BBC or CNN

perfom this task but facebook, chatrooms, wikis and blogs also play significant role in this

regard.556

The new global public sphere is anchored in the cl,berspace, which is characterized by

multitud€ ofcommunication processes. It is believed to be the real locus ofthe new..electronic

public sphere". It supplies new opportunities for stimulating an active and attentive 'public'.557

These information civilization innovalions are shaping a ncw global consciousness, Iounded on

growing "awareness of the world's ecological and economic interdependence, cultural clashes

and the need for dialogue and democracv".553 This consciousness provides the basis for the rise

of global 'public'joincd together as a vjrtual body by a sensc ofglobal afflnity which springs out

55J IDgrid Volkmer, 1999, op.Cr.
"" rbid.
55? Tanja Oblak,2002, Opcin, pp. l2-i3.
r:r Majid Tehran;an.2004. O/.Ci, p-97
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in response to mundanc issues of the twenty first century. This .affinity, substitutes the

'common' inlerests 1\,hich were defined in the nation-state context in Habermas theory thal

brought private citizens together to form a public body. As the mundane issucs today are global

in naiure, therefore the emergent 'affinity' is equally global. Ilowever this affinity would bc

effective when there would be more and more terms of references.559

There is a stark distinction between the new ,public, woven around digital gadgets and

Habermas refeudalized 'public'. Habermas stipulated the decline in public sphere for the facr rhat

due Io mass media and cultural industries the 'public, tumed into mere spectators. This is not the

case with the digital 'public'. The digital 'public' is or at least theoretically has rhe oppofiuniries

to be active and participative.s60

On€ can observe variety of civil society-anchored deliberation in cyber space. Besidcs

online discussion forums, there is an enormous amount of audio, video or textual material

published online by ind;viduals and civil society organizations that t'acilirale public deliberation.

There are thousands olcivic activist groups that use the social media io attract public altention to

ccltain issues and initiate deliberation at various levels. IIow online publications and dialogue

have slined debate and protests regarding cap;talist globalization are good examples of the said

cxtcnsion ofthe public sphere.s6l Similarly global protests against Iraq war in 2003 wcre mainly

organizcd thrcugh ICTs.s62 This reflects the active nature ofthe new 'public'.

Cyberspace is delineated as a 'new public space'shaped by people and conjoining

conventional mythic narratives of progress with powerful modem impulses toward the

55e AngelaM. Cmck,2007
560 Lincoln Dahrberg,2ool, op.cn
56r lbid., pp. 62 r-22
s61N- Hara., & P. Shachaf,2008, Op an.
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fulfillment of ones capac;ties and personal development.tu, Cyb"r.pn"" is public as well as

private space. This character ofcyber space attracts those who want to rcdes,gn the;r private and

public lives. Cyberspace offers a new battleground for the centuries old stnrggle ,,between

personal and collective identity; the individual and community ,.s6a The rcason for this optimism

is that good Internet skills, iresp€ctive of level of education, may actually detemine online

politicalactions.565

Media became a vital component of the public spherc in the industrial society. If
communication net\rrorks are supposed to shape thc public spherc, then our society, the network

society, is more competent than any other historical form of organization, to organiz€ jts public

sphere on the basis of global media communication nerworks.566Clobal media includes both the

mass media and social media i.e. Intemet and wireless communication networks.56? It should

however be noted that mass media alone can not transform people's thinking_ Media only

transmits opin;ons, and these opinions get resonated by l'amily members, fricnds, and colleagues.

It is the later social step in which political opinions are shaped.s6s It is in this second step of

opinion formation where the Internet generally and social media parlicularly, can make a

difference.'6e

Today's network societv is characterized by its inclination towards individualization,

soc;al breakup and new types ofmediated community. The peculiarity ofnet\\'orked organization

is that it is horizontally ditlerentiated and polycentric in nature. The former int€related

16r S.G. Jones,'the tnternet and i1s Social Landscape', ;n S.c. Jones (ed.) r,rldl Cuhwe: tdentity ahri
.nunuhi. dton n a.tbx'd p4.l hou'dnd Oalc. CA:Srfe. l'1q7. o-'2
'G Zizi Papachzn\si.2002, Op Ctt
r6J Seong-Jae Min,20l0, Ot.Ct
r^6 Cardoso, Gustavo, The he.lia in rhe netuark rr.pry. l-isbon. Ponugai: Center for Research and Studies in
Sociology, 2006.

'"' nobert Wateman Mcchesney, CamnMicatiah rewlulian: (:ritical juncturcs anll the futwe of herlia- New
York: New Press,2007.
163 Elihu Katz, & Paut L@sfeld,2005. Op Cr.
r6'!CIay Shirky,20l l, OZCrt
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hierarchies are substituted by a host of strategjcally significant 'nodes' in the network. These

nodes have the potential to come inlo conflict, and cooperation with one another. The network

structur€s penetrate through all walks of society, ranging from politics and govemment to the

economy, and the community as a who1e.570 Tlese processes disrupt the traditional meaning of

space, borders, and territory, and influence the basis ofpublic sphere deliberation.sTr A recent

multi-country study reflects that oNing to enhanced levels of the I.ternet access, social

networking has become very common in developed nations. How€ver, it also reveals that people

in developing nations also use social netwo*ing at rates that are as high as found in rjch

states.sT2

I-ong ago it became clear that it is very swift, cheap, and easy to acquire and disperse

political communication online.573 The structural preconditions ofpublic spheres at national level

are being supplemented by transnalional networks that offer the stnrctural possibilities lbr

'publicity' beyond nation-state. These require to be explored in a reasonable deta;1.

4.3.1 STRUCTURAL CONDITIONS OF NEW PUBLIC SPHERE

There are certain social and political requirements for recasting the public sphere in the

transnational arena. IIowever, it is controversial whether transnational equivalents to domest;c

conditions exist. F_or example, one can not observe a clear moral or political commun;ty beyond

nation-state. Cross borders cyber communication may only show an "aggregate audience" of

citizens, without a strong Ieelings of commonalitv that can make them part of a useful

discourse.5Ta Moreover, there is no sovercign authority like stat€ at the intemational lev€l to

5?o 
J. van Dijk,2006, op.ai,iI AngelaM. Crack,2007, Op.C/jI 
Pew Research Center, Globa! DiAital Cahhunicalhn: Ib.lint, Social Netuofiihg Papulat Wortdwitu,2O11.

r?r Abramson etal., 1988, op.Ci.
ira J. Bohman, The Globaliztion ofrhe Public Sphere." Philosophy Md S@ial Criticish,24(213),1998, p2|.
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\lhich the public opinion m;ght b. addressed. Hence, ir ;s debatable whether the notion of the

public sphere (primar;ly a national concept) can be visualized in th€ transnational level.5?s

These have been the problems with efforts to relocate public sphere in transnational

perspect;ve with the help of theories developed in the nation-state context.s?6 We need to move

ahead and try to rccast the public sphere in the emerging .globality,-a social whole that exists

beyond nation-state at the planetary level. lt has no center and no p€riphery. lt institutes fiom the

human conscious, and centuries old human desires for peace and prosperity.5?7 It finds its

manifestation in the cyberspac€-the arena ofintensive information and connectivity. The Iogic of

networks supplements Habennas structural conditions of public sphere, but not in the

Habermasian sense with contours ofnation-state rather in its own unique ways.

Transnatio.al networks are providirg opportunities to new types of,publicity, beyond

nation-state and supplying such structural conditions that can help recast.public sphere, at the

transnational level.5?8 These structural conditions are "communicative networks, global

govemance .etworks, and global civil society".s?e

These are essent;al requisites for the rjse of a public sphere beyond nation-stale, but not

sufficient. Th€se need to be supplemented by some qualitative requirements, Nhich can be

achieved with the help of suppot'tive institutions in each group. Like Habermasian ideal, media

should be independent from state and market influence; govemance organizations should be

answerable and responsive to public opinion; and similarly civil society associations should

5rr AngelaM. Crack,2007, 04C;1.
r16 Barie Axford,2004, OA C,r, p-250- Vaiid I ehrdnEn. 2004. Op a/r. & Jen. Bcnelron.,200q. Op.r a
''" AnEela M. Cdck.2007. O, Cir
57' Manuel casrells, 2008, op.ct
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follow basic norms of deliberation.5s0 lf thcse requirerncnts are met rcgarding a particular issue

then transnational networks have the pot€ntial to facjlitate Llseful rational discourse.58l

GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

In Habenras lbrrnulation civil society plays i,nporant role in rhe functioning of public

sphere by steering the debate lo',,iards issu€s of common interests. The rising incapacity of

nation-statcs to deal with the contemporary global issues has stimulated the emergence ofa GCS

which can perfom a similar function as described by IIabermas.582

GCS is a "dynamic non-governmental system of interconnected socio-economic

institutions that straddle the whole earth", that has intricate consequences lor the whole world.ssr

Keane contends that GCS is a peculiar society with its own rules, noms and values. Ils actors are

entangled within codes of unwritten and written rules which require them to absta;n fiom or

follow cenain actions or noms, for example those that define what civility is.58a

For John Keane CCS includes not for profit, non govemmental organizations, social

movements, activists campaigns! professional organizations, business, media organization, social

movements, and issue oriented activisas global campaigns, these have been the manifestations of

GCS.58s GCS is comprehended as a space for the formation of "regimes oftolerance, civility and

plura)ism" and its proponents b€lieve that activism within civil society will encourage these

norms and values at global level.s36

'30 J. llabemas, la7a, Op Cn

:kefo,example Aqsela \.1 .mck.2007.. seongJae \.lir.2010 and ala) shirl\).201t.op,,
i3': Manuel Castells, 2008, op.Ct, p-83
53r lohn Keane, G/,1,a1Ci,,/ Socier? UK: Cambidge Universiry Press.2003,p,8
'" lbid. p-i 2
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NGOs have a significant role to play in CCS.53? Many analysts refer to the emergence of

such NCOS which are global in their character, action and goals as GCS.588 These analysts see

such a high role ofNCOs in this perspective that one has to remind them that CCS is far more

than simply the global NGOs.sse

Nevertheless the significance of the role played by INGOs in GCS can not be

undermined.5{ NGOs utilize media as a major tactic to accomplish goals and get suppofi fbr

their causes. NCOs address the public and rally support for their causes by means of media.

Through this process, they pressurize governments by motivating the voters or by convincing

consum€rs they threaten corporutions. llence, the media tums out to be an arena for NGOS

campaign. As these campaigns are global in nature therefore global media becomes the primary

target. The process of globalization of commun;cation paves the way to the globalization of

medra polrncs.

The Intemet acquires a pivotal position in the arena of new politics, particularly its

potential for the "horizonial communication" ofcivic engagement is highly significant. There is

little doubt that access to the intemet and other technologies like cell phones, has assisted the rise

of Iarge-scale cyber networks of aclivists.se)

It is highly likely that $e deliberative spheres of global activist nerworks could serve as

modem analogues of Habermas bourgeois salons. However, their emancipatory capacity relies

53? N. Chandhoke, lle Iimits ofslobal civil soc;ely, in Glasius, M., Kaldor, M. & Anheier, H. (eds), Global C;vi,
S-ocier) 2002. o\fnrd: O\ford UnireaiD fte.,. 200.,. f.18
"'M. Kaldor,200l, Op an
'3e P.tet !.'la.\la\ 2001, Op Cit p-266
5'0 clobat govemance center London School ofEcononlics published a series ofclobal Civil Society yearbooks.
The center presented empirical dara regarding the evidence ofglobal civil sociery ;n a number of ils publicalions.
'I he ce.ler was closed in June 201 L
'"r Manuel Cartelk.2008. O, Lx.. o-85i" Peter Dahlqren.2005. i)?,C,i D:155
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on the degree to which Ge norms of,publicity. are followed in discourse.sel Tleoreticall), at

least ccs has noN acquired the technorogicar inriastructure to exist relativery free from political

structures and the mass media. Nevertheless, its capacity to shape the public opinion is still

dependent, to a reasonable extent, on its potential to steer the debate in the public sphere.59a

G LO BA L GO VERNA NC E STRU C'TRES

Discours€ o. public issues in the public sphere is eventually addressed to a political

authority or govemment. Though there is no ,world govemment, however, global society is

governed- There is a multitude ofrul€s, regimes, and norms through which world is administered

and thesc enjoy extensive legitimacy. Rosenau says that there are hundreds ofthousand of such

mechanisms that help manage the global policies.se5 These are varied in nature, ranging fiom the

nascent to the ingrained, from unceremonious means of delibemtion to formalized decision

making systems. These mechanisms cover a wide range of areas, i.e. from specific issue like

HIV to global environmental issues. The important thing is that these rules and regimes are

prolif'erating very rapidly. This rising irstitutionalism indicates a shift from nat;onal governmcnt

to global governance.5e6

Global govemance slructures could help meet structural condition for the transfbrmation

of public spheres, for the fact that it supplies a political-institutional framework lor public

discourse and mobilizalion. These novel structures of governanc€ become the addressee of

global political debate like state that served the same rcle at national level. Reinstatement ol the

connection between public debate and political authority is an essential, but not sulficient

5'r Angela M Crark. 2007, Op Lil, p-150
'"' Manuel Casrells. 2n08. op C, p-87
ilr l. Rosenau, 1995. OACir p,9
5!6 AngelaM. Crack,2007, Op Ctl.
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prerequisite ofcritical publicit_v. Reciprocit], is verv s;gnificant for an effective public spheres.

Put it s;mply, global governance sites should be responsive to public discourse.se?

COMMAN ICA TI O N NET|YO RKS

Th€ third structural precondition according to Habermas is the communicative media that

provide ;nformation to public on matters of their interest and further cardes the public opinion

from one paft of the state to another. This condition seems to be satisfied at the aansnational

level as well.

If on€ agrees with Habermas that communication networks play dominant role in the

formation of the public sphere, then the present society is unmatched with its media

communication networks, which facilitate this society shape its unique global public sphere.ses

This media comp se of not only the mass media but also the Intemet and Nireless

communication networks,59q

IC'l's have effectively removed the time and space issues in dislanced communication and

have thus created new spaces for public deliberatiorr. In contrast to conventional media in the

Habemas model, the communication networks in the NPS facilitate public participarion across

state borders. The precondition of a g,obal media lbr NPS seems to have already b€en satisfied.

The new technologies have not simply extended the conventional communication media, but are

entirely different in their "structure, speed, and scope".600

The NPS to a large extent is dependent on the local as *ell as global communication

media system. This media system comprises olboth the conventional media like p nring pre\s,

i" tbid. p-:149
res Manuel Castells, 1996, Op Cit lhid, The hetvark sacie!,: I crastcuh*al pe\pectiye. Nonhampron. MA:
EdNard Elgar,2004a.
5- Roben Wsreman Mc(hesne),2007, Op (,d Angela M Cract,2007, Opa'r. p-146
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television, and radio, and modem social media like the lntemet and hori2ontal networks of

communication.60l

Structurally, one can point out a va ety of different sectors ofthe Tnterneabased public

spheres, these include:

l. Variants ofe-g.,yerr fi?r1.. Generally these are top-down in nature. These facilitate citizens to

interact with govemment representatives and these are sites which supply information about

govemmental administration and va ous services are catered. Civic engagement at these sites

rnay be comparativelv limited however, these have the potential to serve as a segment of the

public sphere at times. This segment oINPS is occasionally distingu;shed from e-governance,

where more emphasis is put on hor;zontal civic interaction and conhibution for state policy.602

2. The ddvocaql/ad ist realm: Discourse in this sector is structured by organizations with

common values, norms and goals, which strive for political intervention in various shapes. These

encompass conventional parliamentarian politics, recogniTed commercial and other lormalized

interest group politics like unions, along with the wide array ofnew politics ofsocial mov€ments

and civic activists.60r

3. Ciyic Folurns: There is a wide range of varied civic forums which facilitate exchange of

opinions among citizens and deliberaLion can occur. Many refer to it as the q,pical adaptation of

the public sphere on the Internet howevcr, the olher versions can not be undermined.60a

4. The prepolitical or patupolitical domain: Thesc express social and cultural issues ofcommon

interests and/or communal identities- 'fhis domain has a profound latent potential for politics.

60r Manuel Casle|Is,2008, OpC-n, p-89
602 Peter Dahlsren.2005. Or.Cr',/., p-]53
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Obviously, it is extremely difllcult to draw a distinctive line between the nonpolitical and the

parapolitical, because it is always partly negotiated and variable.605

5. The joutholism domain. This domain ranges from established news organizations (BBC,

CNN, and newspapers) thal have now become available online as well, to the Intemet based

news organizations like Yahoo News, Indymedia and Mcdiachannel, as well as the realm of

blogging. However, most of the researchers have been inclined to concentrate on online

deliberative interaction to assess public spheres and mass media joumalism. It is impoftant to

note that online joumalism plays significant role in the cyber public sphere.6rr6

4.3.2 CIIARACTERISTICS OF NEW PUBLIC SPIIERE

The NPS refers to the realm of social life within and/or beyond nation-state in which

citizens ifiespective oftheir nat;onal identities come into contact with one another through lCTs

to fo.m a virtual public bod), that engages in formal and/or informal debates about issues that arc

common across globe. This public body at times manifests itself as a 'physical' public body as

weil, a new t"vpe ofaffinity b;nds them together. GCS actors steer these debat€s through various

means and try to negotiate with the 'state', centers ofglobal govemance and corporations for thc

interests of th€ indiv;dual.

In the information era, like many other things, civic interaction also goes online and this

raises the possibilities tbr the revival ofpublic sphere.60? NPS shares some ofthe characteristics

ofits Ilabermasian counterpafi, however it is dist,nctive in many resp€cts.

NEW PUBLlCNESS

"'Ibid., p-149
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The notion of the 'public' is direcrly linked to denocratic ideals rhat requ;re public

engagement in public affairs. The word 'public' implies concepts of citizenship, commonality,

and such things that are not private, but are common for all.603 The ICTS not only transformed

the conventional 'temporal' and 'spatial' conceptions, but also conccpts about publicity, activity

and engagement.6oq

People are gradually becoming aware that social issues whether far or near are

intedependent and intertwined. It is increasingly being recognjzed that eve{,thing affects

ev€rything else, such that div€rse campaigns do not compete rather they strengthen each other.6l0

This refers to a rising progressive global consciousness, which is based on growing awareness of

the entirety ofhuman social relations,6ll incremented bv the enhanced connectivity ofthis era.6l2

This global human consciousness is provid;ng a new affiniq, rc the citizens of different states to

be united as a virtual 'public body'. This is a new pubiicness, woven not around national

idenlit;es and national concems but around human consciousness and human desires for peace

and prosperity irrespectiv€ of teritorial confines.6rr lssues like climate change and epidemic

diseases are good examples that link people living in different parts of the world with one

another guid€d by human consciousness. World Values Surr'cv data also support the assumption

that peopie today feel themselves to be thc citizcn of the world. Thjs consciousness of world

citizensh;p ;s prevalent across the world irrcspective ofexisting socio-economic disparities.6la

603 Zizi Papachanssi, 2002, op an, p- 10
6@ Tanjz Oblak. 2002. Op Cit
6LoRupert Taylor, 2002, Op.C,l p-3,15
tlt Maftin Sh^w, Thear! of the Glabal State: (;lohality as llhlnisherl Rewtutian. Canbridge: Cambridge University
P.ess,2000. pp.l l -i2.
6'2 Manuel Castells,2008, oparr
6rr Majid Tehmnian, 2004, OACil.
6'a This 6gure has been generatd liom WvS 2005-2008, conespondinS 10 the fifth wave of the World Value
Survey. Thc study was @nducted in 57 coun&ies across the world. The facilily of conducling online analvsis was
used fo. this purpose.
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Figure ,t.l
I see my sclfaslt rvorid citizen

Source: World Value Suruey
The question wording were, "People have dilTerent views about themselves and how they relale to rhe wortd. Using
this card, would you tell ne how slrongl] you a-srec or dhagree with each of the foltowing slalem€.ts about how
you see you.selit I see mys€lfas a world citiun."

The rise of global consciousness is fundamcntal to the communicat;ve GCS contention.

This is for the reason that the construction of a global space is simultaneously, overtly or

covertly, a normative space. As Kaldor observes that the rise of a shared global consciousness

lays a stress on "human agency".6ls

Transnational communication provides a bvstander view of happenings in farthest areas,

and one can be pad of political debates of local, regional or even global relevance. These

planetary processes, which facilitate exchange of ideas, values and eth;cs, aesthetics, lifestyles,

are tuming out to be an autonomous, "third culturc", a productive frame of unity which can

accommodate diversity as well. This "global world culture" is &Tought by global
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communication,6l6 fostering global human consciousness providing basis for the rise of new

publics.

ACCESS TO ]NFORMAT]ON

Acccss to information is imperative for an active public sphere. The NpS is matchless in

this regard as it is facilitated by such communication systems that enable greater number of

citizens to access unlimited information. The role of the Intemet is paramount in this respect.

One can find millions ofweb pages on almost every subject over the Intemet. Furthermore, ;t is

increasingly becoming user friendly and any one with some fundamental computer skills and

access to the Intemet, can retrieve infomation of his,4rer need from the Tntemet. Speedy and

efficac;ous access to information raises hansparcncy and answerab;lity of the govemment.

S;milarly b), providing citizens infomation regarding.ights, facilities and services, citizens can

be empowered and opportunities for debalcs can be augmented.6rT

Ilowever, Habermas concerns of state and market influence over media can not be

thoroughly overruled. Some believc that the Intemet is also vulnerable to the same lorces that

in;tially brought its decJine.6rR With every passing dav, businesses are increasingly appearing on

websites which were previously entirely free |rom market influence. Advertising over popular

social websites is becoming commonplace. Many giant websites themselves have tumed into

commercial arenas. But contrary to this argument, it still remains a fact that the Intemet

theoretically can be termed as an unlimited space. Dominance of the Intemet by the market is

6 ^lngrid Vollmer. lt)99. Op (n
Geroll u eiAel. & Ddr iele \a alohurper,'0n4, up. n

6rr 
J- Carey, J.'The Press. Public Opinion. and Plblic Discou6e', in T. Glasser and C. Salmon (eds) Public Opinion

and the Commun;calion ofConsent, New York:Guilford, 1995. pp.373-402
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only limited to a fraction of it.6re Even today large spaces over the Internet are virtually free of

market or slate influence.62o

DIFFICULT TO CENSOR

Another important characteristic ofNPS is that it is ditljcult to censor. Authoritarian

regimes generally smother communication among their citizens as they apprehend that well-

informed and better-coordinated public would limit their ability to act freely.62r

It is a fact that the Intemet has to certain extent been "dcveloped, monitored and

regulated by govemment". Nevertheless, a hugc amount of debate occurs online comparatively

free of state and market influence.622 The Intemet by its structurally complex nature and

advanced technologies is diffrcult to censor. Malaysia.Net is working successfully

notwithstanding Malaysian govemment censorship within Malaysia by operating from an ISP

located abroad (Australian).623 Many dissident movements even terrorist organizations like Al-

Qaida have effectively published there contents without concems of the powerful states

including United States with advanced mechanisms to trace and censor.

'l'he President General Musharaf imposed emergency in 2007 in Pakisian and banned Geo

'l V for over fom months. Ilowever during th;s period Geo continucd stream;ng over the Intemet.

It was easily access;ble 1o citizens who have access to the Intem€t. This helped strengthen the

civil society movement to restore judiciary despite strict censorship measures taken by General

Mushara-

INCLUSIYIT'Y

6r'!R. Mcchesney, 1995. OpCr.
6'1o l.incoln Dahlberg, 200I , ,p C/
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Like Habermasian model 'inclusivity' is one ofthe basic feature ofNpS. Just as in

Habennas theory anyone with access to ;nformation (which was primarily provided b), press)

was welcomed to participale in debates and discussion in the publ;c sphere, similarly anyone

with access to informalion today can be part ofthe new public body. However the difference is

that today people have far more options as compared to bourgeoisie public of lgth cenlury for

getting information which enabled them to participate in public deliberations.62a

Just as it rcquired certain qualificaiions to be met by users in order to retrieve inlomation

from the press, almost similar are the prerequisites for getting information from the ICTS enabled

sources. Using the Intemet and mobile today does not require high qualifications. Anybody with

some kind of educational background and basic computer skills can use Internet. Moreover

language is no more an issue as 'windows' and a range of social software are available in any

major languages ofthe world.62s Therc is growing evidence that cell phones are frequently used

by even illiterate persons.626

The NPS is more inclus;ve then Ilabermas public sphere for its usage of

multidimensional media. It is up to the taste and needs of the users to retrieve information in

whatever the type that suits them; audio, video, texts or symbols. ICTs are entirely bl;nd towards

.ace, colour! religion or even nation-state, 'disregard for status' is evident in the very nature of

ICTs, so inclusivity in thc NPS js higher than the Habermas model ofpublic sphere.62t

WRTAAL SPACE AND INTEMCTION

Unlike coffee houses or saloons of the eighteenth century, NPS is anchored in virtual

spaces which have the pot€ntials to make the people interact. The Intemet enabled interaction is

614 Zizi Pap ch^tissi.2A02. Ap.Cit.
6'?5 GerolfWeigel, & Daniele Waldburget 2004, OpC,r
"" See Hendrik Kroche, & Jeffrey Huang, Text is not ihe eremy: How illiterates' use lhei. mobile phones. ,4CM
N U I Wa/k:hap, May, 2012-
6'77 AngelaM. Crack 2007, op.C,;
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no less sign;ficant than face to face interaction in ibstering useful mobil;zation. JCTS have

changed the chamcter ofsocial relations, paticularly the meaning of co-presence. Ior insrance:

the International Campaign to Ban Landmines (ICBL), which connecrcd around 1,000 NGOS in

about 60 countries, never had a bank account or even a physical postal address.623

ln reality,'vinuality'has a)ways been a primary characterist;c olthe public sphere:,.the

discoume has been conducted at a distancc".6']e A critical 'public' is actually an imaginary entity,

shaped by the circulation of spontaneous debate, "so the 'public' is a vinual entity,'. Mediated

dialogue is an important characteristic of anv extensive, intricate social organization, supplying

the only mechanism ofengagement among dispersed actom. Hence it is not eroneous to believe

that ICT-mediated communication can also be compatible with critical publicity.630

According to a recent survey. email and SNSS like Facebook and Twitte. have

interconnected most of the world today. Around eighty five percent of the people across the

world who are connect€d to the Intemet exchange emails and 62 percent interact ihrough SNSs.

This is particularly true for Indonesia, Argentina and Russia, where the highest percenlage of

users is found.6rr A higher percentage (over six in ten around the world) of people using SNSS

and forums, suggests that a transformation is underway in the wavs how people interact with

each other. Keren Gottfried contends that it ;s 'real' interconnection and engagement among

citizens. It is not simply the exchange of messages ratlrer building messages across communities

and only the significant messages register. She added that it appears as a majority ofthe world js

6':3 Rupert Taylor,2002, Op Cil p.345.
61e M. N arne\ Pfilics ahd Coahteryuhtics.New Ya|Kt zo.e Books, 2002.
610 Ansela M. Crack.2007, Op {in
6rr Ipsos Global @dvisor PollM^tch2012, Op-Ci:-
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communicating this way because this trend was cvident among more thau half in almost every

country surveyed.632

MALTIPL E PABLIC S P H E RE S

In comparison to mass media, ICTs have expanded the communicative sites for politjcs

along with tbeir ideological breath. IIo\\,ever, this pluraliTation extends public sphere on the one

hand and on the other disperses the comparatively grouped public spherc ofthe mass media.63l

Very diverse communication takes place over the Intemet everyday, some ot'which really

involves c tical debate of dispured issues. Some ofrhe pa(icipants just look for like-minded

groups while in oth€r discussions mctnber's interests, values and biases ar€ strengthened rather

than challenged. This .esults into fragmentation of lntemet enabled debate into mutually

exclusive cvber-communities,6la and there springs multiple public spheres jnsiead of Habermas

universal public sphere.

In the cyber public sphere, mulriple special interest.publics,coexisr and exhibit th€ir

shared identities of dissent, ;n a wav this reflects the sociopolitical conditions of the real

world.6rs This idea ofthe actual virtual sphere comprises of multiple spheres of counter-publics

that have been baned t'rom mainstream political debate, ),et utilize cyber communication to

reshape the mainstream that expelled thcm.636 However it can be contended, that in place of a

single public sphere, multiple public spheres "with fluid and overlapping boundaries, loci of

rational and critical debate would" certainly promote the cause ofdemocracy Loday-61?

63'?Keren Gottfried is research manaseratlpsos clobalPublic Atrairs.
6rr Peter Dahlgren. 2005. Op air p-152

"" tbrd. p 618
6rs N.IEser, 1992, op Cn
116 7.izi Papachaiss;,2002, Op Cit . n-21
6rr Kasun Ubayasiri,2006, Op.C/
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Modem technologies have the inbuilt propensity of networks to generate fragmented

audiences. Nevertheless, some fragmentation is always likely in any complex populace, and

transnational realm is no except;on in this regard. Ilnder certa;n conditions, it may even posses a

merging rathff than separating effect. History shows that. segmented groups have proved

th€mselves as significant sites for societal change. The movements lbr civil ghts and the gay

rights are good examples in this perspective.613

Ilabermas now holds that the public sphere is an intricate network of publics, .,a

polycentric public sphere".6le He speaks of a consideiable differcntiation of the public sphere

that comprises of accepted science and literary publics, artisfic and relig;ous publics, feminist

and alternat;ve publics, and publics concemed with variety ofsocial issues.6a0

DIVERSE DEBATE

The conduct of'cr;tical debate' is an important aspect of Ilabermasian public sphere.

Though. there is emerging consensus that ICTs enabled NPS theoretically has the potential to

facilitate c tical debate online however, there are severe challeng€s to achieve Ilabemas ideal

situation ofcritical debate. Anonymity ofthe p€senter, slate and market in0uence, local political

cultur€s and individual differences pose serious challcnges to the rise of critical debates online.

Undoubtedly political life offline also faces these challenges! so one can not anticipate an

ontological transformation simply for the fact that debate moves to cybercpace. However, it is

imperative to note that contemporary research has highlighted some of the challenges in this

perspective that would be dealt with latcl jn th;s chapter.&l

6rB Angela M. Crack, 200?, OAan
6re 

J. Habemas. 1992a, p-440
&0 

J. Habernas 1996, Op.Crt pp.373-i,14.
I Peter Dahl8rcn, 2005. op.(-r,p-156
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Despite these prcdicaments, a superficial assessment of the huge number of varied

conversations occurring everyday online, \\,here anyone with access to the lntemet can

pafticipate, shows the expansion on a planetary scale of the loose networks of mtional-cr;tical

discourse that shape the public sphere.6a2

Optimistically, one can observe wide-ranging civil society-based deliberaiion on the

lntemet. Independent individuals and civil society organizations ar€ publishing a large amount of

material on the web that is fostering public deliberation. Thousands ofcivic groups are utilizing

the ICTS to motivate discussions on a range ofissues at different levels.6as

Dahlgren quotes Tsaliki (2002) and Stromer-Galley (2002) studies for empirical evidence

regarding the Intemet role as a deliberative forum. A comparative study of online deliberative

forums in Greece, the Netherlands, and Great Britain by'fsaliki discovered a very satislactory

level of public debate. Moreover, the lnternet appears io provide opportunjties to tbose citizens

for participation who otherwise find many rest ctions and also have to face embarrassments at

times in discussing political issues in their actual social environment.&4

Habermas thinks that thse is an inherent link between the technology of an age and the

construction of "purposive-rational action", the prior inevitably suppotts to the latter interests.6a5

In the same terain it is expected that in the duc course ofhistory with the proliferation of ICTS

across the world, decrcasing cost of ICTS, and increasing literacy rate, opportunities and hends

of rational critical debate will augment. However, the rise of multiple public spheres hints that

the debate will be more fiagmented in nature. Public spheres olparticular interests help initiate

&' Kasun Ubayasiri, 2006, op a,r.
&r Lincoln Dahlberg,200l, pp- 621-22e Peter Dahlercn. 2005. Or.C, p-156
e5 Lee Salter, Dehocracy, he|| sacial narehehts, ah.! the iht.met ) HabetMiak anallsa ih Clberrctirism
O line actirish ih theory akli p/a.lre. Roulledee,2003.
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debate on topics common to like minded people and the Intemet will serve as a network of

public sphere, as a space ihat supports multiple public spheres simultaneously.616

PABLIC AND PRIVATE LIVES/SPIIERES

In pe$pective ofthe role of communication in altering the separation between vicws of

public and private spheres, Daniel Drache notes that the communicative public sphere is more

inclusive, more diff'erentiated from within and more acc€ssible today than ever before. Many

such issues that were once transf'erred to the private domain ofthe family have now become part

ofthe public sphere. The 'penonal' is notjust political, rather it has also obtained a "resiliency

and novelty not evident s;nce the Iast great wave ofdissent in the I960s".64? Bennett afiiculates

how one makes sense ofpubliofrivate diflerences by noting the way in which one needs to think

ol spatial aspecis, actions or behaviors, decisions and choices, and intblmat;on. He observes that

the spirit of privacy is not focused on seclusion or exclusion from society, but it is about social

associations. Social nonns conceming privacy not only guard individuals but also regulate

acliv;1ies in the public realm. s

1.4 COMPARING HABERMAS PUBLIC SPHERE & NEW PUBLIC

SPHERE

Through the post-modem analysis of a fragnented public opinion, rises more bright

prospecl for lhe intemet as public sphere. The cyberspace turns out to be a 'virtual world' and

specific locales with in this immeasurable digital space becom€ equivalent with l8th century

a6 Zizi Papacharisi. 2002. OpL',*' Daniel Dache, Delto Puhlic* the t nrrcce.lented Reach afthe Global Cili.en. Cambridge. UK: Polity, 2008,
p73
6'3 Colin J. trenaat, lhe r, tuacy ,4.lr'ocates: Ilesisting the Spread afsuo-ei akce-Cambridge, MA:The MIT Press,
2008, p-4
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European coffee houses that supplied the physical spacc conducive to the generation of

intellectual forum that Habernas tcrmed as the 'bourgeois public sphere'. Within this

fiame$,ork, in spite ofthe structuml modifications in society that has supplied physical locations

such as coffee houses, salons and public squarcs, gcographically spread intelligence can meet in

cyb€rspace to engage in rational-c tical discourse.6le

Ilowever, in the bourgeoisie public sphere, 'public' is refened to as the body ofpeople

who came together physically or virtually (debated at distance) motivated by common interests

within a state. This was the idea ofa representative public different from the 'public' in medieval

Durope in which monarch presented himselfas 'public' before people. This public body engaged

in civic discussions and activities mostly anchored around coffee houses and saloons of

eighteenth century. However, Ilabermas argues that mass media and cultural ;ndustries brought

decline to the idea ofrepresentative public and relegated people once again to the status ofmerc

spectators.6s0 On the contrary, the new communication technologies oftwenty first century have

the potential to change the role of 'public' from a spectator to a paticipant.65r This is new

'publicness' stimulated and empowered by ICTs.652 Nonelheless, the 'new public' is not

anchored by nation-state institutions and concems. The new publicness has emerged in rcsponse

to the global concerns and the development of global human consciousn€ss. Ideas ofglobe as a

single unit with numerous mundane problems which never existed before, are providing basis to

the global consciousness which is joining people of difftrent lands togethcr as a 'public body'.

d'! Kasun Ubayasiri, 2006, Op.Cr,
610 

J. Habemas, I 9?4, Op Cir.
65 Many scholas refer ro thk potential ofthe lCTs e.g. Li.coln Dahlbe.g (2001), J. Gordon (2004), P. Dahleren
(2005), K I-rbayasiri (2006), Aneclia Crack (2007). M. Castelk (2008) erc.
65'1Angelia M. Crack,2007 Op.CiL and M. Casiells,2008, Op ai,
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State terr;tories are no more the major hurdles in the flow of ideas, knoNledge, capital and even

humans.653

Habemas 'ideal' public sphere invited every member of bourgeoisie society with

infomation on issues ofcommon concem to padicipate in the debate and discussions. However,

it climinated nonpropertied classes contrary to NPS which is universalJy inclusive.65a The NPS

attracts every single pe$on on globe w;th access to the Intemet to be part ol debale and

discussion on any forum of an individual choice. There is an cntire disregard for classes, status,

age, religion or ethnicity. So in this respect NPS oftwenty first century is far more advance in its

approach tben the Habermas bourgcoisie public sphere.655

Similarly immunity ofpublic sphere fiom the influence of state and economic power was

a prime factor of Habermas ideal. The extension of public to non propertied classes resulted in

conflicts in lhe 'public' and it paved the way for the state involvement. With the new

opportunities offered by mass media, market began to exploit public debate by supplying such

text, stories, images and opinions through the mass media which falsely shaped public

opinion.656 Immunity f'rom the same l'actors is a challenge for NPS. The very nature ofICTS offer

some opportuniies to do away Nith these influential factors however, the impacts ofmarket and

state are bound to have some impression on the NPS.6i7 Thi5 i>sue is raken up in detail in the

next section.

Structural conditions of Habennas public sphere seem to have their equivalence in the

contemporary age in the shape ofglobal communication systems, global civil society and global

governance networks. However, the very nature of these structural preconditions of NPS is

6rr N,lary Kaldor,2003, Op.a,7, and Jens Bartekon,2009, Op a,r
654 

J. Habemas, 1989, OpCr., p.37.
655 Perer Dahlgren, AngelaM. Crack. L. Dahlberg, M. Castelh and many otheE supportlhis polentialoflhe Intemet

"'" This is ihebasic J. Habermas argumentthrcugh oul the Sttuclutal Tia$fortutioh althe Public Sphere

'rr I-incoln Dahlberg. 2001. Op.Ci.
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cntirely different from eighteenth centnrv publ;c sphere. These enabl;ng conditions are post

nat;on-state in nature with built in dis.egard lor state boundaries,653

Table,{.1
Matrix ofHabcrmas v.s. Ncrv Public Sphere Model

4.5 CHALLENGES FOR NEW PUBLIC SPHERE

The modem technologies orer numcrcus oppo(unilies to rev;ve public sphere and

ameliorate democratic systems across the world but there are scvcral challenges to th;s end- The

Habermas Nlodel of Ptrblic Sphere Ne$ l\,Iodel ofPub)ic Sphere

Pitched againsr state.
linked by common
interests withirr a

Piiched against
slale/networks of global
gov.mance, Iinked through
emersins slobal human

Inclusiviry Nilhin Ilii!ersal inclLrsivitr with

limits
Porentials to extend beyond

Universal;l}/s;ngleness Mulliple public spheres

Nol necessarily bu1 Not necessarily but mosfly

Limited wirhin srale Clob!l conrmon interests

Rational Crilical debale The above features

enibled crnicaldebale
Varjety of factors results in
low level ofcritical debate in
NPS

Aulonomy from slare & Ideally. slare &
markel should nol
influence debate in

Slate and market seem less
likely to inlluence NPS as
compared lo tradiional

Enxbling

NIedia These conditions \rere
defined in nalion'slale

Global These condilions are based
on beyond stale approach

Clobal stuctures of political

Civil societv Globaicivil

6j3 M. Casrells.2008. O,r an
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ICTs can onlv play this role elfectively provided ceftain social, economic, political and

technological issues are resolved to really facilitate the Internet and related technologies in

foslering a true democratic public sphere.

DlG17'AI, DIWDE

The constraints that prevent the development and inclusivity of cyber public discourse

obviously emerye from oflline sociopolitical and cultural environments. problems of inclusivity

and discursive parity within NPS will sustain as long as rbere are dispar;ties in the distribution of

socioeconomic resources, along with disparities in telecom infrastructures, computer literacy,

cultural e\peclarion.. leisure rnd .ommuniq suppon.6'o

Some analysts argue that as only a small population worldwide has access to online

technologies, so an electronic public sphere facilitated by these technologies is as exclusive, and

elitist, as bourgeois public spher€ of I8th century. lt is far from the democratic ideals.660 There is

an apprehension that ICTS, which are believed to facilitate the amelioration of all humans. in

realit"v, increase the disparities beaween the d€velop;ng world and the developed world, the rich

and poor, whiles and blacks, the educated and un/less-educated, thus giving bifth to ,.digital

divide".6r

Some bel;eve that the 'information age' seems an unsuitable misnomer when it is

considered that an individual in a high-income state is 22 times more Iikely to be an Intem€t user

than someone in a low-income state.662 They also argue that this 'digital d;v;de' is also obvious

within states and between them. Countr),-focused studies have discovered that the pattern of

marginalization correlates with those sections ofsociety that experience broader deprivations, for

65q L,ncoln Dchlherg, 2001, Op C it. p-b28

""'Zrzr PcDachan$i. 2002. Or.C//. D.l,li'r Seong-JaeMin, 20I0, Op.Cn. p-22
6 LNclAD. lheDiSiralDirideRepc-r:// r DitL\i.h lhd"i 'n45. \e$ Yo.t.LNr fAD..2000.p.\i.
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instance "women, ethnic minorities, rural peoole, and the poorly educated".66l Thus, the digital

divide both shows and strengthens €xisting structural disparities.66a

On the contrary some scholars refute either the presence or the severity of the digital

div;de. They contend that this divide will ulfimately vanish Iike other technological divides in

history. Compaine holds that technological divides will eventual disappear, t'or the fact that as

the world's workers get better-off and as costs of technology reduces, variations in living

standards of citizens will decrease. He quotes the history of different technologies like

electriciry, radio, or automobiles that were novelties in the last century and have gone through a

similar developmental course.66i Drache in a similar terra;n contends that the digital divide is

dlvindling. Ils evidence can be found in instances of text messaging in China of anti-Japan

demonstrations in 2005 and broadcasting of images ofthe genocide in Rwanda, Yugoslavia and

Iraq informing and sensitizing the world about human rights violations around the world. The

consequence of this decreasing digital divide is "an exponential democratization of

communication".666 Quantitative data also support this assumption that the 'digital djvide' is

slowly and graduelly ebbing away. According to the figurcs released by International

Telecommunicalion l]nion, in 2001 lcss than one in t€n (8o%) had access to the Tntemet, by 201 l,

this raised to over three in ten (34%).66? The bend of dsing access to the lntemet is equally

prevalent in both the developed and developing world. No where it has receded since monitoring

started. It is equally prelalent within the states cspccially due to developments ;n the

*' e. Nonis, Digitat Diyide: Ciric l:ngagement, Irf.tmati.tn I'av ! dn.l the I ernet Warl.lvi.le- Carr|bidEe
Cambrid8e Universiry Prcss. 2001, pp.77-86
@ Angela M. Crack,2007, OzCl*' Compaine. B. 'Epilogue'. In B. Compaine (Ed.), The digitdl .lirn1e: Fa.ing
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,200l, pp.337-339.

""" Daniel Drache, 2008, op Cit, p-61
66r'Internet user per 100 inhabnet, 200l - I01 1', Intenational Telecommunication
08- 2012.

d crisis or credting a ryth'!

Union, Geneva, Accessed, July
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convergence technologies. 'Ile detailed country dala regarding access to the Intemet can be

found in Appendix-t.

Figurc 4.2
Internet userc per 100 inhabitants! 2001-2011*

2007 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2001 200a 2009 2070 2011*
* Esumate.
The developed/developlnE cou ntry c assifications zre based on the UN M49, see:
httpr//www.itu.int/lTU-D/ict/def lnitions/resions/index.html
Source: ITU WorldTe ecomm u nication /lCT lndicators database

Merger between va ous technologies and media is conlributing novel and powerful

opportunities to augment the pafticipation and involvement ofmajority ofcitizens. Moreover, a

transformation lrom a transm;ssion model of "one{o-many'' to "many-to-many" is noticeable;

the consumers are turning out to be producers of audio. video and textual contents on the
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Intemet. Ihe ultimale consequence js enhanced participation, ;nvolvement and sway even of

marginalized groups who can now raise their opinion through modem ICTs.66r

It is also important to note that Habermasian public sphere while facilitating free access

to information to citizens, by no means force each ofthem to participate in debate. Likewise the

intemet-enabled NPS, while offering the forums to interesled citizens to engage in critical

debate, can not simply compel all the Interner users to be part of meaningful discourse.66e Thus a

citizen's decision to be part of any critical debate depends not simply on his,/her access to the

Intemet but on his/her interests, aptitude and soc;opolitical backgrcund.

Flowever, in comparison to usels ofconventional media, ICT users are expected to have

higher degrees ofelficiency and experience in utilizing the modem technologies. This relates to

the knowledge gap theory and the "Sesame Streel efl'ect", which emphasizes that, despite having

equal access to ICTS, there will sustain the information gap between the 'haves' and 'have-nots'

simply fbr the fact that the 'haves' util;z€ technologies more efficiently.6?0

asage Dtuide

Co.temporary rcsearch has paid more attention to the "sccond-level" digital divide,

which is concerned with the "multiple layers of access and use" of modem technologies-671

These research shows that individuals access and utilize ICTS in a variety ol ways. A range of

factors that consists of not only socioeconomic and demographic factors, but also physical,

psycholog;cal, cultuml, and cnvironmental factors, determine the various Ievels ofaccess to ICTS

and the ways these are utilized by individuals.6T2

63 Parrick P. Kalas., & Alan Finlay, PlanlinS the Knowledge Seed: Adapting to Cl;male Change Using ICTS.
Buil dinp cannuhicatiah oppott hities (BCO) alliance, 2009.
6q Kasun tjbayas;ri, 2006, op. Cil.

"'" Seong'Jae Min,20l0, Op Cit. pp.23-24.
67r P. Noris,200l, op c,
6r'? SmngJae Min, 2010, Or.C/ p-24
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Bes;des fundamental demographic and socioeconomic factors, required skills for using

the Internet and political motivations ofthe users are ofgreat significance. ln fact, users, skills

and motivations might be the key determinants ofan individuals, varied usage ofthe Internet for

political puryoses. Tntemet skills have attracted reasonable attention of the researchers recently.

The online behavior of;ndiv;duals partly reflects their online skills. Thus, sound Intemet skills,

inespcctive of user's level of education, may actually help predict online political engagement.

Min quotes Katz and Rice's (2002) empirical siudy suggesting that individuals utilize rhe

Intemet in their own unique ways so that it suits their needs and interests.673

ANONYMITY OF PRESENTER

The $ieb-users can easily conceal their identities during the interactions over the

Internet.6Ta This becomes debatable for the facilitation of critical debate- Some see it as

detrimenlal for rational debale but for others it is useful for encouraging parlicipation.

The anonymitv of the presenter and the debatable tendencv towards mass tyrannv may

apparently weaken the very basis of the public sphere, and its capab;lity to produce, seemingl)r

positive public opinion. This makes the revival ofthe public sphere through ICTs a contentious

issue, showing afrcsh need lor rational monitor;ng of the NPS to prevent it from turning into

anarchy. The requirement tbr 'control' would then probably challenge the very l;be(ies

facilitated by the intemet and Habermasian framework ofthe public sphere.675

In a positive sense. anonymous commun;cation can be explained as an opportunity for

freedom fiom our bodily selves, with the entire biases that society ass;gns to our gender, race,

class, age, and so fofih. IIowever, independent of the restrictions of accountability, cyberspace

6'3Ibi,l. p,26
6?a Kasun Ubayasiri,2006, op Cit
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can be used to abuse and defame oth€rs without any concem ofrcdress. It seems challenging to

creale c;rcumslances for the public utilization of reason with ou1 guarantees for the validity of

statements and no/limited means for genemting socialtrust.6T6

NO OR LO'Y CRIT]CAL DEBATI'

The recent studies have reflected without any surprise that cyber discussions do not

always fulfill the high standards of deliberative democracy. Conversations are .ot so rational all

the t;mes, th€re is scarcity of toleranc€ for conflicting views sometimes, and the citizens'

engagement is not always lery cjvil.677 Moreover, a lot oflntemet interact;ons are perchance and

transitory, and therefore ofnot much deliberative significance.6?3

These scholars contend that though ICTS are a means ol publicizing information swiftly,

however, they cannot replicate'thick'forms of community at any level. They apprehend that

such networks cannot shape the salne levels ofmutual trust and collective identity as the offline

interpersonal links established for instance, among the pioneers of lgth century socialism.679

Bohman thinks that lCTs hinders reflexive dialogue because they promote the groMh of

extensive and culturally dissimilar audienccs at planetary level. ICTs enabled communications

produce social space consisting of a vague audience in a merely aggrcgative sense: it is simply

an aggregate audicnce ofthe Intemet users who can access the various contents and explain them

in their own fashion.680 He contends that the fundamental characteristics ofnetworked publicity

have a reverse association "with the heterogeneity of the audience".63l In another words,

6'6 Angela M. Cmck, 2007. OAarr. pp. 350-351.
6rr Peter Dahlgren, 2005, op.Cl p'156
6rB Ansela M. Crack,2007. 04Clr p-3s0
6re S. Tanow, Fhhnets- lntemels and catnels: glohalization and transnational
Paper, I996/78- I996.
630 J. Bohman. 1998, OpCir p-2ll
6' Ibid. p-213

collective action, Estudios Workirg
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nurturing mutual a{finity is challenging when there ;s shortage of common frames of

Ilowever, political discussions within advocacy organizations struggle for intemal

consensus or some sort ofcompromise, frequenily to some extent of shared identity, and for the

sake of political mobilization. It is important to note that the objective of their political address

to$'ard to political and economic power centers is not meant to achieve consensus, but rather to

influence policies. They try to stimulate public opinion in the case ofpolitical society in general.

Organizations active behind "alter-globalization movement", or those in, for example, human

rights, environmental, and peac€ organizations, are trying to make a political difference in

conditions that are tlpilied by extremely uneven power relations. Although rational consensus is

sometimes an appropriate stmtegy, however, deliberation is not the most suitable overarching

frame for recounting the soc;opolitical interaction that occurs online.633

COMMERCULIZATION OF CYBER SPACE/MARI(ET INFLUENCE

Net-based iateractions arc not entirely free of corporate influence. The Tntemet to a

ceftain extent is developed and inflrenced by commercial interests and online businesses

dominate the Intemet. The growth ofmaterial interests into many arcas ofcyber life is displacing

mtional deliberation by instrumental rationality in various online spaces.63l

Many large-scal€ community websites are mostly corporate owned and profit-oriented.

On the one hand they supply free space to vifiual communities and on the other, sell space to

'rr AngelaM. Cack,2oo7. Of.Cir p-350

'3r Pcter Dah lgren. 2005. op C/r p-157
6Ba Lincoln Dahlberg,200l. opG. p-621
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adve isers that try to attract particular communities of interest. This shows the continuous

colonization ofonline life by corporate interests.63s

"Global media oligopoly" also poses a challenge to the ideal ofthe public sphere. So far,

mass media organizations inclined to concentrate on a particular technology, for instance, radio,

newsprint, or cinema. Ilowever, in recent times, the djfferences between these industries have

become insignificant, because digitalization integrates the conventional functions of once-

distinct media. Media-giants have reflected the technological convergence process by fostering

diversity in their podfolios, spending more capital on a variety ofmedia sectors. As a result, in

the last couple of decades the number of leading US media coryorations has decreased from 50

to just five global media-giants. These media-giants have a considerable stnrctural edge in

influencing publicity to tu(her their o\!n commercial ends. The Intemet is not ent;rely prolected

from these trends. having become ineversibly commercialized since its beginning. Corporations

are important conkibutor of online material, which has caused the online balance to certain

extent frther in favor ofmass circulation, advertising, and e-businesses.686

However, it seems unlikely that corporate initiatives would completely dominate the

online politics.637A huge amount ofdiscourse occurs online relatively free fiom state and market

PERSONAL LIMITATION

Some scholars suSgest that people are not expected to become politicjzed through the

intemet unless they are alrcady politically active.6se Hence, Intemet skills and political interest

o" Ibid. p,6r7
6t6 AngelaM. Crack,2007. op Cr. p-3,17
63r Lincorn Dahlberg, 200 I , Op Cit., p-619

63e Banie Axford.2004, op.(,t p-254
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are prominent factors that may generate the democratic divide, especially when it concems the

political usage of the Internet. Min quotes the classic sludy of traditional political paricipation

such as voting and community engagements! by Verba, Schlozman, and Brady (1995) which

showed that capacity and motivation of citizens matter in detemining the level of

participation.690

Literacy, both in the conventional sense and also the cornputer literacy, may also halt thc

growth in the Intemet participation. Since the Internet started in a highly educated and computer-

literate environment, interaction through text messages, esp€cially through computer

communications, was not a difficult behav;or to adopt. Neither were the essential skills

particularly hard to leam for those who had access. The requirement ofa certain level olliteracy

is still a debatable issue as there are increasing signs available of low literate users of the

lnternet.69l

GAP BETIYEEN NEW PUBLIC SPHERE & CENTERS OF DECISION MAI{ING

The most important gap between comrnunication in the public sphere and institutional

structures for decision making is found in the global realm. Opportunities for online debates and

opinion mobilization are quite evident, however the mechanisms for transforming these opinions

into decisions at global level are highly limited. There are only few established mechan;sms ior

making democratic and binding transnational decision. Though one can observe the embryonic

outlines of a CCS, ;ts complete realization is not on the horizon, though the idea is a powerful

and progressive component ofthe social imaginary.6e']

6e Seong-lae Min, 20I0, Op Cit pp.26-27.

'el lninl cIes1i. The Publit opihion PtuesS Hav the PeopTe Spezn. Lawence Erlbaum Associates, Mahwah, N.l.
1991, p-92
@': Peter Dahlgren, 2005, Op. Crl p-153
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Therefore it can be contcnded that the ICTS have builfin capacities to facilitate the

reconfiguration of public sphercs globally. However, the contemporary world communication

order is by no means ideal for the public sphere. Instead, it is shaped by a depressing triumvirate

of several social exclus;ons, concentrated media ownership, and .ising coeorate and state

interventions.69s

4.6 THE RISE OF GLOBAL PUBLIC OPINION

Publ;c opinion may be seen as an organic process, and not just as a state of consensus

about som€ ;ssue of the day. Sociologists consider the formation of public opinion as the

consequ€nce olsocial interactions and communication.69a

With the advent of the Internet and par.ticularly social media, spaces for social

interactions underwent a revolutionary change. Civic interaction takes a revolutionary step by

going online, and the sprawling nature ofthe public sphere becomes all the more emphasized.6es

Thc'interactive'second social phese in the public opinion formation is now also occurdng in

virtual space over the lnternet and it is shaping public opinion beyond territorial confines on a

variety ofissues like climate change, nuclear weapons, etc.6e6

However, to enable the public to discuss public issues, political freedom along with a

litemte and well-connected civil society are imperative. The sociologists Elihu Katz and Paul

Lazarsfeld found that communication media alone is not capable enough to change people,s

views; rather it is a two-step process.697 Opinions are initially disseminated by the media, and

then they get rcsonaled by family members, friends, and colleagues. Political opinions are shaped

6'qr AngelaM. Crack,2007, opOT p-:147
6'!a Shuguang Suo & Yu Ch en,2OO8. OpCil
6'!r Peler Dahlgren, 2005, op Ct p'1,19

"'" Clay Slirky,20l l, op Cn
6'7 Elihu Katz, & Paul Lazarsfeld, z005, Op C/
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in the second- social step. The Inlemet in general and social media in Darticular, can really make

a drrlerence tn thts step.

llowever, the impact of tcchnologies on the public opinion formation is not the result of

technology alone, rather of the interaction of technology and social process. By supporting

individual padicipat;on in public discourse, the ICTS might, therefore, encourage the rev;val of

shared awareness as an impulsive result of interpersonal and communal communications rathcr

than as an artificial product.6ee Now that many ofthe issues are global in nature and TCTS enables

citizens to engage in discussions over such issu€s with out territorial concerns, th;s gives birth to

global public opinion.?m

The emergcnce of global public opinion is the result of a variety of factors. Some ofthem

include availability ofinlormation across boundaries with rclative ease, comparatively easy flow

of humans t'acili1a1ing inleract;on among communities, increasing economic interdependence,

mundane issues like climate change, global health concems, global security issues, poverty, and

nuclear threats to world existence. and of course the ICTS enabi€d viftual interaction which

rcinfbrces the existing basis for connectivity ofhumans across g)obe.

Multi-country studies testify the rise ofglobal opinion on a variety of issues. For example

Pew Research Center, Callup intemetional, and Globescan have been regularly monitoring the

public opinion across the world. The rcports of such studies show that people across the world

are conc€rned about climatic issu€s like global warming. They show willingness to sacrifice even

6es Clay Shirky,20ll, op.Cr.
6e INingCrespi, 1997. oz C;r p-76
re 

See fbr example Kaldor, 2003. Op Cit.; C'ack,2A07, Op.Cit : an Castclls,2008, opar.
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monetarily in order Ceal with such crisis.T0r This is-iust one example, the similar global opinions

can be found on a variety ofother issues.

4.7 EMERGENCE OF GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

In globalization research there is a growing awareness and important consideration ofthe

thought that globalizat;on is not simply a bottom-up process that g€nerates hansnational

networks and structures that l;nk pre-existent entities on sub-global levels. The idea of'society'

on a global level suggests that there is something like a global social 'whole' in a significant

logical sense as well.?02

Civil societies have generally been defined at the national level; deri\ring group identity

from citizenship in the nation-state. However, collective action today increasingly takes place

across borders through global nefworks.Tol In this perspective, common interests can be a

strong€r binding lbrce than shared physical geography or political system.?04

Civil societv has now become a domain uhere the individual strives for a social contract

not simply with the state but also with layers olinstitutions ranging from local and national level

to regional and g1oba1. Moreover, it is not simply a realm comprised of progressive

cosmopolitans; rather it also includes ethnic and religious militants, commercial lobby groups

and a variety of diverse opinions. This refers to 'global civil society' and, these diverse groups

and individuals are engaged in discourse which sways decision-making about significant

political issues and nol simply states.Tos

70r 
See for example the tJniversity ofMaryland Proeram on Inlemational Policy Atitude (PIPA) nulti.counlry poll

reveal;n8 that majonry ofthe public across world want action on climate chanse even if it entails costs, published in
December 2009.
702 Mathias Alberi,200?, Op Cil., p-l ?l
ro3 Mary Kaldor,2003, or.C,
7oa AnselaM. Cracl. 2007. Oz Cil
ro5 Mary Kaldor,200?. Op.C,r p-300
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Even on national concems like respect for civil or political rights. civil society actors

these days at times go beyond the nation-state. to hook up with groups in other countries, Iike

Amnesty lnternational or Iluman Rights Watch, and to present their d€mands not just to their

own govemments but also to rally support from foreign governments and intemational bodies

like LIN or EU.'06

Ilowever, it ;s observed that 'ideas' of'the world' as a common place have been there

since Plato who described in Timaeus the history ol the world by the association of the four

elements to each other, since Aristotl€ delinented the 'world state', since Francis Bacon

dilferentiated between various concepts of world "'globus terrestris,' and ,globus

intellectualis"'.707 The examples oIGCS can be found even before the lgth century. The B tish

abolitionist movement ofthe late 18th century is one ofsuch examples. During this movement a

bourgeojs alliance of mainly unorthodox clerics (Quakers), Enlightenment thinkers, and Liberal

politicians facilitated by press, public discussions, and soc;al action, was able to mobilize

national and intemational public opposition to both the slavc lrade and slavery. In this case, an

association was made between slavery and the Ro),al Nav),'s policy of impressments, which

frequently involved the kidnapping of young mcn off the streets. Though this movement

weakened during the French Revolution and subsequent wars in the face of strong British

xenophobia, however, it recharged during the 1830s. whcn the slave trade and slavery were

finall.\7 banned throughout the British Empire.?03

It was the concept ofa "world sociely" as a space of nature and reasoning, a global realm

for public discourse du ng the Enlightenment movement rvhich has originated modemity.

Postmodem scholars substituted leasoning' by 'simulation' and Hegel's expression of 'World

ro Ingrid Volkmer. 1999. 04Cil
703 Ronnie D- Lipsch utz, 20 A'1, Op Cit p-306
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Sp;rit'b), a iro$on of instant'1ruth, shaped by the media and supplying the image ofa contracting

world. The man land;ng on moon, televised 'live' globally, was really a huge step for humankind:

just because for the first time in h;story Planet Eafih was observed as a common habitat, devoid

ofborders, a blue planet oflandmasses and waters. The concept of the 'wo.ld' appeared to have

roved from a rnetaphysical notion into a physical reality, a new relativity within a global whole

and set off, injuxtaposition w;th new global political and economic alliances, deliberation about

the macro-structualisation of ' gtobalization'.'09

lndustrial societies played significant role in the rise of.informatic civilizations,_

Different labels have been used to desc be it l;ke 'Post-lndustrial', 'Knowledge', 'Information,,

'Postmodem' and 'Network Society'. Similar ro the Jain fable about the elephant and the blind

men touching and explaining different parts of a s;ngle animal, each ofthe above tems shows a

different feature ofan intricate and gro\\,ing social system.?10

Today, CCS should be comprehended as something ola mechanism focused against the

exploitations ofthe free markets ofglobal nco-liberalism and the states that organize the political

economy in u,hich these markets operate- llowever, it does not mean that all the constituent

actors of CCS are inevitably 'prcgressive'. They might be conservative, reactionary or €vcn

violent. Even the global "Salafist jihadis" and rnany other militant organizations are part of

GCS.?rl CCS may not be considered as some kind of normatively attractive space of non-state

politics, rather, it is the rational consequence of the worldwide proliferation and deepening of

American political and economic ideals in the absence ofan adequate regulatory capability ofa

global state.?r2

ra InArid Volkmer, 1999, O, C
rio Maiid Tehm.ian.2oo.l. opaln p-9.1
?rrRonnie D. LipschutT,2001. Op Cit pp- 304-305-

"'lbid. p-io7
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Mary Kaldor contends that the important aspect ofthe concept ofGCS is tbe l'act that a

transnational public sphere exists at a g,obal level wh;ch is a global space wh€re non-

instflrmental communication can occur. It is comprised oftransnational advocacy networks like

Climate Action Network or Greenpeace, global social movements facilitated by intemational

media; atl of these are shaping "new global 'civic religions' like human rights and

envircnmentalism".Tr3 She asserts that the impotance of GCS lies in the fact that it not.iust

enables political negotiation but the existence of a public debate, a "good-tempered" publ;c

conversation. It revolves around reason and sentiment and not simply the conflict of interests and

passions.?14

NGOS play a significant role in this process. Though therc range is extremely vast,

NCOS, particularly INGOS have been identified as the major reflections ofGCS.?rs Most ofthe

NGOs have their head offices in westem countries and therefore, many poltray global civil

soc;ety as a European concem. However, it is suggested that GCS is more than simply another

projection of the inlluence of powerful countries.'16

According to David Held's idea of a cosmopoiitan world society, the existence of

imbricating and spatially uneven sovereignlies spawns a huge number of political communities

with several citizenships. These modalities are the footings for a cosmopolitan world order. This

order wilJ, ofcourse be different f'rom a single 'world govemment' which, in teritodalist views,

would be the rlfle qua flo, for a CCS. Rather, it looks to the instantiation ofa system founded on

the ideals of democratic autonomy within a framework of a democratic public law well-

established across borders. He terms it as a radicalized democracv. Habermas's in cri cle coeur

li Mary Kaldor,200l. o,,.C/ p 8

?r5 N. Chandhoke,2002. ozCn p'18
?16PeterJ.Taylor,200,l, op.C/ p-272
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(200) ) expresses a similar view for the establishmenl of a 'pos1.national' world in rvhich global

communication networks, NGOS and popular political movernents strengthen poputar rlle and

global sol;darity. However, ifall this seems simply a tad ulopian, then both Held and Habermas

are striving to point to the challenges w;th enacting aspects of this program and the threats in

doing so.?r7

To summarize, the campaigners see GCS as an independent social space within which

citizens, groups and movements can successhilly organize and work on a global scale to undo

and change existing power relations, particularly those of big businessesTr3 This society is seen

as a kind of transnational community, made distinctive by public opinion, cultural systems and

narratjves in a democratic dialect and interactional practiccs like equality, respect, civility, and

criticism.Tre John Keane critically appreciates the fact that some activists advocating the pu st

theory of civil society unknowingly follow the Gramscian traditions and define CCS as non-

economic realm of social interaction situated between the family, the state, and the market, a

realm that operates beyond the limitations of tcnilorjal national societies, polities, and

economies.720 Such theorists implicitly portray a picture ofglobal c;vil society doing nothing but

'good' at local, national and intemational level.

Other schola$ describe GCS despitc its blurred sclf-images and vagueness, as a realm of

cross-border associations and activities separate ftom state and market. It;s a power for

"globalization from below". It spearheads the widely prevalent wodd order values like reducing

violence, increasing economic well-being, acquiring social and po litical .justice, and combating

rrr Barie Axford,2004, OpCrr p'259
rr3 John Keane,200l, op.a/ p-62

'r" Jeffrey C. Alexa.der. Inlroduction 10 Jeffrey C. Alexandet, RealCiril Societies. Dllehhtut of htliluionalization
(London, I998). p-7
7':0 John Keane.2003, Op.Ci p-63
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environmental hazards.T2r Hence the purists visualize CCS like its domestic equivalent as a

realm of voluntary associations that strive for non-economic objectives in common. Th€y only

envisage progressive political activities ;n practices ofsuch associations.T22

This debate originates from the Cramscian distinction between civil society and market.

Civil society is the realm of not-for-profit, non-govemmental organizations in which humans are

thought to be the end while market is thc domain ofprofit-making in which humans are believed

to be the means of production.?23

The Habermasian c tical theory approach inclines to concentrate on establishing an

independent sphere for impulsive political and other actiliries beyond both the state and

economic organizations. Civil society is envisaged as an extension of the space for moral, not-

power concemed action. The moral footings of this approach are often expressed in terms of

Habermas' theory ofcommunicative aclion. Habermas puts an opposition between the life-world

of social reproduction and communicativc action and the ;ntricate system world of modem

societies. The system world is founded on the "steering mcchanisms" of political and economic

forces i.e. power and money. It is likc world in nature marked by necessity and instrumental

rclations, where humans are cons;dered as man;pulative means, not as an ends in themselves. On

the contrary, in the life-world, people recognize each other as free and equal persons by means of

communicative action. Communicative action always assumes a set of implied background

connotations and, simultaneously, since it is founded on mutuality and reciprocity, has the

potential to foster solidarity.T2a

121 Richa]d Falk, Prerlot.)ry Glabali2ati.)h: A Ctitiqre, 1999, p-130
r:) John Keane.200i, OpCrl p-64

" John Kqne chal enges rhe idea thar market due to ils destructive effects can not he part ofthe civil society and
brings fonh various explanations aga;nslthis argumenl. See pp.75-88.
7'z4 PatomaKi, Heikki. The Role of'Crilical' in rhe Theory and Practice ofGlobal Civil Society. clalaliz,riorr. vol.
4. No.2, June 2007, p-314
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It is generally agreed that GCS js a fuzzy'notion with its'organizational infrastrricture'

still in a 'state offlux', nevertheless Keane's descriplion provides the essence ofthe subject.T2s

4.7.1 JOHN KEAN MODEL OF GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

John Keane offers a clear vision ofthe GCS and vastness ofthis 'space'.726 llor Keane GCS is "a

dynamic non-govemmental system of interconnected socio-cconomic ;nstitutions", scattered

over the span of earth,72? woven in numerous written and unwritten codes that regulate their

conduct.?23

CCS is a vast, intela€lated, and multi-layered social space that consists of hundreds of

autonomous or non-governmental institutions and ways of life. By means of its "cross border

networks" GCS is shaped of series of inleractions connecting the local, regional and terrestrial

orders.zs Networks, coalitions, partnerships and social movements are shaping this new social

world.Tlo

The activities ofa range of individuals, groups and associations are collectively shaping

and creating CCS as a 'space' and as a normative political project, rather, as a "project of

projects". This normative "project of proiects". which includes within it everything related with

non-spatial, non-government normative aims, is world politiss in the true sense of a woridly

politics that nur'tures the desire for transnational mobility of opinion and action in favor ofjustice

and freedom for everyone living on earth.Tlr

1" Perd ! . TayloL 2001, op.CiL p-266
?'16David Chandler.2007. o, C/rp 28s
?'27 John K ean, 2003, (]4 (lir p-8

"' 1bid. p- r2
r:' rb;d. p-2.1
I0 Peter J. Taylor,2004, o/, Cit p-266

'rr David Chandle., 2007, op a r. p-29l
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John Keane ernphasizes for discarding the 'governmentality' of both intemational and

world soc;ery approaches prevalent in Intemational Relations theory, in support of a non-

govemmental social sphere - GCS.7r2

The worth of his crit;que is that one must not be confined by the conversant levels of

analysis dilemma, where that means treating local and global 'civil societies' as distinct zones of

ident;ty and action. In such explanations teritory ;s viewed always as the €ventual base ofcivil

society institutions and the 'global' scems as an exara-territorial phenomenon.Tll As a substitute,

the simplistic conception of local and global 'levels' should switch to a heterogeneous field of

world-making practices.Tla

Moreover, John Keane argues that among the significant 'energizers' ofCCS are market

forces, may be called 'turbocapitalism'-735 IIe contends that markets are always and every where

human creations entrenched in social and political relations. Markets and GCS are

interdependent on each other. Morcover market activities are ahvays rooted within civil society

interaction and facilitated by noms like trust, punctualiry, reliability, honesry, group

commitment and non-violence. Furthermorc 'lurbocapitalirn' operates within GCS. It is highly

influenced by non-market sources of production.Tl6

He highlights five prominent leatures of CCS. Prima ly, it is a non govemmental

phenomenon. Second, it is also a society, a vibrant collection of more or less firmly

interconnected social prccesses.'17 Its roots can be traced back in couple of decades beforc

'32 John Keane,2003, op.C, p-22

"'Tbid. p-23
rra Barie Axford,200,1, Op.Crr p-258
7r5 John Keane borrowed this lem liom Edward Luttxak, Turbocapilalism. Winners and Lose6 i! Global Eonomy.

116 JohhKeane.2acl. op Cn. p 77

'' Ibid. p-to
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World War I.?18 'Civility' is the third basic feature oI John Keane model of global civil society.

It expounds that membem or participants organizations of global civil society always use non-

violent methods to achieve their goals and they always denounce violence. Morcover GCS is

pluralistic in nature and accommodates diflerent cultures. Lastly, this society is 'global', it

enjoys a global 'reach' and wilh utter disregard for the territorial borders ofthe state.?rq

How€ver, Keane's overstaled the relationship between civil society and market, and

makes it contentious. Keane believed market forces to be lhe 'energber' of civil society: the

terl]i, 'energizer', itself shows the 'intcrventionist' character of market like a stimulant.

Moreover, civil society and family emphasize the need for values that Keane noted for positive

ends. On the contlary, the market forces emphasize these values among its workers to raise their

cfficiency and ultimately enhance profit, lbr no good ideals to make them prevalent in the society

at large. So it is contended that the role ofthe market that John Keane referred to, is actually the

role of an intervening variable that changes th€ relationship ;n this power structure, but it does

not substantiat€ to make market as pan ofcivil society.

4.7.2 NCOS & GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

Though GCS is not merely the realm ofNGOs hoNever for many analysts NGos are the

lifeline of global civil society. Many believe that NGOS are significant as agents in global

govemance as well as makers of GCS.7'0 This trend is manifesled by the emergence olNCOS

'r3 There wm unmatcled i.oease is intemational trade before the WWl. several communication inventions like
telephone, Moris code, wi.less which are 1be similar to inventions that facilirated the rise ofglobal civil society in
late 20'h century. had starled appearing on the scene. These were facililal;ng the debale about inlemational sociely
or world society ;n lhat period.
7r' Joln Kean,2oo3, opct
rao Rosenau, 1995, opCn
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with a global frame of reference in their activities and objectives,T{l and many refer to it as

"global civil society".7a2

NGOS are private organizations that operate outside govemment to deal with global

problems. These are partiy supported by public institutions. They mostly assed values that are

globally recognized but political agencies use them in their own interestTll Mazlish quotes Peter

Willetts, in describing NGOS that tbis term was not very common before the establishment of

UN. ln I910, as many as 132 INCOS vowed to cooperate with each other, under the umbrella of

the Un;on of Intemational Associations (UIA). It was Nith the rise of UN and its reference to

such organizations that are not part of a govemment and not seeking profits that this term came

into extensive usage. So, the abrupt groMh ofNGOs is a post-WW ll phenomenon. According to

estimates there were about 40,000 INGOS by 2009.714 The growth in number of INGOS has been

expedited by enhanced scope for NGO involvement. networking, and padicipation in, and

through, the UN, especially through convening parallel summits at major UN conferences.

In order to comprehend the characteristics of the INGOS, thrce aspects must be

highlighted: As compared to political parties, these NGOS enjoy reasonable popuiarity and

leg;dmacy, and this helps them acquir€ substantial lunding through donations and volunteerism.

They concentrate on pract;cal issues, specific cases" and concrete manit'estations ol human

solidarity like saving children from starvation, freeing political prisoners, campaigning for

women rights, and ameliorating the consequcnces of unsustainable development on local

cultures. The significant thing here is that this denies the classical pol;tical contention of

rationalizing decisions in terms ofthe overall framework oi politics. The goals do not always

rrr Mary Kaldor. 20011, OpCn
ra'? Manu.l Castells, 2OO8, Op(r, p-8.1
r{r Manuel Castelk,2008, op(-ir p-8,1
rla Bruce Mzlish,20l2. opCr.
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justiry the means. The objective is to do good or undo evil in one panicular case. The

progressive output should be considered as significant in itselt', not a step towards something

significant. Peopl€ increasingly distrust the rational of instrumental politics and the method of

direct action on direct outputs is increasingly finding support.?45 Media politics surfaces as a

major strategy ofNGOs to materialize outcomes and rally support for th€jr objectives. Since

INGOS mostly launch global campaigns, global media becomes the primary target and the

globalization ofcommunication paves the way for globalization ofmedia politics.Ta6

NGOS neither do, nor can represent political communities in the proper democratic

fashion instead, their role is to supply political space for deliberation.?47 They are component of

developing global govemance where 'parcellization of authority' is not based on spatial

consideration rather on issues. Hencc NGOS and olher associations are creating a GCS that offers

a vo;ce for indiv;duals. They are shaping a medium for voluntary participation in transnational

issues outside the recognized political sphere ofthe siates.7l8

Actions have been mobilized around global issues, whether these ar€ related to the

environment, human rights, intemational trade. or labor issues.7l9 This shows that CCS has

acquired the technological resources to exist autonomously from polit;cal institutions and liom

the mass media as well.?so

4.7.3 MANIFESTATIONS OF GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY

CCS compris€s of a vasl and diverse collection of organizations, associations, unions,

networks, groups, and movements, whose overall skctch and its dynam;cs are iust beginning to

?'J Ibid. pp.84-85

"6Ibid. p,85
?a7 Mary Kaldor,2003, op ai, pp. l40l,1l
113 Petet'laylot,2oo4, op cn. p 213
ra'! Rupert Taylor.2002, OA Cr. p-140
rr0 Manuel Castells, 2008, Op.air p-87
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be comprehended. GCS includes charities. not-lor-profit corporations, "single/multiple issue

based campaigns, professional service providers, international trade unions, ecological

movements, clubs, philanthrcpic foundations,'virtual'organizations with progressive agenda,

but also the religious revival groups and anti-globalization groups.Tsl The GCS yearbook series

offers substantial evidence of the quantitative significance and qualitative relevance of th€se

GCS actom and shows their implications lbr the governance ol sociopolitical issues at all

levels.Ts2

INGOS AS A TYPE OF GCS

Many analysts believe that the democratic involvement oIcitizens is and ultimately ought

to be articulated through the intermediaries of INGOS, which can interact with, and

optimistically influence the rising inlemational govemmental institutions. By reconnecting

global power with the concems of individuals across the globe, and by supplying the arena for

accountability and transparency to global governalrce, these INCOS signib, the vital focus of a

rising GCS.?i3

NGO participation is generally thoughr to be a late 20th century experience, but in reality

it is over two centuries old. However, the contemporary ratc of proliferation of NGOS is

exceptional. Th€ flN for instance, registered lbfty-one consultative groups by 1948, officially

rccognized to participate in consultative processes, however by I998, there number had crossed

1,500. Several factors iike se of ICTS, proliferation ol democracy and increasing awareness of

global interdependence explicate the groMh of NCOs.75a Increased connections between NCOS

?r' tlelmut r. Anbeier, and Nuno fiemudo. Organiztional forms ofglobal civit sociery: implications of going
slobal. Inr Marlies Cl6ius,. Marf Kaldor,. & Hehnut K. Anheie., (eds.) Global civil sociery 2002. Oxford
Uni!ersity Press, Orford. LrK,:002, p-lo I

" Manuel Castelli.2008, p-8.1
r5r See ChrL Amnrcng. Cirizenship in clobrl P€6p€criye- Poliq) ahd lreti.e: I Detelopneht Ed\catian Reyiev,
Special ksue on Clobal C iliz€nship, IssE 3. autumn 2006.
?5a B. Gemmill, and A. Bam lele-llu,2A02, Op.Cit
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and IGOS have resulted ;n the evolving formation of coalitions and networks that pr€ssur;ze

stales for implementjng progressive reform.?55

NGOS as key elem€nts of the GCS organize their works through cities across the

continents thus shaping their particular space of flows thrcugh the world city network.756 The

empirical rcsearch emphas;zes that the geography of GCS is quite int cate even when dealing

with just a single aspect ofit in NGO organization.TsT

GCS does not imitate the geograph), of economic globalization rather ;t is shaping irs

own novel geography. This reconsideration ofconvmt;onal wisdom on the geography ofCCS is

acqu;red through a new methodology that concentrates on the networks ofNGO activities across

cities. In this methodology, NCOS are considered as one ofthe maken ofthe current world city

Strategic cross-border geography that moves beyond nation-states is basic element ofthe

structure of GCS. The thickness of pol;tical and civic cultures in big cities local;7es GCS in

people's lives. One can visualize these as manifold local;zations ofcivil society that are global in

the sense that they are compon€nt of global circuits and trans-boundary networks.Tse A city

would be well-connected in the network if it hosts several s;gnificant NGO of'fices which are part

of large olIce global networks. Most of the NCOS consider Bangkok, Lagos, New Delhi and

Dhaka to be as significant for global actions as Washington, London or Brussels.T@

SOCUL MOVEMENTS

rr5 Rupet Taylor,2002, OzCi p.340
156 Peter Taylor,2004, Op Ci, p-266

"'lbid. p-27i

ri'Ibi,l. p-268

''" lbid. p-212
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Social movements that strive to control the processes of globalization form anothcr

visible type ofGCS actors. In their struggle to form the forces ofglobaliTation, thes€ movements

shape networks of action and organizalion to prompt a worldwidc social movement for global

justice. Media incorrectly termed it as the anti-globalization movement.T6r

ln order to sustain and assert the:r rights, these mov€ments strived for global solidarity,

and they concluded as being one ofthe fore rnners ofthe transnational network of indigenous

movements which itself is paft olthe much broader global movement. The link between many of

these movements in a transnational netNork ofdeliberation and harmonization ofaction and the

formalization of a number ofthese movements in a stable network of social programs meant to

change the processes of globalization, are processes that are rearticulat;ng the socio-poljtjcal

perspective of the world.762

However, the movement for global justice is not the collection of nationally bound

struggles. It is a worldwide network ofantagonism to the values and inlerests that are at present

prevalent in the process ofglobalization. Its nodes develop and contract ahemately, based on the

circumstances in which each society relates to globaliTation and its political expressions. It is

primarily a democratic movement that desires novcl types of political representation ofcitizen's

will and interests irr the global governance process. Despite its tremcndous intemal diveIsjty,

there is certainly a common critique of the management of the globe by global institutions

comprised solelv of national govemments. lt is a manifestation of the crisis of legitimacy,

changed into adversarial political action.763

MOVEMENT OF GLOBAL PUBLIC OPINION

;:]Marer c relrs,2oo8, op.(r. p-s5

?63Ibid. pp.85-86
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The movement olpublic opinion is a yet another type o!'lhe manifestation of GCS. It is

made up of disturbances of information in a rich and vibrant media syslem, and of the rise of

impulsive, ad hoc mobilizations by means of hor:zontal, independent networks of

communication. This phcnomenon has various political implications at the global Ievel that were

first manifestcd by the simultaneous peace demonstrations across the world against the Iraq

,1.8 RISE OF GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

Though, globalization is not entirely a new phenomenon, hot\,ever the efforts to govern

the interconnections produced by globalization, is a relatively rccent phenomenon. Covemance

has developed far slowly as compared to trade, travel, and interactions produced by

globalization. Tle gulfbetwem globalization and govcmance has never been as problematic as it

is today.765 The new globalized world is miserably poor ;n terms of global governance.

Consequently we are faced with severe financial crises, climate change and environmental

disasters and global terrorism by state and non-state actors.

The latest need for such govemance has been broughl home by global financial crises,

causing China 10 propose intemational ;nspection of Americas' financial markets. The

boltomline is thal a globalized world requires tar more developcd and inclusive mechanism of

global governance than Nhat it currentlv has.

The growing incapacity of nation-states to face and deal with the processes of

globalization of thc problems that are the object of their governance pave the way for ad hoc

shapes ofglobal golemance and, eventually, to a new type ofstate.766

'& Ib,d. p 86
165 Nayan Chand!,2008, OA Cir pl l9
'* Manuel Castells, 2008, ()p ai, p-87
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The emergence ofglobal governance correlates the organizat;onal change from the mass

socicty to the network society. State govemments carry the usual structural leatures of a mass

society where autlority is consolidaled "in a hierarchical and vertically integEted bureaucracy".

On the contrary, networks of global governance are also hierarch but horiTontally integrated.

Some centers in the network are considerably more powerful than others owing to their

inlemational Iawful status, legitimacy and resources.?6'

Bayad contends that globalization has not led to the subtraction of states but rather that

stales are in fact a creation of globalization and of the everyday human actions.763 As a nation-

state faces crises brought about by globalization, this system changes itselfby three key ways:

(l) Nation-states connect with each other to fom nclworks of states like EU (2) States

may shape an increasingly thick network of international and/or sup.anational institutions and

organizations to manage global issues, for example UN (3) Statcs may also decentralize power

ard resources to enhance legilimacy and-/or strive to tap other types of cultural or political

commitment by devolving power to local or regional govemments and to NGOs that stretch the

deci.ion making proces, in cirilsocietl."6o

The various versions of global governance have a common understanding that the

capacitics for collectively binding decision making as a pivotal function ol modern govemment

either already have or beginning to be disembedded in different wavs from the institutional

structures ofdecision making withinAelreen nation-states, and rnoved to the global level where

they have been formally transfomed or even rcdesigned ;n new inst;tutional scheme. For some it

is a disputed issue whether the emergence olglobal governance institutions js also accompanied

by trends of polity-fomation on a level beyond state, thus possibly representing the rise ofsome

16r Angela M. Crack,2007, opc,; p'3,18
16' Jean-Fmncok Bayart, d/obal Subjects: A Palitical Criti.tte af Abbali..niak. UK: Poliiy,2008, p-l0l
16' Manuel castells, 2008, opCi, pp- 87-88
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soft of global (quasi-)govemment.770 However, a lot depends on hoN one defines .polily,. if

'polity', as shown in the beginning, refers to certain, norms, principles and procedures which

shape a socio-political whole with its various elements, the relationship among these elements,

and the basic noms governing these relationships, then one might expect the rise of global

pol;ty- a polity, beyond nation-state in which structures ofglobal govemance, GCS, and market

interact in the presence ofa viable NPS.

Global governance actually signifies globalization of the pol;rical system in that it

jnstitutes structures of€xercising political autho tyaswell as, yet also including, conventional

structures of political regulation and decision making between states. In its purpose to supply

capacities for making collect;vely binding decisions on global level, global governance cannot be

untangled from process€s of legalization and the development ofa global Iegal system within as

much as bevond the restrictions olintemational law.77l

Nation-states, despite their multidimensional crisis, do not vanish rather they translbrm

themselves according to the new circumstances. Their pragmatic alteration is what really

transfoms the modern landscape ofpolitics and decision making today.772

Clobal governance inst;tutions are lagging far behind the corpomte and technological

transformation.Trr However, these global govemance structures under various titles are beginning

to serve the function of an addressee of global public opinion, thus fulfilling the Ilabetmasian

criteria ofa public sphere that mediates with political author;ty at global level to win lavors lor

the new public.

'ro Mathias Albert,2007, Op (lil p 169

??':Manuel Canells,2008, Op Ct p-87
?7r Majid Tehranian.2004, Op Cirp.97
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CIIAP?ER 5

NEW PUBLIC SPHERE & CLIMATE CHANGE

INTRODUCTION

One ofthe critical challenges faced by human k;nd is climate change which includes a set

of interconnected environmental issues l;ke scarcity of fresh water and food, land degradation,

pollution, extinction ofspecies etc.'74 The inficacy ofth;s set ofconcems can be devastating as

there is such variety among both the explanations ofthe sc;entific evidence and the practicality

ofprobable solutions.TTs It is a significant subject ofglobal concem, causing robust debates at all

Cl;mate change has been identilied as a main menace to human and environmental

sustainabilitv that requires a global response. The issue ofclimate change is ext.emely complex

that is short ofclear scientific and political remedies. These intricacies pose challenges for policy

makers and communicato$ to enhance public awareness, to foster suitable behavior towards

adaptations on climate change.777

An in-depth consideration of the complex;ty of climate issue suggests that the climrfe

issu€ cannot be addressed effeclivellr without addressing the essentially environmentally

hazardous dynam;cs of capitalism. Capitalist Iust for profits transformed even living nature into

7ra Sce A. Gore, An Inconvenient Truih DVD and companion book, lk Incanrenient Truth: fhe Planetor!
Dnelsen.y ofclobal Warnine ond What V]e Can Da,lbaur h,2406-,J elanah razlauskas,. and Helen Hasan, Web 2.0 solulions to Nicked climate change problems.,l&!r/alz{,2,
.loumal of thfarnation S$e,s, volume l6 Number 2. 2009, p'23
116 Ad;lya Glose., Ilelen IIasan,. and Trevor Spedd;ng, Edilor;al for thc special issue on 1T and ciimate chanse.
tllrdlr,iJn Jau.n)t al talolzarr, $rle%. \ olume lo Numbe, 2. )00o. p- lq
"'Zaheed H6'an, and Sobiha Akhr6r, Deremin6nts ofpublic awareness and atlitudes on climate change in urdan
Bangladesh: Dhaka as a case- Faropedn.humal .l Sa.lal .t i?,.er Volunre2l.Nunberl,20ll.p-154
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dead commodities.TTs The same forces facilitatcd the erosion of state power by freeing market

from thc state control.

Civil society has reacted more sharply than the state, to modern problems faced by

humanity at nalional and planetary level. 'Clirnate change' is one ofsuch issues which are under

the focus of civil sociery at all levels. Ihousands ol Envircnmental NCOS are striving for

ecological favors at local, naiional, regional and globa) lcvel.77e These ENGOS take individual

initiatives as well as work collectively.T30 For example, climate action network (CAN), a network

of around 700 NGOS slruggling for environmental causes in over 90 counhies around the

world. r

The advent of the lnternet has providcd these ENGOS with a variety of new tools and

channels to further th€ir cnvironmental agenda and form public perceptions on climate change.

The most significant development is the r;se of'global human consciousness' in response to the

mundane issue of the contemporary era.782 'I_hese new issues are providing common reference

points around which a new 'publicness' is increasingly getting anchored. Climate change is one

ofthe Ieading issues that have potential to raise tbis 'global publicness'.?3r The survey research

has proved the emergence of such consciousness around th€ world. Civil society organizations

through the facilities providcd by ICTS are steering the debate on this issue and civic activities to

achieve environmental goals.

5.1 CLIMATE CHANGE

7?3 Walden Bello. Cliu are a nd capitatish in (:ape hd4e, Clobalizalions, Vol. 7, No. I -2, 20I 0, p-304
rr" B. Gemmjll, and A. Bamiele-lzr, 2002, Op-Cit
'ro PererNewell,2005, Op air.
r3' CAN Interlalional wcbsilc, Acccsscd on Junc 16, 2012.
?3':Majid Tehran;an,2004, Op Cr.
73r Manuel Castells, 2008, (,p an
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There have alwavs been some kind ofenvironmental issues lor centuries like shortage of

drinking water. draught, famine and pollution, however the problem of climate change is

relatively n€w and drastically diffcrent in natsre.

Climate change refers to var;ation in the statistical propefties ofthe environmental system

when measured over long periods of time, irrespective of cause.?3i However, the term is

particularlv used to point to human induced climate change, contrary to natural changes in the

Eadh's environmental system-73s This term has become identical with human-caused global

warming in perspective of sociopolitical environmental debates. Clobal warming is described as

an increase in Earths' exterior temperatue. Climate change encompasses global warming and all

the things thal get affected by the greenhouse gases.?36

This rise in average temperature ofthe Fath is causing altered paftems of rainfhll, and

more severe weather events Iike storms and huricanes-?37 fhe enormous consumption offossil

fuels that release huge amounts of greenhouse gas€s cause global warming. There is a scientific

consensus that this would change cl;matic pattems both for humanity and other living beings on

the Eath-788

Some ofthe effects ofclimate change have eilher already begun or expected to begin to

harm human beings and the planet like rising ocean levels that may flood low-lying ciries,

famine, diseases, and Ioss ofseveral animal species.T8t

The UN International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) latest Fourth Assessment Report

(AR4) shows scientific consensus rcgarding global warming. The assessment reflects an

r8a Derived from lie IPCC (Intergovemmental Panel on Clinlate Change) glossary definilion ofclimaie.
?35 

See Un ited Nalions Framework Conveition on Clinate Change, I 994.
116 What\ in a nme? GlobalNdming vs. Climate chege. NASA. Retrieved on May 28,2011.
?3r Martin Patchen, Public atiitudes and behavior about climale change: lrhat shapcs them and how to influence
them. PCCRC O rcach Pt,rcaltor 160l. Purdue Un;versily, 2006.
r33 Jan Oosthoek,. and Barry K. Cills, Humaniry at the crossroads: Tte globalization of environmental crkk.
G/obalizalioro. Vol. 2,No.1. 2005, p-285
r3e MartiD Palchen,2006, op Cr'r. p-l
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unambiguous warming tendency that has sustained for over a century unt;l today. The se in

tcrnperature recorded in the 20th century is cxpected to have been the highest of any half a

century in at least 1300 years. It is important to note that most ofthe extraordinary warming

observed in the 20th century is believed to be hurnan induced.'eo There is a growing consensus

among scientific community about human induced global walming and ecological degradation.

Optimistically, there is also a rising unanim;ty that humans can really manage or even reve$e

these harmful trends, but we need to act resolutely and instantly.Tel

The issue of rising temperature of the carth is visualized today as the largest and most

frightening €conomic and pol;tical threat the world has ever encountered. This seems fairly

logical, as it is not simply an issue ofcutting down emissions; rather it is an issue ofsha ng the

economic groMh which is closely related with the emission of Carbon dioxide (COr) between

countries and their public.Te2

The global climate change is the deadliest challenge as well as the great€st oppoltunity

for change mankind has ever faced. Either human;ty r;ses to this challenge and accomplishes a

transformed and Iasting global civilization, or the contemporary and the succeeding generations

will suffer the grav€ impacts ofour dec;sion to delay/o\rerlook this planetary crisis.T9l

s.1.1 HISTORY OF THE ISSUE

The threat of global waming first cvcr came to the knowledge of scientists more than a

century ago. The greenhouse etTect rfas discovered b], the ground-breaking work ofa Swedish

scientist Svante Arrhenius in 1896. 'l'wo other interrelated early scientific investigations by

?'go Jan Corfee-Morlot,. Mark M6lin, and Jacquelin tsursess, Global waming in the public sphere. Ph7 7)"aur n.
Sac. I365,2007,p-2752
r" 

Jan Oosthoek,. and Bar"v K. Gills,2005, Op Crl p'284
7'!2 tlrich Beck, Climate cnange and globalization are reinforcing elobal inequalities: HiSh time tor a new $cial
denocraric efi- Clabalizatiorr, Vol. 5. No. l. 2008, p'80
i'!r Banf, K. Gills, Climate chanse: A global callto ncion. G/ordr:driors, vol. s, No. l,2008, p-83
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French scientist Joseph Fourier and British scientist John Tyndall had also revealed elements of

the mystery that ultimately materialized in the theoq/ ofthe almospheric greenhouse effect. In

early lgth century, Fourier referred to the Earth's almosphere as the cause for the Earth,s

moderate temperature as compared to the heat ofthe Sun's waves. Tyndall in 1859 studied how

the Earth's exterior maintained its temperature and was thc fiIst scientist to explain that the gas

CO2 was opaque to mdiations from the Sun and could thus hcat up the atmosphere. Tyndall,s

findings were independently endorsed by Arrhenius and Tlomas Chamberlin between 1897 and

i 899. They discovered that human activity could considcrably \\'arm the global atmosphene by

rel€asing CO2 to it. However, it was Anhenius \,iho identified the association between climate

change, combustion of fossil fuel and increasing concentrations of CO2 in atmosphere. He

expected that by reducing amount of CO2 into half would cool the earth by 5-68C. Arrhenius

theory still stands valid today.Tea

A great deal ofthe sci€ntific knowledge required to comprchend global waming has

been available since the early 1960s. After the earl), scientific discoveries regarding the 'green-

house effect' at the end ofthe l9th century, the l'undamental physical science behi.d the theory

and empirical evidence for climate change was enriched b), wartime and post-Second World War

scientific ventures to master nuclear arms and comprehend how nuclear radiation and fallout

would move through the different layers ofearth and its exterior.?e5

Scientific works, prominent books, newspapcr and media reports on global uarming

began to issue wamings in the late 1960s. These wamings that mankind was heading toward an

environmental catastrophe, had deep impacts on politics and society during 1970s. Seveml states

introduced different measures and laws to check air and water pollution, and contamination of

?'" Jan Corfe-Morlot,. Mark Maslin. and Jacquclin Burg ess- 2007. Op-Cit. pp-2715-46

'"' tbid. p-2712
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soils at various levels. Moreover, steps were taken to make economies energy efficient; th;s Iater

became even more imperative after the cncrgy crises of lg?os. Scient;sts, by the early 1980s,

began to observe alarming signs that human activities were considerably affecting the

environment on a global level and that urgent actions are requircd.?'6

The first of major sign obse ed Nrs of thinning oathe ozone layer over th€ Antarctic

regions ofthe globe. This was due to Chlorofluorocarbons (CfC) aerosols used in spray cans and

refrigerating systems which on emission into the atmosphere caused a depletion ofstratospheric

ozone. Action was taken promptly and b_1/ the year 1987, the Montreal Protocol banned the

production ofall CFCS. The US, Canada and Scandinavian states- the key producem ofthis gas,

by that time, had already stopped prcduction. Shortlv the rest oithe world followed.TeT

However the control over the emission ofgrecnhouse gases pres€nted a serious challenge

as these were directly related with the production of the industry. Several conferences and

negotiations took place starting from 1970s to-date which resulted in the em€rgence of some

international regimes and taws to dcal with this issue.7s3

5.1.2 NATURE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

No other system is more global than the environment: however, the mankind has only

recently discovered this. Ilumanity, by meddling in the earth's ecological systcms, has

unconsciously 'taken charge' of the ecosystems of this blue planet. Metaphorically saying,

"humanity has taken ;ts seat in the cockpit ofplanet earth, and is tinkering with the controls".Tee

re6 Jan Oosthoek,. and Bany K. Cills,2005. O/.C,/' p-285

'"' rbid. p,285
re3 Peler Newell, 2005. Op Crl
7" Jan oosthoek,. and Barry K. c;11s, 2005, op Crr. p-286
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It is now recognized that, warming ofthe environmental system is undeniable, which is

now obvious liom observations of rise in global average air and seas temperatures, extensive

melting of snow/ice, and ascending global mean sea level-3m Tle rise in temperatur€ can change

seasonal cycles wh;ch will ultimately have impact on crops, breeding seasons of many species

and a host ofother unnatural changes.

The very nature of climate change poses unique challenges for actors striving to influence

the policy debates. The close relationship ofthis crisis with current foms of energy generation

and consumption, and its links with the issues of security of supply and the geo-political

;mplications this involves, tums climate change to be an essentiallv more politically sensitive

problem than many other global ecological issues. This aspect ofhigh politics also suggests that

climate change involves more d;rectly the interests of dom;nant and well-established sectors of

the contemporary global economy, for example, oil, the energy sector, and the automotive and

chemical industries.80r

5.1.3 CAUSES OF CLIMATE CIIANG

IPCC latest Assessment Report (AR4) shows that there is a scientific consensus about

global warming connections with human activities. Var;ous human activities are directly rclated

with the buming offossil fuels causing the emission ofgreenhouse gases.302 Main consumprions

occur as a result of industrialization', 'tmnsportation' and 'household kitchens'. Among the

other major causes, most significant is the destruction ofthe recycling unit of earth atmosphere

i.e. the forests.3or

"i0 R.K. Pachauri, Climate clanle as an emerging global issue. c/rlaliariod, Vol. 5, No. l. 2008, p,58
sorPererNeuell,2005, a, ( ,
30' Jan Corfe-Modot er a1.,2oo1,opCit. p-2752
3or Pcter Newell, 2005, Op an.
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A look at the history ol past four centuries suggests that there ha\,e been three main

transitions i.e. demographic (population groMh), economic transirion (industrjal glowth) and

environmental. The earlier lwo transitions over exploited the available environmental resources

and caused environmental transition.so4 In the last sixty years, huge population growlh has

pushed for intensified farming, extensive industrialization, and rapid growth in tlade, allofthese

factors contributed to a deteriorating environment and confronted the planet earth with the

challenge of climate change.3o5

5.1.4 IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE

The recent assessments on the issue present a troublesome picture. According to IPCC

reports, eleven out of the past twelve yean (1995-2006) are considered among the twelve

warmest years since 1850. The IPCC report foresees a temperature increase of l.l - 6.,1 .C by

2100. The natural catastrophes may get doubled in number in the world during the next 10 to l5

years. In the lasl ten yea6,3.852 calamities took more than 780,000 lives, affected over two

billion orhers and inflicted a minimum of$960 billion economic loss.806

Impotant risks induced from climatic threats involve human displacement, fresh water

scarcity, reduced agriculfuml yield and food shortage, loss of €conomic resources! health

vulnerabilities, and energv issues.3o7 Climate change ramifications may spoil important en€rgy

infmstructures like power plants, energy routes, nuclear plants, and ultimately destabilize publ;c

order. The recent earthquake in Japan is a good example in this regard.8os

3@ G€orse Musser, The climax of human;ty. .S.ienrtrfc lDerr.ar. volume 293, Number 3, 200s, p-44
lnr 

Nayan Chand4 2008, Opail. p-1.2a.

''" A.N.M. Muniruzaman, Climale change: Threat 10 Inlemational peace and securily, The Daity Sl ,JNe16,
201l.
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Environmental disasters also have the potential to boost radicalisation and tenorisrn in

several developing states, particularly;n South Asia, as a result ofthe climate-caused social and

economic problems. Resource scarcitv could also lead to conflict and instability in general.soo

5.2 GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS ON CLIMATE CHANGE

As mentioned earlier, a global human consciousness is on the r:se based on; the notion of

entirety of human social relations across the world,slo on the irlea of world as a unitary socio-

political whole, and on the grcwing awareness of ihe world's environmental and economic

interdependence, cultural conflicts and the requiremcnt for dialogue and democracy.slr This

consciousness is raising global public' held together as a virtual entity by a feeling of global

affinity which emerges in response to unique challenges ofthe 2lst century.3r'?Climate change is

one of such issues that have anchored such nrotivated 'public' on planetary scale. This global

consciousness is incrcasingly enhanced by the facilities provided by infomation and

communication technologies. The availability of infomation on issues relating to climate change

added by thc raised capacities of civil society to steer debate. and stimulate public actions to

influence public policies is help;ng the ceuse ofenvironmentalists.sr3

Public opinion surveys increasingly conlilm this assumption. There seems to be a

universal consensus among the citizens living in different parts ofthe planet earth that climate

change is a serious threat that necds to be addrcssed immediately. The polls show that people are

even willing to deal with this issue ai the cost oftheir budgets. Ofcourse exceptions do exist,.iust

sroMadin shaw,2000, oA Cr, pp.l I'12.
3rr Majid Tehmnian.2oo4. opc, p-97
3''? AneelaM. Crack, 2007
3'r Manuel Castells, 2008, Op.Cn
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as exceptions exist in any territorial society. Ilowever in general, one can see the

consciousness on th€ issue ofclimate change.8la

of global

Climate change is b€ing debate in the physical and rhe new virtual public sphere

simukaneously. It becom€s imperative to comprchcnd how this issue became part ofthe public

sphere debates and what are the challenges faced by public sphere on climate change that hinder

elTective policies and strategi€s to deal with this cris;s.

5.3 CLIMATE CHANGE IN PUBLIC SPHERE

It is important to understand how climate change became an issue ofpublic concern and a

topic ofpublic discussion at large. Though, science and scientists has a crucial role in enhancing

the citizens understanding ofglobal waming horvever. their influence alone do€s not explain the

timing ofincreased interest in global warming as a polic! concern. Rather the surfacing ofglobal

waming as a public policy issue is a consequence of different socially mediated pathways that

interrelate with scientific knowledge to foster public undersEnd;ng of this challenge and

motivate political attention to i1.815

The science ofglobal environmental change is based on ;nterdisciplinary research.3r6 The

public awareness about this issue originatcd in the 1950s when the early apprehensions were

shown about the utilization of chemicals in farming and th€ first ever law to deal with air

pollution were introduced in the US and Britain. Rachel Carson's Siler?t Sp,,irg was published in

ira e huge numter of mulli-country sludies have becn published on the issues related io climare chanae by
University of Maryland Prcgram on Internalional Policy Atritudes (!IPA), Pcw Research Center USA, Callup
Intemational and seveml other organizations. A report plblished by World Bank in 2009 enrirled public attirudes
towards climate change shows that majority ofrcspondenls in l5 cou.ties around fie uorld believe climale change
is a serious prcblem. There seems to be consensuson thehurnan induced globalwarming and desne to dealwith this
issue even if il enta;ls ost. These findings concur wilh the findinSs of Pes Research Center and olhe. prcminent
polling orSanizalions-
3rs lan Corlee-Morlor et al., 2001- Opcit p-2742

'uIbid. p-2741
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1962 and it paved the lvay for ban on DDT in Great Britain anC other states during the 1960s.817

A number of influential works werc published aller it on the subject that fostered public

awareness about this issue and pushed it as a public matter.

Cold War politics during 1950s also facilitated the way for worldwide cooperation on

comparatively neutral topjcs of scientific and public interest. In an era dominated by policy for

science, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) originated in 1950. Under the direction

ofRoger Revelle, the WMO coordinated with several governmental organizations to support the

"Int€mational Geophysical Year" ir 1957/1958; this enhanced attention and funding to climate

change research, €v€n prior to any strict establishm€nt of climate change as a social or political

issue, within a much broader program concentrated on meteorological matters.sl8

However, since the 1970s, scientists collaborated with politicians, govemment and civil

society organizations to encourage research and action on the issue of climate change. This was

entangled with media attention to climate change as the various stakeholderc like scientists,

politicians and activists used media to promote awareness about this issue.3le

THE ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC IYORXS & LITERAT'URE

During the 1950s and 1960s, an "atmospheric modelling community" started providing

substantiate evidence on global warming. In th€ 1960s a number of scientific results confirmed

the global warming theory and the decade also witncssed the commencement of large scale

interaction between scientific commun;ty and policy makers on this subject- Keeling's Antarctica

3 - 
Jdn Oo(lhoel.. and BarD l\. Cilt. 2005. 2 / 7 p.23!

" " S. Agrawala,5tkrc€ ailv/sory e.hh6n\ th hutilateral decisiannaLinA: three hodels t'ob the global clinate
chMBe regihe. Woodrcw Wiho. School of Public and Intemational Affairs, 398. Princeton, NJ: Princeton
Un;ves;ry. 1999.
rr! Ja, Corfee-Morlot et al.. 2007 , Op.Cit. p-27 52



and Mauna Loa data were sufficient to testify a swift increase in atmospheric CO2. These

evidences motivated initial concems abollt this issue within the scientific community.320

The Rachel Carson's .S/er?, Sp/irg published in 1962 promoted widesplead public

concem over the degree and pathways for chem;cal pesticide pollution. Dur,ng the same period,

Kenneth Boulding introduced the powerful idea of'spaceship earth'. He stated that man must

realize that human life was only possible within the whole system. Th€refore, wastes produced

by man must be recycled and materials emitted into the atmosphere must be checked because a

spaceship does not have sewels. A series ofother influential works on environment and society

also began to appear like, Barry Commoner's "Science and Sl.,:,i,a/ " (1966) and The Closing

Circle (1971), similarly Garret Hardin's article on "Thc Tragedy oJ the Commons,' which

associates overexploitation ofnatural resources with the problems of over-population. Similar in

impact was the work of Paul Ehrlich who expressed Malthusian predictions about similar

concems in The Population Bomh in 1968. 'lhe decade of 1970s is marked by concems about

resource depletion following the publication of rcpaft on l-imits to Gro\rt, by the Club of Rome

in 1972 and how Schumache.'s visualized the world in Szal1 ].\ Beazr,rl. These deve]opments,

for some scholars, are considered pal1 of a broader environmental debate called as

'survivalism'.821

Some of the key metaphors of this pcriod included 'spaceship Earth', the commons,

images ofoverexploitation and collapse as u,ell as doom and redemption.822

THE ROLE OF ENERGY CMSIS

"' tbid. p-2748

"' rbid. p-2757
*" Ibid. p-2758
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The worldwide enersy crises ol 1973 and 1979 that emerged due to disturbance in oil

supplies and resulting price hikes also attractcd public attention to the energy resources and

subsequently to climate change. Several scholars deem the 1979 energy crisis as a tuming point

;n media and political heed in the US, as climate change debates were raised in relation with

energy secur;ty problems to emphasize consideration ofaltemative sources olenergy.323

THE ROLE OF MEDU

According to the theory of public sphere, media plays significant role in communicating

scientific information about the impodant issues ofthe day to common people and foster public

debate and comprehension ofthe issue. So has been the case w;th climate change.

Climate change initially became a media concern in the late 1970s with a first wave of

'popular'books that attracted publ;c attention. These led to scientific and public debate as well

as increased media attention towards this issue particularly whether climate change was resulting

in warming or cooling ofthe planet. These books raiscd public interest and credibility in climate

change as a public concem, wh;ch ukimatel)r generated a consensus in the public sector that it

deserves furlher research.32!

A new set of issues based on scienliflc knowledge about environmental prcblems

emerged in 1980s, which attracted €nhaoced media coverage and attention from ENGOs.825

Media coverage ofthe new evidence for climate change and growing consensus among scientists

tumed climate change as an important issuc in the public sphere. Subsequently, the campaigns

"" S.R. Wean, rn? diJ.rrery of glabal wdni,e. CmbtidgqvA:

3'z5 Jan Corfee-Morlot e1 al., 2oo7 , op-Cit. p-27 58

HaNard Universitv Presr. 2003
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regarding ozone depletion and media coverage of this issue, paved the way for legislation

banning CFC gases.326

Research on the €ffect of mcdia on the climate change policy d€bate shows that science

in conjunction with emblematic events and extensive media coverage has also facilitated to

enhance public awareness aboui local and the global environmenlal challenges.32? So by 1989,

global warming had become a significant issue in the public sphere and media was playing the

role ofa watchdog to publicizr: political coordination with the science ofclimate change.828

More influential than press reporting are other forms of media that depend on visual

information Iike tel€vision, film and the intemet. Extensive med;a coverage ofvarious impacts of

global warming has also been stimulated by the worldwide release ofthe documentary films like

Al Gore's ,-4, Inconyenient Truth and by huge number of television documentaries on this

subject. Recently studies have locused on the effects af'The Day AJter Tomoftow' ald.rcllryood

blockbuster 2004. The Day A-fter Tohoftow atbacted a huge viewership and was not only

commercially successful bul it also succeeded in prornoting climate change from a vague

scientific issue to a popular public concem.s2e Similarly a more recent Holl)'wood production

'2012', piarirJ;7-ed the end of the planet Earth has also served a similar function. Such

communicators can really inform, educate, wam, and empower citizens to take necessary steps to

in this regard.slo

l-HE ROLE OF CATASTROPHIC ACCIDENTS

"'Ibid. p-276?
3x7 R.E. Dunlap, Lay perceptio.s of global risk: public vicws of slohal wamins in c.oss,nalional
lnler atio ol Saciolog, 13, 1998, pp..U3--198.
srB A. Re\ r,n. Joumar sa) global $dm,rg Jocumenr DlotL.d. Ihe \N lafi lMc\ l?w I o,{. 200oa.
!:'Jan Corlee-Morlor etal., )A07. Op.Cit p-2765
rr0 Dr- Y.P. Yadav,. & R.J. R ani,2ol l, op cit p-1
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Number of devaslat;ng earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, epidemics, droughts, famine, o;l

sp;llage, acid rains and nuclear accidents in second halfofthe 20th century exposed the fragility

ofnatural systems and raised awareness about €nvironmental issues. These incident began to be

discussed among family members, friends. in talk shows and on several other forums and helped

made th€ climate an issue ofthe public sphere.

TEE ROLE OF IC1's

The advent of ICTS has fufther augmented the oppoftunities for publjc access to

infomation regard:ng climate change and public deliberation of this issue. These technologies

have not only facilitated public discussion in the physical spaces but have also provided new

avenues for fostering civic actions on this issue.8lr Civil society actors are using these

technologies to further the cause of environment. There have emerged virtually hundreds of

thousands of blogs, and websites on environmental issues in the last decade. How ICTS ar€

facililating aclivities in the NPS will later be discussed in detail-

5.4 GLOBAL CIVIL SOCIETY ON CLIMATE CIIANGE

As John Kean hinted towards the vasmess of GCS through 'its non-govemmental

institutions, written and unwdtten codes and ways oflile',33']that lead it to encompass 'networks,

partnerships, coalitions and social movements',311 all around the globe expressing its existence

on various issues of public interest. Th€se actors hav€ been frontrunners in struggle to deal with

the issue ofclimate change.

Angela M. Crack, 2007 Op.an, and Manuel Castelk, 2008, OACII.
3r':John Kean,200l, o,, C/ p-2,1!! Helmxt K. Anheier, and Nuno Themudo, 2002, op Cir
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These civil society organizations have been the most act;ve defenders ofthe planet earth.

Though 'states' havc more resources than tlese organizations and institutions, however these

have the'wjll','expe(ise','reach'and .networks'essential to promote this cause. Whereas

govemmental bodies and lGOs are often short ol analytical capacity orland are hindered by

bureaucratic compuJsions and oth€r obligations, NGOS can concentmte on an active research

program, and move swiflly to address such issues.sla ENGOs can be referred to as,,watchdogs

for the global cor.mons". These strive to make both state and businesses accountable. These

have now become stakeholder with the 'state' in envircnmental govemance and have been very

vigorously paticipating in environmental lawmaking fomms.sri

GCS have been performing many significant functions conceming climale change:

providing expert opinion and analysis, intellectual srruggle against state, mobilizing public

opinion, representation of the citizens, monitoring, assessing and legitirnizing global-scale

decision making processes.s16

A carefirl examination ofthe role ofGCS on the issue ofclimatc change suggests;

Firs|, inluence oryrates oyet multiple leNels- Civil society groups remain vocal fiom the

local up to the global based on the nature ofchange they are trying to achieve and the resources

available to them to materializ€ that change. Political prospects for change shap€ the potentials

for influence, but simultaneously groups compete and rc-negotiate the spaces available to them.

This can be observed at the national, intemational and regional level.337

Second, inJluence is ohly possible for some groups, same oJ lhe lirre. Insider-outsider

dynamics ar€ significant here, signiling different extents of access and ability to benefit from

3rr B. Gemmill, and A. Bam iele-ttu,2002, Op Cit
3r5 Maret Petersson, The Intemet and envionmenial NGOS: Changed condirions for campaigning. PCM,409,2010.
3'6 B. Cmmill. and A. Baniele-t/u- 20C,- Op-Cit- p-1

"'PererNewell.2005, Op a//. p-27
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available political opportun;ty structures that are dependent on their position within oolicy

networks and expertise! among s€veral other things. Third. il is signilicafit build capacity ol

CSOi lo efJbcth,ely utilize the tyailable spaces lat patticipotiofl. The case of climate change

suggests that without paying heed to existing disparities within civil society, new means of

par't;cipation and representation may simply reproduce those disparities. Fourth, o e can also

lnd trekdt of hoth diyergence a d co tergence sim ltaneously among CSO| cafipaigning for

ewironme lal gai s. Fifth, the nature of the issue of climate change also imposes certain limits

on CSOS.3$ This shows that though civil society actors are coming forth at the global level to

deal with this issue, however due to existing socio-economic differences and the complex nature

ofthis issue tbey have to resolve cenain issues before these actors can achieve their goals. These

issues would be discussed at a ceflain length in the section on politics of climate change:

challenges for NPS.

Nonetheless, even in the community of states, among lhe collective membership of the

nation-state, the marginalized remain ignored, without proper representation, regardless of how

much they strive to negotiate change. Througb transnational advocacy networks (TANS),

however, th€se entities can get a space to rais€ their voices effectively which destabilizes

conventional hierarchies of power either within a household, a town. a region, a nation, or the

world. Some believe that the division of porver is no more relegated to a north-south divide;

rather it "has dispersed into centralized power nodes, global cities, around the world".3:e

By the time ofUN Conference on Environment and Development ([INCED) in 1992,

envircnrnental organizations initiated keen intemal capac;ty building endeavors to get better

3rs rbid. pp.27-28
"'ttolly Ann Custard, The Intemet and Global C;v;l Society: Communication & Represenlarion within
Transnational Advocacy Nervo*s- G nU: l\,leditefrdheah fdrra, 3(2), Fall 2008, p-4
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understanding of the process of international policy formation.3ao The Eath Summit held in

1992, thus confirmed that the commitment and meaningful involvement of non-state actorc are

crucial for the attainment of sustainable development goals.sa' This is simply for the fact that

govemmental bodies and IGOs are often lacking analytical capacity or these are hindered by

bureaucradc compulsions and other obligations, NGOS as prime actors of GCS can focus on an

active research agenda, and mov€ swiftly to deal with new issues.8a2 The proc€ss oftransnational

environmental govemance has been augmentcd by the involvement ofCSOs in various ways;3ar

cons€qu€ntly one can observe the rise of a number ofenvironmental regimes conceming various

climatic issues.sa

MAJOR PI-AYERS STRIVING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL GAOLS

The conventional govemance struclures have been significantly weakened by the

processes of globalization. Growing global financial integration has eroded the authority of

national govemments while facilitated other economic and political actors get access to the

world power realm.es NGOs participation in the global govemance significantly increased in the

1990s. NGOS, engaged in climatic govemance are extremely varied that include Iocal, national,

regional, and global groups with different environmental objectives like conffolling emissions,

sustainable development, animal welfare, povedy reduction and several other concems.8a6 CSOs,

1br the sake of coordination of their activities, expertise, and pooling of resources, organized

themselves into coalitions, for example, the C,4N. Under the initial leadership of Greenpeace

340 8. Gemmill, and A. Bamiele-lzn,2002,op.Cit p-5

"'rbid. p,6
3': rbid. p-r l
3'r rbid. p-7
3a An o!e^ ies ol rhe en\ ironmentsl regime, i\ pe.enred in rl"e appeno.\ 2.
3as Stephen J. Kobrin,200l. Op Cir
36 B.6emmill, and A. Bamiele-lz\.2002, Op Cil p-3
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Intemational and the Environmenral tlefense lund, CAN \!as founded in 1989 by 63 ENCOS

from 22 states. CAN has now taken the shape ofa global net\\,ork of ENGOS strivine for actions

to combat climate change.

Besides foming alliances/collations, some ENCOs are also effectively playing their role

in individual capacity. Some ofthese are creenpeace, World Wildlife Fund (WWF), and Friends

ofthe Eafth.

Greenpeace is an autonomous, campa;gning organization which employs peaceful,

innovative conliontation to highlight global environmental issues, and to emphasize the remedies

which are imperative for a green and p€aceful future. The objective of the Creenpeace is to

protect the earth's capabiiities to nourish life in all its muhiplicity. According to the figures of

January, 2009, 2.9 mill;on had either taken out or rencwed the;r monetary membership within the

Iast 18 months. It is financed by the people who keep their ships on the oceans and their

campaigners in the field. Moreover, mill;ons of citizens around the world take action with them

every single day as cyber activ;sts, local groups, or as volunteers. For the sake ofmaintaining its

independent character, Greenpeace does not accept funding from corporations, states and

politicalparties.8aT

Friends ofEarth Intemational is another extensive environmental network in the world. It

spans over all contents by connccting, 76 national member groups, around 5,000 groups of local

activist and about 2 million members together. lt strives for most significant environmental and

social concems prevalent today. It cont'ronts the contemporary pattems of economic and

corporate liberalization, and strives to shape an environment fiiendly and sociallyjust world.8r8

e- See rhe Creenpea.e sehsire. he.e.rron on 'treque rh A.ted Que{io1, .
&3 friends ofl rlh ln(emdrional u(br;l< seclj.n '$no he dc'
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World Wildlife FunC (WWf) is yet another global environmenral organization. WWF is

an impodant conservation organizat;on which operates in over 100 countries and has L2 million

members in the US alone and about 5 million worldwide. WWF has been striving to protect the

nature for the last fifty years. WWF'S distinctiv€ wav ofworking unites worldwide reach with a

basis in science, entails act;on at all levels from local to transnational, and offers a varieB of

solutions to satisry both the public and environmental needs. The mission of WWF has been to

preserve natur€ and mitigate challenges to the multiplicity oflife on this planet-&9

However, ENGOs somehow participating in environmental gov€mance arc extremely

diverse with respect to their objectives, capabilities, resources and area ofcoverage. Each ofthe

ENGO has its own unique history, vision, mission and goals, however, generally these ENGOs

strive for (l) Environmental protection, (2) sustainable developm€n! (3) animal wellare (4)

Green legislation (5) lmplementation of Environmental regimes (6) Collecting environmenral

data (7) Raising public awareness (8) Warch dog role (9) Environmental research (10) Transform

markets and policies to decrease thc impacts of the increased production and consumption of

commodities and (11) to pressurize state and global governance shuctures to comply by the

environmental goa1s.350

The mhanced public awareness about env;ronmental concems, paticularly about climate

change has been the major achievemenl ofthese llNCOs. Furthermore, their acknowledgement

as a stakeholder in environmental govemance is another significant achievement of these

3!' Worldwildlife websile section Who \Ve Are'.
3'! These objecrives have been derived liom thc wcbsitcs ofa numberofENGOS.
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ENGOs, and one must not forget the emergence ofvarious national and international green laws

as a result oftheir efforts.85r

The history of international community reaction to climatic issues can be traced back to

the end of World War L However. over half of intemational accords reached since 1921, got

really implemented after 1970.852 In this period, scientific community was organized enough to

offer the most advanced analysis of the climate change science to policy- makers.8sr Several

conferences and negotiations took place that resulted in variety of Regimes/Frameworks,

bilateral/multilateral agreements and treaties. ENGOS are still pushing hard for major cuts on

emissions on part of the developed world with various achi€vements in the last 30 years are

worth-noting.

However, the role of ENGOS in intemational regime formulation depends on their

location, resources, proximity to power centers & expefiise. A compreh€nsive overview of the

environmental regimes can b€ found in appendix 2.

It is important to note that NGOS role in environmental regime formation enhanced in

1990s. Many ofthe ENGOs are given seat in intemational govemmental negotiations on climate

change. These ENGOS have proved thcir clfectiveness during the regime fomulalion at Koyoto

and other forums. Similarly, these FNCOS also express their strength outside the negotiations

venues on the eve of such meetings of G20, World Economic Forums etc by arranging protests

in lavor ofclimate goals. One of their slrenglhs is the use of ICTS either at the moment ofsuch

events or in rallying support for environmental achieving environmental milestone.35a

35r Dr Sebastian Obenhu., Malthias Buck, Seb$tjan Miiller, Dr. Stefanie Pfahl. Richard G. Tarasofsky.
Panicipado, of Non-Govemmental Organisations in Inlernational Environmental covemance: Legal Basis and
Pmctical Expericnce. /$rilrtelar Inl.rnolia ola d Ewapea E riranhehtdl Polic!,2A02, p-5

"' n.O. reohare,. P. rlaas., & M.A. Le\y, The efecrivress af ihtematiakdl ehrinnnental institutians- ln
tnstitutia$for the Lulh {eds P.Ilaas & M. A. Levy). Cambridge, MA: MIT Prcss, 1991.
xrr Peter Newell, 2005, Op.Ci p-6

"" Dr. Sebastian oberrhrr er al.,2oo2, Op Cit.
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5.5 NEW PUBLIC SPHERE OPPORTUNITIES FOR GLOBAL CIVIL

SOCIETY

Contrary to Habermasian public sphere, the NPS facilitated by global communication

nelwo*s, is global in its inclusivit), and scope of issues. Climate change is one of such issu€s

which have becom€ the focus ofNPS in recent years.

The increasing prevalence of ICTs in human activities makes it appropriat€ to consider

their significance for the issue ofclimate change.8ss The Intemet and its various applications, c€ll

phones, community radio, telecentres, etc with their rising popularity and availability across the

world, are offering unique opportunities for improving the generation, organization, exchange

and application ofappropriate information about climate change.ss6

These days nearly all NCOS utilize the Intemet fbr;ntemal communication; for shaping

public opinion through their websites; for improving member services by supplying th€m

sufficient and up-to-dat€ infomation; for communicaling swiftly at affordable cost; for

recruiting new members and for soliciting financial support; for disseminating informational

resources to states and the public; for raising publ;c awareness and for mobiliz;ng citizens to get

politically involved; and for realizing innovative ideas.357

Adaptation plans to combat environmental issues demands the involvement of all

stakeholders, i.e. public, private and civil society. ICTS enable multiple actors to g€t involved in

designing adaptation strategies at var;ous levels. lCTs offer a range ofopportunities from simple

broadcast and opinion shaping on various matteis to be determined: to enhanced engagement by

3 Alandh Kd/ldu,Ias.. and Helen Hasan. 
_00q. Op., p-2i

"" {ngelica v. Ospina, and Richard Heels, lCTs and climate chang€ adaplalion: Enabling innovative slrategies.
Climale Change, ICTS & Innavarian Ptqect, Ceht.t ld DeNelopnent tnform.nics, Unive6ii, ofManchesler, UK,
2011. p-l
357 Maret PeteBson, 20I 0. 04 Cir. p,I
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means of social rnedia and online oolling of the concemed groups; to the employment of

collective decision support systems to model and analvze different scenarios, and facilitate

decision making.853 The NPS offers a variety oloppoftunities for ENCOS to fufther their cause.

To do this the ENGOS networks inlorm and convince individuals and govemment by

generating and disseminating relevant information. These pressuriz€ govemments to make

certain changes by either making th€m answerable for existing laws, or shaming their particular

behaviors with ethical demands for social justice.85e Environmental networks like CAN are a

good example ofGCS actors ut;lizing social media to achieve the environmental goals.

Consider, ENGO like lriends ofthe Earth \,,hose 80 percent ofonline traffic comes from

non-members. A good deal of this traffic o ginatcs from general queries about environmental

problems rather than from intentional efforts to connect to the organization's website.360 This

shows that websites ofsuch organizations are truly providing information to citizens interested in

knowing about climate related issues.

To sum up, NPS can facilitate CCS actors in motivating public opinion, engagints

citizens, enhancing capabilities of CSOS, monitoring carbon emissions and formulating

adaptation plans, and pressurizing state and corporations in perspective of climate change.36l

Lets see some of the glimpses of powers of ICTS through which many ENGOS have achieved

certain goals and these show its potential to bring the'globalpublic' united together on the issue

ofclimate change.

E-CAMPAIGNS

31Angelica V. Ospina, and Richard Heeks,20ll, Ol Ci. p-:
"'Holly Ann Custard,2008. op Cn. p 3
r'1r Banie Axford,2004. ozC, p-255
io ttl. ZuUair rtran et at., Xew public spheie in an emerging global |olityr Prospccr for the i$ue ofclimatc change,
Clabal.lotu hal of Hunan So.rd J.i.,.., vol. 12, issue 12,2012.
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E-campaign is a campaign which primarily relies on the social media to enable offline

mobilization and facilitates link between on and offline spheres.862 Some of the prominent

en\rironmental e-campaigns are described here.

a) Facehook World Re.ordfot Most Comhents (Unfiiendl! Coal Campaign)

A Greenpeace facebook page rece;ved maximum comments in a single day and established a

unique world record for attracting the most comments. Greenpeace achieved this milestone on

April 14, 201 l, by receiving record 80, 000 comments on its facebook page Llnfrierully Coal.363

This was part of the 'unfriendly coal' campaign to compel 'facebook' to tum to renewable

energy. After campaigning for 20 months to green facebook, the website finally agreed to run on

clean, renewable energy. The campaign's obvious objective was to emphasize the need for

raising investment in renewable energy, and reduce reliance on coal power.364

b) Kil Kat carhpaigrt

Similarly, Kit Kat campaign was anolher social media facilitated carnpaign that persuaded

Nestle to agr€e to removing products that resulted in the destruction of rainforest in Indonesia.

The campaign used a'vidco'to motivate public to boycott Kit Kat Choclate as its production

negatively affected certain Indonesian for€sts. thus initialed a vibrant debate on social media.

Various CSOs negotiated with the Nestle, and eventually Nestle agreed to stop such product;on

that was harmful for rainforests.s65

t) Gree M! Apple

36'? Maret Petersson, 201 0, OA Cil. p- l
36r See Greenpeace websiie seclion News' daled April 1 4, 20 1 1 . ac.esed on June 1 5, 201 2-
3& See Greenpeace website section 'Clinate charge/Cool it', accessed on June 15.2012.
365 Maret Petersson, 201 0, Op. Cir pp. 6-7
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A similar campaign, 'Green My Apple'targeted the 'Apple,. The corporation was compelled

by popular pressurc to remove toxic mate als from its products. The public was mobilized

online which ultimately made the 'Apple' to consent to public demands.3ft

d) Billion Acts of Gtee

TheBillion Acts of Gr€en (BAG) campaign is a transnational effo meant to €ncourage

simple actions on behalf of the planet in the shape of commitmenrs fiom individuals and

organizations to exhibit the collective power of service to the planet. The campaign was

launched by the Earth Day Network on the eve of20l0's Earrh Day. The BAC utilized social

media that facilitated enhanced public participation in this global effort. Facebook and twifter

apps cncouraged users to promise at least onc "ac1ofgreen" and share it with mcmbe$ of their

social network. The BAG campaign was extremely successful. It succeeded in registering over 5

million pledges lrom around the world.367 BAG is still functional on facebook and is discovering

innovative ways to help this cause from the global pubJic.363

e) Chdtitt: lYater Tta'estival

This campaign was launched in 2009 to help raise aNareness about global water crisis and to

collect charities to further their cause. It got around 22 million tweets a day in 2009 (compared

to 65 million daily tlveets in 201 l). This exhibited the surprising potenrials of social media for

achieving environmental goals. The Twestival attracted more than 1,300,000 followers on

twitter, and succeeded in raising an amazing $250,000, and generated global public awareness to

i6 Laura K. Social media can save the planet. Credpeace weblog.20l0, Accesed Februa.y 25.2012.
367 Wetsire of the campaign, httpi//billiona.isofgreen.com/. Accessed fehruary 28, 20 I 2
!63 

See http://apps.facebook.co /billionactsofgreen/, Accessed JuU 07,2012
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the worldwide water

s5oo,ooo.86e

crisis. The campaign did even betier in September 20ll by raising

U GoGrue Twiltet Sb'eepstakes

This campaign was especially Iaunched by Crcale rhe Cood and the AARP for the Earth Day

2010. The campaign encouraged users to tweet at @createthegood with innovative methods for

green actions by using the #gogrcen hashtag. In order to motivate users, the campaign extended a

prize of emission-free trip to Wash;ngton, DC for participation in the formal Earth Day 2010

celebmtions. It was a successfui campaign that attracted ovcl 150,000 people and;t is still

available on twitter with over 6000 followers.37o

c) Coco-Cola Cafipaign

As a result ofa cyber campaign, Coca-Cola consented to renrove injurious chemicals from its

ref.igeration systems in 2000. It also succeeded in persuading McDonald's and Unilever to

follow suit.8?r

h) "ecar paigh o Nigeria Climote Change Coht lissiotl Bill"

NGOS in Niger;a also used social media especially laccbook to foster public awar€ness in

the country regarding Nigeria Climate Change Commission Bill and they finally got it passed by

the by the parliament.sT2

Othet Inlenei Based htilialive

36t 
See website of the campaign Charity: Watcr h{estival, hhp://rw.charilywater.org/twestival/, Access€d June I 7,

2012
3?o See Website of the campaign Go Green Twittcr Swecpslakes, httpJ/createrhegood.org/Ninergreerl/, Accessed
Seplember 20,201IqrrLauB 

K..20t0. O, (ir
3r2 ra.ebook page or rhe crmprign. hrip:"M.facebook.com/pageyecanpaign-on,Nigeda-Climate-Change-
Commission-Bill/I209839046661 83. Accessed on February 25. 2012
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a) Most ofENGOs offet DAlterl & E-Newslelrul on climate change.

,, Projects to fill the knowledge gap on climat€ change, e.g. ,,the Integrated Knowledge

System on Climate Change Adaptation (lKS-CCA) India".

c) Environmental News Network

d) Social Media groups on Climate Change

e) Facebook Croups, D;scllssion Forums, RSS, Twitter, WAYN Groups, and youtube

Channels not only provide information on climate chang€ but also encourage discussions

within their respective space.

INTERACT'IYE K4DIO

ICTS have helped revive the radio broadcasting. Modem trends in radio broadcasting are

towards jnteractive radio and community radio. Both ofthese fronts are being used by ENGOS

for protecting climate.sTl World Association of Community Radio Broadcaste$ (AMARC) has

Iaunched severai environmental projecls in various parts of the world. Community radios in

Peru, Madagascar, Uruguay and Argentina are some oftheir successful projects.3Ta

lnteractive radios are mp;dly becoming popular. Public interact with the broadcasters via

cell phone, SMS, email, Social Networking Sites. Several ENCOS have established rheir

interactive radio stations.s?5

CELL PHONE TNITATIVES

Cell phones oller a variet_v of opportunities to ENGOS fbr staying connected with their

members and with the public in general.sr6 According to recent estimat€s, around 6 billion cell

s7r Panick P. Kalas, & A lan linlay, 2009, op.cit.
3?'Seewebsile ofthe World Assoc;atbn ofComnunity Radio Brcadcasreu (AMARC)
315PatickP. Kalas. & Alan Finla).2009. Op.Crr
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phones are ;n use across the Norld.3?? Mobile phone tecbnology is extensivelv used by NGOS

these days. It enables CSOs to generate awarcness, initiate public discourse, coll€ct

environmental data and 1rl pcrfom several other functions.3?3

Greenpeace Argentina Zero-waste SMS campa;gn, I-ive Earth's Mobile Campaign

(Music concerts in several capital cities at the same time), adaptations for Climate Change,

Healthy Toys, airTEXT and FishMS are some of the examples of successful cell phone

initiatives regarding climate change.3Te

A survey shows that mobile phones have become popular among NGO employees and

eight-six percent ofth€m are using it in perfoming their various duties. It is interesting to note

that mobile technology is more popular among NCO representatives working in Africa and Asia

than in developed parls ofthe world. Almost all (NineqT-nine percent) ofthe mobile phone users

have a very positive opinion ofthe impacts ofthis technology, for a quarter it is 'revolutionary',

and another three in len believe it to be inevitable for their job. Though, the most widespread

applications among NGO representat;ves are voice and text m€ssaging, however, the survey

found that this technoloey is also being used in a variety ofother ways like phoro and video

sharing (39 percent); collection and transfer of data (28 percent); and exchanging multi-media

messaging (27 percent).880

Similarly, the Greenpeace Argentina's campaign for the protection of forests also shows

the potentials ofcell phone. Instant and direct, short lext messages provide a useful mean to alert

376 Rick Bahague, Ken Banks, Trixie Concepcion, Toni Eliasz, Christiana lyoha, Geofftey Muihondu, Kevin Nnadi
and the Tadical Technology Collecriye- llabiles ih a ho\: Ihihg hahile phonesfar alr@acl Tadical TechnoloSy
Collective, India, 2008, p-10.
37? clobal hobile statistics, 1111.2012, Op.Cit.

"' Streita Xintaae,. A Xatrin Verclas,. Wireless Technology for Soc;al Change: Tre.ds in Mobile Use by NGOS.
UN laundalian-yodofone Grory I.andotio Parthership, washington. DC&Berlshire.UK,2008.
3" rbid- p-41
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concemed about significant news and motivate them to certain action. If the requ;rcd action is

simply a phone cail to a legislator. then cell phone is particularly helpful.s8r

Moreover, mobile phones can also be used as environmental sensing devices. This

emergjng new aspect of mobile phones is increasinglv drawing attention of corporation, CSO

actors and academ;cians. Differ€nt pilot projects demonstrate that various prospective

applications ofmobile phones will make a huge difference by monito ng for example, carbon

emission or air quality. These innovative applications at the moment are going through

exper;mental stage and are considerably expensive for extensive public use.332 However, in

future these might become more efficient and cost eff€ctive. Some details ofthe cell-pone based

initiatives are given here.

a) Protecting Argentina's Foresls

Greenpeace campaign to protect Argentina forest is a good example in this perspective.

Greenpeace observed that 300,000 hectares of area is deforested in Argentina each year. fo

addrcss this issue, Greenpeace Argentina used social media and conventional media to gather 1.5

million signatures for a petition to support Zll Zel./e Bosq es, or the Forest Law.

Through a form on the Greenpeace website, indiv;duals were required to submit both

email ID and cell phone number, and sign a petition that supported the Foresl Law. Creenpeace

succeeded in collecting around 300,000 phone numbers, moreover 50,000 other numbers were

collected through other means. Greenpeace remained successful in collecting over 1.5 million

people that signed the petition supporting the Forest 1.aw.333

""' rbid. p-,11

"'Ibid. p-45
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fie emerging datahase ofcell phone numbers and email lDs was used by Greenpeace in

different ways. Around 3000 signatures in favor of the petition were collected through text

messaging. Through short text messages, Greenpeace also motivated cit;zens to call specific

lawmakers to lobby for the said law. Lastly, Creenpeace also employed its mobile phone

network to disseminate imperative alerts about different actions or news.331

h) Greehpeace Zerowasle Campaign Buenos Aires

Creenpeace lobbied in favor of a'ZeroWaste' law in Buenos Aires in 2005. The law

authorized the govemment to cut urban waste to half by 2012, and to zero by 2020. The cit_v

produces a huge amount of waste i.e. 4,000 - 5,000 tons each single day. Through shofi text

messages, the organization motivated people to call their legislators and emphasize them to help

pass the bill. Text messaging also remained higbly useful in coordinaring lobbying meetings and

supportive demonstrations. Consequently, the campaign rcma;ned successf'ul in gett;ng the

ZeroWaste I-aw passed.33s

c) Live Eanh's Mobile Carnpaigh

This campaign was primarily based on a global music concert, held on July 07, 2007 in a

number of capital cities around the world. The campaign raised au,,areness among the public

about the issu€ of climate change through ;ts live concerts. The 24- hour long concert was

broadcasted on various television networks and also streamed over th€ Int€met, attract;ng around

two billion viewers from around the world. The campaign also in\rolved a text message advocacy

activity in four count es that motivated individuals 1() prom;se to take certain actions to deal

with the climate issue. The campaign remained successful in collecting thousands ol text

335 Ibid. pp.45-46
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message sign'ups and hundreds of $een action pledges through text message- Audience pledges

were projected on mega screens at the event venues. television and social media.336 The

campaign was highly successful in raising awareness across the world. These days, text

messaging has become very popular among FNCOS as a mean to engage various stakeholderc in

the struggle for environmental gains.88?

d) Climate Counts

The Ctimate Counts USA is a cell phone based initiative which provides citizens with

infomation about a company's environmental sustainability ratings, and allows them to

compares it with its competitors- The information is sent back to a consumer in the shape of a

scorecard via text message, showing the self-reported efforts of corporations to address

envircnmental issues. Climate Counts has produced an index to show wh€ther th€se companies

have considered their climate 'footprint,' decreased their negative impact on global warming,

helped achieve climate friendly legislatjon, and openly exhibited their climate actions. U.S.

yogurt company Stoneyfield is financing this service and it is powered by Mobile Commons.888

e) Tracking Greenhouse Gas Emissions

MobCAS, a mobile phone application enables individual to tracking emissions of

greenhouse gases. It was designed by sci€ntists at the European Commission's Joint Research

Centre. It can track the emissions ofgases like carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and melhane on the

basis of inlbrmation about daily activities prov;ded bv the user. Users have to enter this

information on a webpage or their cell phone and then they can compare their emissions with the

33' tict eaugue etat., zoot, o7.cir.

"' sheila Kinkade,. & Kat in verclas,2008, opair p-49
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emission tlgures fbr various levels."" Citizens can know about lhe emissions caused by cooking,

driving or any other activity at any time. By creaiing a link bct*een their users' daily activities

and harmful emissions, mobGAS can encourage individuals to change their lifestyle. The

application also provides tips on how to adjust activities to reduce emissions. Irom December

2007 to Februar-v 2008, MobGAS was downloaded over 3,000 times. MobGAS due to its

potential to raise individuals' awareness of emissioll can lacilitate higher-level change.seo A

variety ofsuch devices are facilitating CSOs in pursuit oftheir goals.

Olher Mo bile I nitiatiyes

'Infolines', 'Climate Change', Healthy Toys. airTEXT and FishMS are some of a large

number of green SMS based information services that supply infomation at the rjght time about

the environmental impacts of various companies and products. For example, 'infolines' works

when a consumer while shopping texts the name of a certain product or company to a particular

phone number and receives back information about the environmental impact ol that particular

product or company.39l

However, desp;te vigorous NPS facilitating CCS actors in a variety of ways to deal with

the issue of climate change, the political authorities around the world have made very little

progress to achieve concrcte goals in this regard. This point to the fact, that the global addressee

ofNPS has be€n unable to redress the demands ofthe new public on this matter. A deep insight

uncovers a very complex situation on this issue. Powerf'ui acton like state (powedul states in

particular) and corporations are on one side ofthe fence. Moreover existing social and economic

disparities along with cetain lifestyles are posing serious challenges to the purist goals of

33e lbid. p-5r

"' Ibid. p-48
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climate change advocates. This emphasizes the need to comDrehend the politics of cl;mate

change posing challenges to NPS on this issue to achieve its goals.

5.6 POLITICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE,: CHALLENGE TO NPS

It would be oversimplificarion to cons;der climate change as just an environmental issue

because it is the consequence of ntodem economic systems, and our contemporary living style-

The politics ofclimate change is mark€d by scientific uncertainties, north-south divide, different

behaviors of coastal and mainland states, role of TNCS and certain social issues as well.

Furthermore, it is a matter of resources, €xpert;se and access to centers of power for ENGOS

which highlights the fact that ENGOS stnrggle fbr environmental goals itself is marked by

differences.se2 fiese olfline differences atso influence NPS and as a result, its effots to win

favors from national and global political authorities.

llowever, it is irnponant to note that the politics ofciimate change is "cosmopolitics" and

any genuine effort to bri.g this issue to its logical conclusion requires a post nation-state

approach.3gr lt also ushers in an opportunity to prove the existence of a single human race on

plan€t earth sffiving to safeguard its motherhood.

NORTH SOUTH DIVIDE

There is an obvious North - South dimcnsion olclimate change issue. It is obvious both

in terms of susceptibilitv to the consequences of climate change (particularly sea-level rise and

changes to agricultural systems) and in tems ofresponsibility to deal with this issue.8e

3e: Pete. Newell, 2005. arp (,
ier Barry K. Gills,2008, o,, C/ p-81
rq walden Bello,20l0, op ci.
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lndustrialized states have historically contributed more to the rise ol this issue than the

developing states. Neverthcless, some ofthe large developing stat€s like China, India and Brazil,

undergoing rap;d industrialization, are also releasing significant amounts ol grcenhouse gases. In

this p€rspcctive, a contentious debatc has staded about wh€ther, and if so in what shape, these

developing states should deal with their own commitments for reducing the emission. Some

circles in the developed North believe that these developing states will be able to achieve a

strategic economic edge at the cost of sacr;fices made by North American and European states.

An intenelated issue is that industr;es will close their setups at current locations and shift to

those parts of the world that do not fall under the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol, leading to

\rhat might be termed as 'carbon leakage'. Meanwhile, transfer oftechnologies, climate aid and

private sector investments in the venturcs to reduce carbon will play a pivotal role in persuading

parties to the agreements to fulfill their present commitments.s9s

Morcover, civil soc;ety in the North has paid hecd to climate change cntirely as an

environmental issue. Environmental civil society groups and scientific researchers have Iargely

concenffated on scientific and technica] remedies to check this problem. However, the issue has a

drastically different dimension in the South. The issue ofclimate change ;s primarily considered

an issue of sustainable development. Its solutions are supposed to be indivisible from larger

economic and political problems.re6

These existing socio-economic differences between north and south publics, and their

civil society actors results in fragmentation in public sphere. As a result multiple public spheres

emerge on the subject, with different aims and approaches to deal with this issue.

SKEPTIC SC/ENTISTS

3ei Peter Newell, 2005,
36 Dimitris stevis, The

Op.Cit p-6
Globaliztions of the Envi.on6ent. Glabalizatians,y o1.2, Nn. 3,2005, pp.32:l-333
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Skeptic scient;sts and their work at times also crcate hurdles in the efforts to resolve this

issue. Corporations by providing firnds for the scientists' skeptical about the emerging consensus

about climate change have found suppoters in the scientific community who confirm their

suspicions regarding the climate change science and provide legitimacy to arguments which

would otherwise be rejected as merely based on self-interest. Some ofthe promin€nt skeptics are

Richard Linzen (MIT), Fred Singer (George Mason University), and Bjorn Lomberg whose

works and critiques ol the presumptions behind many climatic threats have been endorsed and

exploited by corporate groups.3'

Exxon Mobile serves as a good example in this perspective. The world largest

transnational company with its sites in 53 states, and having influence in more or less all ofthem,

funds anti-envircnmental groups, and finances scientists for research arguing that therc is no

threat to environment at all.398

BEHAVIOR OF STATES

In order to understand the behavior of'slate towards the issue of climate change, three

facts must be kept in m;nd. The first, the world has spent the last 30 years in 'freeing up' the

market and in reducing the state capacity to interfere in its malters. Consequently, 'state' has lost

capability to intervene at th;sjuncture. It is very difficult for 'stale' to come up unilaterally wiG

legislations to reduce emissions. Second, the 'state' has becomc cvermore reliant upon the

investments ofthese corporations whom it would not like to anno),. Third, the existing economic

disparities among states determine their behavior in the politics ofclimate change.s9e

3'!7 Perer Newell, 2oos, op Ct p-2
3!i Bruce Mazlish.20l2, OpCil
"'Strsan Gmrge, A new environmental deal for the 2lst .en1try. Glahdli.atian,Yal. 5, No. 1,2008.
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As a result one finds differences in states behavior towards this issue. The states having

coastal arcas which can be the early victims of global warming, have enthusiastic strategies at

both national and global leveJs towards this issue as compared to the states located within

mainland areas. The economically developed states with high level of interdependence in the

networked economy like US have altogether a diflerent reaction to the demands ofENGOs.m

BEHAVIOR OF MARI(ET

The prevailing global economic system vests huge powers to the corporate sector than it

gives to states or citizens. Theoret;cally, corporations do not pay any obligatory regard to

environment if it poses any challenge for their goal of prcfit making. As mentioned €arlier, as a

consequence of privatization and iiberalization movements in th€ last fifty years or so,

corporations today have acquired also free hand to exploit natural rcsources at their will.

Furthermore, they have extended their productions to the level that they pose the greatest threat

to nafural environment,{l

The industrial sectors have be€n very active evcl s;nce the debate started about how the

intemational community should react to the challenge of climate change. They have been raising

doubts about the appropriate behavior towards this issue and probable solutions through such

bodies like the Climate Council and Global Climate Coalition. They also fund national media

and local environmental organization like thc Infbmation Council for the Environment to

circulate such infomadon that challenges the iising consensus about the thr€at of climate

"hung..eo2

s Pet.r N€well, 2005, Op Cn
$r Jan Oosthoek,. and Bany K. Cills.2005. O, C-.t/ p-286
e'z Peter Neuell, 2005. Op Cir p-2
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These corporations have profound impact on state policies towards €nvircnmental

concems. Moreover through the use of mass media, these colporations also aff€ct public opinion

by various means on this ;ssue.

SOME SOCIAL ASPECTS

A variety of social issues also get involved when it comes to actions on climate change.

Scientific uncertainty becomes a hurdle which permits politicians to argue that owing to

uncertainties more time and research are needed before action becomes warranted. Similarly,

intergenerational issues come to surface, that one generation is expected to make sacrifice while

the benefits would be reaped by the succeeding generations. Politically, charging the current

electorates financially to deal with problems that are believed to be long-telm is often thought as

unacceptable. Furthermore, one ofdle possible causes for climate change is evetyday pattem of

consumption. This means that citizens will have to give up luxuries or in another word, bring

drastic changes in their lifestyles. This creates a very diffrcult situation for making political

decisions on the subject. These aacts make the whole issue for some, politically contentious and

to some extent unpoputar at a community level.903

These challenges have multiple effects on NPS on climate change. The north-south

divide at the very global level can create fragmentation in the public sphere. The existing socio-

economic differences within a state can further create groups with different approach€s on this

issue. Moreover the works of skeptic scientists can also misguide the public and produce false

public opin;on.

{r Peter Newell, 2005. Olr.CZ
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As a res',rlt ofahcse challenges, the lmgmented public sphere on climate change becomes

weak in pressurizing political authorities al national and transnational levels to act decisively on

the drastic threat to the planct eanh.

To conclude, rhe NPS being entirely differenr from convenrional public sphere in its

nature, structure, vastness and mechanisms is shaping public opinions in its own way by infusing

the feelings of 'global citizenship' in its acrivisrs. GCS organizations are urilizing this

opportunity for publ;c opinion generation on climare chang€ by inirially providing the global

citizens with the required ;nformation and more ;mportantly by involving them in global

campaigns with disregard to territory.

ICTS have ushered in a new era ol oppoftunities for GCS to cope with the issue of

climate change. lCTs dire problem-the digital divide is being checked by the ICTs emerging

capability of;ntegrating communication technolog;es. Today, billions of people get access to

inlormation and their network via cell phones along with th€ Intemet. Similarly new

opporlunities ljke interactive radio & telcvision are opening up n€w avenues for ENGOS and are

proving to be a setback for the proponents of'digital divide'. The NPS is facilitating CCS to play

effective role in the planetary govemance.

However, it should also be emphasized that ICTS alone can not crcate a vibrant global

public sphere on any issue. In order to achieve concrete result on this issue various concems

should be addressed. The existing nofih-south d;vide in socio-economic development is one of

th€ major hurdles in achieving such noble ends. The environmental problems re]ated with the

modern lifestyle can be addressed through schooling and public sphere discussions leading the

way to convince policy maken at the top.
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CHAPTNR 6

CONCLUSIONS

6.1 CHANGING LENSES

ICTS led global;zation has paved the way for the emergence of timeless and borderless

social space. Just as stmggle for power took place in the teritorial spac€ within or among state/s

simila.ly a new struggle is on for redistribution of power in ihis new space among .state,,

'society', 'market' and of course 'individual'. This asks lor a redefinition of almost all socio-

political concepts lor the fact that most ofour concepts have a nation-state context.

Various theoretical enterprises offer partial explications of the process that brcught this

change. Mostly founded on the critique of capitalism, mistakenly attach this process with the

robust proliferation ofcapitalism. Nor deny;ng the role rhat capitalism played in stimulat;ng the

curent wave ol globalization, however it should be observed that globalization is an ongoing

process without a beginning or an end. The various theories offered nothing but a cedain \,antage

point, a unit ofanalysis, mostly state, to analyze this process.

The history shows that globalizarion. itself detemined its own goals, and its own ways to

achieve those goals, and neilher rulers nor religions could stop it- It ;s the name ofa process, not

a 'project', had it been so the largest'capitalist' state{he [JS would have designed it to save

itself from the firs1 recess;on of the twenty first century. It is a highly penetrative prccess,

mot;vated by human instinct for better living, secur;ty and prosperity, compelling every

individual and institution to further this cause through knowledge, ;nnovations, aspirations and

technologies leading to enhanced connectiv;ty and interdependence that diminishes the status of

bordered institutions iike stat€.
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The resulting new social space with its peculiarity of disregafil for ,bordem, 
is

stimulating a transformat;on in the teritory based institutions. including ,state,. Society and

market are gefting redefined in this new arena but 'state in its current nomenclaturc seems an

odd fit. The disrespect for tenitory ofthe new social space makes it very difficult for.state, to

find a respectful place in the new setup because .telailory, symbolizes the existence ofa nation_

state. This raises the need for govemance at some supralevel beyond states. The world has only

witnessed embryonic versions of global govemance structures which are expected to grow

mature in future. We are passing through a trans;torv epoch of h;story in which the world is

witnessing a great transfonnation from nation-state based world to .post' nation_state world.

Being the r€sident of a world sandwiched between nation-state and post nation-state scenarios,

we obse e the characteristics ofboth in our systems. Parts oanation-state character may traverse

to the post nat;on-state system! nevertheless the emerging polity wiu be different from the

contemporary.

The process of'polity' formation at ffansnational level is under.way. The elements ofthe

nation-state based poljty may find sirnilar matches at global level but based on different footings.

One can observe the emergence of transnational public sphere, CCS actors and of course

emerging global gov€mance structure woven in a larger framework bq/ond nation-state. This

requircs the need for new lenses to see the world as a unit itself, as a grand polity, having three

distinct spheres that reinforce each other beyond nation-state and negotiate with each other to

coupe with various issues faced by the Planet Ea(h- It is equally true for any evalu:rtion of

Ilabermas ideal public sphere embedded in nation-state perspective.
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6.2 IIABERMAS MODEL V.S. NPS

Habermas thesis on the refuedalization of'public sphere' is based on the kansformed

concept of'public' (bourgeoisie 'public' rvas defined as 'publ:c' of the private citizens). The

tansformation blurred the distinctjon betwccn 'public' and 'private', resulting in the extension

and ultimately restoration of the medieval concept ofthe 'public', just to be pr€sented 'before'

the people and not in the sense of 'representation' ofthe public.

Information revolution has revilalized the djstinction between 'public' and 'private' not

in the sense that Habemas would have wished it to, but through a re,nforced extension. The

extension of 'public' by the mass mcdia, Ilabemas argued, proved detrimental for the exjstence

ofbourgeoisie public sphere, but extcnsion of'public' brought about by ICTS is rejuvenating the

'public sphere'. The main argunrent lbr the dillerence with Habermas is the distinction between

the two media. The mass media \Vas a one way lraffic \uhich made Habermas think of the

medieval period concept ofpresenting the public 'before' nol for the people, condemning the

people to be mere spectator. Howevcr. ICTS enablcd 'social media' has reversed this condition

and have created an environment in which 'public' need not remain mere 'spectator' instead they

have the opportunity to be participant.

The €xt€nsion, Habermas argued, resulted in inclusions ofdifferent classes, unpropertied

into the 'public', which led to emergence ofgroup interests, decljnc ofc tical debate and lack ol

consensus jn the body ofp€ople. However the research shows that diversity and differences have

always been the hallmark ofdemocratic rule, and these have strengthened democracy more than

consensus which brings end to th€ debate.

Moreover, the extension brought about by mass media is no match to extension facilitated

by lCTs. lCTs have drastically influenced the concept ofthe 'public'. again which was situated

in a nation-state perspeclive. Today, the 'public'- a body of citizens, need not be delimited by
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state borders, rather new technologies have enabled.public, to move beyond the territorial

confines. So this is again, a distinct .extension, unmatched in Habermas account ol the public

sphere. Nonetheless this unprecedented 'extension' connects us with cerlain other limitations of

Habermasian ideal-the certain exclusions based on gender and prope{y. Though by its character,

the 'new public' has no incrination to introduce such discriminations but the socio-€conomic

conditions on ground have rhe poteniiar to create such differences which delimit universar access

to NPS. This stimulated several critics to raise the jssue of'digital divide' on grounds ofexisting

socio-economic differences across states and within states. This divide is evident cross

continents, and also within states.

However, the statistical data supports the contention that.digital divide, is slowly and

gradually on decline. The access to the Intemet has maintained the rising tide ever since its

inception. Even the recent economic recession could not bring a halt to it. More and more people

are gefting connected with the Internet either through computers or their mobile phon€s. The

access to telephone, TV Set or radio was as sporadic at one time as is the access to the intemet or

computer today. Like other technological divides of history, the digital divide is also expected to

minimize keeping in view the consistent rcductions in the cost oftechnologies, and increasingly

user-friendly innovations in ICTS. However, setting lhe issue of'access, to ,information' or ,site

of deliberation' aside, jt is significant to note that individuals' aptitude towards participation is

very impotant. Even the Habermas 'ideal' public sphere could nor compel each and every

member ofthe bourgeoisie society to be participant, so is the case with NpS. There are hundreds

of million issue-oriented websites, blogs and SNS and then it is only up to the individual interest

to be part ofthe forum ofhisrrer Iiking.
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This shows that more important rhan digital divide is the divide in usage of ICTs which

will remain there. Every onc is using television or radio and telephone in their own unrque way,

so will be the case with lCTs. This hinls to th€ human psychc and interests. Those interested in

participating in civil and political activit;es have always managed their ways. These interested

people will use this new digital resource for political and civil ends in their own unique ways. So

intemet itself is not rhe jinn of Aladin which may with a single click open the virtual

env;ronment ofHabermas ideal type public sphere, it dcpends on the way people will use it.

However, at this juncture the rol€ of civil society to orientate and motivate people

becomes paramount, and civil socieq, seems to be well-equipped to play this role. Today, the

civil society is ever sprawling, multila),ered, encompassing anything but.state,, following

numerous written and unwritten cod€s, wh;le sustaining;ts distinction it comes into conflict and

coordination with state, global govemance structures and market to negotiate favorc for the

individuals, communities and to uphold certain nonns, this is no more a .borders, confined .civil

society', rather it is global in its character.

ICTS and contemporary wave of globalization have strengthened civil society. The civil

sociery ca. facilitate accommodation and deliberation among diverse groups in the public

sphere. ICTS led globalization has eroded the sovereignty of the stat€ resulting in its decreased

capacity to address the mundane issues of the day- Civil sociely springs to fill that gap. ICTS

with their innovative faciiities have strengthened the capacities of civil sociery organizations.

These technologies par;cularly enabl€ civil society to steer the public debate on public issues

due to their smartness, affordability, interactivity and reach. Cotlee houses, saloons and public

squares ofeighteenth c€ntury have found their equivalence in the digital space where unlimited
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number of citizens interact with each olher and debate on public issues in formal and informal

manner.

ln the current era there has been extension in both the 'public, and the ,private,. The

exlensions in 'private' have resulted fiom the contractions in state. Market, civil society and

individuals have all gained at the cost of state. This has of course resulted in variety of new

conflicts which is due to the fact that the lines between 'public and 'private, got fufiher blurred

as Habermas pointed out, howev€r this 'blurily' is now getting institutionalized in the sense of

laws, and we have witnessed rapid groMh in privacy laws in the last century especially in the

last fifty years. Even many 'public' organizations have a 'privale' realm and ultimately privacy

The revival of public sphere ofthe private citizens is ofcourse in process. However, this

revival is happening not only within but also beyond the nation-state! in a new social space that

is indifferent to t€rritorial confines. As a result temporal-spatial boundaries ot' the public sphere

are becoming fluid. Therefore the emergent new'public'do€s not necessarily require a

mandatory nation-state 'identity'. Probably 'identity' in the conlext of state is becoming rapidly

irrelevant and a new type of affinjty to join 'public' is rcplacing the element of idcntity i.e.

global consciousness. The newer concept ol'identify' m;ght not be necessarily based rvithin the

contours ofnation-state but on associations with certain 'cause' that resonate across boundaries.

Surveys show that there is increasing conviction among the 'public' across th€ world that they

are c;tizens of the Planet Earth, rising faith about its singularity as a unit, concems about its

rcsources and its survival.

6.3 CLIMATE CHANGE AND NPS
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Climate change is one ofsuch issues that help us reflect our theoretical understandings on

ground. The manifestations of an emerging global polity with respect to the issue of climate

change can be observedj the rise oftransnational civil society on the environmental issues exists

in shape of networks like CAN: lransnational global govemance structures are evi{lent in the

shape of United Natjonal Environm€ntal Programme (UNLP), lpCC; and a transnational public

sphere enabled through transnational communication networks. Moreover. the most detrimental

crisis ofhuman history - climate change, has provided the humanity a cont€xt to act like global

citizens or I may put like 'new publjc' ofthe twenty first century. The suNey research envisages

a growing concem among this new public about the severity ofthis issue and the n€ed to take the

remedialmeasures,

The public sphere seems to have played its role effectively on this issue. As the public

concems on this issue first emerged in the 1970s, this shows that both conventional and NpS

have shaped these public views. However, the growing intensity of these views and their

proliferation is pdmarily due to the NPS. It has suppl;ed unlimit€d avenues for getting

information about this issue and innovative means for propagatjng this information leading to

raised awareness about this crisis.

The GCS actors are beginning to utilize smartly the new opportunities for public

motivation and civic action on this issue. I have documented a range of environmental e-

campaigns and other e-initiatives executed through ICTS either computers or cell phone which

show the strength ofthese facilities for this padicular issue. Beginning from late 1980s, many

ENGOS have acquired the status ot' observer in the slate negotiations regarding climate change.

Their presence in such negotiations has acquired fruits at times like Koyoto Protocol. They have

been consistently pushing states r€garding their environmental commitments and have been
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successful in achieving several environmental goals by putting pressures on both the state and

the corporations.

However despite, rcnewed strength, owing to ICTS and a transfomed world. these GCS

actors could not really move ahead from Koyoto which leads us to emphas;ze the significance of

politics being played over this issue which primarily is rooted in the old nation-state based

perspective. The North-South divide, scient;fic skept;cism and the need to adopt env;ronmental

Iife styles, all provide leverage to policy makers to delay further actions on this issue.

Ho\\,ever, it should also be emphasized that ICTS alone can not create a vibrant global

public sphere on any issue. In order to achieve concrcte result on this issue various concems

should be addressed. The existing noflh-south divide in socio,economic development is one of

th€ major hurdles in achieving such noble ends. The environmental problems rclated with the

modem lifestyle can be addressed through schooling and public sphere discussions leading the

way to convince policy makers at the iop-
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